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For many of my young informants, being Catholic is about having a 
personal and experiential relationship with God.  In such relationship, God 
often speaks through “signs” in the form of people, events, or things that 
fittingly assume a metaphorical message that can be the answer to one’s 
prayer or questions.   
Following this everyday theology, perhaps I can find it providential 
that this thesis is being submitted in the Year of the Youth in the Philippines.  
Spearheaded by the Catholic Bishops Conference of the Philippines, 2011 is 
witnessing various activities that invite the greater participation of young 
Filipinos, foremost of which is the arrival of the relics of St. John Bosco, 
patron saint of the youth.  It is my hope that somehow the following pages 
would reveal contemporary nuances of the faith that may either resonate 
with or challenge assumptions about the religious identity of young people 
today.  
In the writing of this thesis, however, perhaps a clearer providential 
“sign” could be the worthwhile journey it has been, thanks to various 
individuals who have one way or another contributed to my personal 
maturity.  In enumerating them here, it is not my intention to hold them 
responsible for the ensuing arguments.  Instead, to recognise them is the least 
I can do to show how grateful I am for the gift of mentorship, friendship, and 
maybe even their patience.     
For the purposes of confidentiality, I regret not being able to 
specifically thank the students, organisational overseers, religious youth 
workers, and staff of the various universities I have collaborated with in 
Metro Manila.  I suspect, however, that some of them will, perhaps by 
happenstance, get to read this thesis.  It is but appropriate to thank them for 
sharing with me their thoughts about their faith, the Church, and even 
personal stories that in many cases were in fact emotionally charged.  In 
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honour of their openness, I have tried to remain, to the best of my abilities, 
faithful to their insights and narratives.      
Writing the thesis has been both a profound and enjoyable experience 
because of the reassuring relationship I had with my advisers.  I am 
privileged to have been supervised by professors who knew how to challenge 
and encourage me effectively: Prof. Bryan Turner and Dr. Julius Bautista at 
NUS and Prof. Linda Woodhead at Lancaster University, UK.  Drawing from 
their respective strengths, each of them commented on the various aspects, 
approaches, and angles adopted by my thesis.  Whereas Prof. Turner and Dr. 
Bautista have overseen me in the initial and final stages of my candidature 
and during my fieldwork in Manila, Prof. Woodhead has supervised my 
visiting attachment at Lancaster’s Department of Religious Studies where I 
wrote the main body of the thesis.   This arrangement was possible under the 
Overseas Research Attachment programme between NUS and Lancaster, 
which Prof. Lily Kong initiated.  At this point I wish to thank, too, my 
examiners who have been incisive and helpful with their comments: A/P 
Robbie Goh (NUS), Dr. Sylvia Collins-Mayo (Kingston), and Prof. Michele 
Dillon (New Hampshire).    
My PhD has been overall a stimulating intellectual experience also 
because of the various institutional affiliations and academic networks I 
became part of.  The Asia Research Institute (ARI), for one, has awarded me 
its full PhD scholarship grant – with its institutional resources from office 
space to printing privileges to boot.   My gratitude goes to A/P Syed Farid 
Alayas and A/P Vineeta Sinha for believing in me and writing my references 
more than four years ago.  Moreover, the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences 
of NUS has generously supported my fieldwork and conference participation.  
During my fieldwork in Manila, I presented my preliminary findings in the 
lecture series of the Institute of Philippine Culture as one of its Visiting 
Research Associates.  Dr. Melissa Macapagal, Dr. Czarina Saloma-Akpedonu, 
and Leland dela Cruz have been helpful in this regard.  In addition, findings 
of my thesis have been presented at the various conferences of the South and 
Southeast Asian Association for the Study of Religion and Culture (Bali, 
Indonesia), the British Sociological Association’s Sociology of Religion Study 
Group (University of Edinburgh), and the International Society for Ethnology 
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and Folklore (State Ethnographic Museum, Poland).  Opportunities came, 
too, to present my work and hear from peers in the respective graduate 
seminars of Lancaster’s Department of Religious Studies and NUS’s 
Department of Sociology.  For all the patient administrative support they 
gave, K.S. Raja and Selvi Krishnan of NUS, Gillian Taylor of Lancaster, and 
Mel Mar and the scholar transcribers of the Ateneo de Manila deserve my 
gratitude.   
In several instances, my thinking about the thesis was stimulated by 
engagements outside the classroom and the claustrophobic office spaces I 
had.  During my fieldwork in 2008 - 2009, I was invited to take part in the 
Ateneo Cultural Laboratory which saw me leading a team of undergraduate 
and postgraduate students to investigate and document the religious rituals 
of Tayabas, Quezon in the Philippines.  Thanks to A/P Ana Labrador and 
Prof. Fernando Zialcita, the ethnographic experience of being with locals has 
enriched me in ways that any formal doctoral training could not.  In 2010, I 
was also accepted into two prestigious summer schools.  At the Summer 
School on Engaged Anthropology at the University of Warsaw and at the 
International Summer School on Religion and Public Life by the Institute for 
the Human Sciences in Cortona, Italy, I had humbling encounters with 
extremely brilliant graduate students of my generation from all over the 
world.  Although it felt like I was in a constant intellectual sparring, my 
interactions with them offered me a renewed interest in politics and theology, 
which has caused me to think outside my discipline from time to time.   
If there is one thing that I would surely miss about being a graduate 
student, it is the impression among adults that I always needed food, freebies, 
and all the encouragement I could get, which was not so bad in view of the 
psychological pressures of thesis writing.  Almost always I ran out of clothes 
for forgetting to do the laundry.  Arthur, Haide, and Melissa Sanchez never 
forgot to invite me to any event at their lovely Filipino home in Lancaster.  
After every service at St. David’s Free Anglican Parish in Preston, Lancashire, 
I was always stuffed at lunch by Rev. Steve and Sue Rutt, whose life of 
service as a couple will forever inspire me.  I have had the most moving 
conversations, too, with a dear friend and mentor, Dr. Sean O’Callaghan, in 
the most serene and scenic spots in Lancashire and Yorkshire that only locals 
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could possibly know.  In Singapore, I am thankful to the Loi Family and 
friends at Bukit Panjang Methodist Church and Hope Church who have 
never ceased from showing their affection and care since I first met them 
almost a decade ago.  When I conducted my fieldwork, I met Sr. Rosella 
Faypon of St. Paul’s University – Tuguegarao who, to this day, would 
intercede for me.   
Throughout the four years of my PhD, I have established friendships 
which I know are meant to last.  In one of our meals at the NUS Bukit Timah 
Campus, Nathan Cruz, my fellow ARI scholar, gave me the idea to look at 
youth and religion.  My gratitude goes, too, to other Filipino scholars who 
have made our diaspora at NUS rather vibrant: Gene Navera, Anril Tiatco, 
Glenda Lopez, Lou Antolihao, Andie Soco, Niño Leviste, Dazzie Zapata, 
Migoy Lizada, and Dr. Rommel Curaming.  Manuel Sapitula and Rodney 
Sebastian have been great partners in our efforts to reorganise the Faculty’s 
Religion Cluster Graduate Initiative.  Jonathan Ong at Cambridge University, 
Helena Patzer at the University of Warsaw, and Lin Weirong at the 
University of Warwick have read and commented on some of my chapters.  
Jace Cabanes of Leeds University, Tessa Guazon of the University of the 
Philippines, Zoltan Szenyi of Central European University, and Patrick 
Echevarria of the Society of Jesus have been very supportive friends as well.  
So have Sarbeswar Sahoo, Saiful Islam, Alice Nah, and Thomas Barker at 
NUS.  My friends at Lancaster University also deserve to be recognised for 
attempting, at the very least, to get me out of my workspace from time to 
time:  Pat Murphy, Keerti Krishnan, Fiona D’Souza, Johanna Jung, Richard 
Chong, and James Zhang.  My friends at the Graduate Christian Fellowship, 
led by the most inspiring couple Keith and Mollie Bowers of Morecambe, 
have kept me spiritually grounded.  At Religious Studies, my colleagues have 
welcomed me as their own: Rebecca Catto, Xicotencatl Martinez, Vijaya 
Subramani, Emily Laycock, Kjersti Løken, and Lisa Atkinson.       
Because of all these people who may effectively be my own 
providential signposts, my PhD has been extremely rewarding and 
worthwhile.  It is in light of this that although it is simply the beginning of 
my academic career, finishing this doctoral thesis will forever be an 
important milestone in my life.   
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As such, my PhD needs to be dedicated to the most important people 
of my life:  Daddy, Mommy, Kuya, Ate Tan, Joff, and the brethren at Cross 
Tower Ministries.  I take this opportunity, too, to dedicate this work to the 
memory of my Lolo Nias and Mamang Nita, who taught me the value of 
education many years ago.   
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What does being Catholic mean to religious involved Filipino 
students today?  An important contribution to the study of religion and youth 
in the Philippines, this thesis looks at the religious identity (defined as 
personal religious meanings) of students involved in Catholic organisations in 
colleges and universities in Manila.   
One may suppose that this sector of young Filipino Catholics will be 
more orthodox in their beliefs and practices.  On the contrary, because of 
what appears to be their selective posture towards the beliefs and practices of 
Catholicism, these students may easily be characterised as “cafeteria” or 
“split-level” Catholics.  The thesis counters this claim by arguing that in fact, 
they are better described as creative Catholics in view of how they reflect on 
the elements that to them define what being Catholic first and foremost 
means.  Indeed, three themes surrounding being Catholic are emergent: a 
personal and experiential relationship with God, an action-orientated 
relationality in which right living is more important than right believing, and 
a critique of their peers’ and the Catholic leadership’s misguidedness.  
Collectively, these three elements of self-fulfilment, relationality, and critique 
help in the reconfiguration of the concept of reflexive spirituality.   
Given these themes, being Catholic among religiously involved 
students today can be seen as an undercurrent of experiential religion of 
humanity in which God has become immanent, and religion only makes 
sense in light of what one does to his relationships.  In other words, as far as 
they are concerned, a Church-defined Catholicism in terms of tradition and 
central doctrines is giving way to a self-defined religious identity. 
The self-defined character of their religious identity becomes evident, 
too, when one turns to their moral views.  It is very intriguing that they are 
conservative with regard to divorce, homosexuality, premarital sex, 
cohabitation, and abortion.  They do not, however, invoke moral error in their 
arbitration of these moral issues but instead underscore a humanistic value of 
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relational commitment, which reflects their reflexive spirituality.  Alongside 
this is the view that religious authority is no longer in the institution but in 
the self as a morally capable individual.  It is in light of these ideas that their 
moral views are described as conservatively liberal.    
Does the self-defined character of their religious identity mean that 
these students are becoming less committed as Catholics?  Not necessarily.  
What is interesting is that in spite of their criticisms of the Catholic 
leadership, their deviation from traditional religiosity, and their apparent 
moral autonomy, they are adamant and serious about being Catholic.  
Christened in this thesis as indwelt individualisation, the concept refers to the 
attitude and the processes governing the religious identity construction of 
individuals who, by negotiating what ought to be believed, practised, and 
resourced from within the confines of their institution and elsewhere, are 
adopting their religion in a more effective and meaningful manner.  These 
attitudes and processes are explored through the emotional anthology of 
resources shaping my informants’ religious identity. 
The thesis ends by reflecting on the social conditions that may account 
for the emergence of these students’ reflexive spirituality.  Engaging thinking 
in the sociology of generations, the final chapter offers a provocative 
proposition that religiously involved students today may belong to an isolated 
generation.  The generational conditions include economic vulnerability, 
family restructuring, and political detachment.  Demonstrating an intriguing 
paradox, the ontological insecurity brought about by these conditions has 
created the space for their individualised religious identity, which, at the 
same time, navigates it as a lifestyle choice.   
Although focused on Filipino students, the empirical and theoretical 
contributions of the thesis engage observers of religion and youth in other 
contexts to rethink existing ideas concerning religious identity, spirituality, 
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“As the Father  
has Sent Me” 




The Filipino Catholic Youth 
  
The beginning of 1995 could not have been more auspicious, 
promising, and, yes, religious for many young Filipino Catholics.  With over 
four million Filipinos celebrating with delegates from more than thirty 
countries, the World Youth Day in Manila gathered what remains to be the 
biggest papal crowd (Zimmerman, 2008).  Christmas holidays were extended 
into January to allow students to witness the occasion.  I was in primary six 
and I vividly remember recording many of these developments in my journal. 
 
 
Figure 1.  The logo of World Youth Day 1995 in Manila, Philippines 





Marked by its theme song, “Tell the World of His Love,” and a logo 
depicting a traditional fishing boat sailed by young people, the event was an 
occasion for the Pope to send the youth “as the Father has sent me.”  During 
that week of January, celebrations included worship, liturgy, cultural 
presentations, break-up sessions, and messages from the Pope himself.  Not 
surprisingly, many were in tears when the Pope bid farewell to Manila, which 
turned out to be his last opportunity to do so in the country.  John Paul II 
(1995), in spite of advanced signs of ageing, could not have been happier to 
see the religious fervour of Christendom’s future: 
 
Young people of the Philippines, the modern world needs a 
new kind of young person: it needs men and women who are 
capable of self–discipline, capable of committing themselves to 
the highest ideals, ready to change radically the false values 
which have enslaved so many young people and adults. All 
this is possible with trust in the Lord, and with the help of 
good teachers, in the University and in your parishes and 
groups. 
 
By all accounts, the event showcased the religious passion of many 
Filipino Catholics and reignited it even in those who may have lost it.  From a 
national survey of youth (ages 15 - 30) conducted a year later, 87% assessed 
themselves as religious and 69% attended religious services at least once a 
week (Sandoval, Mangahas, and Guerrero, 1998).  At that time, 84% of 
Filipino youth professed to be Catholic.  Indeed, time and again, many 
accounts about the Philippines begin with the quick note that it is the only 
Christian nation in Asia.1  The statement is almost to say that to be Filipino is 
to be Catholic, a conception deeply ingrained in the Catechism for Filipino 
Catholics (Catholic Bishops Conference of the Philippines, 2008).   
                                                          
1
 This is, of course, to the neglect of the considerable presence of non-Christian 




It is not surprising then that religion occupies a prominent position in 
the values of many young Filipinos, a point that researchers working on other 
aspects of Philippine society perennially refer to.  Religion, for example, is 
often seen as the explanation why among the 13 to 24 year old Filipinos 
surveyed, “three-quarters…had not had sex…and their main reasons were 
that they were not married and that ‘waiting is a special gift for the person 
with whom I will share my life’” (Moynihan, 2007).  In fact, “very few agreed 
that it is all right to have sex ‘for fun’, and around three-quarters believed 
that ‘love forever’ requires sacrifice.”  Looking at Filipinos 15 – 24 years old, 
the 2002 Young Adult Fertility Survey notes, however, that the rather small 
23.4% of the youth who have engaged in premarital sex is in fact a leap from 
17.8% in 1994 (Herrera, 2006).   
 More than a decade after the World Youth Day in Manila, the 
indicators of religiosity still look positive but come with necessary caution to 
observers.  In a fairly recent study, among the youth (7–21 years old), the 
proportion of those who professed to be Catholic seems to have gone down to 
76% (NFO-Trends, 2001).  According to another landmark survey on Catholic 
youth (13–39), Mass participation at least once a week is already at 63% 
(Episcopal Commission on Youth, 2003).  NFO-Trends (2001) estimates it to 
be lower at 56%.  Moreover, the Episcopal Commission on Youth (2003, p.75) 
says that a broad base of Filipino Catholic youth are now nominal, “as 
evidenced by 44.9% of them who seldom practice their faith, and 3.8% who 
never did.”  In fact, at a closer look, one notices that it is “receiving the 
sacraments” and “participating in Church activities” that garnered the lowest 
ratings, bordering on seldom.  In contrast, most practised are “praying,” 




If the new Pope were to visit the Philippines today, what kind of 
young people would he go to meet?  The data simply suggest a weakening 
participation in many Church-connected activities in favour of private 
religious expressions.  It appears then that “the faith of the Filipino Catholic 
youth,” as the Episcopal Commission on Youth (2003, p.75)  puts it, “may be 
Christianized in concept or knowledge, but with application, through the 
practices offered by the institutional Church, they tend toward those which 
are personalist rather than those with an ecclesial or community dimension.” 
 But certainly more revealing are the findings of Youth Study 2001 
where it has been shown that even if there are 88% of young people who still 
believe in God or a Supreme Being, only 42% acknowledge heaven, 21% hell, 
and 21% life after death.  The report, in fact, goes so far as to say that 
“contrary to popular belief, we are no longer a nation of believers we are 
reputed to be” and in a paragraph just before, that “Catholic Church 
membership may decrease in the next generation” (NFO-Trends, 2001, p.25).  
Indeed, parochial participation among these youth is also low at 18%, the vast 
majority of which are serving as choir members.   
Prudence, of course, is called for in comparing these different surveys 
mainly because the age brackets covered differ from each other and the 
questions vary (see Voas and Bruce, 2004).  Nevertheless, each of them offers 
considerably reliable depictions of the state of the faith of young Filipinos.  
Given these prominent works, there seems a justification to believe that 
consistent with trends among Catholic youths around the world, young 
Filipinos in general are going in the direction of an individual-expressive 
religious identity (Hammond, 1988; Hornsby-Smith, 2004).  What this means 




beliefs and practices are declining.  Young Filipinos feel free to pick and mix 
their beliefs and practices.  Writing in the mid-20th century, Jesuit 
psychologist Bulatao (1966) has already observed this and even called it 
“split-level Christianity.”         
Even observations of local religious practitioners themselves confirm 
this.  In an essay on the spiritual journey of young Filipinos, Macasaet (2009, 
p.11), a Salesian rector of a technical college, proposes that “the true essence 
of religion seems to have been lost in a subjective, touchy-feely criterion of 
self-satisfaction.”   
 
Research Question, Scope, and Hypothesis 
 
In a country where youth studies and the sociology of religion are still 
embryonic, these recent surveys and commentaries offer a comprehensive 
picture of young mainstream Filipino Catholics who now seem to be 
developing an individualist form of religious beliefs and practices.  Surely, 
they offer novel insights and open debates concerning religious change and 
modernity -  not in the West, but in the Global South often touted to be 
religiously conservative in character (Jenkins, 2002).     
My point of entry into this discussion, however, is from a different 
angle.  Quite straightforwardly, these surveys and commentaries, possibly 
reinforced in the public discourse, overlook the significant presence of those 
who remain religiously involved.  To my mind, these are not simply those 
who fulfil their sacramental duties faithfully, which is still considerably high 
given the statistics above.  By and large, religiously involved youth are those 




This definition is consistent with existing qualitative research in the sociology 
of religion.  Contemporary ethnographic researchers like Baggett (2009) and 
Ecklund (2005), for example, have focused on Catholics active in various 
American parishes.  In Europe, Fulton and his associates (2000) have 
categorised young adult Catholics according to their church attendance and 
roles in church-related activities.   
In the Philippines, religiously involved youth are not a small minority.  
According to the Episcopal Commission on Youth (2003), 40% of Catholic 
youth are in fact members of religious organisations, a big proportion (72.9%) 
of which is parish-based while 15% are school-based.  Even if age-bracket 
comparisons may not be direct, these figures are a big leap from the 12% of 
Filipino youth involved in church or religious organisations in 1996 
(Sandoval, Mangahas, and Guerrero, 1998). 
In view of the foregoing, can the Catholic identity of these religiously 
involved young people be subsumed to existing trends towards individual-
expressiveness as shown above?  Or do they harbour, in a way that contests 
individualism, a different kind of being Catholic that is perhaps more in line 
with institutional Catholicism?   
 
Research Question and Scope  
 
In the context of my research, these broad questions are addressed 
and fine-tuned as follows: “What does being Catholic mean to religiously involved 
Filipino students today?”  Two main ideas immediately transpire here: 




As hinted above and as will be explained further below, the attention 
placed on religiously involved Filipino students is worth taking given their 
empirical neglect in research.       
To be introduced below and explored fully in Chapter 2, “being 
Catholic” reflects how religious identity throughout this thesis is 
problematised and defined in terms of personal religious meaning or self-
understanding.  Decidedly qualitative, the thesis shall deal with the main 
question empirically and conceptually from Chapters 4 to 7.   
Accompanying the main question is a secondary one: “What social 
conditions account for their religious identity?”  Addressed in Chapter 8, this 
sub-question has been crafted to identify the macrostructural conditions my 
informants are faced with, which may be shaping their religious identity.   
Religiously involved students are undergraduate members and 
officers of university-based religious organisations.  As Chapter 3 will show, 
they come from various academic disciplines in universities in Metro Manila.  
The selection of the religious organisations has been strategically diverse: 
Charismatic, liturgical, outreach-orientated, catechetical, and Campus 
Ministry-based.   
There are various reasons why this scope on religiously involved 
students has been intentional and strategic.  For one, enlisting with a religious 
organisation especially in the university is an individual choice.  Two, 
involvement in a religious organisation exposes the individual to greater 
opportunities for religious socialisation and practice.  Together, these two 
hint at a heightened level of religiosity whose content and nuances 
sociologists of religion must investigate.  Do we, for example, immediately 




noteworthy that involvement in religious organisations denotes expressions 
of religiosity that may be outside the scope of mere belief-and-practice 
checklists in quantitative research.  Indeed, this decision to focus on 
undergraduate students instead of parish youth in general has proved fruitful 
and wise in that I discovered that many, in fact, do not go to Mass and 
participate in the parish regularly (see Chapter 4).   
Three, looking at the religious identity of Filipino students allows us 
to have a glimpse of the religious nuances and tensions among future 
Catholic adults in the Philippines.  This is because across all disciplines, 
undergraduates involved in Catholic student organisations, by virtue of life 
chances, are potentially the society’s opinion leaders both as future 
professionals and informed Catholics.   
As future professionals, they have the propensity to shape opinion 
within their respective spheres of influence whether in the private or public 
sector.  These undergraduate students have the potential to become powerful 
voices that the Catholic hierarchy will have to engage with2.   
As informed Catholics at a young age, they carry the possibility of 
becoming more involved as Catholics in the future, whether as religious or 
lay (see Wuthnow, 1999; Hoge, et al., 2001).  In fact, this is verified in my 
interviews.  While the majority do not see themselves becoming clergy, they 
are open to lay participation in church affairs.  Some of them can even tide 
over to the adult counterpart groups of their current religious organisations.  
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 One may refer to Raffin and Cornelio (2009) for a recent example of how the 
Reproductive Health Bill in the Philippines is, even right now, a very contentious 





Some students also speak of alumni coming back to their campus to help with 
the activities, a possibility for them to be doing, too.3 
It needs to be emphasised that the thesis, as revealed in the research 
question, is mainly interested in the religious identity or self-understanding 
of religiously involved students.  The next two chapters will lay the 
conceptual and methodological foundation for this.  The thesis is not about 
the organisations they are part of, although, as will be seen, they have a role 
to play in their religious socialisation (see Chapter 7`; see also Shepherd, 
2010).  Although it is about undergraduate students, the thesis is also not 
concerned about how religion is at work in their respective universities (see 




Overlooking religiously involved youth may reinforce assumptions 
that they are so because of inclinations more traditional than that of their 
peers.  This is a point gathered from Smith and Denton’s chapter on Catholic 
youth (2005).  Indeed, to claim that my informants may exhibit a more 
traditionally orientated religious outlook appears self-evident.  I have noted 
                                                          
3
 On the question of religious change among these Filipino students in the future, 
whether in terms of conversion to other religions or decline (and hence they may no 
longer be as potentially influential), one can only be speculative.  While the 
literature in the sociology of religion in the West generally inform us that young 
people are turning to alternative forms of spirituality if not losing any interest in 
institutional religion at all (Smith and Denton, 2005; Smith and Snell, 2009), there 
are also those that document the continuity in the religious lives of many adults 
(Dillon, 1999; Wuthnow, 1999).  If they can be taken at their word today, many of 
my informants would say they are happy to stay as Catholic.  In fact, even those who 
are already exploring other religions in the Philippines such as Evangelical 
Christianity say that there is no compelling reason for them to leave the Church, a 




above that apart from their free willing participation in campus-based 
religious organisations where they receive arguably enhanced religious 
socialisation through various retreats, for example, they themselves are 
involved in organising religious activities such as Mass, prayer gatherings, 
and catechesis both on and off campus.  It can be hypothesised, therefore, that 
being Catholic for them involves a conservative or traditional view of the 
Church in its “objective institutional character” which encompasses the 
centrality of sacraments to administer grace, time-honoured religious practice 
such as fasting and praying the rosary, participation in the institutional life of 
the parish, and definitive Catholic doctrines concerning morality, the Virgin 
Mary, saints, the Trinity, and even purgatory (Troeltsch, 1931, p.41).  
Sociologically, these reveal the quintessential “religion of difference” in 
which an immeasurable distance between the Divine and Humanity exists.  
The Catholic Church, as a treasury of grace and merit, provides mediation 
(Woodhead and Heelas, 2000).   
A possible manifestation of this traditional religious identity is in 
what Ludwig (2000, p.1) has called “juridical consciousness” in which the 
religion is perceived to be about rules, legalism, doctrines, and rituals 
administered by a clergy on behalf of God.  But of course, it can also be 
beyond this legalism, say, in terms of re-discovering the meaningfulness of 
institutional religion.  There are the “reclaimers” who find renewing 
experience in the symbols and rituals of the Church (Flory and Miller, 2010, 
p.13).  And there are also those known as traditionalists or neo-exclusivists for 
being involved in reasserting and restoring pre-Vatican II religious rites and 





Regardless, it follows that religious authority over doctrine and 
morality is located in the resources of the institutional Church - its traditions 
and promulgations.  In its ideal typical sense, a religious identity that submits 
to these ideas can be considered collective-expressive in which the believer 
dutifully takes part in the institutional and communal life passed down 
through the generations (Hammond, 1988).        
Such has also been the hypothesis proposed in works on religion and 
youth in other settings.  Among Australian youth, Rymarz and Graham 
(2006) have initially expected core Catholics or those with ties to their 
respective parishes, typically through their families, to be more positive, for 
example, about their long-term church involvement.  In Europe, it is 
noteworthy that the core young adult Catholics Fulton and colleagues (2000) 
studied are involved in such religious organisations as Legion of Mary, St 
Vincent de Paul Society, and Catholic Action.  A traditional tendency is 
typical although not in all countries.  Core single male Catholics in Italy, for 
example, have a very appreciative view of the sacraments of the Eucharist 
and penance (Tomasi, 2000).    
 
Significance and Contribution of the Research Question 
 
 The significance of the research question can be seen in terms of its 
two main contributions given existing gaps in the literature: empirical 







 Empirical Contribution 
 
 First, the empirical questions being asked in this thesis, to my mind, 
advance the sociology of religion in the Philippines.   
I have noted above, for example, that religiously involved youth are 
overlooked in existing studies on religion and youth even though they seem 
to have a formidable presence in the country.  Hence, the entire thesis hopes 
to unravel indeed what being Catholic personally means to them, what their 
views are towards controversial moral issues of the day such as divorce and 
premarital sex, and what sort of resources influence their religious identity.   
I have mentioned above, too, that because of my informants’ life 
chances as religiously involved undergraduates today, their religious 
identity, in a way, can be taken to suggest the future make up of the Catholic 
Church in the Philippines.  This is because they have the propensity to shape 
public opinion in the future.  Of course, the future of the Catholic institution 
is mainly contingent on its religious elites, namely the clergy, who profess 
and uphold the institutional faith.  It is worth noting, however, that sustained 
membership and participation among adherents depend on how the 
institution addresses the youth, which my informants definitely are.  There is 
indeed a lesson to be learnt from the disillusionment of young Poles in their 
Catholic leadership today because of the latter’s perceived excessive political 
interference (see Demerath, 2000).       
In view of these empirical contributions, the research question carves 
a niche since I am not familiar, too, of any work on the religious identity of 
Filipino Catholics at large.  It is true that there are studies, as introduced 




in the sociology of religion.  This is because many of these works are 
commissioned by the Church and hence carry missiological and pedagogical 
purposes.  It is my hope, therefore, that this line of questioning will somehow 
pave the way for a new sociology of religion in the Philippines.   
 But beyond this local empirical contribution, researching Catholic 
youth in the Philippines offers a counterpoint to the growing literature on 
religion and youth in the West, where one can only be amazed at existing 
well-endowed projects.  In the US, for example, the National Study of Youth 
and Religion has looked into adolescent religion and spirituality (Smith and 
Denton, 2005).  In the UK, the AHRC/ESRC Religion and Society Programme 
has specific themes concerned with youth: Christianity and the University 
Experience; Youth, Religion and Sexuality; and Marginalised Spiritualities 
among Youth, among many others.4   
Demonstrating the lingering importance of religion and spirituality to 
young people, an edited volume on religion and youth has been recently 
published (Collins-Mayo and Dandelion, 2010).  While it takes stock of the 
important works to date, most of the articles, however, come from the 
Western hemisphere.  That, of course, is understandable since being 
problematised, among other issues, are processes of secularisation and 
individualisation.  Other recent landmark texts include Savage, et al. (2006) 
and Collins-Mayo, et al. (2010) which have looked at the religious worldview 
of Generation Y, discovering, for example, the centrality of relationships in 
the happiness of English youth.  A specific focus on Catholic youth does not 
lag behind either, seen, for example, in Fulton and associates in Europe (2000) 
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and Rymarz and Graham (2006) in Australia.  In the US, Hoge and colleagues 
(2001) are known for their national surveys on young adult Catholics.  
Perhaps this interest in Catholic youth was initiated by McNamara (1992) 
through his longitudinal research with American high school students in the 
1970s and 1980s.   
Indeed, there is no specific agenda for these projects to be contrasted 
to the experience of the East (or the Global South).  But because works on 
religion and youth in the non-West are simply scanty and do not enjoy the 
same prominence, they are inevitably overlooked in sociological discussions 
even if they may have interesting points to contribute.   
To illustrate, youth religious organisations in the Philippines, for one, 
are making possibly unprecedented impact on communities that are left 
unseen or unrecognised by religion observers just because they seem 
marginal.  It is youth religious organisations that are very much into 
community development efforts, from catechesis to home-building projects, 
among informal settlers in the country.  In view of this, I propose that the case 
of youth religious organisations – in the Philippines and elsewhere - must 
also be taken into consideration in the literature on faith-based initiatives and 
development (Farnsley, 2007).  Although this in itself entails a new research 
project beyond the scope of this thesis, the element of action-orientatedness is 
very much part of my informants’ Catholic spirituality, as will be seen in 
Chapter 5.   
Moreover, reading works like Jenkins (2002) leaves a lingering 
assumption that institutional religions such as Christianity in the Global 
South are formidably conservative and highly militant.  While there is 




the public sphere, my focus on the religious identity of young Catholics has 
led me to relate and contrast many of their experiences to trends seen 
elsewhere.  Their moral views, for example, are decidedly conservative 
compared to their Western peers, but are also paradoxically liberal, as 
discussed in Chapter 6.  Moreover, individualisation, which is explored in 
detail in Chapter 7, comes with the caveat that it does not lead to the decline 
of the influence of Catholicism in my informants’ lives.  It will be seen in that 
chapter, too, that individualisation is often taken to mean as occurring 




The other contribution is more theoretical in that the research question 
puts forward a reconceptualisation of religious identity in terms of personal 
religious meaning, one that has not been explored fully in the sociology of 
religion.  Indeed, in the existing literature, as Chapter 2 will explain at length, 
religious identity is not often clearly defined, relying instead on what can be 
considered normative patterns of beliefs and practices.  The thesis proposes 
that only by focusing on religious self-understanding or what individuals 
mean when they profess a religion, can observers begin to understand why 
certain beliefs, practices, or experiences – aspects of what can be considered 
broadly as everyday religion or the religious life - are held in favour of others.  
A more nuanced analysis of religious identity can therefore ensue, without 
relying on such pre-packaged categories as “selective” or “cafeteria” 




a Catholic?  From the point of view of religious socialisation, this is an 
important question since, as Hoge and colleagues (2001, pp.195 - 196) note, a  
  
living tradition needs living interpreters to convey its vital 
teachings to today’s devotees, and the devotees must 
somehow determine to what in the tradition they are most 
devoted.  Catholic identity, like all aspects of identity, is the 
product of a constant process of experimentation, negotiations, 
and transformation [italics in the original]. 
 
Indeed, at least three themes of their religious self-understanding 
come to surface: having an experiential relationship with God, enacting an 
action-orientated relationality, and articulating a critique of the 
misguidedness of the Catholic leadership and their peers.  Collectively, these 
have allowed me to reconfigure the concept of “reflexive spirituality” in the 
literature.  Also, these themes have helped in identifying an emergent 
typology of religiously involved students: orthodox, practical (creative), and 
freestyle (creative) Catholics.   
But as the chapters of this thesis unfold, it will be seen that studying 
religious identity as personal religious meaning does not have to end in 
merely identifying the nuances, values, ideas, or worldviews that my 
informants cherish about the Catholic faith.  This has several implications.   
One, as will be explained in the next chapter, other aspects of 
everyday religion such as moral views become intelligible in light of their 
religious identity.  In other words, can we see a relationship between their 
moral views and their religious self-understanding?   
Two, asking about religious identity is also implicitly asking about the 
condition and resources of their religious socialisation.  If Hammond’s (1988) 
observation that religious identity construction has become more individual-




what this means is that the Catholic Church no longer has monopoly over 
their religious subjectivity.  Hence, what resources are now being drawn 
upon to shape religious identity?   
Finally, as an inquiry in sociology, asking about religious identity 
among students calls for a comprehension of the social conditions they are 
embedded in, thus, the secondary question proposed above.  To reiterate, 
what social conditions account for the emergence of such religious identity?   
 
Structure of the Thesis 
 
 The entire thesis is progressively structured in seven chapters.  
Chapters 2 and 3 are foundational as theoretical and methodological 
discussions surrounding the very concept of religious identity.  Chapters 4 to 
7 address the main question whereas Chapter 8 the secondary one.   
In Chapter 2, which is the review of literature, the foundation is laid 
by offering a particular definition of religious identity.  As already 
mentioned, religious identity is redefined here in terms of religious self-
understanding, a view that has not been fully explored in the sociology of 
religion.  It will be explained, too, that asking about what individuals mean 
when they profess a religion is justified in view of the natural hybridity of 
everyday religion, the ever-changing character of religion and how everyday 
believers can trigger change, and the very condition of religion in modernity.  
The latter speaks of secularisation, sacralisation, and individualisation.   
 Chapter 3 explains at length the mixed qualitative methods approach 
taken during the fieldwork.  Consistent with the proposition of Chapter 2, the 




undergraduates was “What does being Catholic mean to you?”  In total I 
have conducted sixty-two interviews, four focus group discussions, and 
participant observation of two religious activities with undergraduate 
members and officers of thirteen Catholic organisations based in various 
universities (state, private non-sectarian, private Catholic) in Metro Manila.   
 The first empirical discussion is in Chapter 4 which presents an 
emergent typology of religiously involved students based on their personal 
religious meanings and religious practice (Mass attendance and penance).  
There are two main classifications: orthodox Catholics and creative Catholics.  
Enriching these are biographical notes from Brad, Imman, and Katherine.  
Orthodox Catholics embody high participation in the sacraments and their 
religious identity sees the centrality of Church-defined Catholicism in terms 
of doctrines surrounding the Virgin Mary and the Eucharist, for example.  
Among creative Catholics, two emic sub-categories are discernible, namely, 
“practical” and “freestyle.”  Taken together, these creative Catholics harbour 
a self-defined religious identity focused on such matters as helping the poor 
and experiencing God personally.  They, therefore, do not see the importance 
of institutional Catholic life, say, in the sacraments and doctrinal adherence.  
This is even if “practical,” in contrast to “freestyle” Catholics, may still be 
fulfilling their sacramental duties at Mass and penance.  All but four of my 
interviewees are creative Catholics.  They then become the emphasis of the 
entire thesis.  From Chapter 4 onwards, religiously involved students refer to 
these creative Catholics.   
 Chapter 5, which begins with an account of a Taize prayer event at a 
Catholic university, directly addresses the main question of the thesis.  




themes surrounding “being Catholic” come into view: a personal and 
experiential relationship with God; an action-orientated relationality in which 
“right living” is more important than “right believing;” and a critique of the 
Catholic leadership’s perceived misguidedness and their peers’ religious 
insincerity.  Collectively, these three themes help in reformulating the concept 
of reflexive spirituality in the literature.  As self-defined elements of their 
religious identity, the absence of traditional religiosity concerning the Mass, 
rosary, and saints, for example, is noteworthy.  It is in this chapter where I 
suggest that their religious identity points to an undercurrent of experiential 
religion of humanity within the conservative-led institution of Philippine 
Catholicism. 
    As suggested above, the study of religious identity does not have to 
end in the meanings alone.  One of the advantages of taking religious identity 
in terms of religious self-understanding is that they shed light on other 
aspects of the religious life such as particular beliefs, practices, and 
experiences even if they may be hybrid or contrary to official teachings of the 
Church.  This is demonstrated in Chapter 6 where their moral views are 
foregrounded.  Specifically, although their attitudes towards the controversial 
issues of divorce, cohabitation, premarital sex, homosexuality, and the 
Reproductive Health Bill (and abortion) are forthrightly conservative, the 
underlying principles are paradoxically liberal.  It is not the gravity of sin or 
moral error that becomes their basis.  It will be seen that their valuing of 
relational commitment, which justifies their being anti-divorce and anti-
cohabitation, for instance, is informed by what has been shown in the 
previous chapter as their action-orientated relationality, in which right living 




authority does not reside in the doctrines of the Church.  Instead, they believe 
in the moral ability of the individual.     
 Although I have hypothesised in this introduction that religiously 
involved students are maintaining a religious identity that may merely be 
maintaining Catholicism as a religion of difference, I discuss in Chapter 2 that 
the study of religious meanings must also take into consideration how the 
trends of secularisation, sacralisation by intensification, or individualisation 
might be at play.  Given the reflexivity of their spirituality and their moral 
autonomy, the ideas of the previous chapters point to individualisation.  In 
particular, religious authority is no longer in the institution and its sources of 
revelation but in the self.  This is where the hypothesis is effectively 
countered.  What is interesting, however, is that this does not, in any way, 
suggest any declining attachment to Catholicism.  If any, my informants see 
themselves as being “more Catholic” than their peers.  What explains the 
paradox?  Presented in Chapter 7 is a novel understanding of 
individualisation not as occurring outside a religious institution but inside it: 
“indwelt individualisation.”  The concept proposes that individualisation can 
take place within a religion insofar as the self becomes the final arbiter of 
spiritual experience and the most important elements, resources, and 
practices of the faith.  This happens through the two processes of tradition-
maintenance and tradition-construction.  In the latter half of this chapter I 
explain how the concept of indwelt individualisation is evident from the 
various resources that shape my informant's religious identity.  Collectively, I 
have called these the “emotional anthology of resources,” reflecting how they 




It is in Chapter 8 where I answer the second question, “What social 
conditions account for their religious identity?”  Using the sociology of 
generations as framework, I propose that my informants are generationally 
conscious, that is, they are aware of the distinctiveness of what I have called 
their “isolated generation.”  In other words, they see their generation as being 
aimless, hopeless, and powerless.  From their nuances, three emergent 
strands inform their self-assessment: political detachment, economic 
vulnerability, and family restructuring.  These are processes that isolate or 
individualise religiously involved students from the institutions of society 
thereby creating what Giddens (1991) would consider ontological insecurity.  
Whereas individualisation in the West is often correlated to capitalism and 
globalisation, in my informants' case, individualisation draws from effective 
marginalisation.  Towards the end I argue that the expressions and 
enactments of their religious identity, such as seeing God as father and friend 
and wanting to help others more than going to church, are attempts to 
navigate the conditions of being isolated as a generation.  It is no wonder that 
my informants share the same religious identity regardless of class, gender, 














Religious Identity as  






As the title of the thesis suggests, the concept foundational to the 
succeeding chapters is religious identity.  At first glance the concept appears 
rather unproblematic.  Since it is employed in various ways – national, 
cultural, and ethnic, for example – identity as a broad concept seems to have a 
straightforward meaning with different applications.  Religious identity 
therefore should be equally straightforward.  Its difficulty, however, became 
evident during my fieldwork in Manila.  At a focus group discussion pilot 
test, for example, I did not expect my informants to be caught by surprise by 
my questions concerning their faith and God.  Their being taken aback 
signalled to me the perceived gravity of the questions which I initially 
thought were rather simple and could easily elicit candid answers.  As 
Chapter 3 spells out, sometimes my questions needed clarification or 
considerable time for my informants to think through.  
But perhaps the difficulty of asking about religious identity is not 
limited to my young informants.  As this chapter will recount, the concept of 
religious identity in the literature has been employed in ways that are not 
often articulated explicitly.  There seems to be an assumption on the part of 




the lines.  In spite of the abundance of research on conversion, negotiation, 
and identity work among marginal sectors, an assumption that “we know it 
when we see it” adjudicates in lieu of a clear definition of religious identity 
(Ammerman, 2003, p.209; see also Peek, 2005).  Confounding the confusion is 
the sociological condition that self and identity have become personal 
projects, indicating fluidity and even instability (Flanagan, 2004).  Precisely 
because of this ambiguity causing more confusion, researchers like Brubaker 
and Cooper (2000) have sought for the abandonment of the very concept of 
identity itself in the social sciences.  My view, however, is that analytical 
clarifications, as I have done with my informants during the fieldwork, are 
still possible.5   
Complementing the empirical research gaps in the study of religion 
and youth in the Philippines in Chapter 1, this chapter aims to present how 
the concept of religious identity is understood throughout this thesis.  Indeed, 
I have introduced in Chapter 1, too, that the very research question - What 
does being Catholic mean to religiously involved Filipino students? - is 
crafted in view of a specific definition of religious identity.  Specifically, it is 
in terms of personal religious meanings or how one sees and understands 
him or herself as having or identifying with a religion, or in the case of my 
informants, being Catholic.  This definition is set against a backdrop of the 
various ways religious identity has been employed in the literature: in terms 
of the two broad categories of social and personal.   
The main proposition in this review of literature is that asking about 
the personal meaningfulness of one’s religion is called for to achieve an 
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interpretivist understanding of religious identity today.  Personal religious 
meanings shed light on the various aspects of the religious life such as beliefs, 
practices, and resources individuals harbour even if they may not coincide 
with what are institutionally sanctioned.  By asking about personal religious 
meaningfulness, researchers do not have to unnecessarily resort to such 
taken-for-granted categories as selective, a´ la carte, smorgasbord, or split-
level Catholic identities whose normative baggage is inherited from a 
predisposition towards accepted religious practices and beliefs (McGuire, 
2008).     
This emphasis on religious self-understandings is justified in view of 
the changing character of religious identity construction based on everyday 
religion’s inherent hybridity, the dynamism of religious institutions and how 
they are triggered by everyday believers, and the very condition of religion in 
modernity.  The latter speaks of such trends as secularisation, sacralisation, 
and individualisation.  
By and large, then, the succeeding discussion is meant to properly 
contextualise and explain the gap this thesis attempts to bridge given the 
diverse discussions concerning religious identity.  The thesis is, therefore, not 
interested in articulating a novel theory of identity construction based on 
structure and agency (see Jenkins, 1996; Ammerman, 2003; Stets and Burke, 
2003; Owens, 2006).  Neither is it embarking on any redefinition of religion as 
the sacralisation of identity, as Mol (1976) has attempted.  One can turn to 
Greil and Davidman (2007) to see how the interaction between religion and 
identity has been theorised in psychology and sociology in terms of 
developmental processes and role behaviours, for example.  Instead, this 




identity which then informs my research question on what being Catholic 
means to religiously involved Filipino students (see Chapter 1).   
As a result, this focus on personal religious meaning in the study of 
religious identity has afforded me a richly nuanced view of Catholicism 
among this sector of young Filipinos today.  Indeed, their views as to what 
being Catholic means to them has allowed me to reconfigure the concept of 
reflexive spirituality (Chapter 5), comprehend their conservative yet 
paradoxically liberal moral views (Chapter 6), and ultimately rethink the very 
concept of religious individualisation not as taking place outside the 
institution but inside it (Chapter 7).   
 
Studying Religious Identity 
 
 In this section, a discussion on the various ways by which religious 
identity has been utilised or operationalised in sociological research is 
offered.  As mentioned above, clear-cut definitions of religious identity are 
not always available thus leading to its imprecise utilisation.  In many 
instances especially in quantitative research, religious identity is assumed 
only in terms of one’s professed affiliation with a particular denomination or 
religion.  As it then becomes an independent variable correlated with other 
behaviours and attitudes, the analysis fails to capture, for example, the 
flexibility and nuances of an individual’s commitment to religion, her 
religious organisation, and certain rituals.  In other occasions, religious 
identity is employed to refer to the distinctiveness of a religious community 
as a whole which, in a similarly essentialist manner, fails to capture the 




Reflecting the diversity of its meanings, Barker (2006) has suggested to 
look at the various ideal typical locations of religious identity that draw the 
boundaries, which in turn stipulate the means by which one becomes part of 
a religion: from the cosmic, global, and national to the biological, ethnic, and 
the inner person.  Taking my cue from Owens (2006), I attempt a simplified 
approach by categorising empirical works on religious identity according to 
whether the concept is employed in a group (collective, social) sense or in an 
individual (personal, actor-orientated) sense.  Although I have tried to draw 
from discussions on other religions, the materials covered here mainly deal 
with Catholicism and Christianity in general.      
 
 Group Religious Identity 
 
One of the ways identity is often employed in the literature is in terms 
of group-level characteristics or social identity (Owens, 2006).  Social identity, 
in this sense, refers to an identification based on social groupings one is part 
of, such as ethnicity, cultural community, or an organisation that becomes the 
in-group distinguishable from the out-group.6  In the study of religious 
identity, this has been expressed in terms of organisations, collective 
negotiations, and space.   
Most of the time, it is these collective entities that aid in the formation 
and integration of personal religious identity.  In his research with Christian 
teenagers, Shepherd (2010) has found out that although descriptions of their 
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faith seem to point to a reflexive habitus, the role of their respective 
organisations has been instrumental in sustaining that.  These organisations 
have provided opportunities to manage “challenges to faith,” for instance 
(2010, p.152).  Similarly, the Metropolitan Community Church of New York is 
known to affirm alternative sexualities within a Christian framework 
(Rodriguez and Ouellette, 2000).  Participation in the various worship 
services and Bible study classes has allowed gay Christians to explore and 
eventually integrate what may otherwise be a conflicted religious identity.  
But this process of identity integration is more interesting for homosexual 
Christians in conservative environments.  Socialised into Good News, a gay-
affirming Evangelical church, gay Evangelicals finally accept their sexual 
identity while exercising personal piety such as reading the Bible on a daily 
basis (Thumma, 1991).   
In other instances though, the organisations in themselves become 
more collectively active7 in contesting the boundaries of what are supposed to 
be institutionalised Christian doctrines.  Dillon’s (1999) landmark work 
investigates the pro-change groups Dignity, a gay Catholic organisation, and 
Women’s Ordination Conference, which lobbies for egalitarianism in the 
Catholic clergy.  These organisations creatively contest the doctrines of the 
Catholic Church by drawing from theology as well.   
A collective religious identity can also be shored up against what are 
deemed as social ills.  Religious fundamentalism can be seen as a clear 
reaction to the excesses of globalisation and the decline of patriarchy 
(Castells, 1997).   
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Finally, group religious identity can also be located in space, physical 
or virtual.  Percy (2004) has traced the traditional central role of the English 
Parish church in defining the community it represents through the 
establishment of baptismal fonts and burial grounds.  In the late modern 
period, the local English church seems to have lost its direct connection to its 
communities, with death, for example, becoming a private affair in 
anonymous crematoriums.  Having said that, lingering but ambiguous 
importance of parishes is revealed in moments of national or local crises – 
Davie’s (2007a) notion of vicarious religion.  The exploration of religious 
identity in the context of a group can also be virtual.  My work on Christian 
evangelism on the internet demonstrates how different religious actors from 
around the world can form online Christian communities (Cornelio, 2009).  
Such communities develop in the context of a virtualised spiritual experience 
involving prayer groups, Bible studies, and one-to-one mentorship. 
    
 Individual Religious Identity 
 
 In discussing religious identity in its individual sense, it helps to draw 
first from social psychology whose disciplinal emphasis is on the person.  Self 
and identity seem interchangeable but, for analytical purposes, a clear 
definition is helpful, which Owens (2006) has attempted to accomplish.  In 
social psychology, the self is employed as an abstract concept to refer to the 
totality and reflexive management of the various feelings, attributes, 
personality, roles, and identities characterising the individual (see also Stets 
and Burke, 2003).  This is arguably the same as the understanding of the 




understand oneself as both object and subject.  This abstract conceptualisation 
is seen in sociology through symbolic interactionist theories about the self 
and its construction via Cooley’s “looking-glass self” and Mead’s I-Me 
distinction (Greil and Davidman, 2007).  More recently, Giddens (1991) has 
argued that the reflexivity of the self as an on-going project, seen, for 
example, in the rise of self-therapy, can be attributed to the reflexivity of 
modern institutions themselves.     
Identity, on the other hand, refers to the specific designations - 
ascribed or achieved - individuals use to recognise sameness which in turn 
distinguishes them from the Other.  Put differently, identity is invoked in the 
various “categories people use to specify who they are and to locate 
themselves relative to other people” (Owens, 2006, p.207).  The multiplicity of 
identities depends on various social networks an individual belongs to.  It is 
possible therefore for the self as a totality to have various identities or 
categories that can be invoked at various points in time, such as ethnicity, 
citizenship, gender, and religion.  An identity’s activation can be based on the 
role the person has to take in the context of a network or relationships 
(McCall and Simmons, 1978), its salience relative to other identities (Stryker, 
1980), and even crisis or moral panic (Marranci, 2006).   
This is not to suggest the absolute exclusivity of the religious from 
other identities since continuities with such others as ethnicity or nationality 
may be present.  This is especially the case for religious minorities in the US 
such as the Muslims (Peek, 2005), Filipinos of various Christian 
denominations (Gonzalez, 2009), Thai Buddhists, and Jewish immigrants 




Ammerman (2003, p.212) also rightly puts it that “we never arrive on 
the scene as a single identity, but always carry with us the multiple 
entanglements of our past and present.”  Also, the distinction between self 
and identity is, of course, hermeneutic because, as Marranci (2006, p.51) puts 
it, identity in itself is a “process that allows human beings to make sense of their 
autobiographical self” [italics in the original].  In Marranci’s (2006) 
framework, proclaiming a religious identity such as “I am Muslim” or “I am 
Catholic” can, but in my view not always, reveal an emotional commitment 
that articulates how the person sees the self, especially when triggered by a 
crisis.  Nevertheless, social actors are aware of both the intersectionality and 
distinctiveness of various identities and so it is still possible to ask about 
being in or having a certain religion, faith, or even spirituality.   
Following the aforementioned distinction, the thesis will consistently 
use “religious identity” instead of “religious self.”  Religious identity, 
however, has been employed and operationalised in different ways.  In many 
cases, the problem is circumnavigated by the kind of questions being asked 
and the subjects involved.  It is these considerations that somewhat 
predetermine the working definition of individual religious identity, such as 
how gay Catholics can remain in the religion despite the doctrinal prejudice 
they encounter (see Yip, 1997).  Indeed, as Ammerman (2003, p.209) has 
rightly observed, the empirical focus has been on sites where “identity work 
was obvious.”  To my mind there are at least four ways by which individual 
religious identity has been explored in the literature: belief and practice; 
salience and content; narrative; and personal meaningfulness.  It is the last 




it operates relative to religious beliefs, practices, and other aspects of the 
religious life.     
The most straightforward operationalisation of religious identity has 
been in relation to practice and belief.  This understanding probably emanates 
from the classical view of religiosity in terms of the religious beliefs, practices, 
experiences, and knowledge an individual commits him or herself to (Stark 
and Glock, 1969).  Indeed, based on these dimensions, different forms of 
Catholic identity have been identified from large-scale surveys.   
Among Irish Catholics, for example, four have been identified (Inglis, 
2007; see also Andersen, 2010).  “Orthodox Catholics” are those who rate high 
on practice and adherence to traditional beliefs.  Among “creative Catholics” 
selective of what to practice and believe, the “a´ la carte” ones are those 
confined to Catholicism whereas their “smorgasbord” counterparts venture 
into non-Catholic elements from Eastern religions such as Buddhism and 
Taoism.  “Cultural Catholics” identify with the religion but not its teachings 
and rituals merely because of its concomitance with a greater ethnic or 
national identity.  Europe’s enduring association with Christianity and its 
historical and institutional discontents may explain the rise of cultural 
religion at the individual and political levels (Demerath, 2000).  Finally, 
“individualist Catholics” are those who do not believe in the Church’s 
teachings at all but may intermittently participate in religious activities for a 
sense of community, a possible case of “belonging without believing” (Inglis, 
2007, p.216).  Another broad concept might be “fuzzy fidelity” which refers to 
the phenomenon that individuals may in fact be self-identifying with 
Christianity but beliefs and involvement in religious activities are at best 




Of all these different classifications of Catholic identity, perhaps the 
most common is “creative” or what has been called elsewhere as “selective” 
or even “cafeteria” Catholicism.  McNamara equates this to “theological 
individualism” among young American Catholics in the 1980s over divorce, 
birth control, sexual attitudes, and even abortion (McNamara, 1992, p.34).  
Similarly, in the Philippines, the notion of “split-level Christianity” has been 
popularised by Jesuit psychologist Bulatao (1966) based on his interactions 
with local Catholics who seem to exemplify choices divergent from Catholic 
teachings.  Simply put, “split-level Christianity may be described as the co-
existence within the same person of two or more thought-and-behavior 
systems which are inconsistent with each other” (1966, p.2).  The 
inconsistency manifests relative to an assumed coherence of beliefs and 
practices espoused by the Catholic Church, a normative view inherited by the 
social sciences and reinforced in turn in public discourse, a point I will return 
to shortly.    
Deviating from the emphasis accorded to religious beliefs and 
practice, contemporary researchers in the US have focused instead on 
salience, content, and boundary-making.  The national research on young 
adult Catholics in the US by Hoge and his colleagues (2001) approaches 
religious identity in two ways.  First is in terms of salience or the placement of 
religious identity in one’s overall sense of the self, with the idea that the more 
central its location, the more influential it is to the decisions and actions of the 
individual.  One can conceive of salience as closely similar to religious 
commitment.  In their research in the 1990s, D’Antonio and his associates 
(1996), for example, talk about nuclear, modal, and dormant Catholics based 




the religion.  The second approach concerns which beliefs and practices are 
most important (content) and whether they can be considered distinct 
(boundary-making) from other Protestant denominations.  It will be seen in 
Chapter 3 that even if my definition of religious identity is not in terms of 
salience, centre, and periphery, these nuances inform some of the questions I 
have asked during the fieldwork.         
 The two aforementioned studies of religious identity in terms of belief 
and practice and salience, content, and boundary-making have been mainly 
quantitative in methodology, with checklists for the most part determining 
the set of answers.  While there is value especially in national surveys in 
mapping out the religious condition of a society, what they often overlook is 
how religious identity is an on-going process involving performance, 
negotiation, construction, learning, and unlearning.  Indeed, these ideas hint 
at the fluidity of religious identity.  For this, Ammerman (2003) has argued in 
a landmark article that the study of religious identity should look at narrative 
construction.  Put differently, how religious narratives are constructed and 
employed reflect the processes of religious identity construction for the 
individual.  Religious identity, in other words, is in its narrativity, which does 
not have to be consistent all the time.  This is because, as Somers (1994) 
describes it, a person’s narrative is necessarily emplotted and may vary in the 
context of other narratives of a more public character such as those coming 
from other individuals, groups, and even the state.  Hence, attention must be 
given to what narratives are thematically utilised, where they come from, the 
interactions they are located in, and even whether they converge with 
traditions individuals profess to belong to.  The point is that “understanding 




complexity, situating them in the multiple relational and institutional 
contexts in which contemporary people live their lives” (Ammerman, 2003, 
p.224).   
The narrative approach is particularly appropriate to researchers 
interested in personal events and transitions such as conversion to a new 
religious identity.  In Colombia, Brusco (1995) has documented narratives of 
conversion to Evangelical Christianity among women and their husbands.  
The stories involve the radical transformation of the macho image of the man 
into that of a responsible and family-orientated Christian.   
Narratives do not have to be about conversions only though.  The 
research embarked on by Fulton and his associates (2000) has investigated the 
influence of religion, beliefs, and practices in the different life stages of the 
young adult Catholics they have interviewed in Europe and the US.  The life 
histories collected among those in Italy, for example, have shown that those 
who come from families with strong religious practice tend to continue the 
religious pattern, although they may also be critical of the institution as 
“prompted by the desire and hope for improvement” (Tomasi, 2000, pp.110-
111).   
Also, if the various forms and articulation of prayer can be taken as 
narratives, then McCartin’s (2010) recent historical study of how public and 
private prayers have changed among American Catholics is very a creative 
exploration of religious identity.  Through the decades, the prayers reveal a 
shift in how Catholics viewed themselves relative to the Catholic institution, 






Towards Religious Identity as Personal Religious Meaning 
 
As noted above, the move towards a narrative approach in the study 
of religious identity has been precipitated by evident limitations inherent to 
the emphasis placed on practice and belief and even salience and boundary-
making.  Whether or not they follow a quantitative methodology, these 
studies begin from the point of view of the religious institution as to, for 
instance, which sacraments and doctrines are adhered to by the “believer.”  
These lead researchers to see religious identity as fixed.  Asking about the 
salience of a religious identity in one’s overall sense of self, for example, will 
fail to see its variations depending on circumstances or crisis (Peek, 2005).  
Along the same lines, if we begin from the point of view of institutional 
beliefs, then we will never know how individuals negotiate, struggle, or even 
think through their faith in relation to contemporary issues and other 
religions (Besecke, 2007; McGuire, 2008; Baggett, 2009).  Such negotiation 
resurfaces in the concept of indwelt individualisation in Chapter 7.    
But perhaps more seriously, by probing religious identity based on a 
set of beliefs and practices and categorising informants accordingly, 
researchers may unknowingly become accomplice to normative biases in the 
social sciences.  Demonstrating double hermeneutic (Giddens, 2003), the 
notion of cafeteria Catholicism and its related terminologies is not just an 
academic conclusion but also a reinforcement of everyday assumptions about 
how it is to be a “good Catholic.”  From a more theological point of view, the 
“good Catholic” stereotype exemplifies what Ludwig (2000, p.1) has called 
“juridical consciousness” or the mindset that views Catholicism as legalistic 




each other.  It is highly probable that the personal apprehensions some of my 
informants admitted to having about being Catholic reflect what they 
perceive as deviation from these standards.  Indeed, as Chapter 5 puts it, 
many of my informants would hesitate describing themselves as “religious” 
precisely because of the normative baggage concerning Mass attendance, for 
example.  They therefore resort to what may be considered a safer but not 
necessarily less nuanced notion of being “spiritual.”     
Although the narrative approach to religious identity accommodates 
identity construction as a continuous process, its main limitation lies in its 
very emphasis on personal events or experiences.  If anything can be drawn 
from the other approaches above, the various nuances of religious identity 
also involve dispositions, actions, and even moral views individuals may 
have depending on their religious socialisation.  While there may be personal 
stories underpinning each of these, seen for example in “conversational 
shards” or religious ideas Catholics interject their conversations with 
(Baggett, 2009, p.67), what potentially draws these stories together first and 
foremost, I believe, is a personal understanding of having or professing a 
religion.  As will be argued in this section, it is in light of these personal 
religious meanings that beliefs, practices, and experiences make sense.     
 
What does being Catholic mean to believers today? 
 
In designing my research, I was influenced by a research question 
which I thought was innovative but has not been directly and fully explored 
in the sociology of religion: “What does being Catholic mean to believers 




debates about secularisation and whether institution-affiliated religiosity is 
being replaced by what is considered invisible religion (Luckmann, 1967; for 
a comprehensive overview, see Davie, 2007a).  In a way, the extensive 
literature dealing with Catholic identity attempts to answer this but as the 
aforementioned works show, the concept has been taken in different 
directions mostly involving beliefs and practices or collective negotiations in 
which conscious identity constructions are inevitably called for.8  This 
therefore is a gap that my doctoral thesis attempts to bridge.     
To my mind, it was McNamara (1992) who first asked this directly in 
the 1980s with his research with high school students.  Based on an open-
ended survey about “being Catholic,” the typology he has drawn up includes 
those alienated from religion, the doubters of the institution, and those who 
select their doctrines and practices.  Hornsby-Smith (2004) has asked this very 
question, too, but he addresses it through a social historical discussion of the 
changing collective norms, religious authority, and sense of loyalty among 
English Catholics.  Pursuing qualitative research, Ecklund (2005) has asked 
the question to American women in parishes in view of their marginalisation 
in institutional Catholicism since they cannot, for example, become priests.  
By asking “what it means to negotiate religious identities within the Catholic 
Church,” she has elicited what she calls “identity accounts” or explanations 
of an individual’s position relative to the religious institution (2005, p.137).   
My view here is that this question strikes at the heart of the concept of 
religious identity.  Giddens (1991, p.53) perceptively points out that self-
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  And even more broadly, this line of questioning can also be argued as an extension 
of how identity has been understood in the context of roles: “The identities are the 
meanings one has as a group member, as a role holder, or as a person.  What it 
means to be a father, a colleague, or a friend forms the content of the identities” 




identity is “the self as reflexively understood by the person in terms of her or 
his biography.”  Following this argument, religious identity, which is an 
aspect of the self based on Owens’s (2006) distinction above, should 
concomitantly be about the understanding of the self relative to religion.  It is, 
therefore, this reflexivity or self-understanding that should be the focal 
interest of researchers of religious identity.  In other words, what does one 
personally mean when he or she professes to be Catholic?    
In light of religious self-understanding, the religious beliefs, actions, 
and narratives an individual adheres to become comprehensible.  As Giddens 
(1991, p.54) argues as well, a “person’s identity is not to be found in 
behaviour, nor – important though this is – in the reactions of others, but in 
the capacity to keep a particular narrative going” [italics in the original].  Somers 
(1994) and Ammerman (2003) have argued that narrativity lies in the ability 
of the person to emplot personal stories in other narratives.  The ability to 
emplot, however, arguably rests on some degree of self-understanding.   
Put differently, religious identity can be defined as the personal (as in 
belonging-to-the-person) meaningfulness of one’s religion.  If the religion is a 
category that the person is willing to appropriate upon him or herself, the 
interest of this definition is in what “hermeneutic” meanings the 
appropriation carries for the person (Spickard, 2007).  This is why in this 
thesis I have sought to ask “What does being Catholic mean to religiously 
involved Filipino students?”  It is the centrality of these personal meanings 
that distinguish this approach from the aforementioned.  Given the open-
endedness of the question, it does not impose a certain standard of how it is 




For example, the selectivity of an individual’s religious life, although 
it may turn out random relative to the orthodoxy of the institutional religion, 
may in fact be collectively eloquent in view of personal religious 
meaningfulness.  This proposition effectively counters Hornsby-Smith’s 
(2004, p.54) assertion that religious identity has become “much more 
ambiguous and varied” in view of religious individualism.  To illustrate, 
although I was not fully aware of this possibility of intelligibility at the start 
of my fieldwork, my conversation with Jonalyn, 20, a female communications 
student, has given me the idea.   
 
I believe there is a God and what the Church teaches such as 
the Ten Commandments.  I follow them but not to the point of 
being too religious like the elderly.  Like every Sunday, you 
ought to go to church because it’s your responsibility, right?  
Me, I don’t really get to attend Mass every Sunday but I 
always pray anyway.  You can be going to church but if you 
don’t live out what you learn from it, then it’s useless.  It’s 
already okay that you believe in God and that you do 
everything to follow Him.  You don’t have to be super 
religious.   
  
It helps to know that she is part of a prominent Catholic organisation 
that conducts religious gatherings in her university and weekly apostolate 
activities in orphanages and nursing homes.  From this passage, it would be 
easy to dismiss Jonalyn’s sense of being Catholic as shallow or superficial.  
But such a conclusion would not do justice to how she sees her “connection 
with God” as the “most important part of Catholicism...If I don’t have anyone 
to talk to, He’s all I got.  Even though I don’t see Him, I know He understands 
me.”   
For Baggett (2009, p.71), to use the term “cafeteria Catholicism” to 
describe the doctrinal selectivity of his informants in the Bay Area conceals 




Jonalyn admits to me that she has struggled deeply when she found out the 
she was adopted all along and that she would never have a chance to meet 
her mother.  Interestingly, this idea of having a personal connection with God 
recurs in many of my other interviews and focus group discussions to explain 
what being Catholic means to my informants, one of the themes explored in 
Chapter 5.  Suffice it to say for now that Jonalyn’s apparent deviation from 
traditional religiosity is explainable in the light of what she considers as her 
personal closeness with God.  By foregrounding this self-understanding of 
her religion, researching contemporary religious identity can ultimately be 
emancipatory, as she can no longer be assumed to be a cafeteria Catholic 
(Flanagan, 2004).      
The definition of religious identity proposed here, therefore, is 
interested first and foremost in how the meaningfulness of the Catholic 
religion is articulated.  It is these meanings that become reflected in religious 
life involving beliefs, practices, and experiences.  Of course, probing the other 
aspects of the religious life such as beliefs, attitudes, practices, and 
experiences is important in the study of religious identity.  However, when 
researchers begin with these, they become vulnerable to the issues raised 
above.   
While the rich heritage of a religion’s rituals, narratives, tradition, and 
creeds are involved in the religious socialisation of an individual, I would 
argue, based on my research, that it is how an individual understands his or 
her religion that informs those aspects the person would eventually hold 
important.  Hence, apart from asking about what it means to be Catholic, my 
interactions with my informants have also probed “identity accounts” 




sacraments, and some controversial moral issues it is currently faced with 
(see Chapter 3).  Enriching these are participant observation accounts and 
their personal stories that many of them have employed to show how their 
faith in God has been strengthened, for example, or how God has answered 
their prayers.       
Furthermore, because the main criterion is personal meaningfulness, 
religious identity can be seen to construct its own beliefs, views, and practices 
and draw from various sources that are not necessarily limited to the 
traditional and institutional elements of the religion, a point I shall return to 




To a certain extent, this attention accorded to religious meanings can 
be found, too, in the personal narratives that individuals employ to explain 
themselves and their actions (Ammerman, 2003).  In fact, for Yamane (2000, 
p.183), the narratives individuals construct to recount their religious 
experience are necessarily meaningful insofar as they contain “moral 
ordering” according to a certain motive, goal, or purpose.  The focus, 
therefore, is on narratives themselves and how they are constructed.  In my 
case, however, attention is given to the religious self-understanding - indeed 
those that provide moral ordering in the religious life of an individual.  
The notion of lived religion (or religion in terms of the beliefs and 
practices of individuals at the level of everyday life) is also highly related to 
my view of religious identity as personal religious meaning.  However, 




of religion in everyday life (Hunt, 2005; McGuire, 2008; Streib, Dinter, and 
Söderblom, 2008).  What this means is that any assumption as to what 
constitutes a clear set of religiosity just by professing a particular religion 
must be rejected.  Clearly, this is in contrast to the normative biases of 
conventional research above.  Also, the assumed boundaries of what can be 
considered a religion itself are revealed once attention is placed on religion in 
the different “venues of everyday experience” (Orsi, 1997, p.9).  Hence, 
methodology and analysis can reveal expressions of hybridity in the beliefs 
and practices and this can be done from a historical and ethnographic points 
of view, for example (Hall, 1997).  It is interesting to note, too, how a narrative 
approach can be employed to study lived religion as what Forbes (1997) has 
done to account for the sustained popularity of the devotional book Streams in 
the Desert among American women.  Giving attention to the hybrid character 
of lived religion makes the concept overlap with the notion of habitus whose 
unity as a system of dispositions is necessarily less rational than it is practical 
given one’s social location (Bourdieu, 2005).   Alongside, the concept of 
religious habitus as put forward by Mellor and Shilling (2010) emphasises 
embodiment or physicality, and thus the lived experience or practice of 
religion (see also Turner, 1991). 
While I have drawn from my informants’ personal stories and 
participant observation accounts from time to time in this thesis, they must 
not be confused with my definition of religious identity as personal religious 
meaning or self-understanding (see Chapters 4 and 5).  Indeed, what I have 
merely been attempting to accomplish so far is to carve a clear definition of 
religious identity given the various ways by which it has been understood 




Given this conceptualisation, the religious beliefs, practices, activities, 
views, experiences, and narratives they value, draw from, and enact – 
elements explored throughout the thesis - can be seen as extensions, 
expressions, and even resources of their religious identity.  Ammerman’s 
(1997) work on lived religion among congregational Christians, for example, 
has revealed that the greater importance accorded to caring for their 
relationships is ultimately in light of how the Golden Rule is definitive to 
their religious identity, hence Golden Rule Christians.  A similar proposition 
has also been put forward by Marranci (2006, p.11) in arguing that the 
employment of a “rhetoric of jihad” among Muslim migrants must be seen as 
an “act of identity” in light of their emotional commitment to Islam triggered 
by rumours being spread about them.  In the case of my informants, their 
resistance to divorce as justified by relational commitment (see Chapter 6) 
must be seen as an expression of their religious self-understanding 
concerning how God wants us to respect and treat each other well (see 




As the next section describes it, the fluidity of religious identity 
construction in late modernity challenges any form of coherence that a scale, 
frequency, and simple checklist of religious participation would take for 
granted.  I have argued above that personal religious meanings may make 
explainable the choices individuals have about their religious practices, 
beliefs, and even moral attitudes.  This, of course, is not to suggest theological 




Religious life, as McGuire (2008), Baggett (2009), and Dillon (1999) have 
cogently argued above, is never tidy.  What is important is that the personal 
meanings reveal themes and values that account for religious activities.  
Chapter 5, for example, begins with an account of a traditional Taize prayer 
gathering organised at a Catholic university.  But the themes of my 
informants’ reflexive spirituality demonstrate that they are not traditional in 
religious orientation.  In another case, the relational commitment 
underpinning the moral views of my informants (Chapter 6) parallels their 
conviction that right living is more important than right believing (Chapter 
5).   
Drawing from their experience in quantitative methodology, Voas and 
Bruce (2004, p.26) alert researchers to the “influence of phraseology” on the 
kind and quality of answers elicited.  The personal attributes of the themes of 
my informants’ religious identity may be taken to be the inevitable 
consequence of the very question this thesis is asking.  My data, as will be 
shown in the emergent typology of religiously involved students (Chapter 4), 
reveal that this is not necessarily the case.  In contrast to Jonalyn’s statements 
above, there are a few respondents who may be aptly described as orthodox 
Catholics like Marie, a philosophy major from a state university, who affirms 
the centrality of Mary, the Eucharist, and the papal apostolic succession to her 
faith.      
To probe religious meanings is not to imply, too, an assumed standard 
of commitment or devotion to religion.  At one extreme, for example, 
individuals may use a religious category such as Christian without 
necessarily adhering to the tenets of the institution – the case of cultural 




perhaps even “birth certificate” identification (Day, 2009, p.267).  Some 
others, in contrast, would be very adamant about employing the category to 
refer only to those who are committed to the institution and its orthodoxy – 
the traditional Catholics.  It follows, therefore, that those that may deviate in 
certain areas of the religious institution will be deemed non-practising or 
selective, as the term cafeteria Catholics tries to capture.  But as I have argued 
above, that is an assumption that is more reflective of the values of the 
observer than the observed.   
Those deemed as cultural Catholics may in fact have their own 
understanding of their religion that would remain inaccessible if the 
analytical attention remains the same.  Voas (2009) himself admits that 
researchers will never find out whether religious beliefs and activities do 
mean anything at all unless they are deliberately asked.  Getting into the 
meanings individuals have about their religion can reveal deeper nuances 
such as the notion of the “Moralistic Therapeutic Deism” that Smith and 
Denton (2005) have discovered to be common among American teenagers 
across denominations.  This spirituality sees God as being on-call when 
needed and that He “wants people to be good, nice, and fair to each other, as 
taught in the Bible and by most world religions” (2005, p.162).  Having said 
this, I submit, nevertheless, to the possibility that a religious self-
identification may ultimately not carry, for some people, any meaning 
indicative of transcendence.  Day’s (2006) thesis on believing in belonging is 
particularly relevant here since beliefs, as she has shown, do not necessarily 
have to be in God or supernatural entities.   
Furthermore, to ask about religious self-understanding does not 




identities in the activities of the self (see Callero, 1985; Owens, 2006).  While it 
is true that for some people religion primarily shapes their decisions and 
worldview, for example, this does not immediately hint at its unimportance 
for others.  My view is that the fact that individuals employ a religious 
affiliation to designate themselves necessitates that certain values or 
understanding of religion are being appropriated alongside.  More than 
ascertaining the salience of one’s religious identity in the self, observers of 
religion are to ask what social actors mean when they employ a religious 
category.  To me, that reveals more interesting nuances about religious 
agency, values, and socialisation that may in fact be relevant to religious 
change, for example (see Leming, 2007).   
Indeed, as the next chapters would present, the personal 
meaningfulness of being Catholic among my informants reveals a different 
understanding and appreciation of the religion, an idea that I would not be 
able to unravel had I pursued a certain set of assumptions about the right 
beliefs and practices concerning a Catholic identity.9  As the nuances and 
narratives the next chapters reveal, the vast majority of my religiously 
involved informants would be easily described as “fuzzy Christians,” “a´ la 
carte,” or even “smorgasbord Catholics” (Inglis, 2007; Voas, 2009).  Many of 
them, for instance, would question the necessity of the sacraments of Mass 
and penance (see Chapter 4 and 5).      
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  It is also noteworthy that while this view of religious identity is primarily relevant 
to institutional religions like Catholicism and Islam, personal meaningfulness can also 
be asked of those involved in non-institutional spirituality (see Zinnbauer, et al., 




Foregrounding Religious Meaning in the Sociology of Religion 
 
 There are three primary reasons why the study of religious identity 
has to focus on personal religious meaning.  First, lived religion or religion as 
it is practised at the everyday level, as McGuire (2008) cogently argues from a 
historical and anthropological vantage point, is most of the time negotiated 
and hybridised and thus contests any form of essentialism.  Without the 
sanction of the religious institutions they may officially belong to, religious 
actors have been found to draw from other faith traditions and activities, for 
example.  Hence, expecting believers to adhere to an organised system of 
beliefs may ultimately be sheer wishful thinking (see also McCartin, 2010).  A 
parallel proposition may be found in Marranci’s (2009) work on Muslim 
identity in which deeply problematised are academic (but essentialist) 
conclusions about fundamentalism as coming from the sacred text and the 
religion of Islam itself.  By focusing on how and why individuals have 
embraced radicalism, Marranci (2009) has instead seen that many of them 
have experienced injustices and violations of their dignity.  These experiences 
have helped his radical informants develop “eschatological viewpoints” such 
as the establishment of a khalifate to genuinely uphold divine justice and 
human dignity (2009, p.102).  In view of this first point alone, observers 
should already be interested in the personal meanings individuals have 
concerning their religious life.   
The second reason lies in the fact that religion, as a social institution, is 
necessarily dynamic and that change may be triggered from the everyday 
level.  The formation, solidification, and re-evaluation of the doctrines and 




the challenges it has received from both internal and external movements.  
This is why the history of Christianity can be seen in terms of a struggle 
between powers from “below” and “on high” (Woodhead, 2004).  To argue, 
therefore, that religion carries a timeless set of assumptions about what to be 
believed “reveals a blindness to the constitutively changing nature of 
religious traditions, as well as their variability from one cultural context to 
the next” (Baggett, 2009, p.xii).  This is precisely the point that Asad (1993) 
makes in critiquing Geertz’s definition of religion as a “system of symbols,” 
since the meanings surrounding such are a result of the tension between the 
authorised and contested.  As Christianity’s power centres are shifting 
towards the Global South, Jenkins (2002) believes that the narratives, 
metaphors, and imagery employed by the new burgeoning members of “the 
next Christendom” are bound to change.  This possibility is arguably 
heightened by the new spaces for the multiplicity of voices within 
Catholicism opened up by Vatican II (Dillon, 1999). 
That institutional change to the religion can in fact begin with 
everyday believers is indeed a justification for a focus on the religious 
meanings that they hold and how they are potentially reinterpreting faith.  By 
looking at the religious identity of its youth, a glimpse of the future of 
Catholicism may be achieved.  As I have argued in Chapter 1, religiously 
involved students have the potential to be opinion-makers in both the public 
and religious spheres in the future.  Indeed, the elements of their reflexive 
spirituality suggest that an undercurrent of experiential religion of humanity 
is taking shape within institutionally conservative Philippine Catholicism (see 




But apart from the process of institutional change inherent to 
Christianity, the other more compelling consideration lies in the changing 
condition of religious authority - and indeed religion itself - in modernity.  
Sociologically speaking, societal differentiation inherent to the process of 
modernisation impedes the ability of organised religion to totalise the self 
(Hunt, 2005).  There is, therefore, value in Mol’s (1976, p.7) proposition for 
researchers to focus on the dynamism and thereby meaning of religious 
identity since it is “more capable of dealing adequately with what appears to 
be an endless parade of stunted, discarded remnants of ‘sacredness.’” 
While there are several coexisting trends concerning religious change 
and modernity, namely secularisation, sacralisation, detraditonalisation, and 
universalisation (Woodhead and Heelas, 2000), it is the first three that have 
direct implications on individual religious identity.  Focusing on religious 
institutions, universalisation refers to the trend in which religions are 
emphasising an ethic of humanity and the viability of all religions as sharing 
common principles, thus downplaying differences.  The former three, while 
taking place first and foremost in religious institutions, can also occur and be 
analysed at the level of the individual.   
 A definite staple in the sociology of religion, secularisation as an idea 
and process remains to be problematised, debated, and investigated (Davie, 
2007a).  Although secularisation is defined in various ways, the three key 
processes seem to be operating at three levels which Dobbelaere (1981) has 
identified.  At the level of the society, secularisation is functional 
differentiation (laicisation) or the separation of the church from the affairs of 
the state and other social institutions such as education and welfare.  




transformations or rationalisation of religious institutions as a response to 
modernity but in so doing lose their transcendental character.  And finally, at 
the level of the individual, secularisation refers to declining practices, beliefs, 
and participation in institutional religious activities.  Such decline ultimately 
suggests the declining influence of religion on an individual’s life, a position 
taken by Bruce (2001) in challenging what he considers Berger’s (1999) 
“unnecessary recantation.”  For Bruce (2001) , individualism and pluralism 
remain to be compelling explanations for the irreversibility of the declining 
influence of religion on one’s everyday life and the self as a whole.   
 Broadly speaking, sacralisation refers to the heightened presence of 
religion in private and public life (Woodhead and Heelas, 2000).  Three 
processes account for this: the numerical growth of religion through 
conversion, the greater participation or what Casanova (1994) sees as the 
deprivatisation of religion in the public sphere, and the intensification of 
religiosity for individuals especially among those who are nominally 
religious.  The latter, which is sacralisation by intensification, is of interest to 
the study of individual religious identity.  In their research among post-
Boomer Americans, Flory and Miller (2010) have identified three forms of 
religiosity given cultural and technological change that may contribute to 
sacralisation by intensification.  “Appropriators” adopt contemporary culture 
and fad in their religious activities seen, for instance, in new paradigm 
Christianity (Miller, 1997) whereas “reclaimers” are rediscovering the depth 
of meaning in traditional liturgy and ritual.  The third, “innovators” such as 
the “emerging church” movement, do not simply adopt contemporary 
cultural products but instead introduce changes even to religious traditions 




 While detraditionalisation has broader applications in various social 
institutions (see Heelas, Lash, and Morris, 1996), its presence in the sociology 
of religion refers to another trend of religious change in which being 
challenged, in varying degrees, are the elements of traditional and 
institutional religion such as orthodoxy, orthopraxy, and even the very 
sources of revelation.  One of its varieties is religious individualisation or the 
relocation of religious authority from the institution to the self (Woodhead 
and Heelas, 2000).  From here, it is not far-fetched to imagine the possibility 
of what Luckmann (1967) has famously called the “invisible religion.”  The 
classic example is Sheila Larson’s highly personal and non-institutional 
religiosity: Sheilaism (Bellah, et al., 1985).     
 But even within religions, a process of individualisation can also be 
discerned, seen, for example, in how commonplace an “individual-
expressive” view of the church or the voluntary nature of religious 
participation has become  (Hammond, 1988).  This is reflected in the changes 
that have taken place in the strength of affiliation with and the nature of 
beliefs and practices in the Catholic Church especially in the West.  Research 
on American Catholics shows salience varies according to generation, with 
only 7% of Millennials (born between 1979 to 1987) as opposed to 33% among 
pre-Vatican II believers being categorised as “high” in “strength of Catholic 
identity” (D'Antonio, et al., 2007, p.21).  Among the Catholic minority in 
England, fortress Catholicism in terms of clearly defined religious rituals and 
communities appears to have collapsed (Hornsby-Smith, 1987).  An indicator 
of this might be the intermarriage younger Catholics are having with non-
Catholics (Hornsby-Smith, 2004).  In Australia, even core Catholics are found 




active only insofar as their families are (Rymarz and Graham, 2006).  And 
even among young Filipino Catholics, a survey shows that the influence of 
the Catholic faith is very high with over 80% describing it as “moderate” or 
“strong” but only 23% would admit to “always” practising it (Episcopal 
Commission on Youth, 2003, p.79). 
In probing religious identity, observers need to assess whether 
personal religious meanings hint at secularisation, individualisation, or 
sacralisation at the level of the individual.  Also, religious meanings may 
reveal mere continuation of a traditional religiosity as inherited from 
previous generations, the very hypothesis on “juridical consciousness” 
proposed about my informants in Chapter 1 (Ludwig, 2000, p.1).  Indeed, 
investigating these processes has been Pollack’s (2008) project in Europe, 
based on quantitative research (see also Pollack and Pickel, 2007).  In the 
context of my research, which is qualitative in nature, a case can be made for 
religious individualisation judging by the pertinence of the self as the 
authority over religious beliefs, practice, experience, and morality.  This is 
fully explored in the notion of indwelt individualisation in Chapter 7.   
From the following chapters, though, one may construe my 
informants’ on-going engagement with the Catholic religion as sacralisation 
by intensification.  While I do not disagree, religious individualisation, 
however, appears to be a more appropriate concept since the self as religious 








Conclusion: Locating My Research Question 
 
 The main goal of this review of literature has been to present a clear 
definition of the concept of religious identity as it is employed in this thesis.  
In Chapter 1, I have pointed out that this is the theoretical significance 
complementing the empirical contribution of the research question.  And in 
this chapter, a definition is necessary because even the very concept of 
identity itself has been utilised in various ways relying only on taken for 
granted understandings of it.   
In the literature on religious identity, two broad utilisations have been 
in terms of collectivity and of the individual.  Studies on group religious 
identity, for example, have focused on how organisations help in the religious 
socialisation of its members and how collective negotiations are being carried 
out with the doctrines of the Catholic Church.  Quantitative studies on 
individual religious identity have explored the ideas of salience, content, and 
boundary-making.  Contemporary projects sensitive to the fluid character of 
religious identity construction based on events and experiences have focused 
on narratives instead.      
 This thesis, however, advances another alternative in the study of 
religious identity: personal religious meaningfulness.  By asking what being 
Catholic means to somebody who professes it, the research frees itself from 
normative standards of beliefs and practices that institutional Catholicism 
may espouse.  Instead, asking about the meanings of a religion embarks from 
the point of view of the individual which may then inform the choice of 
beliefs, practices, experiences, and even resources one may have.  I have 




researchers to such conclusions as “selective Catholicism,” for example.  This 
proposition goes in line with the contemporary view of identity as self-
understanding first and foremost.  Interestingly though, this line of 
questioning, to my mind, has not been fully explored in qualitative research 
in the sociology of religion, hence, the very question of this thesis.   
 Towards the end, I have justified the need to probe religious self-
understanding based on three considerations: the inherently hybridised 
character of everyday religion, the dynamism of religious institutions as 
spurred by ordinary believers, and the very condition of religion in 
modernity.  Trends of religious change pertinent to individual religious 
identity include secularisation, sacralisation, and detraditionalisation or 
individualisation. Studying religious self-understanding, as this thesis 
embarks on, must take note whether any of these trends are in operation or 
whether traditional religiosity is merely being continued from the previous 
generations.  I have hypothesised in Chapter 1 that my informants, by virtue 
of the religious activities and socialisation they are involved in through their 
organisations, may in fact be harbingers of orthodox religious identity in the 
Philippines.     
This focus on personal religious meaning approaches religious 
identity differently by affording individuals the voice to speak for 
themselves.  Indeed, the contemporary study of religious identity is gradually 
realising the need for an emancipatory ethos to give voice to marginalised 
actors (Flanagan, 2004).  It is worth noting that this thesis is concerned with 
Catholic youth.  In the social sciences and even public policy formulation, 




but without necessarily being heard (Skelton, 2002).  This is a point I will 
return to in Chapter 8 where the notion of the “isolated generation” unravels.   
The attention given to personal religious meaning and the stories that 
my informants offer responds to Somers’s (1994, p.625) proposition to listen 
to how identities are constructed in light of changing identity politics in 
which social actions are carried out not so much because of interests but 
because of what individuals stand for and the “various ontological and public 
narratives in which actors are emplotted.”  Indeed, it will be seen in Chapters 
5 and 6 how even though they are not organised as social movements, they 
are framing their views against what some of their peers and the Catholic 
leadership have been doing.   
In the next chapter, the methods are explained as to how I have 
conducted research on the religious identity of religiously involved Filipino 
students.  For starters, I have asked them point-blank “What does being 























In Chapter 1, I pointed out that a significant proportion (40%) of 
young Filipino Catholics is involved in religious organisations, usually based 
in parishes or campuses (Episcopal Commission on Youth, 2003).  Even if not 
the majority, this indicates the considerable presence of young Filipino 
Catholics who seem different from the mainstream youth, depicted in 
national surveys as becoming oblivious to their faith.  I have therein 
presented why the case of Filipino students involved in campus-based 
religious organisations is worth investigating.  To reiterate then, the questions 
this research has sought to answer are as follows: What does being Catholic 
mean to religiously involved Filipino students?  And what are the social 
conditions that account for such religious identity?   
In this chapter, I discuss the theoretical sampling and methods 
designed to systematically cover various subjectivities among religiously 
involved Filipino undergraduate students in Metro Manila (approximately 
16-21 years old).  In view of the definition of religious identity as personal 
religious meaning (see Chapter 2), interview, as the “main road to multiple 
realities” (Stake, 1995, p.61), was the most straightforwardly appropriate 
research method employed.  However, the other methods of focus group 




purposes of pilot testing the questionnaire and triangulation, details of which 
shall be discussed in the succeeding sections (Creswell, 2009).   
The entire fieldwork was carried out for one full year from July 2008 
which coincided with the academic school year in the Philippines (June to 
March).  Even if I had meant to have wrapped up by March 2009, holidays 
and unexpected events such as typhoons and bureaucratic procedures with 
different universities delayed my progress.  It became necessary to cover for 
postponed interviews during the summer term (April to May 2009) and the 
first two months of the new school year (June and July 2009).  The entire 
fieldwork plan received the approval of the NUS Departmental Ethics Review 
Committee (Protocol 2008-054).   
 
Theoretical Sampling (Interviews) 
 
The principles of theoretical sampling presented in this section are 
mainly for the interviews I conducted.  It will be seen, however, that they also 
inform the selection of participants in the focus group discussions (see the 
succeeding sections below).   
To answer the research question, I needed to obtain as diverse group 
as possible of religiously involved students as informants, even if 
representativeness is not the main concern of qualitative research (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994).  In the hope of generating theory, participants ought to be 
identified according to categories theoretically relevant to the research 




that in case studies like this, multiple realities are approximated to maximise 
the discernibility of various subjectivities concerning being Catholic.10   
I have thus designed the theoretical sampling to take into account 
academic discipline, type of university, and the nature of religious 
organisation one is part of, in addition to the conventional structures of class 
and gender.  Academic discipline and type of university have been identified 
to decipher whether a student’s major has any effect on one’s religious 
identity.  And as will be explained, the nature of one’s religious organisation 
(e.g. Charismatic, liturgical, and outreach-orientated) turned up as an 
important element but only during the fieldwork.   
Sixty-two student respondents (twenty-eight male, thirty-four female) 
from nine academic discipline groups in religious organisations based in 
twelve universities were interviewed one-on-one for forty-five minutes to one 
hour each (see Table 1).  I attempted to gather more or less equal 
representation from both male and female respondents.  Although there is no 
one correct way of ascertaining the number of respondents in qualitative 
research, having more than sixty interviews may already be beyond 
independent research (see, for example, Savage, et al., 2006).11   
 
 
                                                          
10
 Another option would have been to conduct ethnographic work on a few specific 
religious organisations as carried out by Dillon (1999) or Shepherd (2010).  I have 
argued in Chapter 1, however, that the thesis is not about religious organisations 
and the participation of young people in them.  The thesis is about first and 
foremost the religious identity of students who choose to participate in religious 
organisations in various universities.    
11
 Guest, Bunce, and Johnson (2006) suggest that twelve interviewees within a 










 Male Female Male Female Male Female  
Education  3   1 4 8 
Engineering   2 2 3 3 10 
Information 
Technology 
1 2 3 1   7 
Arts and 
Humanities 
2 2   2 2 8 
Business 
and Related 
4 2 1   1 8 
Medical and 
Allied 
 2 3 4   9 




4 1    2 7 
Maritime   1    1 
Total 12 14 10 7 6 13 62 
Table 1.  Tally of student interviewees 
 
Academic Discipline and Type of University 
 
As far as academic discipline is concerned, evidently, there are 
numerous majors being offered in tertiary education in the Philippines.  To 
make selection feasible, informants have been identified using the categories 
of academic disciplines (see left-most column of Table 1) of the Commission 
on Higher Education (2006).  These academic disciplines broadly cover the 
various specialised courses.  Although more than 50% of the total student 
population are in Business Administration, Education, Engineering, and 
Medical and Allied, it was decided that research participants must also come 
from the other disciplines mainly to determine whether subjectivity would 
significantly differ.  In addition, if education (in terms of one’s academic 
major) were to be an important background variable in the development of 




last two years of their degree (i.e. third and fourth year, generally), at which 
stage they are well immersed in their disciplines.  This coincides with 
Pascarella and Terenzini’s (2005, p.346) findings that students at this stage 
“tend to show higher levels of principled reasoning than freshmen or 
sophomores.”   
Participants also had to come from various universities.  For this, I 
factored in university type and the nature of education, which are also the 
official categories employed by the Philippine Commission on Higher 
Education: State, Private Catholic, and Private Non-sectarian (see top row of 
Table 1).  This public and private typology resembles those formulated by 
Harris and Sutton (1986) in studying large organisations.   
The classification between state and private universities are meant to, 
broadly speaking, account for the class position of students.  In principle, 
state universities cater for students coming from lower income status while 
private ones, given their academic fees, are attended by middle and upper 
income groups.  This may not be true in some cases where scholarship grants 
are offered to students in private universities.  Conversely, middle class 
students can opt for a state university in favour of a particular disciplinal 
strength offered in it.  In any case, the interviews and focus group discussions 
verified the income group of the respondents usually in terms of parents’ 
occupation.   
Also, private schools were categorised into Catholic or non-sectarian 
because of curricular differences which, as was confirmed in the interviews, 
influence students’ nuances as well.  In Catholic universities, theology and 





Nature of Religious Organisation 
 
A very important development arose during the fieldwork.  Because 
of their wide national influence, it became obvious that some student 
religious organisations were present in many campuses.  Because they were 
most established and prominent, some university personnel immediately 
referred me to these organisations.  As I carried out my interviews and 
moved from one campus to another, I realised that I was not being mindful, 
even if I knew about it, of the different persuasions that religious 
organisations may take and hence may have implications on religious 
identity.  It was because of this that the selection of schools had to take into 
consideration the variety of religious organisations present.  In the event that 
there was not any, student volunteers with the Campus Ministry would have 
sufficed, especially in some state universities where religious mobilisation 
was minimal.  Eventually, the various student organisations I have come 
across are Charismatic, outreach-orientated, liturgical, catechetical, and 
campus ministry-based.12   
                                                          
12
 These characterisations are mainly based on the dominant ethos of the 
organisations, expressed in terms of their name, vision-mission statements, and 
regular activities.  Charismatic organisations, for example, are defined by their 
worship activities that emphasise receiving the gifts of the Spirit.  Those that are 
outreach-orientated are more focused on conducting social projects in urban poor 
communities.  Liturgical organisations are the ones in charge with the 
implementation of Mass and other sacraments in their universities, most of the time 
in the absence of Campus Ministries.  Catechetical organisations are very much 
inclined to conduct catechetical instruction in grassroots communities.  Those that 
are campus ministry-based are affiliated with the administration-sanctioned Campus 
Ministry, organising and running religious activities for the wider student population.    
These organisations, of course, may be running a combination of activities so it 
helped when I asked the students to explain what their respective organisations 




Moreover, a major modification had to be accommodated when I felt 
compelled, as suggested by some interviewees, to include in my school 
selection a university known for its very conservative religious influences.  
Rationalised by their confession that faith must be lived out in the more 
secular student activities, there are no religious organisations on campus.  As 
it turned out, this in itself became a remarkable opportunity to pursue.  In 
another case, a student respondent suggested that an organisation in an all-
girls’ university be visited for they are mainly supervised by nuns, of which 
there are several known in Manila.  
In total, I have collaborated with at least twelve student religious 
organisations based in three types of universities:13 
                                                          
13
 Once the list of universities had been drafted based on the type of university, I 
collaborated with their respective Offices of Student Activities (OSA) or Campus 
Ministries (CM) to see whether they would agree and whether an appropriate 
student religious organisation was available.  Burgess (1999) followed a similar 
strategy in conducting ethnographic research in a comprehensive school.  To make 
the arrangement official, I addressed my formal letters to the directors of these 
offices.  The letters explained the nature of my research and how I was seeking their 
help to coordinate with a local religious organisation.  My CV was also attached to 
give them a profile of myself.  In total, I visited twelve tertiary institutions (four 
state, five private Catholic, and three private non-sectarian).  In context, there are 
289 tertiary institutions which include colleges and universities in Metro Manila 
(Commission on Higher Education, 2006).  As confidentiality was requested by at 
least two universities, I decided to do the same for all.   
With the help of the OSA or CM, I established communication with the selected 
religious organisation’s key officer who then helped me gather potential 
interviewees whom I predetermined according to gender and discipline.  I 
collaborated with one organisation in each university visited.  The table above 
helped me monitor the number of students I was progressively gathering.   
At times, for sheer concern, the officers and OSA representatives I was coordinating 
with would volunteer other students who fell out of my requirements, say, in terms 
of year level (i.e. not in their last two years) or major (i.e. not the academic discipline 
I had assigned to that university) but I had to be politely insistent about my needs.  










1 Campus Ministry-based 
Private Catholic 
(5 campuses) 





1 Religious Conservative  
Private Non-sectarian 
(3 campuses) 
1 Campus Ministry-based 
1 Charismatic 
1 Outreach-orientated 
Table 2.  Tally of student religious organisations for every type of university visited 
 
 Some Reflections on Theoretical Sampling 
 
The methodological decisions above demonstrate the “iterative or 
‘rolling’ quality” of theoretical sampling (Miles and Huberman, 1994, p.29).  
But these were not arbitrary decisions.  As the fieldwork proceeded, new 
possibilities cropped up to widen the variation of subjectivity among 
religiously involved undergraduates.  As I revisited the interview transcripts 
and listened to interviewee suggestions, I became convinced that the nature 
of religious organisation and university type, among others, had to be 
factored in.  I thus agree with Finch and Mason (1999, p.293) that this 
                                                                                                                                                       
disciplinal groups would have less representation than the others.  This was most 
blatant for the maritime discipline for which there was only one respondent in total.  
One of the colleges on my original list was a dedicated maritime institute.  
Unfortunately, those I tried to contact turned out to have neither student 
organisations nor a campus ministry.  Nevertheless, I stumbled upon the one and 
only maritime student involved with the campus ministry of a private non-sectarian 
university.  A similar predicament also happened for the sciences.   
But for the other disciplines, the objective of having at least seven respondents each 
with representation from both gender and school types was achieved (see right-




progress depended on an “analysis of data [that] is a process that continues 
throughout the project rather than occurring as a discrete phase after the data 
collection is complete.”   
This is not to say that the bases for theoretical sampling I have finally 
derived are exhaustive.  Only succeeding studies can verify this (Ryan and 
Bernard, 2003).  I am convinced, however, that these categories are sound not 
only because they have been modified based on their theoretical relevance to 
the research questions (Miles and Huberman, 1994) but because they have 
been useful in identifying and gathering informants from various 
backgrounds which is a goal of qualitative research (see the typology 
constructed in Chapter 4).  But even more reassuring perhaps is that the sixty-
two interviews, as corroborated by focus group discussions and participant 
observations (more on these below), have generated salient themes that can 
be argued to have achieved theoretical saturation or the identification of the 
“main variations of the phenomenon” (Guest, Bunce, and Johnson, 2006, 
p.65`; see also Ryan and Bernard, 2003).  As will be seen in the succeeding 
chapters, my informants share similar themes of religious self-understanding 
and moral attitudes, for example.   
Although I already had a list of schools to visit at the onset of the 
fieldwork, it was inevitable to revise based on such considerations as the 
presence and variety of Catholic student organisations, availability of student 
respondents, and institutional support.  Throughout the entire fieldwork and 
up until the final two months, my list of universities had to be modified 
depending on such factors as the response (or the lack of it) of the OSA or CM 
and the availability of an appropriate organisation, which in turn must have 




In addition, I had to ensure that my list had universities representing each 
type of tertiary institution.  In moments, and there were several, when there 
were not enough students coming from academic disciplines expected of the 
organisation, I managed by either accommodating what they could offer or 




As explained in Chapter 2, religious identity in this thesis is viewed in 
terms of the meanings individuals attach to being Catholic, thus making 
interviews the most relevant method.  However, in addition to one-on-one in-
depth interviews, research methods include focus group discussions and 
participant observations with the various participating organisations.  As will 
be explained progressively, the combination of these qualitative methods is 
meant to increase the validity or trustworthiness of the findings (see Gilchrist, 
1999; Creswell, 2009).  Indeed, as a qualitative case study of religiously 
involved Filipino students, the main goal of this thesis is to offer an 
understanding of my informants’ “local and specific constructed realities” as 
Catholics (Lincoln and Guba, 2003, p.256).   
In total, the research draws from qualitative data from sixty-two 
interviews, four focus group discussions, and two participant observations, all with 
members or officers of campus-based Catholic organisations.  In addition, 
interviews have also been conducted with seven religious practitioners 
involved with youth affairs.  All these amount to more than 100 hours of 
qualitative data.  The interviews and focus group discussions were also 




Filipino youth and religiosity were also collected, most of which are difficult 
to acquire.  Reflections interject the ensuing discussion as they have helped 
me proceed with the research, whose implications may also be important for 




Stake (1995) rightly points out that interviews are meant to unravel 
multiple nuances, a method essential in mapping out religious identity as 
defined in this thesis.  Religious meanings must be explored in an 
environment that allows for new ideas to arise, whether or not they reflect 
traditional religiosity as hypothesised in Chapter 1.  This is because, as 
discussed in Chapter 2, various trends concerning religion in modernity have 
implications for individual religious identity: secularisation, sacralisation, 
and individualisation.  New appropriations of beliefs and practices may be 
perceived as the result of declining institutional influence, for example.  But 
although religion may be increasingly invisible, it does not have to mean the 
total loss of religious influence, to follow Luckmann’s (1967) lead.  Or 
perhaps new subjectivities may in fact be remoulded workings or 
intensification of being Catholic.  Dillon (1999, p.253) suggests that “it may be 
more helpful to regard the interpretive autonomy demonstrated by Catholics 
as indicative of the seriousness with which some of them, at least, engage 
their doctrinal tradition.”  Regardless, the point is that as they can be very 
personal and intimate, as I have witnessed myself, the narratives and 
meanings surrounding being Catholic surface very well in one-on-one 




Although my main question typically asked at the onset is “What does 
being Catholic mean to you?” I constructed the interview to follow a semi-
structured approach for two reasons.  One, the interview had to explore 
various ideas related to religious identity that have been developed in the 
literature.  This allows my work on Filipino students to be compared with 
those in other contexts.  I was mindful, though, of their relevance to the 
Filipino context which explains why certain moral issues and religious 
practices have been selected in favour of others.  The pilot test through a 
focus group discussion helped me achieve this.  Second, while there are 
specific themes, the interview had to give space to new nuances of religious 
identity, as mentioned in the previous paragraph.  Hence, during the 
interviews, I followed up on such ideas as friendship with God once they 
were raised. 
The themes I explored are as follows: Self as Catholic, the Catholic 
Church as Institution, Religious Practice, Morality, Influences, and 
Generational Location.  All themes have been asked in a decidedly open-
ended manner.  If a theme was covered already, I moved on to others.   
 
A.  Self as Catholic 
 
1. Views about God 
2. Personal religiosity 
3. Doubts 
4. What being Catholic means 
5. Aspect of being Catholic that is most important 
6. Influences 
 
B. Catholic Church as Institution 
 
1. What the Church is about 
2. Attachment to the Institution 
3. Changes that may be introduced to the Church 













1. Reproductive Health 




6. Obligation to accept whatever the Church mandates 
 
 
E. Generational Location 
 
1. Views about the Filipino youth today 
2. Influences 
3. The importance of Catholicism to the youth 
4. Personal goals/aspirations      
 
 
The themes Catholic Church as Institution and Religious Practice have 
been derived from the work done by Hoge and colleagues (2001) on religious 
identity among young adult Catholics.  As stated in Chapter 2, this 
quantitative work defines religious identity in terms of salience, content of 
beliefs, and boundary-making.  These are also common elements of studies 
on the religiosity of Filipinos (Abad, 2002).  Since these are mainly 
quantitative, what I did was I probed the meanings of such religious practices 
as Mass, Confession, and Prayer among my informants.  Ecklund’s (2005) 
work on identity accounts has also influenced me here especially concerning 
their position about the changes they want to see in, personal contributions 
they are giving to, and issues they have with the Catholic institution. 
The theme of Morality is inspired by Day’s (2006) work in which she 




contextualised this in the Philippine society by gathering the thoughts of my 
informants about what I would consider as the most contentious moral issues 
of the day: the Reproductive Health Bill, premarital sex, cohabitation, divorce, 
and homosexuality.  I had a longer list at the onset which included women’s 
ordination among many others (as tipped by Hoge, et al. (2001) and Louden 
and Francis (2003) who worked on parish priests in Europe) but decided to 
limit it as advised in consultations with colleagues at the Ateneo de Manila 
University.   
The theme of Generational Location is drawn from Turner’s (2002) 
approach to the sociology of generations in terms of identifying contours and 
markers of a generational consciousness.  This has led to what may be 
considered stirring opinions about the students’ contemporary generation 
explored in Chapter 8.  It is through this that the second question of the thesis 
(What social conditions account for my informants’ religious identity?) is 
addressed.     
Finally, the theme Self as Catholic is a set of questions probing the 
substance and relative importance of being Catholic to my respondents.  
These are questions I have personally formulated but definitely influenced by 
Ammerman’s (2003) and Greil and Davidman’s (2007) views about religious 
identity in terms of constructed narratives.  McNamara (1992) also asked his 
high school respondents what being Catholic meant to them through an 
open-ended survey but it was not the emphasis of his analysis.  Hence I 
directly asked my informants about, inter alia, what being Catholic means, 
who God is, and whether they see themselves as being religious (see also 





 Reflecting on the Interview Process 
 
Benefiting from a pilot test through focus group discussions (see next 
section), conversations with Filipino academics, and the succeeding 
interviews, the semi-structured guide was revised accordingly to adopt a 
more colloquial language, which in practice means a combination of both 
Filipino and English words.  Even during the fieldwork itself, students 
sometimes brought up other possible topics or ideas.  For instance, when 
asked about the influences to the youth today, a brilliant female scholar from 
a Catholic university commented that in having no one to influence them 
positively today, “young people no longer think of what is right and wrong.  
They just go with the flow whatever it might be.”  This compelled me to ask 
her and my succeeding interviewees what their basis of right and wrong was.  
Because of this, a chapter in this thesis is devoted to their moral attitudes 
(Chapter 6).     
Throughout the fieldwork, it became very common for respondents to 
admit that they have never thought about the questions which often sounded 
very “philosophical” to them.  The urgency of continuously simplifying the 
language was always in me, as I did not want the youth to misunderstand my 
ideas or to answer in an extraordinarily academic way just to impress me but 
be totally remote from their experiences.  The wonder of adopting themes 
instead of clear-cut questions is that specific words or nuances as they are 
conveyed can be followed through without hesitation.  Above all, I did not 
want to coerce myself to use just one word which should convey my ideas 




This is a very serious concern for youth researchers in the Philippines 
since generational gap or differences in terms of how language, technology, 
and identity-construction play out may be faster and more drastic than we 
imagine (Falk and Falk, 2005).  Admittedly, my assumption that the age 
difference of less than ten years between them and me should not be a barrier 
in itself has, in some ways, failed me, as in the case of their involvement in 
online gaming which seemed remote to me.14  In other words, youth 
researchers must be sensitive enough to accommodate new possibilities that 
may challenge assumptions that even established researchers may be taking 
for granted.  This, to me, is one of the gravest limitations of quantitative 
youth research banking on concepts formed by adults with potentially 
normative biases (see Chapter 2).  Take, for example, the following instance 
from my interviews.   
Because I was interested in the religious self-understanding 
surrounding “being Catholic,” the key question in all my interviews was 
“What does being Catholic mean to you?” which I interchanged with “What 
is the essence of being Catholic?”  In some instances, I segued into this 
question by first asking how they would describe themselves as Catholic.  
Quite frankly, developing this series of questions or its variation was more an 
art, so to speak, than science.  In many ways, I had to take such cues from the 
student as his ability to express himself fluently, philosophical knowledge, 
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body language, and even facial expressions to see whether my questions 
would need further explanation or examples.   
A snippet from my dialogue with Justin, a third year male political 
economy student at a private Catholic university, exemplifies this negotiated 
interaction.  In this part of the interview I began by asking how he would 
describe himself as Catholic, from which I lunged to my key question. 
 
Jayeel: Which brings me to, how would you describe yourself 
as Catholic?  You’re giving me all this background but maybe I 
should ask you straight. 
 
Justin: I think, I think, well personally, I think I am a good 
Catholic, I have friends who claim they are Catholic but they 
do not, they’re not regular mass attendees, confession they 
don’t go.  I’m not saying I do all these things to show off or 
anything but when I see myself as Christian and when I 
entered this university, to give you a background about 
Catholicism and my faith.  My faith was actually strengthened, 
why I really think I am a good Catholic. 
 
Jayeel: So what’s the essence of being Catholic?  Or perhaps, 
what makes you a good practising Catholic? 
 
Justin: For me, it’s definitely just more than attending Mass.  
You can be there and not listening to anything but you’re 
there.  And lots of people do that.  But the thing about being 
Catholic is although as cliché as it may sound, you really, it’s 
really, of course, you need to have faith in God and you just 
need to carry out perhaps what Jesus Himself would do 
maybe.  He spread love, He did good, and I think that’s the 
essence of most Christian denominations.  To believe in Christ, 
to do good.  Faith and good works.  That’s for me the essence 
of being Catholic.  Believing in Christ and doing good works. 
Jayeel:  By believing in Christ, what exactly do you mean? 
 
Justin:  Of course, the Bible gives us the teachings, what he 
taught through the Gospel and what He Himself did, sacrifice.  
He gave us the two commandments: love our enemies, 
ourselves, and love God.  Basically believing Christ is to do 
what He did.  Not to get crucified or anything.  But to put 
others before you. 
 
Justin, who once lived in the US with his parents there before coming 




English.  But in a way reminiscent of many other interviews, I had to clarify 
with him the abstract concept of “believing in Christ” which he indulges in 
his reply.   
In some instances, clarification was achieved when I provided 
examples from previous interviews.  Because I knew that offering examples 
can be counterproductive in that they limit the scope of students’ responses, I 
used this only when informants themselves sought help.  For the most part, 
clarificatory questions were enough to convey myself.  In many ways, 
clarifying my questions to them or their thoughts to me was inevitable 
because, as many of them would say after the session, they have never been 
asked such deeply personal matters.   
 
Focus Group Discussions 
 
The use of focus group discussions (FGD) for this research had varied 
purposes.  Although I did not carry it out as extensively as I did interviews, 
the FGD generally complemented the latter in ways that reflect the principles 
of mixed methods design.  Although Creswell (2009) focuses on combining 
quantitative and qualitative approaches, the various methods in the latter can 
be mixed among themselves to enrich data as this thesis demonstrates.  
Diversifying subjectivities, four FGDs were conducted with various religious 
organisations in different universities: one state (Charismatic), one private 
non-sectarian (outreach-orientated), and two private Catholic universities 
(liturgical).   
The first, carried out in a private non-sectarian university known for its 




two reasons.  I needed to be sure about first, whether my initial choice of 
words (mainly in English) could be easily understood and second, whether 
my questions were coloured by my own faith.  In designing my methods, a 
colleague alerted me to, slightly modifying Lincoln and Guba (2003, p.270), 
“[Methodist] questions directed to a [Catholic] audience.”15  
Participating in it were four male and two female student-members of 
an outreach-orientated organisation, who were all very cordial and 
straightforward.  Although the students were very spontaneous, it was 
unmistakeable they were struggling to do so, as some of them were groping 
for the appropriate words.  At least one male decided to keep silent 
throughout but he was nonetheless cheered up by the others.  It was then that 
I decided that some English phrases I was using were highfaluting, and as a 
result, my interviews and succeeding FGDs would have to be done in 
colloquial Filipino (which means combining Filipino and English words) 
from then on.  Eisenhardt (1999) is correct in pointing out that in case study 
research, adjustments must be made – whether in terms of adding new 
questions or articulating them better.     
In addition, I felt that having six participants in an FGD limited the 
time for people to speak up especially if some were more vocal than the 
others.  Although one of the main advantages of using FGD is the chance to 
observe the dynamics of interaction (Kitzinger, 1999), it was resolved a 
smaller group was preferable for my research.  From then on, FGD sessions 
had to take five participants or less.       
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Through this FGD, I was also initiated to what would turn out to be 
common themes among my interviewees about what being Catholic means to 
Filipino students today:  
 
Jayeel:  What does being Catholic mean to you?  Or when you 
say you’re Catholic, what does it mean?   
 
Pe:  I think being Catholic means serving God and it is a way 
of life.  Way of life means we are raised by values taught to us 
Catholics and that as we grow up, those values taught to us 
become the faith, our faith as Catholics.  We want to increase 
our faith in God.  For me, being Catholic means serving God 
while serving others.  Doing good to others by means of 
working hard, helping others.   
 
Vincent: Serving, wholeheartedly attending Masses.  Being 
respectful to other people.  Doing good things.  Obeying the 
Ten Commandments.  All of them, I am able to fulfil the Ten 
Commandments.  Loving my neighbour, loving my family, 
loving my work, serving other people.  Like here in the chapel, 
church, singing, choir, helping in outreach programs.  
 
Marina: When you say Catholic, it is recognising that God is 
the highest…[long pause]…It’s knowing that God is good to 
you.  As a Catholic, you want to impress on other people that 
God is good.  You will show it, you will help others.   
 
Gela:  Shown by having a strong faith in God.  It’s not just 
about faith.  There have to be actions.  That’s because there are 
people who pray and pray but don’t do anything.  I can’t say 
they are good Catholics because they’re just talking.  How can 
other believe you then?   
 
Ian:  For me, serve others.  And loving everyone.  Not just 
ourselves.  And sharing the blessings from God.   
 
Gary:  Being a Catholic means that I am in God, even those 
from other religions.  I serve God…by serving in Mass.  In 
being faithful.  Combining it with works, just as Gela said, to 
influence other people.    
 
 From this snippet alone, one can already see at least three important 
themes about being Catholic: Mass attendance and Ten Commandments, 
having faith in God, and serving other people.  Interestingly, nobody 




attendance and the Ten Commandments.  If anything, Gela seems to have 
subtly countered Vincent’s statement by emphasising actions.   It is worth 
noting that Gary, who was noticeably most silent during the FGD, supported 
Gela’s remarks.  In the succeeding interviews, I noticed this common tension 
in the minds of my informants between sacramental obligation and enacted 
faith, a point to be revisited in Chapter 5.  Confirming that my questions were 
relevant, this FGD has foreshadowed the ideas that religiously involved 
Filipinos have about what being Catholic means today.  
Knowing that they were the first research participants must have 
meant for them a deep recognition of their organisation which I sensed not 
only through their openness (e.g. I was introduced to each of their members 
in their office) but also the tokens of appreciation they gave afterwards.  At 
the very least, it was an indicator of how rather quickly I became welcome 
which made me look forward to the succeeding interactions with other 
undergraduates.  Indeed, this seems to have been the case among the other 
student organisations whose ethos is to attract attention and membership.  
This openness resonates with Guest’s (2002) observation about Evangelical 
congregations concerned with conversion.   
For the succeeding FGDs, I followed a concurrent triangulation strategy 
(Creswell, 2009) to probe and corroborate issues as they are seen by the 
youth.  Methodological triangulation is meant to increase the validity or 
credibility of the findings about religious identity in this thesis through a 
“stronger substantiation of constructs” (Eisenhardt, 1999, p.142`; see also 
Stake, 1995).  These themes have been explored in the interviews although 
some such as influences to the youth today were not in-depth for lack of time.  




generational concerns, they can be threshed out by participants to verify and 
possibly contest each other.  Although the FGD may be seen as most 
convenient and efficient in generating data, I am convinced that conducting it 
is more challenging because the facilitator has to allow for various 
subjectivities to arise which could mean tension (Kitzinger, 1999).  It was in 
these group interactions where youth matters have been cleared out for me.  
An illustration is called for.   
Carried out in a private Catholic university, the second FGD gathered 
three male and two female students whose subjects included physical 
therapy, religious education, and accountancy.  They are all officers of a 
conservative liturgical organisation whose history spans decades.  This time, 
instead of covering all the themes in my semi-structured guide, I focused on 
their views about the importance of Catholicism to today’s young people.      
   
Jayeel: Do you think being Catholic is still important to your 
generation? 
 
Vincent: Honestly, it's sad to say that there are students who 
disregard the Christian Living subject. Number one, they don't 
need it in their entrance exams, they could go to college 
without it. Number two, probably they cannot see it in their 
lives. That is why, us religious education majors, we make it a 
point to make sure that the doctrine can be related to their 
lives, that the doctrine is something unfolding in their lives. 
 
Jayeel: So being religious is not very important? 
 
Lea: Ah yes, Christian Living, I know one who attends that 
class because the teacher is good-looking.  But others just drop 
it completely…But it’s not so bad.  As we see in this university, 
we have religious organisations and we have quite a number 
of members.  That means the officers make it a point that 
members appreciate, that they do what they're supposed to do 
as Catholics…And we also have Catholic subjects in which 
you can learn and practice your faith.  It’s different if you’re in 





Jayeel: So based on what you're seeing here, it's not really 
 hopeless? 
 
Samantha: Well, I have a friend who is an atheist.  I also know 
one who attends Mass if there is an event like wedding.  Then 
there are those who go to Mass but are not really sincere in 
doing so.  I think this generation is so focused on what is ‘in.’  
Like music, technology.  They forget God.  As Vincent said, 
theology subjects are no longer given importance compared to 
accounting, for example, which has more units.  But I think 
family background also matters.  If the family is not religious, 
then the child is not either.  So perhaps the root cause is family 
background.   
 
As the remaining one-on-one interviews progressed, certain ideas 
about the generation of the youth surfaced frequently but due to time 
constraints were not probed in depth.  One example concerns role models for 
the youth today.  The succeeding two FGDs, conducted in a state and another 
private Catholic university in the last phase of the fieldwork, highlighted this 
issue.  But in these instances, without any guide questions on hand, I set the 
discussion in motion by merely asking them how they would describe the 
Filipino youth today.  I decided that these FGDs would be completely free 
flowing for me to capture ideas about generational influences that I may have 
just assumed based on anecdotes and commentaries about the Filipino youth.  
In each of these two sessions there were three participants from a Charismatic 
organisation and various groups based in another Catholic university, 
respectively.  Their ideas will appear in Chapter 8 which deals with the 




Drawing from Guest (2002), I have decided to include participant 




lived out or contradicted at the levels of discourse and social action (see also 
Guest, 2004).  Indeed, it is in religious practice where religious identity is 
constructed, reinforced, or even challenged.  But because I was focused on 
personal religious meanings (or self-understanding), participant observations 
merely served as a triangulating but nevertheless highly enriching method.  
Also, it was employed only as the opportunities arose.  While I see the merits 
of pursuing this as an equally significant and method, I anticipated that it 
would entail more time conducting the fieldwork – and perhaps with a 
smaller number of groups as well.  To reiterate, the interest of this thesis is on 
individuals involved in religious organisations and not the organisations per 
se. 
During the fieldwork, there were at least two opportune occasions for 
me to participate in student-led activities.  The first was a worship session 
which took place after the interviews I have conducted with members and 
officers of a Charismatic group in a private non-sectarian school known for its 
nursing programme.  I was on my way out of the campus when my student-
respondents thought of inviting me to join them as I was already there 
anyway.  Without a doubt, it was a smooth and effortless chance to conduct 
participant observation, which turned out to be fruitful as I have witnessed 
certain behaviours of longing that confirm interview data.  Intriguingly, even 
the moment of spiritual possession that surprisingly took place during the 
session could be understood in the same light, an idea that will be explained 
in Chapter 8.   
On another occasion, the conservative liturgical organisation in a 
prominent Catholic university led a Taize session that saw the participation 




invited me to participate and observe.  In many ways, the Taize session was 
the exact opposite of the Charismatic experience in the previous account.  It 
was decidedly serious, heavily laden with music and prayer led, arranged, 
and scripted by the students themselves (see Chapter 5).   
As I was not interested in religious organisations as such in this 
research, participant observation was carried out only as corroborating 
method which, as suggested above, still offered remarkable insights.  Becker 
(1999, p.55) rightly points out that sociologists use participant observation as 
a main method “when they are especially interested in understanding a 
particular organisation or substantive problem.”  Specifically, this method 
encourages the researcher’s active and sustained participation with the 
group.  In the case of this thesis, participant observation is not the main 
method employed in view of the definition of religious identity as personal 
religious meaning (Chapter 2).   
Nevertheless, the potential of exploring religious identity through 
participant observation with specific groups is noteworthy.  In her work with 
marginalised groups such as a gay Catholic community, Dillon (1999) is 
instructive in noting how, among many things, re-appropriated religious 
symbols and rituals depicted their religious identity.  Conducting more in-
depth participant observation is an approach I am open to pursuing in future 
projects.   
 
Negotiating my Role as Researcher 
 
Conducting qualitative research necessitates self-reflection about 




of the findings (Creswell, 2009).  I agree with Gilchrist’s (1999, p.369) 
pragmatic attitude that understanding “a truthful account is obtained not by 
trying to eliminate bias but by comprehending it.”  Born to a Catholic family, 
I converted to what is known as Born Again Christianity in the Philippines 
during my adolescence.  Through the years, however, my theological leaning 
has become moderate conservative.  It may be readily assumed, therefore, 
that my research is coloured by this background, a typical dilemma for many 
religion researchers (Lynch, 2002).   
On the contrary, the main reason for studying Catholicism in the 
Philippines is that it affords me considerable distance as an academic 
researcher.  But the distance is not too wide.  Like many middle class 
Filipinos, my education from primary to tertiary had been Catholic, hence, I 
am “empirically literate,” an asset according to Miles and Huberman (1994, 
p.38).  This research has been a welcome development in my academic career 
since prior to it, my interest had been in Protestant Christianity in general 
(see Cornelio, 2007, 2008b, 2009).  During the data-gathering, I disclosed my 
religion when asked.     
But perhaps more than my own religion, another important social 
location I had to deal with during the interactions with student-respondents 
was that of a male professional adult.  I was twenty-six when I conducted the 
fieldwork, roughly seven to eight years senior to my informants.  As all my 
interviewees were Filipino like me, race or ethnicity was not a question.  This 
resulted in at least two possibilities: some students may have been threatened 
by my role as a researcher while others may have seen me as a potential 




Indeed, if there is one danger in coordinating with OSA or CM, it is 
being associated with the authority structures of the university.  This seems to 
have been the reason why in one private non-sectarian university, the 
religious education coordinator was being apologetic to me for his students 
seemed to be “hesitant,” in his own words.  This situation, to me, was 
particularly intriguing as I have not encountered it in any of the other 
institutions.     
The sense of authority that I may have projected both as male and 
adult interviewer seems to be the reason why the first few moments of the 
interview tended to be nerve-wracking for the students, noticeable in the 
pauses and inflections.  Paget (1999, p.100) is right in pointing out that 
meaning “can be seen as it is constituted in the act of saying something and in 
the way it is said.”   
Gleaning from Day (2006), I tried to avoid this tendency by offering 
the student respondents some choices with regard to the interview.  For this, 
the code of ethics in social research was instrumental.  Each interview or FGD 
would begin with statements about the research and myself, and that the 
participants are to be treated with utmost confidentiality, meaning neither 
their names nor the university’s will be mentioned in the thesis.  Permission 
was also secured to record the conversation.  Also, I respected the needs of 
my respondents.  One student requested to finish the interview within thirty 
minutes to which I obliged.     
Apart from these, the students were informed that they could opt to 
skip a question if it seemed inappropriate or to abandon the entire interview 
at any point in time.  Interestingly, there were fewer than five instances 




example, when I interviewed a nun taking up a bachelor’s degree, I felt that 
she was holding back especially when the question delved into her private 
experience.  Out of respect, I decided to just keep the discussion at broad 
levels as I did not want to offend her and jeopardize my situation in the 
university.  I did the same thing for Jobel, an 18 year old engineering student 
from a state university.  His being the Commander of the Reserved Officers 
Training Corps on campus, which is a physically intensive military 
environment, may have shaped him to be very selective with personal stories.   
Nevertheless, every time I suspected that the respondent felt 
uncomfortable through their body language or hesitation, I normally paused 
and reassured the respondent that I was not there to offer moral judgments 
about what was right or wrong.  After each interview, I asked the 
respondents to share how they felt.  Some admitted they were nervous at first 
but felt very natural later on.  Others were more natural from the onset.   
In my interviews with second-courser students at a Catholic 
university, they admitted that the questions were generally broad and so they 
initially struggled for the “right” way to answer.  This may be because of 
their more mature status as second-coursers and former professionals.  In 
another instance, a female respondent commented that she was cautious 
about how her answers should be as she might “misrepresent her 
institution.”   
When I noticed that EJ, a 19 year old female English major faltered in 
answering my question about premarital sex, I asked her why she seemed 
uneasy.  She admitted she did not want to talk about it because it was 
“disgraceful.”  In any case, nobody quit or sought for the deletion of the 




that my questions were delivered in a mild and respectful way made them 
divulge very personal and at times sensitive stories.  And sometimes, even 
against the very institutions they were representing.  For instance, Chandra, 
20, from a lower income family in Mindanao, admits that she felt 
“discriminated against” by certain religious instructors in her university just 
because she is a “mere scholar,” which means her education is being paid for 
by a religious order.   
I also mitigated the impact of being threatened by my role as 
researcher by ensuring the privacy of the conversation, a valuable insight 
picked up from Day’s (2006) research with secondary school students.  
Although I was mainly reliant on spaces provided for by the institution, 
securing some levels of privacy should have meant to the students that they 
are respected.  Fortunately, the spaces provided for, such as the library, 
auditorium, and meeting room were generally conducive to quality 
conversations.  In other settings such as outdoor fields where the noise could 
compromise the quality of the recording, students agreed to transfer.  The 
most important consideration is the privacy of the conversation, which, 
without a doubt, afforded space for personal narratives and emotional 
moments.  In no less than ten interviews did I see students cry, most of whom 
were female.  If there is any consolation, these emotional encounters 
indicated what could be very sincere statements.  Although it was just the 
start of our conversation, Jonalyn, a female graduating student in engineering 
and officer of a Charismatic student organisation, readily talked about her 
“trials.”  She was in tears as she delivered the following: 
 
My dad underwent a surgery in his joint as a result of a 




month and he was on crutches.  I was so bothered because he 
would be dismissed from work if it was more than one month.  
One day he seemed to have lost all hope so he started 
gambling.  I was worried that if we lost everything I would not 
be able to enter even a public high school anymore. 
 
Jonalyn is typical of the many students who generally shared their 
narratives.  In the several cases when interviewees became emotional, I 
suspected it was because I was seen in these instances as counsellor given my 
line of questioning.  Indeed, the former president of a Charismatic 
organisation in a nursing university divulged this to me as I was exiting her 
campus.  This may have been especially so, too, for students who, as they 
themselves would confess afterwards, have not opened up their stories to 
anyone else.  Admittedly, it was difficult not to empathise, another reality 
common to youth researchers (Collins, 1997).  During these moments, I 
would pause, stop altogether, or continue depending on cues from the 
respondent.  Hence, while I can see where Finch (1999) is coming from 
concerning the privileges of a woman-to-woman interview, I do not discount 
the identification that interviewers, regardless of gender, can achieve with 
participants.   
By and large, I have observed that my respondents were vocal.  There 
are many possible reasons for this although two are worth highlighting.  This 
openness is possibly a function of being in educational institutions that 
encourage liberal arts integration as most schools in the Philippines do.  Also, 
this may have to do with being part of organisations that run so many 
activities and interactions among its members and even outsiders for the 
outreach-orientated ones.     
In some interactions wherein familiarity has become, to my 




situations afterwards.  Without elaborating, some students re-established 
communication with me to express interests that ranged from romantic to 
business, all of which had to be declined professionally.     
In other but rare instances when I was seen as mentor whether in 
terms of academics or otherwise which meant some students maintaining 
communication with me.  I was seen, after all, as an academic from another 
university16.  As part of building trust, my contact details have been given to 
them in the event that clarifications about the research became necessary.  
Help was offered if the occasion for me to do so did not breach any ethical 
expectations.  I suppose this is a general principle to follow for researchers 
like Burgess (1999) who find themselves in a dilemma as to what and how 
much favour can be given to key informants who seek their help on matters 
outside the research.    
Across all interactions, whether interview or FGD, I communicated 
with student respondents in the language that I inferred was most 
appropriate.  This was necessary to allow the respondents to express 
themselves unrestrictedly which offered interesting emic codes like “freestyle 
Catholic” which Nyssa, an 18 year old female engineering student, used to 
describe herself.  Conversational Filipino is typically interspersed with many 
English words and phrases.  Interviews done in this manner have been 
transcribed verbatim but translated in this thesis.  In other contexts, students 
felt more at ease with English which was very much welcome, too.  Because it 
is the medium of communication in business, education, and government, 
English is widely understood in the Philippines.   
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Related to language, I have to note, too, that ethnicity, which can be 
important in varying degrees around the Philippines, is not an official 
category in business, government, and education.  Because Filipino and 
English are widely spoken in the country, there was no language barrier at 
least between my informants and me, not even with Chinese-Filipino 
students.  Like majority of my informants, I was born and raised in Metro 
Manila even if my parents are from the Visayas.  Having said that, which 
province or region one’s family hails from can still be an important identity 
marker, as it can afford one an additional language or dialect.17  Since 
students in Metro Manila may come from various provinces and not just the 
cities within it, I asked about their places of origin which, interestingly, may 
inform to a certain extent religious identity.  I have observed, for example, 
that those who come from rural provinces tend to be more traditional in 
fulfilling sacramental obligations like going to Mass and praying the rosary.  
In context, there are about eighty provinces scattered around seventeen 
administrative regions covering over 7,000 islands in the country.   
On a more practical note, I realised that my effectiveness as an 
interviewer was at its peak if limited to four interviews on a given day.  
Beyond four, I would normally feel exhausted and thus distracted from any 
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Issues of Generalisability 
 
The assertions made in this research cannot be assumed to represent 
all religiously involved Filipino students.  In identifying my informants, the 
sampling strategy, as shown above, has been theoretical to cover various 
subjectivities.  This research, too, does not even attempt to provide findings 
that are generalisable to all formally enrolled tertiary students who constitute 
21.62% of college-age Filipinos (approximately 16-21 years old), let alone  
Filipino youth at large (Commission on Higher Education, 2006).  In context, 
around 80% of the Philippine population is Catholic (National Statistics 
Office, 2008). 
As a qualitative research, what can be achieved is what is considered 
analytic generalisation or generalisation to theory which in this case concerns 
contemporary religious identity construction (see Miles and Huberman, 1994; 
Stake, 1995; Eisenhardt, 1999).  Indeed, the main proposition of this thesis is 
that among religiously involved Filipino students, being Catholic is being 
redefined as a reflexive spirituality that emphasises, among others, a more 
personal view of God, for example (see Chapters 4 and 5).  This substantiates 
existing quantitative works on the Filipino Catholic youth but also counters, 
in meaningful ways, the very limited opinion that Catholic Filipinos are 
merely “touchy-feely” (Macasaet, 2009, p.11) or “split-level,” referring to the 
dissonance between the beliefs and the lifestyle of one who professes to be 
Christian (Bulatao, 1966).     
But in spite of having constructed guidelines for theoretical sampling 
(see above), it is highly possible that I have missed out on other significant 




religious organisations I have identified have been clearly contingent on the 
universities I visited.  As regards academic discipline, perhaps there are 
significant variations among courses within a particular broad category such 
as the social and behavioural sciences and arts and humanities, for example.  
The thesis, I hope, will serve as an invitation for other observers to pursue 
systematic research on young people and religious identity in the Philippines, 
whose findings may serve as confirmation or otherwise of my own.   
 
Conclusion: Validity and Religious Identity 
 
Researching religious identity may sound straightforward but in 
practice, it is not.  This is because, as I have elaborated in Chapter 2, religious 
identity cannot be viably ascertained in terms of cut-and-dried creeds or 
practices.  This explains why even if certain quantitative studies like Abad 
(2002), Episcopal Commission on Youth (2003), and NFO-Trends (2001)  are 
helpful in revealing what appears to be a decline in religious practice, they 
are not sufficient in explaining the subjective meanings of being Catholic 
among youth, religiously involved or otherwise.  At the same time, while 
they are helpful to a certain degree, personal anecdotes by religious youth 
formators need more systematic verifications.  In this thesis, I have set out to 
do just that: a qualitative inquiry into the religious identity of religiously 
involved Filipino students.  This chapter has recounted the selection of 
informants and the combination of qualitative methods, coupled with 
personal reflections, that allowed for a wide variety of meanings surrounding 




The methodological implication arising from this is evident: the 
question of qualitative validity or the “accuracy of the findings.”  How can I 
be sure that the findings I eventually draw from the transcripts about my 
informants’ religious identity are trustworthy, confirmable, and be reflecting 
“what they’re supposed to rather than something else?” (Babbie, 2008, 
p.343)18  According to Creswell (2009), there are several strategies researchers 
can adopt for every stage of the research process.  In this chapter, I have given 
emphasis only to those that concern the design and execution of the methods: 
clarifying my bias and a systematic mixed methods approach in pursuing 
triangulation. 
From the onset, I was aware that my religious inclination may be put 
into question which explains why a pilot test in the form of an FGD and 
consultation with colleagues were conducted to ensure the relevance of my 
interview guide.  Also, the interview was semi-structured thus allowing for 
previously unconsidered ideas which were either integrated in the 
succeeding interviews or probed in the FGD.   Realising the iterative nature of 
case study research (Stake, 1995), I was decidedly open to seeking informants 
from other religious organisations and universities.   
Furthermore, complementing the interview were other methods.  The 
FGDs afforded a chance to listen to religiously involved students themselves 
discuss matters concerning their generation.  Their views about the 
importance of religion and the absence of mentors to the youth today did not 
serve as feedback to the remaining interviews.  In themselves, they are 
important discussion points for the succeeding chapters.  And as explained, 
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even if participant observation was not a main method, I took up the 
opportunities as they arose.  They have offered glimpses into the emotional 
character of religious identity which also surfaced very well in the interviews, 
thus providing triangulation.   
Overall, these strategies reflect what Lincoln and Guba (2003) consider 
as the fairness criterion in their notion of validity as the authenticity of a 
qualitative design.  Having said this, I am aware that even ascertaining 
qualitative validity itself is contested (see Miles and Huberman, 1994; Lincoln 
and Guba, 2003).  Indeed, there are generally accepted strategies in increasing 
the validity (other words: trustworthiness, authenticity, credibility) of the 
findings, all meant to curtail the biases inherent to the researcher as a 
subjective person himself (Creswell, 2009).   
As discussed throughout this chapter, these mechanisms have been 
adopted in this research.  Nevertheless, my position about validity is 
pragmatic, meaning the themes and conclusions argued in the succeeding 
chapters are “never fixed or unvarying” (Lincoln and Guba, 2003, p.273).  
This explains why in case study research, methods adopted need to be 
continuously flexible or iterative in order to “ground the theory or to provide 
new theoretical insight” (Eisenhardt, 1999, p.144).   
However, pragmatism also means we are continuously relying on 
future studies to confirm old or unravel new nuances,19 just as how Day’s 
(2006) thesis about “believing in belonging” has challenged the notion of 
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“believing without belonging” in contemporary Britain (Davie, 1994).  For the 
time being, the findings unfolding in the succeeding chapters are my initial 
contribution to understanding what being Catholic means to religiously 

















































Will the Real Catholic  
Please Stand Up? 
An Emergent Typology of  





If there is one key lesson to be learnt from designing and conducting 
this research, it is that studying contemporary youth religious identity entails 
an approach creative enough to capture novel subjectivities that older and 
academically inclined researchers may not be instantly sensitive to.  By and 
large, contemporary religious identity construction tends to be increasingly 
hybrid and flexible.  This is why I am convinced that a mixed qualitative 
methods approach explained in the previous chapter has proved to be 
productive.   
 The caveat, of course, is with regard to bringing together nuances that 
seem as many as my informants themselves.  But as this chapter will show, 
religiously involved students, even if they may not be collectively organised, 
are not arbitrary about how they see themselves as Catholics.  Here, I hope to 
show that given their accounts, it is possible to locate them in a typology that 
will allow for a better comprehension of their religious identity, to be 
explored in the next chapter.  In particular, my research has identified two 
main types of religiously involved students: orthodox Catholics and creative 
Catholics.  Orthodox Catholics are students whose religious self-




Catholicism as a religious institution.  Following Inglis (2007), creative 
Catholics, on the other hand, reflect a religious identity that is more self-
defined in orientation and underpinned by a critical posture towards 
institutional Catholicism.  From my data, two sub-types of creative Catholics 
emerge: practical Catholics and freestyle Catholics, the former distinguished 
from the other in terms of their participation in Mass and penance.  As I will 
explain, these two sub-categories are original conceptual contributions based 
on how they have been drawn from my data and on how they relate to 
existing literature.   
To each of these categories I provide biographical accounts of a 
selected respondent in order to give a human face to what may be easily 
dismissed as dry concepts.  Although it is difficult to contend that they are 
typical representations of their religiously involved peers, I have selected 
their biographical accounts nevertheless to present the wide experiences of 
religiously involved students who come from various social locations in 
terms of class, gender, type of university, and nature of religious organisation 
(see Chapter 3).   
Some statistical data will also be offered to estimate the prevalence of 
each category in the greater Filipino Catholic youth population.  These are, of 
course, hypothetical since my typology is novel.  What this nevertheless 
suggests is that even if I have drawn from Catholic students involved in 
religious organisations, the typology may be found useful to understand 
Catholic youth in general in future research.      
Along the way, I shall introduce the emphasis that this thesis provides 
in favour of creative Catholics because they form the vast majority of my 




religious identity - is being recast among this subgroup of Filipino youth 
today.20  In contrast, among all my respondents, only four are arguably 
orthodox Catholics.  It is worth mentioning here, too, that this chapter, which 
introduces the emergence of creative Catholics, must be taken in close 
conjunction with the next, which is concerned with their personal religious 
meanings.  
 
Constructing the Typology  
 
In Chapter 2, I have recounted the various ways by which religious 
identity has been understood in the sociology of religion, and one of which is 
according to adherence to beliefs and practices.  In this view, Catholics in 
various settings in the West have been described as “parish,” “à la carte,” 
“smorgasbord,” or “cultural” (see, for example, Demerath, 2000; Hoge, et al., 
2001; Inglis, 2007).  Each of these categories refers ultimately to how 
committed an individual is to the institutional life of the Church, with parish 
Catholics as most accepting, for example.  Cultural Catholics are completely 
non-practising yet see the religion’s importance in informing ethnic or 
national identity.  To these can be added Hammond’s (1988) distinction 
between collective-expressive and individual-expressive forms of religious 
identity.   
I have mentioned, too, in Chapter 2 that the main limitation of these 
categories is that as they are largely concerned with the attitudes or 
disposition towards institutional Catholicism including its traditions, beliefs, 
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and practices, they brush aside the distinctive nuances available in the 
content or subjectivity of being a particular type of Catholic.  This is because 
the baseline information used to gauge attitudes and disposition is typically 
in terms of religious participation, say, in performing weekly religious duties.  
It is no wonder then why “smorgasbord Catholics,” for example, are easily 
described as very experimental in drawing from other religious traditions 
outside the Church but it is not clear what principles they are following in 
doing so (see Inglis, 2007).   
As I conducted my data analysis,21 I realised that the existing 
typologies are inappropriate to the state of my religiously involved 
informants.  It is true that there are orthodox Catholics among my 
respondents who practised, articulated, and defended the traditional heritage 
of the church but there are no more than four of them.  However, I realised, 
too, that the majority of all other non-orthodox or those I consider creative 
Catholic students are not at all homogenous in the ways they think about and 
practise being Catholic.  Some, for example, do not see the need to fulfil their 
sacramental obligations yet still believe they are strong Catholics.  Yet others 
are practising the faith in terms of going to Mass, for example, but are 
arguing that it is not the most important element.  Some among the latter 
have suggested that having a strong “faith,” a concept which needs a lot of 
unpacking, and “sincerely helping the poor” take precedence in their 
religious identity.  None among my respondents can be considered cultural 
Catholics, which is expected given their voluntary involvement in their 
religious organisations.   
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The implication is clear: the vast majority of my informants, for 
rejecting certain practices or beliefs in favour of others, may be easily 
dismissed as à la carte, smorgasbord, or even cafeteria Catholics if existing 
categories are imposed on them.  My argument, which is being introduced 
here and will be elaborated in the succeeding chapters, is that by looking at 
the content of religious identity or how religiously involved Filipino students 
make sense of their being Catholic, we can see that they are upholding certain 
fundamental principles or ideas betrayed by these broad categories.  Based on 
this existing dilemma, I have concluded that religiously involved students 
may be classified according to two main considerations (see Table 3 below): 
(1) religious practice generally in terms of participation in Mass and penance; 
and (2) what being Catholics means to them or what I have considered in 
Chapter 2 as personal religious meaning. 
  
Religious Practice 
   
In the study of religiosity, institutional religious practice, as implied 
above, is the most basic variable observers ask to decipher an individual’s 
level of involvement (see such representative surveys in Abad, 2002; Smith 
and Denton, 2005).  From a sociological perspective, the intensity and 
frequency of religious practice – especially in institutional religions like 
Christianity and Islam - are important markers of religious socialisation and 
commitment (Wuthnow, 1999). 22  Fulton (1999), for example, classifies young 
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adult Catholics into super-core, core, intermediate, and marginal depending 
on the frequency of their religious practice and participation in the parish.   
In addition, institutional religious practice is an important mediating 
element among religions of difference which emphasise the gulf between the 
sacred and the profane (Woodhead and Heelas, 2000).  As Troeltsch (1931, 
p.41) defines it, the “essence of the Church is its objective institutional 
character…The priesthood and the hierarchy, which hold the keys to the 
tradition of the Church, to sacramental grace and ecclesiastical jurisdiction, 
represent the objective treasury of grace…”  In Catholicism, the arguably 
most important recurring religious practice among its adherents is the Mass 
as a communal commemoration of the suffering of Christ for the forgiveness 
of sins.   
Among all the sacraments and religious practices, I devoted time to 
asking my informants about their participation in and the personal 
significance of the Mass, prayer, and penance.  Because most Filipino 
Catholics undergo the one-off sacraments of baptism and confirmation in 
childhood as cultural norms, there was no point in asking about these rituals.  
Additionally, they have not yet, of course, availed of the other sacraments of 
matrimony, holy orders, and the anointing of the sick.   
Prayer is unmistakably common to all, hence, it does not contribute to 
distinguishing different types of Catholic students.23  Similarly, it is possible 
to factor in as religious practice their various activities in their respective 
                                                                                                                                                       
clubbing spirituality.  And for mainstream English youth, a religious worldview is 
thoroughly nonexistent (Savage, et al., 2006).   
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organisations but this would be equally futile because by default all of them 
will rate favourably.    
In assessing the religious participation of my respondents for 
constructing a typology, I have thus looked at their involvement in Mass and 
penance for which variations in terms of frequency and fulfilling it are 
evident, especially with the former.  In Table 3 below, high religious practice 
refers to regular participation in Mass, typically every Sunday although a few 
do it more than once a week.  I have noticed that students regular in Mass 
broadly tend to see the importance of and practising penance at least once a 
year.   
 
Personal Religious Meaning 
 
Focusing on religious practice as the basis of one’s religious identity is 
undoubtedly limited.  It may, as stated, indicate one’s commitment but it fails 
to reveal its meaningfulness (or the lack of it) to religiously involved students.  
Some of my respondents, for example, would admit going to church every 
Sunday but only because they feel the obligation in the family.  Others, on the 
other hand, do not see its importance at all, but not going to church does not 
in any way affect their conviction as committed Catholics.  It is for this reason 
why my interview specifically asks them about what being Catholic means to 
them or what I would call their religious self-understanding (see Chapter 2).  
Their answers to this question and other ideas related to religious identity 
like morality and view of the Catholic institution shall be the basis of the 




Given the limitation of the typologies above, I am convinced that 
factoring in personal meaningfulness surrounding being Catholic to the 
comprehensive understanding of religiously involved students today is a 
major analytical contribution of this thesis.  It will be remembered that in the 
previous chapter, a significant portion of my interviews and focus group 
discussions have dealt with what students thought of as the “meaning,” 
“essence,” “point,” and even the “most important aspect” of being Catholic.   
As expected, very few of my informants talked about the significance 
of the practices of the Church such as the Holy Mass, or certain doctrines 
surrounding the Trinitarian God and the Virgin Mary, for example, which are 
centrally enshrined in the Catechism for Filipino Catholics (Catholic Bishops 
Conference of the Philippines, 2008).  Even the redemptive sacrifice of Christ, 
while they will not necessarily contest it, did not emerge salient.   
These observations are very much in line with the report of the 
Episcopal Commission on Youth (2003) in the Philippines.  Indeed, the vast 
majority explained the meaning of being Catholic in terms of the broad 
categories of an individual emotional experience of God, an action-orientated 
outlook in life, and moral living.  These are, to me, collectively and inherently 
personal (as in belonging-to-the-person) as they are not so much about the 
institutional doctrinal and religious life as they are about individual 
experience.  These themes of their religious identity are recast in terms of 
reflexive spirituality in the next chapter.   
The self-defined character of these religious meanings becomes more 
glaring when stacked up against the sacramental or ecclesial dimension 
common among young Irish Catholics in England who define their religious 




polish Catholic youth who are very strict with their religious practices 
(Pasierbek, Riegel, and Ziebertz, 2006).   
In other words, the religious meanings offered by my informants (see 
Table 3 below) are more personally experienced (or self-defined) than 
traditionally transmitted (or Church-defined).  Noticeable, too, is that these 
ideas are not exclusive to a Catholic persuasion, a point I will return to in 
Chapters 5 and 7.  This assessment resonates with Roof’s (1999, p.81) research 
on American religion in which he sees the self-directed nature of spiritual 
seeking in terms of, for example, looking for power in and out of traditions 
“to unlock one’s life.”   
In view of this, two main strands emerge from my data with respect to 
religious self-understanding in the table below: Church-defined Catholicism 
honours traditions, practices, sacramentalism, and sacerdotalism while self-
defined Catholicism underscores deep personal religious experiences and 
realisations.  Drawing from Troeltsch’s (1931) discussion of the Church’s 
institutional character, one can also think of the former as the institution-
focused orientation of being Catholic and the latter a more self-focused 
personal piety or mysticism even.   
  
An Emergent Typology of Religiously Involved Students 
 
When set against each other, the two dimensions of religious practice 
and personal religious meaning emerging from my data reveal an interesting 
typology of religiously involved Catholic students: Orthodox, Practical 
(Creative), and Freestyle (Creative) Catholics.  This section shall discuss each 










































































































I first discuss the orthodox among my respondents even if there are 
no more than four of them for the sake of recognising their presence and 
experiences (Flanagan, 2004).  As a very small minority, they do not inform 
my arguments about the religious identity of religiously involved Filipino 
students today.  This, however, is not to be seen as accentuating their 
apparent marginality.  Future research on them alone needs a more expanded 
coverage than this thesis has stumbled upon.  
Constituting the biggest proportion are the freestyle and practical 
Catholics, which can be collectively called “creative Catholics.”  According to 
Inglis (2007, p.215),  
 
Creative Catholics both believe and belong. What 
differentiates them from orthodox Catholics is that they are 
more progressive and adventurous. They are willing to stand 
up, speak against, and challenge the Church and its priests and 
bishops in a way that would have been unthinkable in 
previous generations. 
 
Table 3.  Typology of religiously involved students 




 As will be seen here and throughout this thesis, these informants, in 
contrast to pro-change Catholic movements (Dillon, 1999), are not collectively 
organised around pressing issues of the day in Philippine or global 
Catholicism.  Nevertheless, they can still be considered creative insofar as 
they reflect on matters concerning their religion by drawing from life 
experiences and religious socialisation in their family, school, parish, and 
even non-Catholic environments.  To be sure, they are neither theologically 
adept nor the most articulate Catholics.  But somehow, my conversations 
with them have revealed intelligible personal religious meanings and values 
developed through their everyday engagement with Catholicism.  That is 
why this thesis can point to their reflexive spirituality (Chapter 5), 
conservatively liberal moral views (Chapter 6), and indwelt individualisation 
(Chapter 7).  Therefore, to use Inglis’s (2007) notions of a´ la carte or 
smorgasbord, which are to him expressions of creative Catholicism 
depending on whether the religious influences are drawn from within the 
institution or outside of it, would impose connotations of randomness, 
thereby betraying the explainability of my informants’ religious identity.   
The upper left quadrant is an interesting case since it pertains to 
Catholics who, while believing that such practices as going to Mass are 
central to the faith, are not actually doing these.  They are simply non-existent 
among my informants, which is likely since they are religiously involved to 
begin with.24  It is worth mentioning, too, that for having nothing to do with 
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either religious practice or subjective religiosity, nominal or even cultural 
Catholics, by default, will not appear in this table.25   
Given the various themes explored in my fieldwork such as morality, 
their views about God, the religious institution in general, and even their 
opinions about the Filipino Catholic youth today, one can argue that another 
typology may be constructed using these.  For example, a very culturally 
relevant typology comes from Australia, in which Generation Y Christians 
have been categorised into committed, regular, marginal, or nominal 
depending not just on religious practice but also on creedal assent, 
identification with a denomination, and low level participation in alternative 
spiritualities (see Mason, Singleton, and Webber, 2007).  While this is 
theoretically possible, my data show that with respect to the other themes I 
explored (e.g. morality and views about God and the Catholic institution), 
creative Catholics share very similar ideas, hence no significant variation will 
transpire.  This encouragingly makes sense since, after all, the majority of my 
respondents share a subjective religiosity that is more personal or self-
defined.  In other words, their views about morality, God, and the religious 
institution dovetail with the personal meanings they have about being 
Catholic.  This is precisely the point about intelligibility I have emphasised in 
Chapter 2.  It is for the same reason why in the next chapter I am arguing that 
collectively, both practical and freestyle Catholics are engaged in 
reinterpreting contemporary Catholic identity albeit in an undercurrent 
manner.   
                                                                                                                                                       
religious subjectivity is highly sacramental, for example, and yet not demonstrating 
them in practice.   
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Among all my interviewees, Brendan, who is president of a liturgical 
organisation in a state university known for its education degrees, turns out 
to be very formal and reserved.  Having then chosen the crowded 
university’s serene chapel for the interview seems most appropriate.  To give 
respect to praying students, we sit on one of the back row pews.   
Dressed in corporate outfit and wearing eyeglasses that make him 
look very formidable, the 19 year old psychology and education major 
describes himself as workaholic.  True enough, he does not have any pastime 
as he cannot take the feeling of being unproductive.  Even surfing the Internet 
is only done when researching online, he tells me.   
Brendan explains to me that his organisation during its inception in 
the martial law era of the 1970s was decidedly political but has now evolved 
into a more reflective community facilitating workshops on faith issues and 
contributing to the Mass on campus.  Although he confesses to being 
“culturally conservative,” he knows that he has to steer his organisation to be 
more relevant to his peers.  In the recent Marian celebration on September 8, 
for example, his group watched a movie after conducting the living rosary.  
Also, he describes his organisation’s room as, literally and figuratively, a 
“resting place for students worn out by life’s troubles.”    
Brendan has an undeniable attachment to his mother with whom he 
grew up as his dad has long passed on.  His mother, who runs a small retail 
store at home, is presumably the main influence on his religiosity.  He says 
she practically raised him in church.  It is not surprising then why Mother 




clear to him in high school and in the first year at university when he had to 
deal with other religions and sects that often questioned his faith.   
More than ever in his life, Brendan is vigilant about his faith.  Brendan 
admits that he reacts easily every time a criticism is made against the Catholic 
Church, an attitude that sets him apart from the rest of my informants.  In 
fact, at one time, he had a clash with the student-run publication which 
published what he reckons an “insulting essay on Mary.”  In his state high 
school, he started to develop doubts about his religion when he became part 
of a non-Catholic Bible study group organised by his own teacher.  He says 
such disillusionment caused the sudden drop in his academic performance 
but compelled him to learn about the justifications to Catholic practices.  He 
finds reading local Catholic magazines like “Know the Truth” very helpful in 
understanding theology in layman’s terms.  He invokes, for example, the 
bleeding woman who touched Jesus’ cloak to be healed as explanation for the 
use of images to help one’s belief.  Today, he is a devotee of Our Lady of 
Perpetual Help whose national shrine located near his home is flocked by 
hundreds of people every Wednesday.  Being the president of the 
organisation and a final year student, Brendan juggles many responsibilities.  
But for him, all weekend is devoted to religious activities especially as a choir 
member in both the campus chapel and the shrine of Our Lady. 
It is possible that the active participation in Mass and the on-going 
Catholic teaching have drawn him to his present organisation from a 
Charismatic youth group of which he was a member in the first year.  His 
Church-defined subjective religiosity is clear in treating the Eucharist as the 
most important aspect of his Catholic faith in which “one does not just 




priest, he admits he feels the “calling” and would in fact want to be a 
Dominican because of, again, the order’s Marian devotion. 
Although he believes in the importance of penance as a sacrament to 
“cleanse his sins,” Brendan fails to fulfil this obligation regularly.  
Paradoxically, this failure to perform penance is, more than anything, 
stemming from a deeply seated belief in the holiness of God and the 
sinfulness of man, a classic duality in institutional religion (see, for example, 
Otto, 1950).  Brendan confesses that the main reason is fear or perhaps shame 
in divulging one’s sins to a priest.  But when he no longer “understands 
circumstances, or is unable to pray or sing effectively, then that means I’m 
already numb,” a sign that he needs to see the priest.      
With regard to certain moral issues, it is also obvious that Brendan’s 
views are highly informed by Catholic teaching.  On the Reproductive Health 
Bill, for example, which is a contentious matter for the legislative, the public, 
and the Philippine Catholic Church (see Raffin and Cornelio, 2009), he 
believes that making artificial contraceptives freely accessible is in effect an 
alternative to abortion.  Because “you are preventing life, you are going 
against God’s mandate to populate the earth.”26  In explaining to his friends 
why he resists premarital sex, Brendan reasons out that the act itself is “God’s 
gift to married couples only.”  About his friends who admit committing 
premarital sex, therefore, he immediately urges them to confess to a priest.  
Visible here is the underpinning sanctity of marriage as far as Brendan is 
concerned, which explains, too, why divorce is an unacceptable way out.27  
Invoking the marital vow, he utters that “a couple united by God must not be 
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separated by man even if they may not be okay.”  But what to make of an 
increasingly violent relationship?  “They still need to talk.  They must not 
focus on divorce.  They must look at the root cause of their conflict instead.”   
Brendan aspires to pursue graduate studies as he also wants to be a 
professional guidance counsellor and a university lecturer.  In Brendan I see a 
highly determined man whose everyday life is structured around his 
academic and religious responsibilities.  Because of his devotion to Mary, 
active involvement in his parish, and reputation as a serious president, he 
may very well be a fantastic example of an academically and religiously 
performing student whom the people around him may expect to one day 
enter the priesthood.   
Even if all my informants are religiously involved and a big 
proportion practise the faith by receiving the Eucharist on a weekly basis, the 
qualitative input has allowed me to distinguish students like Brendan whose 
views about what defines them as Catholic clearly separates them from other 
church-attending students.   
Interestingly, what seems to be common among the four orthodox 
Catholics I have interviewed is that apart from the salience of certain Church 
traditions like the Eucharist, the Virgin Mary, and the divine mandate of 
priesthood, their views are highly informed by Catholic teaching.  Marie, a 20 
year old female philosophy major from another state university, observes 
among her friends that “those who don’t understand the Catholic faith 
enough convert easily.”  Like Brendan, she has been challenged a few times 
about her faith which compelled her to consult Bible scholars and search for 
herself.  Now, she believes with conviction in the doctrine of 




student Rad describes his religious identity in terms of “a balance between 
doctrine, morals, and worship.”  Of course, one can argue that his ability to 
articulate his religious thought is contingent on his Catholic education but 
even so, no one else among the other private Catholic university students 
have described themselves in such a way.  
It is clear, however, that the interest in Catholic doctrine has been 
spurred by confrontations against certain aspects of the faith they cherish 
such as the Virgin Mary.  Hence, the high religious practice of the family such 
as praying the rosary or going to Mass regularly, while fundamental in 
religious socialisation, is not enough to have shaped their heightened 
orthodox identity at this point in time.  Marie, who is active in the campus 
ministry of her state university, notes that “one of our responsibilities as 
Catholics is to learn about our faith because to be Catholic is not very simple.  
There is an origin or basis for everything we believe or practise.”  Arguably, 
this move towards the defence of the faith is taking shape in the Philippine 
society where there is a gradual but visible rise of other religions and sects 
through the years (Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life, 2010).  As a 
matter of fact, this pluralism has been one of the reasons for drafting the 
Catechism for Filipino Catholics in the past two decades (Catholic Bishops 
Conference of the Philippines, 2008).     
The presence of a religious Other has clearly influenced these four 
informants in a more traditional direction, an observation similar to 
Wuthnow’s (1999) which looked into the religious lives of devoted Christians 
and Jews in multicultural America.  Their massive participation in church 
affairs and their traditional religious outlook resonate very well with how 




have a positive posture towards the Church’s practices, teachings, and even 
regulations (Demerath, 2000; Inglis, 2007).  Taking the cue from Hefner (1993, 
p.35), who argues that the “ideal of transcendence” inherent to Christianity’s 
beliefs and rituals will endure, I suggest that believers like Brendan, Marie, 
and Rad may be seen as harbingers of a Catholic identity that maintains the 
gulf between the divine and the human (Troeltsch, 1931).  Whether that will 
lead to a revitalisation and “sacralisation” by intensification of faith among 
other Catholics remains to be seen (see Woodhead and Heelas, 2000).  The 
immediate caveat, of course, is with regard to the effectiveness and 
prevalence of the intergenerational transmission of such religious identity 
(Hunt, 2005).   
Statistically speaking, it is somewhat tricky to accurately pinpoint 
orthodox Filipino youth.  It is true that one out of two Filipino youth attend 
church at least once a week (NFO-Trends, 2001) but this does not indicate 
orthodoxy.  In fact, even if Abad (2002, p.9) suggests an increased 
“orthodoxy” among Filipino Catholics in terms of a very literal view of the 
Bible as the “actual word of God” and their moral orientation, there is no 
subjective content that may be gleaned from.  Conservatively, a traditional 
attitude among the youth may be suggested by the estimations that one out of 
ten males may enter the priesthood, only 18% of youth are involved in church 
as choir members or servers, 38% say that the influence of the Catholic faith 
on them is strong, and 23% say they always practice their faith (NFO-Trends, 
2001; Episcopal Commission on Youth, 2003).  Religiously involved students 
like Brendan are most likely a rare breed, consistent with observations in 
Western Christendom (see, for example, Davie, 1994; Bruce, 2002; Jenkins, 




I discussed orthodox Catholics in this section to recognise their 
presence – albeit small - among my informants.  Even if there are merely four 
of them, they reveal a religious identity that clearly adheres to the Catholic 
institution in terms of its traditions and beliefs.  Because they do not 
constitute the overwhelming proportion of my respondents, I have decided 
that my thesis will not be about them.   
This is not to say, however, that the presence of young orthodox 
Catholics is negligible in the sociology of religion.  As has been shown in 
some contexts, being orthodox may be a clear form of resisting a religious 
other such as other religions gaining influence in the Philippines or Catholics 
who may be deemed less serious compared to people like Brendan.  Hornsby-
Smith (2004), for example, demonstrates that in England, there is a history of 
fortress Catholicism to distinguish itself from dominant Protestantism.  This 
is one inquiry that I may adopt for future research.  As will be seen in the 
succeeding sections and chapters, however, being Catholic among other 
religiously involved students tends to be reshaped in an interesting fashion.  
This is in spite of encountering the other religions and challenges that the 
orthodox Catholics have above.  In fact, many of them are also within 
supposedly conservative religious organisations.  As they are being revealed 
in novel ways only now, the other “creative” variations of the Catholic 
identity (practical and freestyle) deserve more in-depth discussions.   
 
Practical (Creative) Catholics 
 
Judging by his demeanour, outfit, and accent, I immediately knew 




parents successful in banking and real estate, and meets them on weekends at 
their residence in a very exclusive gated community in the south of Metro 
Manila.  Because the university is far from his residence, he stays during the 
week with his grandmother in the central business district that makes the 
campus more accessible for him.  Speaking in English, the language he was 
raised in, Imman explains that he pursues a degree in the health sciences in 
this private Catholic university in the hope of entering its medical school 
afterwards.  I invited him to an air-conditioned room that overlooks the other 
main buildings of the campus where, because of his candour, our 
conversation unnoticeably goes beyond one hour.    
Given his affluent background, it is surprising that Imman has long 
been an active member and is now even an incoming officer of his 
organisation known to conduct catechetical sessions in depressed areas 
around Manila.  He says that not being able to communicate in Filipino is not 
a barrier to building rapport with kids from the urban slum especially 
because he first teaches them martial arts, which he is an expert of.  Imman 
admits that at first, joining the organisation was “merely for fun since his 
closest friends were in it.”  Now he is “really in it” because of the “feeling you 
get after going to your area.”  Don’t the kids feel awkward interacting with 
him because he is rich and can’t speak Filipino well?   
 
Funny thing is that for many of these kids, they don’t really 
care about class difference – not until they are grownups 
perhaps.  And there are certain lessons about our religion that 
are easy to convey regardless of language such as love and 
care for others.  Personally I think the important thing is not 
teaching them about God or like the parts of a church, but 
mainly to make them feel the presence of God, that someone 
cares for them.  I really want them to relate with God through 





Perhaps what has inculcated this attitude in Imman is having grown 
up seeing his uncle, who happens to be a Jesuit priest, spend quality time 
with him.  His uncle “made religion manifest” and “was the image of God” to 
him because “he was available for us to talk on any issues or questions we 
might have.”  It is no wonder then that when he was 11, he imagined 
becoming a priest himself, too, because he thought he is not “expected to 
work in the office” and thus “could stay at home to take care of his little 
cousins all the time.”  His jovial tone could not hide how Imman cherishes the 
moments with his uncle and even his other priest friends.  “I talked a lot to 
other priests and they seemed to be nice and happy people.  My view of the 
church then was that it was of nice and happy people.”   
Becoming a priest though is not in his purview anymore because he 
wants to raise his own kids.  Indeed, Imman’s fondness with children is also 
evident in his involvement in another organisation catering for children with 
special needs.  Seeing this as central to his faith, his passion about his religion 
is unmistakeable.  When asked how he describes himself as Catholic, he 
quickly notes: 
 
I think, probably, practical Catholic.  As in the things that I 
believe in…can be useless…such as ‘God has forgiven me’ and 
‘God is my father’…It’s really how I relate with people.  It’s 
what stems from that.  It’s supposed to be about caring for 
others.  When it comes to technical stuff about Catholicism, I 
don’t really know much about it.  But how - not what you 
believe - how you should live your life, that’s what I tend to 
cling to.  I know it sounds basic, but that part of being Catholic 
is important to me. 
 
  Imman’s use of “practical” instead of “practising,” which is how one 
would think others would normally describe themselves to refer to their 




explain this, he expresses his disappointment that “there’s a lot of people who 
know everything about theology and go to church regularly but when it 
comes to dealing with other people, they never show that they’re part of the 
church.”   
Without a doubt, Imman may very well be considered a practising 
Catholic.  After all, his family makes it a point to attend the weekly Mass at 
his parish – often on Saturday evenings to allow him to participate in his 
organisation’s outreach on Sundays.  In any case, Imman prefers the Saturday 
evening Mass because of the Italian priest whom he describes as “nice,” in 
contrast to the Filipino celebrating the Sunday Mass.  To him, the latter is like 
“a preacher from the middle ages.  He will condemn you if you do not do this 
or that.  It’s not the prodigal son type of God who welcomes you.  He is like 
‘You’re here, follow this rule.’”    
But the Mass, Imman discloses, is not central to his faith.  “I find more 
meaning in prayer or conversation with priests whom I personally know but I 
also know that the Mass is supposed to be the community aspect of your 
faith.  Actually, I find more meaning in teaching the kids about God than I do 
just being there with a group of people I can’t really relate to.”  
Neither is the act of penance which he undergoes only when there is a 
chance like in spiritual retreats.  The main reason is that he does not feel 
comfortable opening up to a stranger.  “It’s hard not to think of the priest as 
human, too.”  He prefers confiding to a “small group of close friends.”     
With regard to prayer, he says he does it the way a sincere friend 
communicates with another.  It has to be meaningful which is why he does 
not say memorised prayers unless in a group setting.  “I can never get my 




communication with God and to a certain extent I think it has to be personal.  
You can’t talk to anyone if it’s so structured.  When you formalise, it tends to 
separate.”  He does it approximately once every three days and it does not 
have to be longer than thirty seconds.  And how do you know that God has 
answered you?  “You need to have the right mindset to hear from God 
through circumstances.”    
Given that he does not like the condemning tone of the Filipino priest 
or the failure of those who go to church regularly in treating others 
respectfully, and that he does not mind not knowing a lot about the Catholic 
faith, it is becoming clear to me that for Imman, being Catholic does not 
revolve around its traditions and foundational beliefs.  This makes him 
substantially different from orthodox Catholics like Brendan above.  If I am 
getting Imman right, being a “practical” Catholic is more about “right living 
than right believing,” to quote Ammerman’s (1997, p.197) work on Golden 
Rule Christianity.  Imman points out that one can still be a good Catholic 
even if not believing in the Church’s teachings or practices.  “I think for the 
most part, it’s about how you act and what you really believe about the 
person of Jesus Christ.”   
Imman does not seem to have qualms about being a believer and a 
health sciences major at the same time.  In spite of describing himself as 
“quite logical,” he explains that there have been circumstances in his life that 
“quite defy logic.”  Most baffling for him is the fact that he got into an 
honours degree that only the top students from around the country can 
tackle.  He finished 123rd in his high school of over a hundred students.  For 
him, “it’s hard to believe that things happen by chance…God does not play 




Despite his success story, it might be that Imman is excelling today 
because he is, after all, a diligent student.  He is the first to admit, for 
example, that he tends to be detached from his family during term time 
because he is often either studying in the library or fulfilling his duties in his 
various organisations.  To Imman, what matters most, however, is that he 
finds purpose and spiritual fulfilment in spending time with needy people, 
the standard by which one’s religion must be measured.  If it were not for the 
privilege of entering his present university, he would not have understood 
this principle fully.  Even in choosing his medical specialisation, he eyes for 
either paediatrics or geriatrics simply because “I would like to help them.”   
Invoking Imman’s description of himself, I call him and the many 
others among his religiously involved peers who share his views practical 
Catholics.  They form the biggest proportion of my informants.  Gleaning from 
Table 3 above, practical Catholics are those high on religious practice in terms 
of Mass participation, most especially, but are considerably detached from 
institutional beliefs and traditions with regard to their religious self-
understandings.   
I have noticed, for instance, that the major themes revolve around 
“going beyond the rituals” by “having a strong faith,” “believing that God is 
there for me,” and “helping other people.”  But these are not randomly 
developed.  Without pre-empting the discussion of the succeeding chapter, 
there are values that reflect, for example, a religious identity that is more 
predisposed to the practical applications of the faith which are both internal 
in terms of one’s character (authenticity) and external in terms of one’s 




What makes them distinct from others (see freestyle Catholics below) 
is that they do so without necessarily abandoning their sacramental affinity 
with the Church.  Hence many of them are in fact serving in their respective 
parishes as choir members or acolytes.  Some are also involved in other 
religious organisations outside campus such as an Opus Dei student centre 
and the Focolare Movement.   
It is important to emphasise here that both Imman and Brendan above 
are passionate about their religion since they are, after all, religiously 
involved but they seem to be differing in what it fundamentally means at the 
personal level.  On one hand, Brendan, like many orthodox Catholics, see the 
non-negotiable centrality of the sacraments, traditions, and beliefs of the 
Church in one’s religious identity.  Brendan embodies what Hammond (1988) 
considers as the collective-expressive religious identity.  On the other, Imman 
is like many of my informants who, while they may remain active with their 
sacramental obligations, argue that the essence of the faith is in living it out 
usually in terms of personally relating with God and other people, clearly 
exercising creative Catholicism.   
This contrast, of course, is not to suggest that orthodox Catholics do 
not value practical applications of the faith especially value formation and 
service.  It is just that for them, their religious identity is closely associated 
with what institutional Catholicism stands for: its sacraments, traditions, and 
official beliefs.  Hence they find complete meaning in their participation in 
the parish while their values are heavily informed by Church teaching.  
Practical Catholics, conversely, while they do not find going to church and 
confession objectionable, they are more interested in developing a spirituality 




spirituality resonates with general Catholic principles, as my informants 
themselves will allude to Christ or some Biblical narratives.  They seem to be 
sharing a lot of subjective commonalities with Fulton’s (1999) super-core 
young adult Catholics whose spiritualities centre on Christ, the Spirit, and 
personal religious experiences.   
But as the next chapter will argue in depth, the practical Catholics’ 
spirituality is one that is detached from the institution in various ways.  
Indicative, for one, is Imman’s disclaimer: “There are people who go through 
all these practices, but quite frankly they’re assholes [laughs].  I think it’s 
most important to be a Christian than to seem like one.”  This is an important 
dimension to their religious identity that they share with the next type of 
religiously involved students.    
Moving forward, I have seen that among my informants, it is possible 
to take the argument of practical Catholics a step further by completely 
abandoning the need for participation in the sacraments of the Church.  In the 
next section, I present the second type of creative Catholics, who, while they 
share the religious self-understandings of practical Catholics, do not feel 
obligated to the traditions and practices of the Church.  They are the freestyle 
Catholics.  
 
Freestyle (Creative) Catholics 
 
After waiting for her for almost an hour, Katherine finally arrives at 
her campus bustling with students in white.  Specialising in medical degrees, 
this private non-sectarian college requires its students to don uniforms that 




casual attire like many of her fellow “org-mates” manning their booth at the 
intolerably hot quadrangle.  It is school fair week, after all, which explains the 
rather unusual noise (or music to many of them, apparently) coming from 
speakers from every corner.  Katherine explains to me that they hope to enlist 
as many new members as possible, quite an important feat for an 
organisation that is no more than two years old.  Members get to have the hip 
tee shirt her “org-mate” designed.   
As a nursing student in her final year, it is easy to assume that 
Katherine is one of the hundreds of thousands of young Filipinos who 
envision a medical career in other countries.  After all, she may very well 
follow in the footsteps of her father who is at the moment an electrical 
engineer in Indonesia.  In the Philippines, it is arguably a popular aspiration 
to pursue a career overseas even it means being initially employed as blue-
collar worker (see Kelly, 1999a).  She begs to differ.  Speaking in 
conversational Filipino, she thinks that God wants her to “go to ethnic groups 
and offer medical services.”  If not, she is happy to be a military nurse, a 
rather unusual but reasonable choice since she does not like being “enslaved 
in the hospital.”  For her, all she wants is to be “close to her patients because I 
am doing good to them.”   
 Katherine is an active officer of the campus’s only Catholic 
organisation which happens to be an extension of a wide network of 
Charismatic youth groups around the Philippines.  For her, being in this 
organisation is like having “brothers and sisters” which is important for her 
as an only child.  True enough, this is where she has met her present 




because she wants them “to experience what she has, especially now that my 
time is almost up.”   
So attached is she to this new “family” of hers that her mother wants 
her to quit already because she suspects it is becoming a distraction to her.  
Katherine is thankful that “God is not allowing hate to flourish in my heart.”  
Reading between the lines, I surmise that her relationship with her mother is 
rather strained and is possibly exacerbated by her father’s absence, which 
then ultimately prods her closer to her organisation.  She later admits to me 
that a tension at home caused her to be late today.  “If it were not my strong 
faith, I would have probably left her long ago.  She wants me to leave 
anyway.  But I’m not angry with her at all.”  Indeed, Katherine seems to have 
a very positive attitude towards problems.  “Problems are enough to sustain 
my faith as I am all the more compelled to pray.  Otherwise, I will give up.”   
Given that she views even her own problems through religious eyes, I 
easily anticipated that she would consider herself very religious, at least in 
the orthodox sense.  In reality, however, she does not even consider herself a 
“serious Catholic.”  She admits that because of her upbringing, she used to be 
going to Mass and confession regularly, but not anymore.  She even questions 
the whole point of holding hands when praying the Our Father.  “I’m not 
basing my faith on such things as the Mass.  I don’t believe in many of the 
teachings and practices of the Church, like having the pope as head, for 
example.  It does not have to be patriarchal.”  She also questions the need for 
mediation by saints.  “You can go straight to God,” she asserts.  And as 
regards the controversial Reproductive Health Bill, Katherine sees the greater 
value in using condoms to prevent unwanted pregnancy than to risk it and 




More surprising to me, admittedly, is what triggered these views for 
her.  Apparently, it is conspiracies hyped up in the media like the Da Vinci 
Code.  But even before I managed to alert her to the historical inaccuracies of 
the book, she quickly explains that whether it is true or not is irrelevant.  To 
Katherine, the most important thing to learn from is “the sacrifice that Christ 
made for us” and “also about Mama Mary.”  Because her “view of Christ 
hasn’t changed a bit,” she still sees herself as a “faithful Christian.”  And 
because she “grew up in a Catholic school,” she still considers herself a 
Catholic although she sometimes finds during the interview the generic 
“Christian” more appropriate.  This, however, does not indicate having 
converted to any other Christian denomination or sect.   
In any case, the point of being Catholic as far as Katherine is 
concerned lies not in any of the Church’s traditions or proclamations.  “It’s 
about having a good relationship with Him.”  And what does that mean?  She 
offers a lengthy response: 
 
I noticed that among the leaders in our org, they talk to God 
like He’s just a friend.  We have sharing sessions and 
sometimes, they even joke around like it’s not God they’re 
talking to but someone they are in a good relationship 
with…Unfortunately I don’t have a best friend but I am 
thankful I have my boyfriend in whom I find God.  He taught 
me things in the org…Now I see God as brother.  I talk to Him 
if I’m angry at my mother or if I’m just plain happy.  And I see 
how God works even in the simplest manner, like when 
someone offers me a seat on the bus.  Feels like God is really 
touching me…         
 
The personal relationship that Katherine describes with God is in 
terms of having Him in everyday, almost mundane, experience.  He is with 
her in times of deep crisis and otherwise.  No wonder then why God is seen 




“mother, father, boyfriend, friend, teacher, stranger” all at the same time.  
When asked why, she believes that God is “in everything” and she must 
perceive God in this way in order for “something better to happen.”  She 
claims, for example, that she and her boyfriend has heard from God that their 
“sexual activity was bad” which persuaded them to “go slow until they fully 
stopped.”  I know this rather relational and holistic view of God is prevalent 
among Charismatic and Evangelical Christians (see, for instance, Miller, 1997; 
Cornelio, 2008b).  But this personal and emotional attachment to God is a 
theme interestingly common among both practical and freestyle Catholics.   
Katherine’s critical attitude to the Catholic institution alongside a 
relational view of God as personal religious meaning may be explained by the 
various influences to her faith.  She talks about religious matters, for example, 
to her grandmother who is a committed Evangelical Christian and her 
classmate who is a member of an indigenous Christian sect in the Philippines.  
She also listens to a local lay preacher prominent among transparochial 
Charismatic communities in the Philippines whose message often deals with 
inner transformation.  She has attempted to read, too, books by Joel Osteen, 
an American megachurch pastor.  Generally, Katherine simply likes self-help 
books that may “draw inspiration from Christ.”        
Although presumably similar to Imman especially in terms of 
religious self-understanding, what clearly distinguishes Katherine from the 
former is her religious practice.  Indeed, some of them will still go to Mass or 
confession, say during special occasions or when they feel like it.  But the 
whole point is that they have either abandoned the basic rituals of the 
Catholic Church or they are just irregular.  They simply do not see that not 




teaching is sinful.  Ken, a computer science major from a Charismatic 
organisation, describes his religious outlook as “freestyle,” meaning “being 
selective in what he practices.”   
But before this outlook is misconstrued as random spirituality, I want 
to argue that it is possible to decipher a pattern about their religious choices.  
Reverting to the typology above, I use freestyle to describe the religious 
identity of Katherine and Ken in the specific sense that they are low in terms 
of religious practice and high in self-defined Catholicism.  Among all my 
informants, freestyle Catholics comprise less than a quarter.  Whether this is 
indicative of their prevalence among Catholic youth is open to debate.  
According to the Episcopal Commission on Youth (2003), around 63% of 
Filipino Catholic youth never or seldom receive the sacraments.  It is, of 
course, possible, that a significant proportion of these youth are nominal, 
since from the same survey 20% would say that the influence of the Catholic 
faith on them is minimal or none at all.   
For Katherine and her peers who share her religious identity, the true 
essence of religion finds itself in an understanding that she is in a personal 
relationship with God.  And such personal relationship with God may be 
expressed internally and externally.  For some like Katherine, they are 
already happy with fulfilling what they think are the basic requirements such 
as praying, whereas others can only be satisfied when “helping others.”  As 
Annie, a 20 year old female catechist and business student justifies, “you can 
pray a lot like many of my relatives and yet be close-minded.  So it’s more 
important to develop relationships with other people.”   
Since their religious identity is fixated on the self (and its relationship 




people, it is easier to grasp why they do not feel obligated to institutional 
practices and beliefs.  Again without pre-empting the argument of the next 
chapter, I see that the emphasis on a personal relationship with God, as it 
detaches itself from the Church’s institutional practices and subordination, 
transfers the realm of sanctity from the sacred space of the Church to the 
inner self.  What takes place is aptly described by Heelas and Woodhead 
(2005) as subjectivisation or the turn to the self.  It is the self that deals with 
God.  It is also the self that deals with people.  In these two areas, it is the self 
that becomes the final arbiter of what is right and what is wrong.  Here, one 
already notices that these views are considerably shared with practical 
Catholics.   
This brings us to question how loyal freestyle Catholics can be to the 
Catholic religion.  It is true that there are people like Katherine who are more 
at ease with the all-encompassing “Christian” but as said, it does not mean 
having personally abandoned the religion for another.  Others, even if they 
may not be practising their Sunday obligations, still value the “presence of 
Christ in His Church.”  By implication therefore, Robbie, a philosophy major 
and member of his state university’s campus ministry, is justified to say that 
“because I’m living for Christ, I’m living as Catholic.”  These ideas are 




Taking into consideration the existing types of religious identity in the 
literature, it is easy to consider both practical and freestyle Catholics as á la 




1966; Inglis, 2007; Voas, 2009).  The fundamental limitation of these notions, 
while helpful in pointing out the rising individualism within the Catholic 
faith, is that they overlook the religious meanings - and significant feelings - 
that individuals may have about their religion.  Hence, Imman, for his action-
orientated preference, and Katherine, for her critical attitude to certain rituals, 
will be easily dismissed as increasingly de-institutionalised.   
But this is not the case for them and the many others among my 
informants, who are, first and foremost, involved in their respective Catholic 
organisations.  Moreover, they think they are, in fact, happy in general with 
the Church.   As Bob, a male computer engineering student in a private non-
sectarian university, puts it, “I can’t describe it but I know that I’m happy, 
like when I serve.”  And even if practically unchurched, Katherine above still 
describes herself as “faithful.”  Rejecting the concept of “cafeteria Catholics,” 
Baggett (2009, p.71) points out that it “conceals certain aspects of Catholics’ 
identity construction.”  For the same reasons, the common notion about 
Christians in Britain as “believing without belonging” (Davie, 1994) is also 
inappropriate.    
Both types of creative Catholics may also be confused with Fuller’s 
(2001, p.3) type of unchurched individuals who have an ambiguous 
relationship with institutional religion because such group includes “both 
those who belong to a church but rarely attend and those who often attend 
church but choose not to join.”  As Fuller (2001, p.3) himself recounts, the 
various reasons for these individuals can range from just being merely 
“marginally religious” to being “upset over a particular church policy.”  
Conceptually, both practical and freestyle Catholics may be deemed (in 




self-understandings, but they are certainly not marginally religious.  As I will 
show in the next chapter, their understanding of being “spiritual, but not 
religious” is mainly concerned with the sincerity of one’s faith in the context 
of a Catholic identity.   
To be fair, it is most likely that the inappropriateness of existing 
typology to the case of my informants derives from their religiously involved 
character.  Most works that offer typologies of religious identity especially in 
Christianity are understandably concerned with the general population 
(Demerath, 2000; Hoge, et al., 2001; Inglis, 2007).  Hammond’s (1988) general 
distinction between collective-expressive and individual-expressive 
religiosities exemplifies how subtle differences within a subgroup are 
typically overlooked.  Through this research, I have identified variations by 
factoring in not just religious practice but also the personal meanings Catholic 
students attach to their religion.  Unravelling subtleties is arguably one of the 
benefits of looking at the religious identity of a specific group (see Dillon, 
1999).   
The offshoot is that because it has proved useful in distinguishing 
subtle differences and is gleaned from empirical data (hence culturally 
relevant and not merely normative), I am convinced that this typology may 
equally be helpful in crafting future research about the wider Catholic 
population in the Philippines and possibly elsewhere, too.  This is because the 
dimensions of religious practice (participation in Mass and Penance) and 
meaning and values are not exclusive to my religiously involved informants.  
As I have suggested in the previous sections, it is possible that Catholics often 




practical and freestyle, but both creative in engaging with the faith, 
nevertheless.  And very few will be aptly described as orthodox.        
     
Conclusion 
   
The point of this chapter has been two-fold.  First, it presented a novel 
way of categorising various Catholic students by factoring in personal 
religious meaning with religious practice.  It is the former qualitative 
component that is often not included in the formulation of existing 
typologies.  Interestingly, it is in terms of these personal meanings that I have 
defined religious identity in Chapter 2.   
I decided to come up with a new typology upon realising that while a 
big difference may be easily distinguished between orthodox and freestyle 
Catholics, there is a significant proportion among my informants who fall in 
between.  These are the practical Catholics who fulfil their sacramental duties 
and in fact see their value, but at the same time do not consider them as 
central to their religious identity.  Like the freestyle Catholics, they 
underscore the religious self-understanding of having a strong faith, an 
emotional relationship with God, and an action-orientated approach as more 
definitive of being Catholic.   
The typology has also allowed me to see that when taken collectively 
as creative Catholics with self-defined religious meanings, both practical and 
freestyle Catholics constitute the overwhelming majority of my informants.  
For this reason and the novelty of their religious identity, they become the 
focus of the entire thesis.  Hence, from here on, “religiously involved 




Lest I be misread, it is not my intention to polemicise the various 
types against each other, assuming that a Catholic ideal exists in the orthodox 
students, for example.  This has been the danger of beginning with normative 
assumptions about Catholic identity such as sacramental participation or 
creedal assent prevalent in the literature.  The notion of fuzzy Christians, for 
example, is used to describe people who say they are Christians yet dabble 
with alternative spirituality that may be inconsistent with Christian teaching 
(Voas, 2009).  While the concept may be helpful in accounting for “popular 
heterodoxy,” it also confusingly includes those who “see their spirituality as 
consistent with Christian identification” (2009, p.162).  Without any value 
judgment that one is better than the other, the typology I have constructed is 
meant to be merely a heuristic device to conceptualise variations among my 
informants (see Miles and Huberman, 1994), which I did not expect when I 
commenced my research.  In other words, to try answering the question in 
this chapter’s title from a sociological point of view, they can all stand up as 
“real” Catholics.    
Second, I wanted this to be a descriptive chapter in which the 
categories are enriched with a few biographical notes.  A brief realisation is 
offered here.  As I analysed my data set, I was reminded that many of my 
informants are arguably inarticulate as far religious knowledge is concerned.  
If at all, it was the four orthodox Catholics and a few from private Catholic 
institutions who more or less explained their ideas using comprehensible 
religious language, whether from the Scriptures or from catechism.  The 
others would try to quote from the Scripture but at times incomplete.  If I 
could, I filled in the blanks for which they would be thankful.  Others 




or youthful language (for example, in another interview, “God is like my 
‘trashcan’”).  Of course I did not expect the majority to be able to offer 
coherent and well conceptualised religious ideas (for a similar realisation, see 
Smith and Denton, 2005).   
On the face of it, what this reveals is the level of familiarity with 
religious teaching.  But more encouragingly, what it also reveals is how 
certain things matter to them while others do not based on how they have 
experienced their religion.  And truth be told, for many of the practical and 
freestyle Catholics, comprehensive knowledge of Church teaching is 
immaterial so long as they are assured of their personal religious standing 
with God.  In the next chapter, these nuances are analysed in depth to argue 
that a reflexive spirituality is emerging to be the characteristic religious 
























The priest’s prayer to officially commence the Way of the Cross 
meaningfully contrasts with Manila’s nightfall.  Tonight’s annual Taize 
prayer event uniquely begins with the Way around campus, underscoring the 
early start of the Lent season.  Gathered under the ancient arch that is the 
landmark of one of the country’s oldest Catholic universities are over eighty 
students and religious adults from various institutions in Manila.   
Vince, my main contact and president of the liturgical organisation 
coordinating tonight’s Taize, is in front carrying his golden processional 
crucifix.  He is surrounded by his fellow male acolytes garbed in white 
cassock and holding up their respective torches.  Right behind them are 
students carrying tarpaulin banners depicting images of Christ’s suffering 
with the words “Repent and Believe.”  A few select students share the 
portable sound system in leading the rest of us in prayer and hymns.  We 
move reverentially from one station to another in a manner that beautifully 
punctuates the university’s classical architecture.  The procession, simple but 
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elegant, is exhibiting the solemnity of Catholic practice in the midst of various 
student activities.  As we proceed, cars driving by, students playing in the 
sports field, and others merely walking by take their respective moments of 
silence in obvious deference to the ritual.   
About half an hour later, the Way leads us to a dim indoor basketball 
court converted for the purposes of Taize.  As I follow the others in removing 
their shoes, Vincent places the wooden crucifix at the centre of the altar which 
it now shares with a magnificent image of the Virgin Mary.  If words could 
fail me, it is perhaps because of the simplicity of the altar illuminated by a 
few candles that captivated my emotions towards it.  I realise then that the 
Way of the Cross has been a reflective preparation of the heart to meet Christ 
here.  I surreptitiously position myself at the courtside where I could perform 
my own reflection while observing.   
With over 300 students and a few nuns now gathered around the altar 
and drawn by the live meditative music playing in the background, the 
basketball court has been effectively sacralised.  For over an hour, 
participants, prayer leaders, and the choir, echo to each other a repertoire of 
fantastic liturgical hymns, poetry, and supplication.  Broadly, I have found 
the liturgy to revolve around the themes of man’s guilt, the need for mercy 
and forgiveness, God’s love, and Marian devotion.  Towards the end, 
everyone is given a chance to come to the altar, kneel, and plant a kiss on the 
crucifix.   
What makes this particular Taize interesting is that it is completely 
run by a student organisation.  From the construction of prayers to the choice 
and arrangement of music, Vince and his peers are behind the entire liturgy.  




acolyte, has a rather conscious aim of providing what he calls an alternative 
“sacred time and place” for students.  By alternative, he is contrasting the 
event with the more Charismatic inclination of other Catholic organisations 
on campus.  Taize is decidedly solemn and the strong attendance is 
admittedly surprising.  It is ironic though that the traditional is now being 
described as the “alternative” (see Stanczak, 2000).   
As this chapter will show, though, the solemnity of this event must 
not be immediately construed as a reflection of a highly sacramental or 
traditional religiosity among members of Catholic student organisations or 
those that may be considered as religiously involved Filipino students.  I am 
convinced that by looking at their religious self-understandings, creative 
Catholics,29 as I have introduced them in the previous chapter, do share 
common nuances that do not necessarily reflect a highly sacramental view, 
for example.  This is even if they come from various organisations and 
universities.       
During my fieldwork (see Chapter 3), the main question I posed was 
“What does being Catholic mean to you?”  This is in line with the proposition 
in Chapter 2 that religious identity must be conceptualised in terms of 
personal religious meaning.  By drawing from their nuances, my argument 
here is that contemporary Catholic identity is being recast as a reflexive 
spirituality whose elements include a personal and experiential relationship 
with God, an action-orientated relationality, and a religious critique of the 
Catholic leadership and their peers.  These elements, as will be seen, help in 
rearticulating the concept of reflexive spirituality in the literature. 
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Because these are elements that challenge institutional authority in 
terms of the centrality of sacraments and doctrine, for example, I shall 
discuss, too, why they opt not to convert to other religions and how they are 
carving space for an experiential religion of humanity within conservative 
Philippine Catholicism today.  It helps to be reminded that since 80% of its 
population profess the religion, the Philippines is often described in the 
media as the only Catholic nation in Asia (National Statistics Office, 2008).  
Philippine Catholicism is also often construed to be vibrant and conservative, 
especially given the significant incidence of religiosity in the population.  60% 
of Catholic youth (13-39 years old) are in church every Sunday (Episcopal 
Commission on Youth, 2003).   
 
Spiritual, but not Religious 
  
As a follow up to my main question, I would on occasion ask my 
informants how they would describe themselves as Catholic.  Time and 
again, the responses I heard express an apparent dichotomy between “being 
religious” and “being spiritual.”  In describing herself as “spiritual, but not 
religious,” Nadia explains that “her relationship with God…is most 
important….It has to do with everything I do…As we were taught before, 
your whole life is a form of prayer.”   
This “spiritual, but not religious” discourse underscores the general 
divergence between “being religious” and “being spiritual” in other contexts.  
Zinnbauer and his associates (1997), for example, have sought out to unravel 
popular meanings people harbour about religiousness and spirituality.  On 




church membership, church attendance, and commitment to the belief 
systems of a church or organized religion (1997, p.561).”   
Spirituality, on the other hand, has been described in “personal or 
experiential terms, such as belief in God or higher power” (1997, p.561) or 
having a relationship with that divine being.  Like Nadia, Jonalyn, a 20 year 
old female communications major whose father works at a hardware store, 
may be aptly described as spiritual.  For her, “connecting with God” is the 
most important aspect of her religion “because even if I don’t see Him, He 
understands my situation.”   
Given these nuances, a case may be made for the emergence of 
spirituality in the religious identity of my informants – but in a way that must 
be clarified from existing works.  Broadly speaking, spirituality “consists of 
all the beliefs and activities by which individuals attempt to relate their lives 
to God or to a divine being or some other conception of a transcendent 
reality” (1998, p.viii).  In the literature, at least three important themes 
revolve around the concept of spirituality today: seeking, individual 
authority, and the cultivation and sacralisation of the self.  It is the first two 
that are associated with the spirituality of my informants.   
Contemporary spirituality is first and foremost concerned with a 
seeking attitude.  Wuthnow (1998, p.4) suggests that spirituality has been 
dramatically transformed in modernity from one of habitation whereby 
individuals ought to stay in a clearly defined spiritual boundary (or 
institutional religion in Zinnbauer, et al., 1997) to one of seeking or 
negotiation whereby “new spiritual vistas” may be explored typically outside 
existing traditions.  Hence, individuals are predisposed to such various 




and even angel awakenings.  For Wuthnow (1998), a spirituality of seeking is 
a continuous negotiation or an incessant journey in search for sacred 
opportunities that may work in the meantime but may not necessarily so 
eventually.   
Closely related is the emphasis on the self or the individual as the 
authorising entity, seen in terms of both seeking new spiritual experiences 
and being fulfilled by them.  Looking at baby boomers, Roof (1993, p.67) 
describes their seeking as, in effect, a spiritual quest for  a “religious 
experience they can claim as ‘their own,’” such as meditation.  Because it is 
the self that experiences the sacred, it alone has the authority to define what is 
authentic.  Questors are hence urged by the self-help books they read or the 
Twelve-Step groups they join to be in touch with the wide breadth of their 
emotions, motivations, and desires.  In other words, the arbiter of one’s 
spirituality is none other than the self which lends to the individual urge to 
“experience” as much as possible.  As Roof (1993, p.67) notes, “direct 
experience is always more trustworthy, if for no other reason than because of 
its ‘inwardness’ and ‘within-ness.’”  Such internalisation of authority is a 
feature of detraditionalisation, in which religious institutions (or habitations 
in Wuthnow 1998) become weaker in determining one’s religious beliefs or 
practices (Woodhead and Heelas, 2000).  For seekers, the offerings of religious 
institutions (such as small groups, for instance) may be employed but only as 
spiritual resources coexisting with others.   
Lastly, spirituality has also been conceptualised in terms of its focus 
on the self and its cultivation which coincides with the subjective turn in the 
modern culture.  The turn gives premium to the subjectivities (or the inner 




authority” (Heelas and Woodhead, 2005, pp.4-5).  Subjective-life spirituality 
is hence primarily about the cultivation of the self and its relationships.  This 
is in some contrast to Wuthnow (1998) for whom the inner self is just one of 
the dimensions of seeking and for whom spirituality is a constant navigation 
of sacred activities.  By conceptualising spirituality in terms of the subjective-
life, Heelas and Woodhead (2005) see it as not so much about seeking within 
the holistic milieu of yoga, meditation, and aromatherapy, for example, as it 
is about, using Wuthnow’s (1998) very own terms, “dwelling” or being 
comfortable in one’s self.  This coincides very well with the “mystical 
meaning system” among Baby Boomer seekers who want to overcome the 
barriers “separating people…from God and nature” (Roof, 1993, p.120), 
which are present in the “theistic” or the congregational domain emphasising 
the distance between God and humanity (Heelas and Woodhead, 2005).        
For Heelas (2002), the emphasis on cultivating the self in 
contemporary spirituality lies in the very divinity of life itself.  “Life” is the 
“spiritually-informed, personal, intimate, experiential, existential, 
psychological, self and relational-cum-self depths of what it is to be alive: 
rather than life as led in terms of what the stresses and strains, ambitions and 
configurations of capitalistic modernity has to offer” (2002, pp.358-359).  It is 
therefore “Life” itself that “becomes God.”  In contrast to the sacramentalism 
of religion that magnifies the frailty of humanity, the self becomes sacralised. 
The distinction between “being religious” and “being spiritual” 
offered in the literature is not meant to say that these are concepts clearly 
delineated in people’s minds.30  Like Zinnbauer and associates’ (1997), many 
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of my informants would describe themselves in spiritual terms even if they 
are still practising elements of traditional religiosity, as in attending Mass, for 
example.  Others still may in fact be using “religious” to describe their deep 
emotional experiences.  What I am pointing out here is that in terms of how 
they see themselves as Catholics, a personal or experiential language comes 
to the fore.  In other words, their answers to my main question are always 
experientially articulated, in matters of having an emotional relationship with 
God, for example.  Effectively, therefore, they are articulating their religious 
identity in terms of what the literature describes as spirituality.       
I need to emphasise, however, that the spirituality of my informants is 
fundamentally different from the aforementioned with respect to the 
sacralisation of the self and their seeking dynamic.  In what follows and as 
has been implied in their participation in such traditional practices as Taize, it 
is clear that their spirituality is not emanating from a belief that the inner 
state is sacred.   
But even more importantly, although many students would profess to 
adhere to religious relativism, not a lot would in reality be involved in the 
activities of other religions.  There is, therefore, a discernible Catholic 
boundary, a point I revisit later on and in the concept of indwelt 
individualisation in Chapter 8.  And those who do most often confine 
themselves to traditions recognisably Christian (i.e. non-Catholic 
denominations).  Hence, Earl, who is president of his organisation, is quick to 
                                                                                                                                                       
having a religious character for being deinstitutionalised.  This rejection is, of course, 
a mistake because while professing an institutional affiliation or not spells a big 
difference in the construction of one’s religious identity, being deinstitutionalised 
does not mean having no or inferior kind of religious identity, which is his argument 
about lived religion anyway.  When individuals describe themselves as “spiritual, but 
not religious,” they are articulating a religious self-understanding that observers 




dismiss participating in non-Christian traditions even if he believes in the 
validity of all religions.  Among students like Earl, some may be participating 
in Evangelical activities while others are reading materials written by authors 
from another Christian denomination. 
All of them dwell in a Catholic identity and are religiously involved at 
that.  This is in stark contrast to the individualism of Sheilaism (Bellah, et al., 
1985) or the syncretic and deinstitutionalised “spiritual, but not religious” 
discourse in Fuller (2001).  In other words, the spirituality of my religiously 
involved informants may be seen as seeking but only insofar as it is 
maintaining a Catholic identity – what may be called indwelt seeking 
(Baggett, 2009) or reflexive spirituality, the point of the next section.  
Furthermore, it will also be seen that, consistent with the literature, their 
reflexive spirituality emphasises the self but again in novel ways.  Hence the 
most important reason for calling my informants spiritual is the authority 
they give to the individual in relation to their own spiritual path, with the self 
ultimately being the “authorising entity.”  
Finally, as a point of clarification given its conceptual broadness, 
spirituality may also be thought of as “obedience to the will of God” where a 
subjective experience in terms of emotional responses is possible but always 
in relation to an objective transcendent that one must submit to.  Heelas and 
Woodhead (2005, p.5) call this “life-as spirituality.”  And in an earlier essay, 
Heelas (2002) speaks of “theistic spiritualities of life,” which are a 
combination of tradition (e.g. Scriptures) and personal experience (e.g. the 
indwelling and communicating Holy Spirit) in such Christian circles as new 
paradigm Christianity and the small group phenomenon.  These two may be 




they are interesting because of the equally strong presence of tradition.  These 
ideas will be revisited in light of the spirituality of my informants, and will be 
found to be useful in illuminating them.                
 
Indwelt Seeking and Reflexive Spirituality 
 
Significant similarities exist between my religiously involved 
informants and the parish-based active American Catholics whom Baggett 
(2009, p.67) calls “indwelt seekers” for being “quite active within and loyal to 
their institution but with the caveat that the faith they hold dear must 
resonate with their own experience and make sense to them on their own 
terms.”  Rad, who himself is a catechist, exemplifies this “indwelt” seeking in 
that to him being Catholic means “going beyond rituals and even the religion 
itself.  It’s more about having faith…and knowing why you are doing it and 
you really want it.”      
For taking on a personal discourse and doing so without abandoning 
the religion, the religious identity of my informants may be aptly qualified as 
a reinterpreting – or in the words of Besecke (2007) – a “reflexive” spirituality.  
Borrowing the term from Roof (1999), Besecke (2007, p.171) sees reflexive 
spirituality in terms of maintaining a “constant awareness of the ever-
increasing variety of religious meanings available in the modern world and to 
seek spiritual wisdom by intentionally but critically assimilating those 
meanings into one’s own spiritual outlook.”31  
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Because of the breadth of spirituality in contemporary culture, it is 
often taken to refer to a syncretic (and most likely unchurched) attitude (see 
Fuller, 2001).  Roof (1999, p.188), however, makes the case that even within 
such big religious subgroups as Born-Again Christianity in the US, a reflexive 
spirituality privileging “individual needs and experiences” is becoming 
evident in seeker churches.  To many of the Born-Again Christians Roof has 
interviewed, it is self-fulfilment found in emotional worship and small 
groups that supersedes doctrinal allegiance, for example.   
In the more specific environment of a Methodist church, Besecke 
(2007) argues that reflexive spirituality can also be in terms of how adherents 
engage with their own particular tradition which she sees not just in terms of 
the personal meanings that they imbibe but also in terms of the cultural 
critiques they generate.  For example, the highly educated members attending 
such adult Sunday school classes as “Reading the Bible Intelligently” and 
“Theology for the Twenty-first Century” are critically assessing the literalism 
or fundamentalism accorded to the Scripture and the Creeds.  In doing so, 
members become “truer to the transcendent reality that the biblical writers 
were trying to convey” (2007, p.175).  By critically engaging with established 
beliefs in Christianity, they are, in effect, reinterpreting the religion.   
What these two illustrations suggest is that reflexive spirituality is 
actually taking place within the confines of existing traditions in view of 
potentially redefining Christianity, broadly speaking.  As Besecke (2001, 
p.368) in an earlier work notes, reflexive spirituality makes “religious 
traditions meaningful for a rationalized social context.”  Reflexive spirituality, 
                                                                                                                                                       
1992).  In the context of this thesis, reflexivity has a more specific use with regard to 
engagement with matters of religion.  It can be argued, of course, that even such 




therefore, is purposive.  But Roof and Besecke are differing in emphasis: the 
former on self-fulfilment and the latter on difference.   
My view though is that by conceptualising reflexive spirituality 
mainly as a critique, Besecke has lost touch with the “authentic connection 
with the inner depths of one’s unique life-in-relation” that is the raison d’ etre 
of spiritual seeking (Heelas and Woodhead, 2005, p.4).  In other words, by 
conceptualising one’s spirituality according to what it is not, it becomes 
preoccupied with the critique and the ideological other (e.g. Biblical 
literalism) and thus becomes impersonal.32   
But another limitation that I have found is that even if matters 
concerning belongingness and community are recurring in the narratives of 
seekers, the relational aspect has been neglected.  When questors talk about 
their spirituality (Roof, 1999, p.100), for example, they are deemed to do so in 
personal terms, as in God or the sacred known within the self in addition to 
“personal growth; struggles; the body; and identity.”  One is predisposed to 
see spirituality as perennially an individual quest or journey since, after all, it 
concerns the self.  Indeed, this is affirming the positive view towards the self, 
“that [seekers] can cultivate deeper spirituality only by gaining a better 
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understanding of themselves…The self is territory rich in potential and 
simply waiting to be cultivated” (Wuthnow, 1998, p.152).33   
 
Being Catholic as Reflexive Spirituality 
 
In what follows, I show that my Catholic informants appear to be 
developing a common reflexive spirituality whose elements are not 
necessarily coinciding with the conservative sacramental and doctrinal 
expectations of the Catholic Church.  But even so, they remain Catholic – and 
are religiously involved as such.   
Put differently, reflexive spirituality in the context of my research 
refers to the subjective or self-defined disposition of engaging with 
Catholicism to ascertain its most important elements and distinguish them 
from the least essential ones, which leads to a more meaningful 
internalisation and exercise of the religion.  The notion of reflexive spirituality 
drawn from the experience of my informants brings together the two 
aforementioned strands of self-fulfilment (in terms of having an experiential 
relationship with God) and religious critique (in terms of their views about the 
Catholic leadership and their peers).  To these two, however, I add the 
equally prominent discourse on action-orientatedness.  This fills in the void of 
relationality in the current conceptualisation of reflexive spirituality.   
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Taken together, the three elements of self-fulfilment, religious critique, 
and action-orientatedness constitute the personal religious self-
understandings introduced about creative Catholics such as Imman 
(practical) and Katherine (freestyle) in the previous chapter (see Table 3).  As 
will be clear, this reflexive spirituality does not necessarily have to be 
systematic, organised, or even intellectual, as may be deduced from Besecke’s 
(2007) discussion, for example.   
 
Personal and Experiential Relationship with God 
 
When asked what being Catholic means to them, many of my 
informants would readily answer that it is about “having a personal 
relationship with God.”  Broadly speaking, this relationship sees God as an 
everyday companion who is familiar with one’s longings and jubilations and 
will communicate in various ways but most likely during moments of deep 
personal crisis.  As a God who administers His favour and grace outside the 
sacraments, He is therefore primarily personal, from whom one can 
experience emotional assurance and to whom respond accordingly.  My 
conversation with Sarah, a very articulate nursing student in a private non-
sectarian university, nails this down:        
  
Jayeel:  For you, Sarah, what is the essence of being Catholic? 
 
Sarah: For me, being a daughter of God is the real essence of 
being Catholic…To remind you that you're loved no matter 
what and that you have a God who has given you everything 
you need and the only thing that you have to do is to receive 
Him.  
 





Sarah: Being loved, being taken care of, being guided… 
  
I have noticed, first and foremost, that while God is referred to in 
relational terms, it is always personal, as in belonging-to-the-person (see 
Heelas and Woodhead, 2005): “my father,” “my brother,” and “my friend.”  In 
other words, the relationship with God is often orientated back to the self as 
the receiving end.  This transpires in various ways.  For Nina, a female 
engineering major from a state university, God is like a friend “to whom I can 
pray every time I need help.  Sometimes it’s as if I’m quarrelling with Him.  
But He also nags me through the Gospel and some text messages I receive 
from friends.  It’s as if He looks after me.”  For Earl, having been appointed 
president of his Charismatic organisation is God’s way of saying that “He 
trusts that I can do it.  What He is looking for is not capability but heart and 
availability.”    
In such personal relationships, God does not typically speak in direct 
means or “impressions on the heart” as is common in Evangelical Christianity 
(see Miller, 1997).  Time and again, “signs” or “experiences” are explained by 
my informants as divine messages to teach them a lesson or lead them to a 
particular decision.  Sometimes, the “signs” can come from the mundane such 
as inspirational text messages, websites, or music on the radio.  For others, 
God can use people to bring across a particular message, like how Ken, an 
engineering student, sees his aunt as a divine help to get him into his present 
state university.  But I have noticed that the most glaring “signs” to them 
come from the experience itself of a personal crisis (for a similar view among 
Southern Baptists, see Winston, 1994).  Linus, 19, recounts that the fact that he 
did not get any failing mark when he shifted to his current degree was God’s 




responsible this time.”  As a way of thanking Him in return, Linus joined his 
liturgical organisation of which he is now the treasurer.   
Because divine messages and favour are often gleaned from signs and 
experiences, the main role of Catholic sacraments in administering grace and 
revelation (Troeltsch, 1931) is overlooked, even if some students may still see 
their importance in religious life.  In view of this, it is not far-fetched to 
characterise their spirituality or religious socialisation as not so much 
sacramental as it is deeply personal.  In fact, a significant proportion of my 
interviewees are not attending Mass at all and yet they still see themselves as 
Catholic.  Roof (1999, p.101), therefore, rightly puts it that in reflexive 
spirituality, God “or the re-imaged God – is one who is best known deep 
within the self, that here is where life at its deepest is encountered.”    
Reflecting how He answers needs, God is also often described as one’s 
“victory,” “provider,” and “strength.”  Describing God in a very youthful 
way, Ken, who pioneered the Charismatic organisation in his state university, 
recounts “God is like my trashcan because I get to throw at Him all the dirty 
things in me…In return, God listens to me and answers my prayers.”  Indeed, 
the felt presence of God perfectly matches their felt needs: family conflict, 
money problems, and heart issues.  I have seen in various occasions how my 
informants have shed a tear recounting personal crisis and God’s answer.  
Janice, a chemistry student in a private Catholic university, considers herself 
“a loner.  But in my loneliness, I sometimes get to say that I am not alone, 
after all.  I would go to the chapel, sit there and reflect, then once something 
comes to my mind, ‘Oh, my friend is talking to me now – Jesus.’”   
Statements like Ken’s and Janice’s may be easily interpreted as sheer 




after all, are deemed to show “a less mature relationship [that is] based on 
benefits and blessings they receive” (Episcopal Commission on Youth, 2003, 
p.74).  My view, however, is that religiously involved Catholics are not 
necessarily instrumentalist with their faith in God.  This is because the 
personal relationship with Him is more emotional than transactional, viewed 
in terms of how God is an everyday companion, a point that has also been 
seen in other contemporary anthropological research on Filipino religiosity 
(Mulder, 1996).  This parallels the relational or caring images of God among 
Golden Rule Christians in the US (Ammerman, 1997).   
This notion of God is, then, different from the “Divine Butler and 
Cosmic Therapist” of American adolescents (Smith and Denton, 2005, p.165), 
“who is always on call, takes care of any problems that arise, [but] does not 
become too personally involved in the process.”  This everyday-companion 
God may be more similar to the personal and experiential God of American 
small groups (Wuthnow, 1996, p.239; see also Wuthnow, 1994): “God no 
longer represents such awe-inspiring qualities as being infinite, all-powerful, 
all-knowing, and perfectly righteous.  God is now on the same level as 
yourself, except perhaps a little warmer and friendlier.” 
Accordingly, having a personal view of God does not mean shaky 
faith.  Throughout my interviews, the vague statement “have faith in God” 
crops up frequently.  When probed deeper, the statement appears to be about 
a deeply rooted belief that there is a God who knows one’s situation - and 
that alone is compelling and emotionally reassuring.  As Earl, a 22 year old 
nursing student, explains to me, “faith is about an undying perseverance 
even if the world tells you ‘you can’t do it.’  I will prove you all wrong 




Such emotional assurance supersedes any need to commit to a 
theologically correct knowledge of God.  This observation resonates with 
Baggett (2009, p.67) who sees the faith of reflexive Catholics in the US as “not 
about systematic theology or magisterial teachings or reciting the prayers 
correctly.  It is about faith in things unseen and the worth of a sacred 
narrative that has yet to unfold completely.”  
For many of my informants, the key to making the religion personally 
meaningful is having an experiential relationship with God who reveals 
Himself through signs and experiences in order to test, strengthen, and 
ultimately, deepen one’s faith in Him.34  It is in light of this experiential 
character that their reflexive spirituality parallels spirituality of holistic 
practitioners in the UK whose activities “address, nourish, cultivate and 
enrich the experiences of subjective-life” (Heelas and Woodhead, 2005, p.29).  
Towards the end I will discuss the relevance of the turn-to-the-self in this 




I have pointed out that the notion of reflexive spirituality has 
overlooked relationality.  Here, the value is with regard to relationships, 
which there are two possible ways to understand.  For one, relationships 
could, quite straightforwardly, be in themselves what being Catholic means.  
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 The plot of the hugely successful primetime television drama “May Bukas Pa” 
[There is Still Tomorrow] revolves around a young boy who directly communicates 
with Christ and calls Him by the moniker, “Bro” (ABS-CBN, 2010).  The show has, 
more than anything else, brought out in the open the possibly pervasive relational 





One can be reminded of the English pre-Vatican parish (Hornsby-Smith, 1989, 
p.30) wherein the religio-ethnic community provided the boundaries of 
“ethical and behavioural norms, social and moral values, and religious 
beliefs.”   
What I am seeing among my informants, however, is not so much 
about relationships as the essence of being Catholic (as in being part of a 
parish or their organisation, for example) as it is about what one does to his 
relationships – an action-orientated relationality, so to speak.  This, I believe, 
is what they mean when they say that being Catholic is about “doing good to 
others” or “being like Christ.”  A computer engineering scholar from a 
private Catholic university, Robert effectively sums this up: “For me, being 
Catholic is how we follow the life of Christ, how he lived.  He led a simple life 
serving people, without asking anything in return.  It’s not just about saying 
you’re Catholic.  For me, the action matters more.”  Phrases like “acting it 
out,” “serving,” or “doing good to others,” according to my informants, are 
ways of making the religion applicable or experienced in various spheres of 
their present relationships.  The point is that the religion must, broadly 
speaking, be addressing a human need.   
This outlook may be perceived as primarily concerned with the 
immediate sphere of relationships.  Indeed, Ammerman (1997, p.205) sees 
that that the commitment to caring relationships is parochially confined to 
“family, friends, neighborhood, and church.”  Also, in her landmark research, 
Day (2009) has seen that among youth in England, views about morality and 
transcendence are couched in their immediate relationships with friends and 




Interestingly, however, my informants do not seem to be as limited.  
For sure, the immediate vicinity includes friends and classmates.  Explaining 
how he makes “Christ a living reality,” Dennis, a 19 year old management 
student, says that “with my classmates, I really make an effort to ask them 
‘How are you today?’  And if they have issues or something like that, just a 
person to be there for them.”  But more importantly, there tends to be an 
ethos for greater community involvement.  In the previous chapter, for 
example, Imman, an upper class student pursuing health sciences, talks about 
being with urban poor kids.  For some, the ethos translates to career plans 
like pursuing more catechetical work.  When she graduates, Katherine sees 
herself becoming a community nurse working for ethnic groups in the 
Philippines “because I want to be close and do good to them.”      
The urge to do good emanates from two decidedly moral discourses.  
For Imman, being Catholic is about loving God and neighbour: “For me that’s 
the big thing.  There are a lot of people who know everything about theology 
and go to church regularly but when it comes to dealing with other people, 
they never show that they’re part of the church.”  For many students, “loving 
your neighbour” – and not doctrinal mastery - is a compelling principle if one 
is to consider himself a true Catholic.  In other words, they see, to borrow 
from Ammerman (1997, p.197), “right living” as being more important than 
“right believing.”  For this reason, too, these students can be likened to 
American “lay liberals” who are often preoccupied with social action (Hoge, 
Luidens, and Johnson, 1994).  Ammerman (1997), however, rejects this 
terminology because it assumes those who are called by it are “shallow” or 
“secular,” relative to conservative Christians (see Wuthnow, 1991, p.134).  By 




them, like my informants, a Christian should, more than anything else, “seek 
to do good, to make the world a better place, to live by the Golden Rule,” 
hence the term Golden Rule Christianity.     
Whether or not creative Catholics are adept at theology is not an issue 
to them, as it might be to Wuthnow (1996, p.239) who says this might lead to 
viewing the divine as a “God of triviality.”  Admittedly, many of them – 
except for those trained in philosophy or theology in Catholic universities – 
seem inarticulate in theological language.  But it does not seem to bother 
them that they do not know many of the official doctrines of the Catholic 
Church precisely because the essence of Catholicism lies not in knowing it but 
in acting it out.  After recounting her experience getting exhausted and 
sacrificing a lot of her comfort to lead a team of students to build shelters for 
a rural poor community (called Gawad Kalinga project35), Dina reasons out 
 
In this way, something is at least happening, right?  You get to 
help people, unlike merely attending Mass, you’re just sitting 
there as if you’re really listening.  Sure, you realise something 
there but what are you gonna do with it?  Nothing, right?   
 
“Doing good to others” relates very well to the experiential character 
of the personal relationship with God, that His divine message is received 
through other people.  And in the same manner, one can be a divine message 
himself to others.  Indeed, Wuthnow (1991, p.129), in an earlier work, 
suggests that “a personal God one can feel close to and a belief system that 
affirms one’s personal worth may be the religious beliefs most conducive to 
care and compassion.”  
The other moral discourse religiously involved students employ to 
explain what “doing good to others” means is the principle “you must not 
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step on other people.”  This can be a negative version of “loving your 
neighbour.”  When asked to clarify what “right living” means, they disclose, 
“you live without hurting other people.”  This underpins a sense of justice 
and fairness usually in the form of respect and tolerance.  As Ava, a catechist 
from an exclusive women’s university, puts it, “it’s good if it’s for the 
common good.  It’s wrong when you’re stepping on someone already.  You 
should always be balanced.”   
This element of action-orientated relationality may be important to a 
better understanding of reflexive spirituality within Catholicism in other 
contexts today.  I suspect that this is one of the underlying but unexplored 
dimensions of Catholic communality (see Hickman, 1999) in the West, as 
hinted at by the fact that “caring professions and teaching were preferred 
careers” among young adult core Catholics (Fulton, 1999, p.174).  Day (2006, 
p.159) has also interviewed some who professed that being Christian “is 
doing things for other people.”  This nuance is on top of Catholic 
communality as an ethnic marker alone.   
While Ammerman (1997) emphasises the practice of lived religion in 
Golden Rule Christianity, I maintain, however, that this relationality is just 
one of the dimensions of religious identity construction among my 
informants.  As I have noted in the previous section, the personal and 
experiential relationship with God is an equally essential aspect to how their 
religious self-understanding as Catholic.  In Flory and Miller’s (2010) view, 
theirs might be appropriately conceptualised as “embodied spirituality” in 
the sense that religion is experienced in terms of how relating with God and 




comprehend the reflexive spirituality of my informants because of the 
following last dimension. 
 
Religious Critique  
 
Robert, a computer engineering scholar from a rural community, is 
pretty forthright when I ask how important being Catholic is to him: “It’s 
very important, although nowadays many young people take it for granted.”  
I found it intriguing that without even asking about it, many of my 
informants like Robert would interject descriptions of their religious identity 
with opinions or quick commentaries about the condition of their peers and 
the Catholic leadership.  For sure, it is natural to come up with a depiction of 
the “other” or “difference” in demonstrating one’s identity (Jenkins, 2008).  I 
need to emphasise, however, that what has convinced me to include religious 
critique here as an element of my informants’ reflexive spirituality is the fact 
that such statements are not deliberately elicited.  This is in contrast to studies 
that specifically look at the difference between, say, institutional religiosity 
and personal spirituality (see Zinnbauer, et al., 1997; Yip, 2003).   
In other words, even if they are not collectively unified as one 
organisation or movement with a specific religious agenda, to my informants, 
the presence of a glaring “other” is a directly compelling force to think about 
their own religious identity (i.e. be reflexive).  As Baggett (2009, p.66) puts it, 
“people learn how to be Catholic by being told the story of how they are 
connected to the sacred, by putting that story into practice in their daily lives, 




[italics mine].  These are then instructive in revealing what I see as the most 
important virtue of their religious identity – sincerity.   
Their views are a collective religious critique of various levels of 
Catholicism: their Catholic peers and the institution at large.  A typical 
critique is made about the waning commitment or the lack of seriousness of 
their Catholic peers.  They complain about the apparent unconcern of those 
who go to church, for example, but engrossed only in “texting” with friends.  
Others can be more scathing, like Shirley who opines that “others receive 
Communion without meaning it. So when they go out of church, nothing 
happens to their lives.”  Rafael, a business student in a private Catholic 
university, finds it objectionable that others are into vices like smoking.   
Interestingly, however, they are also critical of those they view as “too 
religious.”  These are peers who are deemed to be very knowledgeable in 
church doctrine and faithfully fulfilling their sacramental obligations.  Earl 
reasons out that such religious practices are just “man-made” anyway, 
justifying that “true religion is about changing the self for the Lord.”  
Similarly, Lea reacts against those who “include God in their everyday 
conversations,” reasoning out that they are the ones “with mean attitude,” 
after all.   
Beyond their peers, many of my interviewees have also expressed 
issues with the Catholic institution in terms of one’s parish and the hierarchy 
of Philippine bishops in general36.  Imman, it can be recalled disliked 
attending the Sunday Mass officiated by the Filipino priest at his parish for 
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 This is not always the case, of course.  A few informants have expressed that they 
feel “part of the Church” by having even the most marginal participation in the 





preaching on “hell.”  For others, news about sexual misconduct among 
priests bothers them even if they have neither personally witnessed nor 
experienced it, thus exhibiting the power of media discourse (see BBC, 2002).  
One student, however, has admitted that his male best friend was a victim in 
his own parish.  The moral fault of the clergy appears to be what they mean 
by “The Church is perfect but not the people who run it.”   
I have noticed, too, that the criticisms become more sharp-tongued 
once gaze is transferred to Catholic leadership, most often the Catholic 
Bishops Conference of the Philippines (CBCP) and its interference with public 
policy.  Trixie, a humanities student and a catechist, has this to say about 
CBCP’s position that “good Catholics cannot support the Reproductive 
Health Bill:”37 
   
They assume that all Catholics can only have one mindset.  But 
it’s not the case.  There are many among us in the youth, for 
instance, we discuss it and we are for it.  How can the Catholic 
Church help in solving the problem [of overpopulation] if all 
they do is rebut and not do anything else?  Like, can they feed 
these people? 
 
This critical posture must not be immediately seen as rejecting the 
piety of their parents and grandparents most likely because they know them 
personally and the intensity of their devotion.  Time and again, students 
mention close relatives as religious inspiration (see Chapter 7).  From the 
accounts above and more, there is a general disappointment over what 
Catholicism as an institution has come to, so to speak, and it is reflected in 
what they deem to be the spiritual malaise of their peers or the moral attrition 
and misplaced attention of the Catholic hierarchy.  This somehow parallels 
the possibly lingering attitude of Baby Boomer youth in the West who saw 
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Christianity as embodying “class hierarchy and snobbery, sexual repression 
and prudishness, patriarchy and paternalism” (Woodhead, 2010, p.239).   
In Besecke’s (2007) notion of reflexive spirituality, the cultural critique 
exercised by her Christian informants is primarily intellectual and poised 
against literalism.  In contrast, my informants’ reflexivity is mainly of a moral 
nature.  This is why, to me, these religious critiques complement very well 
the first two elements of personal relationship with God and action-
orientatedness in that they specifically address the absence of sincerity or the 
sense of authenticity about one’s religion.   
Implicit in the previous statements are their underlying values about 
what being Catholic means: It is about meaning it if going to Mass, reflecting 
a change in one’s lifestyle, and making a positive impact on other people, 
aspects which they think are missing among their Catholic peers and the 
leadership.  It is because of sincerity or this sense of authenticity that they 
prefer, inter alia, spontaneous prayer to memorised ones or helping others on 
a given Sunday to being at church but only grudgingly so.  This is another 
reason why their spirituality cannot be simply dismissed as instrumentalist.   
 
Rearticulating Reflexive Spirituality  
 
Spirituality denotes a turn to the self or what Heelas and Woodhead 
(2005) call subjectivisation in which one’s lifestyle is no longer generally 
bound up with social and institutional expectations.  Here, the main idea is 
that the self, and not the religious institution, becomes the final arbiter of 
authentic religious experience.  This is very closely related to the concept of 




realm which exists over and above the individual…to the authority of the 
first hand spiritually-informed experience of the self” (Woodhead and 
Heelas, 2000, p.342).   
For being self-directed, the three elements of my informants’ reflexive 
spirituality exhibit this process of detraditionalisation, but in ways that need 
to be qualified.  There are two simultaneous processes to their reflexive or 
what may also be considered self-directed and reinterpreting spirituality.  It is 
first a spirituality that is directed towards the self, as emphasised by personally 
experiencing God which lends itself to the sense of authenticity (or sincerity) 
they gain about being Catholic.  This is why they lament the religious 
indifference of their peers, churched and otherwise.  But it is also a 
spirituality directed from the self.  Being Catholic, in other words, is practical, as 
seen in their principle that right living is more important than right believing.  
In a manner that modifies previous conceptualisation of reflexive spirituality, 
theirs is not just about the self; it is very relational.   
I have proposed above that reflexive spirituality is the subjective 
spiritual disposition (or even compulsion) whereby an individual 
distinguishes the definitive aspects of one’s religion from the least important 
ones to make it most meaningful.  Put differently, the discussion thus far 
rearticulates reflexive spirituality in terms of making Catholicism more 
meaningfully and personally embraced in view of my religiously involved 
informants’ most important values (e.g. immanent God and sincerity) and the 
relationships they cherish, which effectively inform those aspects central to 
the religion (e.g. action-orientatedness) and those that can be overlooked or 




Recalling the limitations in the literature, this definition brings together the 
three elements of self-fulfilment, critique of the “other,” and relationality.   
Although the self is emphasised in this reflexive spirituality, it does 
not presuppose its sacralisation (or becoming sacred in itself) which is the 
highlight of a subjective-life spirituality (Heelas, 2002).  Recalling the Taize 
moment at the onset, the prayers revolve around the themes of sin, guilt, and 
the need for mercy and forgiveness, Catholic ideas which presuppose that the 
self is not the source of all that is good and divine.  The beautifully arranged 
Kyrie Eleison, for example, was meditatively repeated.  
But it is not immediately pointing to a “life-as spirituality” either 
(Heelas and Woodhead, 2005, p.6), in which a genuine religious experience is 
fundamentally contingent on surrendering to the transcendence and will of 
God.  As the previous sections have shown, my informants treat God as an 
immanent being, like a friend to whom one can confide.  He is not necessarily 
one who makes religious demands.  After all, the core meaning of being 
Catholic is feeling His presence, being guided by Him, and doing good things 
to other people.  So while they can still engage in the Mass or Taize above in 
which the wide gulf between the divine and the human being is thoroughly 
demonstrated, they foster a self-defined outlook towards the Catholic faith.   
 
The Possibility of Conversion? 
 
The elements of their reflexive spirituality resonate with observations 
about young adult Catholics in the US who are Evangelical-like in their 
emphasis on a personal relationship with God (Hoge, et al., 2001).  But they 




proselytising or engagement with Scriptures or theology, essential features of 
Evangelical Christianity or even “theistic spiritualities of life” (Heelas, 2002, 
p.366; see also Woodhead, 2009).  Many are not thoroughly familiar with the 
Scriptures and the doctrines of the Church either.   
But I deviate from the suggestion that this religious individualism 
“minimizes institutional affiliation or community commitment” (Hoge, et al., 
2001, p.169), in light of my informants’ religious self-understandings.  In 
other words, no matter the apparent similarities, this reflexive spirituality 
does not necessarily lead to converting out of Catholicism into Evangelical 
Christianity, which is becoming visibly prominent (although still statistically 
small) in the Philippines (Kessler and Rüland, 2008).  There are various 
reasons for this. 
For one, as will be fully explored in Chapter 7, the Catholic boundary 
they maintain is discernible and effectual in the sense that my informants’ 
primary religious socialisation and connection is with their families, 
respective Catholic organisations (or parishes for many of them), and 
Catholic education (for those in Catholic universities).  Given these networks, 
converting out of Catholicism formally entails burdensome social transitions.   
Second, while some of them may be influenced by non-Catholic 
resources (more on this in Chapter 7, too), they are convinced that they are 
Catholic and many would, in spite of their issues, say they are “happy” as 
such.  Despite questioning the centrality of sacraments, many are content 
with their faith – precisely because they understand being Catholic on their 
own terms of reflexive spirituality.   Hence, even if boundaries with non-




right believing, for example, they still remain in the religion because this is 
what being Catholic means, after all.   
Not satisfied with being merely happy, some would even admit to 
finding a calling within the Catholic Church.  Sarah, one of the founders of 
her college’s Charismatic organisation, does not see herself converting to 
another religion, even if the Charismatic movement is more pronounced in 
Protestant churches in the Philippines (Kessler, 2006).  She believes that God 
has “reasons for letting me stay here…Bo Sanchez [a prominent lay Catholic 
preacher] once had a talk on why people convert.  It’s because we’re not 
searching for Christ here.  That’s what I need to do.”  It helps to know that 
Sarah herself is at times attending Evangelical services with non-Catholic 
friends in Manila. 
Third, while their engagement with the teaching of the Church is not 
systematically organised say, as a movement, they are nevertheless tacitly 
thinking through them, as spurred by peers they consider spiritually 
insincere and non-Catholic counterparts who may be very active in their 
respective ministries, for example.  Hence, their reflexive spirituality leads to 
a stronger internalisation of Catholicism, although obviously in a self-
directed and less sacramental manner (see also the notion of indwelt 
individualisation in Chapter 7).38   
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 This point, of course, is not to discount any possibility of conversion, which needs 
more sociological research in the Philippines (as to who converts and to which 
religion, for example).  This is a question beyond the scope of this thesis.  Some 
tentative possibilities: Using the language of rational choice theory, youth-
orientated Charismatic and Evangelical churches may provide a better supply of 
religious capital in the form of emotional experiences with the divine and the 
community (Stark and Finke, 2000).  This possibly informs the rise of Christian 
megachurches in southeast Asia (see Cornelio, 2007; Cruz, 2009).  I thank Dr 
Rebecca Catto (AHRC/ESRC Religion and Society Programme) for raising this 




Undercurrent of Experiential Religion of Humanity 
 
If this religious identity is a reflexive or reinterpreting spirituality 
among religiously involved students who do not choose to convert anyway, 
what space is it carving within conservative Philippine Catholicism today?  
Given its elements, my informants’ being Catholic embodies what Woodhead 
and Heelas (2000, p.72) call “experiential religion of humanity,” the starting 
point of which is human experience and relationships.  Here the divine has 
become largely immanent (and accordingly traditional sources of authority 
have diminished) and ethical duty equally important.  Experience and 
relationality are most important, even for catechists among my informants.   
I must reiterate here, however, that although it is widely shared 
among them, their religious identity is not institutionalised or formally 
organised.  For sure, they have their respective organisations in which they 
may be developing it but it is noteworthy that such religious identity is 
common in spite of coming from different organisations, class, type of 
university, and even academic discipline.39  This widely shared attribute of 
their reflexive spirituality makes it closely similar to the condition of 
“moralistic therapeutic deism” as a de facto religion among teenagers in 
different traditions in the US (Smith, 2010).  Hence, Lloyd’s “reclaiming” 
attitude about Taize at the onset is merely on the surface.   
Furthermore, because their religious identity is not institutionalised, 
they cannot be seen as actively redefining Catholicism.  Many of them, in fact, 
would admit that they have never pondered the questions I posed.  This is 
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why theirs is very different from the reflexive spirituality that is developed in 
such marginal but highly vigilant spaces as Quest for gay Catholics (Yip, 
1997), Pax Christi for liberal peace advocates (Joyce, 1994), Catholics for a 
Free Choice, and Women’s Ordination Conference (Dillon, 1999).   
But it does not mean that my informants do not see themselves as 
different from their peers.  It is more tacit and introspective than vigilant, and 
the fact that they share similar sentiments convinces me that somehow they 
are collectively harbouring an undercurrent that attempts to reinterpret the 
essence of being Catholic in their generation.  Their religious identity may be 
aptly described as a detraditionalising undercurrent – invisible but taking 
shape – in that it is a self-directed and uninstitutionalised but collectively 
shared attempt at redefining what it means to be Catholic today.  All this is 
taking place in the midst of a conservative-led Church.   
This, to me, is arguably a potent variation of Luckmann’s (1967) 
notion of the “invisible religion” or the privatisation of beliefs and practices.  
The act and potency of reinterpreting Catholicism become more glaring in the 
fact that despite the religious critique and the embodied dimensions of 
personal relationship with God and action-orientatedness, these religiously 
involved students have not opted out of Catholicism.  As I have argued in 
Chapter 1, my informants, as religiously involved undergraduates, have the 
life chances of becoming opinion-makers in both the private and public 
sectors in the future, a potential similarly perceived by Hegy (1987) in what 
he calls “invisible Catholicism.”  But the extent of this religious identity 







   
In summary, what does being Catholic mean to religiously involved 
students today?  For them, being Catholic, in a way that exhibits a reflexive 
spirituality, is about a personally experienced relationship with God, relationally 
right living over right believing, and a critique of religious insincerity among their 
peers and the Catholic institution at large.  It is self-directed in two ways: 
directed towards the self (in terms of personally experiencing God and 
religious sincerity revealed in their religious critique) but also directed from 
the self (in terms of moral living that takes into consideration the other).  
Simply put, it is a reflexive and embodied reinterpretation away from the 
institutional expectations of adherence to doctrine and practices and the 
inauthenticity of some of their peers and the Catholic leadership.   
The personal language employed by my religiously involved 
informants to describe and affirm themselves as Catholic justifies adopting 
reflexive spirituality to characterise how they redefine and embrace their 
religious identity.  Hence, I align with Baggett (2009, p.70) who sees the 
reflexive quality of contemporary Catholic identity as “a connection to the 
sacred that both dwells within a single religious tradition and, at the same 
time, continues in its seeking” but in, I believe, novel ways that in turn enrich 
our understanding of reflexive spirituality as ascertaining the core meanings 
of one’s religion.  The importance of an action-orientated relationality to them 
has allowed me to reconfigure the notion of reflexive spirituality, not only in 
terms of self-fulfilment and critique of the other.  Taken together, these 
elements help in strengthening a Catholic self-identification, countering 




I have also engaged with the concept’s implications on 
detraditionalisation (or the transfer of religious authority to the self) and 
whether their religious identity can be treated as exemplifying life-as 
spirituality or theistic spirituality of life (Woodhead and Heelas, 2000; Heelas, 
2002; Heelas and Woodhead, 2005).  For being shared among them even if 
they are not collectively organised and for taking human experience and 
relationality as the core, their religious identity can be considered an 
undercurrent of an experiential religion of humanity within conservative 
Philippine Catholicism.  Indeed, the potency and future repercussions of this 
religious identity are yet to be seen.  In the next chapter, their moral views - 
as extension or expression of their religious identity - will be analysed in 
detail.  It will be seen that in the light of their reflexive spirituality, their 
moral attitudes may be conservative but their self-defined underpinning 



















On the Controversial Issues of  
Premarital Sex, Divorce, Cohabitation,  




 Given the dimensions of their reflexive spirituality discussed in the 
previous chapter, religiously involved Filipino students may effectively be 
seen as developing a subjective but shared sense of what being Catholic 
means to them.  To reiterate, being Catholic is about having an experiential 
relationship with God and an action-orientated relationality, both of which 
are dovetailed with a critique of what they perceive to be the misguidedness 
of the Catholic leadership and the spiritual laxity of their peers.  Taken 
together, these personal religious meanings reveal an undercurrent of 
experiential religion of humanity within a decidedly conservative-led 
Catholic Church in the Philippines.  Indeed, experiential religions of 
humanity “combine an emphasis on the authority of individual experience in 
the religious life with a humanistic ethic (Woodhead and Heelas, 2000, 
p.149).”  This combination is evident in the self-directed character of their 
reflexive spirituality.  On one hand, it is directed towards the self in that a 
personal experience of God informs their sense of religious authenticity or 
sincerity.  On the other, it is directed from the self in that a relational direction 
underpins “right living more than right believing.”   
 In this chapter, I move the discussion forward by focusing on a 




moral attitudes (see, for example, McNamara, 1992; Hoge, Luidens, and 
Johnson, 1994; D'Antonio, et al., 1996; Savage, et al., 2006).  In the context of 
my thesis, bringing up the moral views of my respondents complements the 
study of religious identity as personal religious meaning discussed in 
Chapter 2.  This is because moral views, as will be shown here, reflect aspects 
of their religious self-understanding introduced through a typology in 
Chapter 4 and explored fully as elements of reflexive spirituality in Chapter 5. 
Although “morality” is the concept often employed to refer broadly to 
the choices made between right and wrong, I use the narrower scope that 
“moral attitude” denotes.  Clarifying the ambiguity often associated with it, 
Rokeach (1970, p.112) defines attitude as a “relatively enduring organization 
of beliefs around an object or situation predisposing one to respond in some 
preferential manner.”   
Key to distinguishing attitude from other seemingly overlapping 
concepts such as values is its situatedness.  The beliefs that individuals have 
about situations are typically descriptive, evaluative, and prescriptive.  By 
contrast, values may be aptly characterised as the principles that underlie and 
guide attitudes mainly because of their “transcendental quality” (Rokeach, 
1973, p.18) often geared towards “more ultimate goals.”   
But this abstract conceptualisation of values needs to be qualified.  
Taking my cue from Riis and Woodhead’s (2010) recent discussion on 
religious emotion and its relationship with the social context and symbols, 
values or ideals cherished by a society become compelling because of the 
material and symbolic objects that inspire them.  I shall revisit this point later.  




This gaze reveals very intriguing nuances.  At a glance, one may 
expect the moral views of my religiously involved informants to be liberal in 
persuasion since they are university educated.  Research in the West shows 
the positive relationship between college education and “more open, liberal, 
and tolerant attitudes and values (Pascarella and Terenzini, 2005, p.286).”  
Such values are typically manifest among views on politics, gender-roles, 
homosexuality, and religion.  In the Philippines, these are perhaps to be 
expected among my informants, too, since university education is generally 
liberal even among private Catholic institutions.  Indeed, I have mentioned 
that they have a tolerant attitude towards other non-Christian religions 
although they are not necessarily engaged with them (see Chapters 5 and 7).   
In addition, I have pointed out that their being creative Catholics (see 
Chapter 4) suggests an undercurrent of experiential religion of humanity, of 
which the liberal tradition in Christianity is a prominent example.  In contrast 
to conservative denominations, liberal Christians have been at the forefront of 
movements in the US for social justice, civil liberty, women’s rights, and what 
Roof and McKinney (1987, p.209) call the “new morality,” which includes 
homosexuality and abortion (see also Wuthnow, 1988).   And this apparently 
is not confined to Protestants only.  A “principle of selectivity” based on 
conscience in such moral areas as “birth control, sexual attitudes, abortion 
under certain circumstances, and divorce with remarriage” seems in place 
among younger Catholics in the US, too (McNamara, 1992, p.41).   
It is rather unusual, therefore, to unravel a different persuasion among 
religiously involved Filipino students.  As I will show in this chapter, their 




highlight that their moral views are paradoxically liberal in two terms: the 
underlying humanistic value and the location of authority.   
Consistent with existing studies of religious identity, my informants’ 
moral attitudes or views are probed as opinions on particular contentious 
issues presently relevant to Philippine Catholicism  (see Andersen, 2010).  
Specifically, these issues are premarital sex, divorce, cohabitation, 
homosexuality, and the Reproductive Health Bill.  I have identified these 
issues through the pilot focus group discussion and validated them in 
ensuing interviews (see Chapter 3), which have helped me filter out others 
such as women’s ordination and married priests that although intensely 
debated in the West are non-issue for Filipino Catholics.  These are arguably 
relevant in the Philippine society because of their apparent immanence in 
everyday individual and family life and their salience in the media as 
controversial issues, to some of which the Catholic hierarchy has responded 
in various ways.  Cohabitation, premarital sex, and homosexuality are 
portrayed in the media through the lifestyle of both local and international 
celebrities, for example.  And many of my informants are in fact exposed to 
these in their personal capacity.  Although there is no law legalising divorce, I 
have interviewees whose parents are separated or annulled.  Asking about 
the possibility of having a divorce law seems relevant, therefore.  Finally, the 
Reproductive Health Bill is very controversial for proposing to make into a 
state policy the use of artificial family planning and sexuality education, 
among many others.  The Catholic Church has adamantly resisted this Bill.40   
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Catholicism today that may have impact in the Philippines.  The recent spate caused 
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After explaining the logical connection between morality and 
religious identity in the next section, each of the five aforementioned issues 
will be analysed in detail.  Statistical and legal overviews are offered, if 
available, to set in context the ensuing moral views of my informants.  In the 
latter half of the chapter, reasons drawn from their underlying values will be 
spelt out why even if their attitudes are arguably conservative, they are also 
liberal. 
 
Religious Identity and Moral Attitudes 
 
In the study of identity, the importance of values relative to the self is 
coming to the fore.  In contrast to the emphasis on the very narrow and 
specific aspects of roles in identity theory and group affiliation in social 
identity theory, Hitlin (2003) argues that values can explain the unified and 
wide transsituational character of personal identity or one’s sense of self.  
Hence, when actions are carried out in line with values, a sense of 
authenticity is achieved.  Factoring in the social context of individuals, 
Jenkins (1996, p.26; see also Monroe, 2001) describes identity as “bound up 
with cultural repertoires of intentionality such as morality, on the one hand, 
and with networks of constraint and possibility, on the other.”   
I would argue, however, that probing values remains even more 
fundamental to the study of religious identity since both morality and the 
“networks of constraint and possibility” are closely associated with religion.  
Indeed, if religion, as Hervieu-Leger puts it (2000b), can be understood as a 
                                                                                                                                                       
and their opinion on married priesthood, for example (Associated Press, 2010).  
While I encountered this in my fieldwork with at least one informant whose friend 




chain of memory whereby a consistent set of narratives, beliefs, practices, and 
ethics draws its present adherents together with those from the past and the 
future, then moral attitudes and their reasoning shed light on affiliation with 
and socialisation through institutional religion.  Indeed, religions provide a 
clear set of moral expectations to its adherents.  For this reason, I abide by 
Roof and McKinney’s (1987, p.224) contention that to “take a position on an 
emerging ethical issue is for many a religious conviction about who they are 
and what they stand for.”   
Even in highly secularised environments where religion has 
apparently become no more than a cultural identifier, the values espoused by 
institutional religion may still be lingering albeit in less pronounced ways, 
and are strategically harnessed during moments of large-scale exigencies 
(Davie, 1999).  In many contexts today, religious institutions see themselves 
as public conscience (Roof and McKinney, 1987; see also Casanova, 1994).   
As regards spiritualities (or non-institutional forms of religiosity, see 
Chapter 5), it constructs its own but not necessarily arbitrary moral 
principles.  This is evident in late modernity wherein locating the source of 
moral views in the self is becoming more evident and crucial, as the direct 
influence of institutional religion over individual religiosity weakens.  
Accounts of the absence of transcendence among young people in the West 
are compelling, for example (Bruce, 2002; Savage, et al., 2006; Day, 2009).  As a 
result, their moral views are no longer hinged upon images of divine justice 
or otherworldly aspirations.  Indeed, Day (2009) and Savage, et al. (2006) see 
the centrality of the immediate relationships young people have to their sense 
of happiness and sense of moral responsibility.  Among many young 




is a shared view that “moral values can stand on their own without reference 
to religion (Hughes, Suwanbubbha, and Chaisri, 2008, p.369).”   
What these accounts show is that the shifts in the values important to 
society suggest, at the very least, a change in the nature of religion as it is 
lived by people (see Shilling and Mellor, 1998; Durkheim, 2001).  Stated 
differently, religious establishments professing traditional values may still 
linger in society, but if a tacit invisible religion is permeating within the 
population, a redirection of values may be also expected.   
This is an important point that must be emphasised in this chapter 
and the thesis as a whole.  Given the reflexive spirituality that is effectively a 
reinterpretation of what it means to be Catholic among religiously involved 
Filipino students, it is to be expected for changes (towards less conservatism) 
to take place in their moral views.  But it is not as straightforward as that.  As 
the succeeding sections will demonstrate, two fundamental ideas are at work.  
At one level, their moral views are decidedly conservative in the sense that 
they are in favour of maintaining traditional norms concerning marriage, 
homosexual acts, premarital sex, and even abortion, for example.  At another 
level, however, the reasoning they employ to justify their conservative claims 
emanate from a more liberal discourse.  As will be seen, their ideas reflect 




 In this section I turn to the views of my informants on the specific 
moral issues of premarital sex, divorce, cohabitation, homosexuality, and the 




discussions, I asked if they were familiar with each of these and if so, what 




 Given the private nature of the question, many of my respondents 
could have immediately felt that their responses would be interpreted as 
indicative of their own sexual behaviour.  I found it therefore very helpful to 
have clarified that the question did not have any evaluative intent.  
Consequentially, my informants did not draw back from sharing their views, 
with not a few even divulging their own experiences.  Premarital sex is taken 
here in the broad sense of committing sexual act among unmarried 
individuals, whether or not they are in a relationship.  But when they talk 
about it, my respondents typically refer to committing the act within a 
boyfriend-girlfriend relationship.   
 Prior to the fieldwork, I developed an expectation based on prevailing 
everyday discourse from the media and with my students and circle of 
friends that Filipino youth were becoming lenient when it came to sex and 
teenage pregnancy.  This was not necessarily unfounded since according to 
the Filipino Youth Study in 2001, 33% of 19-21 year old youth have 
experienced premarital sex (cited in Philippine Commission on Population, 
2003).  In 2002, the figure is at 23.2% among 15-24 year old Filipino youth 
(Virola, 2008). 
On the contrary, however, a big proportion of religiously involved 




against premarital sex.  There are various reasons surrounding such 
objection.  As Michelle, a nursing major from a Catholic university, puts it: 
 
I think a lot of people are doing it already.  For me, of course, 
it’s not good.  We know that marriage is a very sacred 
sacrament, right?  Of course it’s ideal that you do it only after 
marriage.  So with premarital sex, it’s a shame, really.  It 
destroys the family, it destroys young people’s dreams.  I 
mean, they’re still young to have children and many of them 
come from less fortunate families.  So it just leads to more 
problems.  Instead of making use of your resources for your 
family, you have another member to take care of.  So I think 
it’s a waste.  And also, people do not seem to value the purity 
of the person anymore.  And it’s not nice to see.  So it’s a 
shame, a real shame.   
 
 Michelle’s view incorporates both pragmatic and religious 
underpinnings common among other students.  On one hand, the act is in 
clear violation of the sanctity of both the body and the sacrament of marriage.  
The connection between these two ideas most probably lies in the value of 
marriage itself which remains to be an important aspiration for young people 
in the Philippines (Philippine Commission on Population, 2003).  Nadia, a 
female politics major from another Catholic university, tells me that “if you’re 
sharing sex with someone else, it’s a sacred thing.  If you value yourself 
which is your very sacredness, you will give your body only to that one 
blessed by God and with whom you’ll spend your lifetime.”  Stating it 
differently, Ava, a religious education major, is adamant that “there is no true 
love in premarital sex and it’s not Catholic.”  Being demonstrated here is the 
ideal that relationships must be taken seriously by both parties and such 
commitment can only be manifested by maintaining chastity and undergoing 
the sacrament of matrimony.  Civil wedding is therefore deemed incomplete.   
But the reasoning is not plainly conservative.  Present is a pragmatic 




explain that premarital sex is irresponsible for not taking into consideration 
the readiness to rear the child especially those among lower income families.  
This may be expected of her because she comes from one and her degree in 
her private Catholic university is being sponsored by the institution.  But 
more importantly, her strong feelings during the conversation become 
understandable when she admits that she has a friend whose three sisters all 
had unwanted pregnancy, the youngest of which is 14 years old.  “I really 
pity her family and my friend realises that it was all wrong.  Now she’s aware 
that she’s the only hope of her family.”   
Looking into it more closely, Michelle’s objection to premarital sex is 
not so much about the consequence of having a child per se as it is about the 
sense of responsibility that must go with the act.  To her, a full sense of 
responsibility may only be taken seriously in the context of marriage which 
she then explains using the religious language about the body’s sanctity.  
Alternatively, she could have simply suggested the employment of safe sex 
but that would be devoid of any religious underpinning.   
The conservative view against premarital sex apparently finds its 
voice in the majority of young Filipinos.  According to the Filipino Youth 
Study in 2001 (cited in Philippine Commission on Population, 2003), 52% of 7-
21 year old Filipinos consider premarital sex to be wrong although 38% 
among them opine that it is already accepted by society.  And virginity before 
marriage remains important to 70% of male and 85% of female Filipino youth 
(see Philippine Commission on Population, 2003).  By contrast, the British 
Social Attitudes Survey shows that 70% of the British public “had no 







To date, the Philippines remains to have no divorce law even if a 
series of bills has been proposed in the House of Representatives (see JLP 
Law Offices, 2008).  What the Family Code has instead are annulment and 
declaration of absolute nullity of marriage, both of which are argued in terms 
of errors from the celebration of marriage, such as the unprofessed insanity of 
one of the spouses prior to the union.  In cases of domestic violence, legal 
separation is a provision that allows for spouses to live physically apart from 
each other with stipulated custody of children, but does not in any way sever 
marriage (Gloria, 2008).  In contrast, divorce recognises the existence of 
legally and validly solemnised marriage which it effectively dissolves.  
Divorced spouses can then opt to remarry.   
The main reason for including divorce in my fieldwork is its 
immediate religious association in a country where conservative Catholicism 
is deemed influential.  As a matter of fact, Rep. Liza Maza, the main author of 
the Divorce Bill in 2005, has put the blame on the Catholic intervention in 
Philippine politics and policy formation for its failure to pass (Rillera, 2005).   
Maza may have had the impression that divorce has favourable 
support from the public but statistics would show otherwise.  Based on 
national surveys, 55% of Filipino youth (7-21) consider divorce to be wrong 
although 32% of them believe that it is gaining acceptance in society, while 
61% among Christian youth (15-24) “would not support any bill legalizing 
divorce (Philippine Commission on Population, 2003, p.24).”  There is hence 
reason to argue that on divorce, Filipino youth remain conservative, and this 




Having included the topic in the interviews has turned out to be 
valuable for opening up avenues for me to listen to the deeply personal 
experiences concerning broken families and marital conflict at home.  For 
many of them, it is the experience that informs their moral views.  An 
electronics and communications engineering student, Ken recounts his 
childhood: 
 
My parents had a conflict and it took them a long time to 
reconcile.  I was in grade four when my dad left home and was 
already in grade five when he came back…I was depressed at 
that time, really sad.  If that’s what every child goes through 
every time parents separate, it must be really difficult.  So for 
me, I do not agree with divorce. 
   
For Ken and many others, the issue with divorce is fundamentally 
with the repercussions on children, what Toth and Kemmelmeier (2009, 
p.283) call as the “consequentialist attitude.”  Michelle, a nursing student 
from a Catholic university, expresses a similar concern that a child may start 
thinking “why did daddy leave me?  Maybe he does not love me anymore.”  
For her, the fact that children are inevitably dragged in the separation of their 
parents is “deeply saddening.”  For Imman, a student catechist, the 
implication of divorce is more significant in asserting that “the family is the 
foundation and when it’s not stable anymore, that will ruin the image of what 
it means to be a family for the children.”   
Apart from the impact on children, the problem with divorce or 
separation for other informants lies in breaching the value of commitment, 
which exemplifies what Toth and Kemmelmeier (2009, p.282) would call as 
“principled attitude.”  Rey, an information technology student and president 
of his Charismatic organisation, is convinced that “when you get married, 




don’t like…You can’t always get what you want but you can want what you 
get.  Why not choose to love that person?”  It is noteworthy that Rey, instead 
of drawing from his experience growing up with separated parents, focuses 
on the breach of commitment, a point I return to later.   
Along the same lines, Kris, from a private Catholic university, 
problematises divorce as an opportunity for trivialising marriage.  “If I don’t 
like you anymore, let’s divorce and let me look for another one.  Then I can 
divorce again.  What, you’re just playing around with love?”  Interestingly, 
this mindset is in contrast to the British attitude towards divorce which has 
been consistently liberal, with 81% of the public agreeing that “it is better to 
divorce than to continue an unhappy marriage (Ross and Sacker, 2010, 
p.123).”    
Because commitment in spite of conflict is prized among my 
informants, it is no wonder why they harbour a high, if not idealistic, 
expectation of marriage.  Jona, a female student from a Charismatic 
organisation in a state university, teasingly quips that “if you separate, that’s 
your problem, you should’ve known your spouse better.”  Trisha, a catechist 
student, echoes this in saying that “it’s wrong to divorce someone just 
because you don’t love him anymore.  You have to know the person first.”     
Apart from objecting to divorce, many of my informants believe that it 
is not the final recourse.  This became evident when I asked them whether 
there were instances such as domestic violence that could justify divorce.  
While many of them admit to not having thought about it but see its 
rationality, they are for the most part insistent about the role of God and the 
Church stepping in.  Again drawing from the experience of his parents, Ken 




English from a liturgical organisation, contends that “divorce is not a 
solution.  If they have become violent, it still pays to have a calm 
conversation.  Our parents did that, with the help of counsellors and family 




 Cohabitation was not originally in my interview guide until it was 
raised by several informants in the course of the fieldwork.  I did not at the 
onset think it deserved attention until it became a logical extension of 
statements made about divorce.  Also, one of my informants teasingly 
mentioned the names of two prominent individuals in the Philippines - one 
legislator and the other a news anchor - to ensure that we were talking about 
the same thing.  This suggests that familiarity with cohabitation between 
unmarried couples, or colloquially known in the Philippines as “living-in,” 
may be derived from the lifestyle of media personalities.   
 Despite the presence in the media, cohabitation is not well accepted in 
the Philippine society where marrying, to reiterate, is a norm.  Indeed, the 
ideal marrying age for women is 25 while for men around two years later 
(Philippine Commission on Population, 2003).  Among religiously involved 
students, it is this valuing of marriage that places prominently in the 
discourse against cohabitation.  Ken, a development education major from a 
private Catholic university, underscores the social desirability of marriage in 
terms of how people perceive cohabitation: 
 
I don’t think it’s very much acceptable even though they say 




people will think about you.  But of course, because you’re 
living together, you ought to be recognised by other people as 
a couple or partners.  You can’t even be called a couple.   
 
  In Ken’s view, the problem is on the surface about finding the 
appropriate social category to refer to a “live-in” relationship, which in itself 
denotes the problem of social acceptance.  Indeed, for some of my informants, 
the quick answer is “it’s not good to look at.”  In the Philippines, “couple” as 
a concept is discursively used to refer to married pairs.  This assumption 
underpins, for instance, the name of a very big lay Charismatic organisation 
in the country, the “Couples for Christ.”   
Interestingly, to use “living-in” as a category to refer to cohabiting 
couples can in itself be offensive.  This explains why Dennis, a male 
management student from a catechetical organisation, opines that “if you’re 
gonna live-in anyway, why don’t you live-in ‘properly’?  It only shows your 
immaturity.”  Another student goes so far as to say that “to live-in is not very 
Filipino since we are reserved.”    
 To live “properly” as a couple, therefore, is to be married, which, as 
has been mentioned, needs to take place as a Catholic sacrament and not just 
as a civil wedding.  What is interesting here is that even for freestyle 
Catholics like Dennis for whom going to Mass is not necessarily an obligation 
(see Chapter 3), the sacrament of marriage becomes very important.  Quite 
straightforwardly, marriage, as a sacrament, invokes the presence of God.  
Marie, a philosophy major from a state university, explains that 
 
some people justify living in as a way of determining 
compatibility, so that they could test each other.  But marriage, 
which is the union of a man and a woman, it’s not 
compatibility that really matters, but their relationship with 





 But more than invoking the presence of God, the sacrament of 
marriage is deemed to be very meaningful because of an underlying value.  
Dion, 22, a male humanities student, believes that “you can only commit 
yourself fully through the sacrament of marriage.  Not just your body, but 
everything.”  What this requires, therefore, is that a certain sense of readiness 
be achieved by a couple before embarking on marriage.  Cohabitation, while 
other informants may slightly be open to it, remains to be problematic for 
many others because it does not exhibit commitment since, as Dion again 
puts it, “you can just walk away.”   
 In view of the value of commitment, my informants’ general objection 
to cohabitation resonates with their reaction against divorce.  The sacrament 
of marriage is esteemed because, as a meaningful act, it demonstrates the 
willingness to be involved in a life-long commitment.  Living-in and divorce 
are hence flawed arrangements as they offer escape routes, so to speak.  
Taking into consideration what they have said, the sacrament of matrimony is 
important because for my informants it seals the commitment that couples 
have to each other and to God, as it is also publicly recognised by family and 
friends.  Ava sums it up in saying that “when you live in, there is no grace, no 
blessing, no witness of God, the priest, and the community.  You don’t have 
anything you can fully hold on to since the other person can just leave you 
anyway.”   
 The conservative view of my informants mirrors the minimal support 
for cohabitation.  According to the 2002 Young Adults Fertility and Sexuality 
Survey, for example, 17.9% of 15-24 year old Filipinos approve of “living-in” 
(Virola, 2008).  In addition, cohabiting as an arrangement does not appear to 




admitting to having undergone it (Williams, Kabamalan, and Ogena, 2007).
 By contrast, the British attitude towards cohabitation has effectively 
become more open through the decades since the early 20th century.  Drawing 
from the British Social Attitudes Survey in 2000, Haskey (2001, p.7) reports 
that almost two-thirds agree that “it is a good idea for a couple who intend to 
get married to live together first.”  Among young single adults, cohabitation 
is seen to be a “trial marriage” or a “trial relationship,” pragmatic ideas that 
some of my informants may see but will not necessarily adhere to.  From 1998 
to 2006, the British Household Panel Study shows that those in their 20s tend 
to be agreeing that “it makes no difference to children whether their parents 




Because it has achieved recurring presence in local mainstream media, 
one may easily perceive that homosexuality as both gender identity and 
lifestyle has become welcome in the Philippines.  During my fieldwork in 
2009, for example, the theme of homosexual relationship was openly explored 
in the very successful film “In My Life” which starred two young and very 
famous actors.  This is in contrast to the plethora of gay-themed films in 
recent years, which are often in the realm of less prominent independent 
production circles.  Moreover, there are now a number of very prominent 
local gay celebrities, but mostly confined to comedy and entertainment news.  
And it is now common, too, to celebrate town fiestas with Miss Gay pageant 
shows and competitions imitating the glamour of Miss Universe (see Cannell, 




Overall, the interviews reveal what may be considered tolerant, but, 
as will be seen, in a way that is highly selective.  For the most part, references 
have been made to male homosexuality and seldom to lesbianism most likely 
because the former are more visible in the media and local activities, as 
suggested above.   
The opinions expressed by my informants typically begin with a 
qualifier about the natural state of homosexuality and therefore the 
individual’s moral innocence.  As Melanie, a religious education student puts 
it, “it’s not your fault you were born like that.”  At one level, such statements 
may be seen as almost sympathetic since, after all, they often speak of friends, 
acquaintances, and even siblings who are homosexual.  Melanie admits that 
her homosexual friend “deserves respect, too.”     
This openness to the sexual identity of the person may be predicating 
the general acceptance of homosexuals among 15-19 year old Filipinos, “with 
more females (60%) than males (41%)” (Philippine Commission on 
Population, 2003, p.27).  But this seeming tolerance deserves attention.  As a 
gender identity, homosexuality is acceptable; but as a lifestyle that 
encompasses manner of dressing and same-sex relations, it is not.  Consider 
Annie, a female psychology student from a liturgical organisation: 
 
I have a lot of problems with homosexuals - lesbians and gays.  
Of course, you can’t blame them for why they are such.  But 
what I hate most about them is the way they behave.  Gays, for 
example, they wear heavy cosmetics and dress like women.  
Very ugly.  I am against all that.  But being lesbian and gay, 
that’s okay with me. 
 
Assessed more closely, the objections are mainly targeted at the visible 




for example.  The irony of this view’s implication is that one can be 
homosexual but it must be kept concealed as much as possible.   
I wondered, then, if homosexual intimacy, which is a private act, can 
be tolerated.  Rey, who is president of a Charismatic organisation in a 
Catholic university, invokes the Filipino value of modesty in explaining his 
objection.  “As we say in Filipino, everything that is too much is bad.  So it’s 
okay for me to be a homosexual but not when you’re doing something with 
another person of the same gender.  You’re pushing things too much.”   
“Pushing things too much” may have various meanings, one of which 
is decidedly religious in character.  Jona, for example, asserts that “God made 
man and woman.  Nothing crooked or bent.”  This view is most prominent 
among the few who reject homosexuality completely.  For many others who 
have the selectively tolerant attitude, however, it is mostly because 
homosexual acts or relations are “simply revolting.”  As Len, who is pursuing 
journalism at a Catholic university, half-jokingly puts it: 
 
Oh no, shucks!  I am really irritated [laughs].  It’s like this.  My 
friends and I see a lot of good-looking men around here but 
later we’d hear that one’s gay, after all.  What a waste.  And 
then he’s got an equally good-looking boyfriend.  Oh my.  I 
really don’t like it [laughs].41 
 
It is, therefore, not surprising that Rey contextualises his opinion in 
the Filipino value of modesty, which, when understood more 
comprehensively, includes masculine and feminine expectations couched in 
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the centrality of family life.  I have mentioned previously that getting married 
and having a family remain ideal in the Filipino psyche.   
In this selective tolerance homosexuality must be disciplined very 
well.  Apart from the rejection of a homosexual lifestyle and behaviour, 
homosexuals ought to deal with social expectations.  One can view these 
social expectations as mitigation of the embarrassment that homosexuality 
supposedly brings upon the individual and the family. 
Kris, a development education student at a Catholic university, points 
out that homosexuals need not be sexually expressing their love to others of 
the same gender since “giving oneself can also be achieved by helping 
others.”  For Paulyn, a nursing student involved in campus ministry, “it is 
okay to be gay as long as you are not doing anything wrong and you are 
doing your part in your family.”  The latter refers to the economic obligation 
expected of children to support the family once they are already working.  In 
Paulyn’s train of thought, one’s sexual identity may no longer be a source of 
trepidation if the homosexual can fulfil his or her responsibilities, which are 
usually economic.  Finally, serving as lead acolyte in his local parish, Willard 
appreciates that homosexuals “can be more religious than the others,” but 
only as long as they do not engage in any sexual activity among “lesbians or 
gays” since that is “offensive.”   
Interestingly, these are qualitative findings that substantiate the 
statistic that more than 90% of 18-24 year old Filipinos in 1991 and 1998 
consider homosexual relations to be wrong (Dayag-Laylo and Belmonte-
Montelibano, 1999).  By contrast, the British attitude to homosexual sex has 




about 36% of the population in 2007 believing that it is always or mostly 
wrong (Ross and Sacker, 2010). 
 
Reproductive Health Bill 
 
 The controversies surrounding the Reproductive Health Bill proposed 
in the Philippine Congress transpired during my fieldwork and continue to 
do so with the new president, thus I saw it fitting to be included here.  The 
Bill aims to transform the existing local government unit-based reproductive 
health services into a national policy whose goals, services, and funding are 
driven by the Philippine State itself.  At the moment, it is the local 
government executives who determine the reproductive health needs and 
services of their respective communities.  As a result, while condoms, 
contraceptives, and other forms of artificial family planning such as tubal 
ligation, vasectomy, and intrauterine device insertion (IUD) are available in 
both private and public hospitals, they are not uniform across the country.  
Seeing the problem of overpopulation in the Philippines as a national 
concern, the Bill organises a national-level population programme, most well-
known of which are the nationally funded access to both natural and family 
planning, management of post-abortion complications, and reproductive 
health education for the youth in as early as grade 5.42  
 While there are other provisions, it is these three that almost 
immediately became the source of tension with the Catholic Church.  This is 
even if the Bill and its co-authors have clearly set themselves against any 
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form of abortion.  The issue, of course, is definitional as for the Catholic 
Church, drawing from the papal encyclical Humanae Vitae, even the use of 
contraceptives can still be abortive (see Llanera, 2009).  Furthermore, clergy 
and the religious sector against the Bill have pointed to the moral 
irresponsibility that greater access to condoms and contraceptives will foster.  
Indeed, proclamations have been made against the Bill as creating a “culture 
of DEATH” which became a convenient acronym for divorce, euthanasia, 
abortion, transexuality, and homosexuality.  Bautista (2010, p.37) rightly puts 
it that the campaign against it “is not merely one about sexual health and 
demography, but a general crusade against a broad spectrum of the moral 
tribulations of Filipino society.”  This tension is a reminder of the heated 
tension between “conservatives” and “progressives” during the drafting and 
release of Humanae Vitae in the 1960s (D'Antonio, et al., 2007).  
Showcasing the influence of the Catholic hierarchy on public policy, 
similar bills have been filed in the Philippine Congress in the past twenty 
years or so but none has been passed.  In the run up to the recently concluded 
national elections, the present Bill has been effectively shelved but may be 
revived in the new Congress (Porcalla, 2010).43   
Nevertheless, during my fieldwork, the Bill has stirred up different 
sectors of the Philippine society, with the Catholic Church using the pulpit to 
condemn it (see Raffin and Cornelio, 2009).  Several of my informants have 
recounted first knowing about it when signature campaigns were initiated in 
their respective parishes.       
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It needs to be qualified that generally they are unfamiliar with its 
various provisions, often relying on what has been reported in the news or 
offered by me.  This is why not a few times did I hear from them that it is 
about legalising abortion or limiting the number of children one could have.  
Or in many instances, too, their responses are on specifics like the use of 
artificial contraceptives.  Upon listening to some quick explanations from me, 
many of them did not find it difficult to offer their opinions.  Nevertheless, 
there are those who are comprehensively familiar with the Bill since it has 
been discussed one way or another in their class or organisation.  In contrast 
to the overwhelming resistance articulated by my respondents to the 
previous issues, they are divided on the Reproductive Health Bill.          
Various reasons which all mirror the stand of the Catholic Church are 
common among those students who reject the Bill.  Ken, who is founding 
president of the Charismatic organisation in his state university, believes that 
with “more contraceptives, there will be more prostitutes, hence there will be 
more adulterous spouses.”  Ava, a religious education major from a private 
Catholic university, reasons out that using contraceptives “counters God’s 
gift…to have an offspring.”  Denise, a female student of English, echoes a 
similar sentiment in that even though she sees the value of using artificial 
family planning to curb overpopulation in the Philippines, she resolves that 
“inhibiting life because you can’t control yourself” is more unjustifiable.   
Having recounted the conservative position of many of my 
respondents, it is important to point out that the other half are in fact in 
favour of the Bill.  The recurring reason for supporting it is the problem of 
overpopulation in the country and the economic cost of raising children.  As 




“contraceptives are cheap, sending your many kids to school is not.”  In a 
way that inverses Denise’s logic above, Robert, a computer scholar from a 
liturgical organisation, reasons out: 
 
We cannot just be looking at the moral side of birth control.  
Although it contradicts Catholic teaching, well I hope we also 
get to see the advantage of having birth control simply because 
if our population continues to burgeon, for me, the Philippines 
will just get worse. 
 
Given these nuances, perhaps a case may be made for the emergence 
among Filipino Catholics of what may be deemed as a “new morality.”44  
Indeed, this latter half of my respondents are with the 71% of Filipino adults 
who support the passage of the Bill (Flores, 2008).  In this new morality, a 
relaxed attitude is exercised toward the use of artificial family planning.  
Implicit to but permeating the reasoning of my informants above is the view 
that the seriousness of overpopulation and poverty overrides whatever moral 
error, if any, is committed by the conception-less sexual act.45  Interestingly, 
this view resonates with Michelle’s above that premarital sex is in itself 
irresponsible as it does not take into consideration how a couple is prepared 
for pregnancy and parenthood.     
But arguably, this new morality is somehow restrained by the 
sustained conservative attitude towards abortion.  Even if abortion is not 
stipulated in the Bill, it is implicit and some informants even thought the Bill 
would legalise it.  My informants’ overall resistance to abortion reflects the 
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 This is a concept borrowed from Roof and McKinney (1987) to refer to changing 
attitudes in the US toward unrestricted abortion, extramarital affairs, and 
homosexual relations.  I use it, of course, to refer to artificial contraception. 
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 This view has been brought out in the open during my fieldwork when several 
academics from the Jesuit-run Ateneo de Manila University released a public 
statement that ultimately the Bill “adheres to Catholic social teaching” concerning 




general attitude in the Philippines.  80.3% of the population believes it is 
“always wrong” to abort even if the “family has very low income” while 
79.4% think the same way about aborting a baby with “a strong chance of 
serious defect.”  In the UK, by contrast, 33.8% share the former view and only 




I need to make it clear that like their responses on what being Catholic 
means to them (see Chapter 5), their moral attitudes needed time to gather 
during the interviews and focus group discussions.  For the most part, it was 
rather easy to provide straightforward reactions to, say, divorce and 
cohabitation.  But it was not the case when I asked for their reasons or 
confronted them with such specific scenarios as whether domestic violence 
justified divorce.  Some of them did not have outright answers while others at 
times proffered conflicting statements.   
As I recounted in Chapter 3, these are matters not often formally 
teased out by my informants in their everyday life apart from when they are, 
say, in their liberal arts classes or public forums on campus.  Researching 
lived religion, McGuire (2008, p.16) may be right with her impression that 
“only a small and unrepresentative proportion struggle to achieve tight 
consistency among their wide-ranging beliefs, perceptions, experiences, 
values, practices, and actions.”  Such limitation explains why, although they 
did talk about what they learned from their theology classes, their 
organisations’ religious activities, and what the priest taught from the pulpit, 




with what the Catholic Church teaches about the issues.  But as I have 
presented, premarital sex, divorce, cohabitation, and homosexuality are 
concrete concerns they are faced with among friends and relatives.   
Hence, even if they may not have full grasp of philosophical and 
theological reasoning to support their moral attitudes, this is not to say that 
my informants lack any moral compass.  This observation parallels that of 
Smith and Denton (2005) who deal with American teenagers and their 
supposed religious inarticulacy.   
To reiterate, premarital sex, divorce, cohabitation, and homosexual 
relations are still rejected.  Furthermore, concerning the Reproductive Health 
Bill, a welcoming attitude is favoured upon artificial family planning 
complementing natural methods but not upon the legalisation of abortion.   
What is interesting about these attitudes, however, is that even if they 
are conservative in inclination, their underpinnings are not.  I have seen this 




First, quite straightforwardly, the conservative views of my 
informants reflect their socialisation into conservative Catholicism pervading 
the Philippine society.  In context, it is important to be reminded that the 
Philippines is predominantly Catholic with 80% of its population professing 
the religion (National Statistics Office, 2008).  More interestingly, Abad (2002) 
has observed the population in the 1990s (the decade in which my informants 
were born) to have intensified in its fundamentalism with regard to the Bible, 




homosexuality, abortion, and premarital sex.  And according to the very 
recent ISSP survey on religion in the Philippines, 58.3% would describe 
themselves as slightly religious while 28.5%% very and extremely so 
(International Social Survey Programme, 2008).   
If family influence is to be considered, then perhaps parental 
religiosity can be suggestive of conservative religious formation within the 
family (Hunt, 2005).  When they were still children, 76.5% of the respondents 
to the ISSP survey say their mothers were attending church at least two to 
three times a month.  61.1% can say the same about their fathers 
(International Social Survey Programme, 2008).  In the next chapter where I 
discuss the resources of their religious identity, many of my informants point 
to the big influence of parents on their religious upbringing.       
As regards the Catholic institution, I have mentioned the conservative 
influence of Catholic bishops on such government policies as divorce and the 
Reproductive Health Bill.  Similarly, it is unimaginable for the Philippines to 
pass a law on same-sex marriage even if the 2010 national election has seen 
for the first time the participation of a gay party.  A bishop has rejected (see 
Yuan, 2010) it because “it's a group that's of abnormal human persons.” 
Needed to be mentioned here, too, is the less directly religious but 
influential role46 of local media in which certain ideals are upheld (even if 
challenged at times) like the family, heterosexual relationships, and religious 
life itself.  In a footnote in the previous chapter, I have mentioned that May 
Bukas Pa [literally, There is Still Tomorrow], a hugely successful television 
drama series, has portrayed Christ as everybody’s “bro” [elder brother], to 
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the praise of commentators.  Watching television remains to be the top (88%) 
leisure activity of 13-21 year old Filipinos (McCann-Erickson Philippines, 
2000).  Viewership among youth is very high at around eight to fourteen 
hours a week (Philippine Commission on Population, 2003).   
Their participation in education and religious activities facilitates the 
conservative socialisation, too.  In Chapters 4 and 5, I have mentioned that a 
significant proportion of creative Catholics are regular at Sunday Mass and 
attend Catholic universities where theology classes are core.  Before that, the 
basic education they went through in primary and secondary schools, 
whether state or private, has taught them nationalistic values that have, to 
varying degrees, Christian imports.  State schools, although not teaching 
religion, do offer values education that defines a good Filipino (Department 
of Education, 2002, p.2) as one “based on an abiding faith in God and genuine 
love for country.”  In Catholic schools, the sacraments of the Holy Eucharist, 
the First Communion, and Confirmation are integrated in the academic 
calendar, thus securing familiarity with basic Catholic catechesis.   
On various fronts, therefore, the social environment my informants 
(and the Filipino youth at large) are embedded in is arguably conservative.  
This is reinforced in the everyday discourse of underlying humanistic value, 
to which I now turn.  
 
Humanistic Value of Relational Commitment 
 
Drawing from Rokeach (1973), values are principles that guide or 
shape moral attitudes to specific situations or issues.  In the case of my 




attitudes might be conservative and generally aligned with conservative 
Catholic position, they are paradoxically liberal.  Here, instead of proffering 
normative statements about their deviation from conservative values, I am 
looking at what they have constructed.  Interestingly, these are nuances never 
unravelled in the local surveys cited above.   
In Chapter 5, one of the moral discourses governing my informants’ 
reflexive spirituality is that right living is living “without hurting other 
people,” which is, as I have also argued, the negative version of “loving your 
neighbour.”  This explains why being Catholic to them, in the spirit of Golden 
Rule Christianity (see Ammerman, 1997),  is best expressed in terms of 
conducting outreach activities and being with those in need.  Imman’s 
narrative in Chapter 4 may be aptly recalled.     
Across their moral views on divorce, premarital sex, and cohabitation, 
this discourse crystallises in the value of relational commitment in that the 
intimate relationship one enters ought to be upheld.  Here I argue that the 
relational commitment is more humanistic or human-orientated since it is 
human relationships that matter most in their reasoning, and not the sense of 
sin accompanying the moral issues dealt with above.   
On divorce, Dina asks, for instance, “why would you enter that kind 
of relationship if you will separate anyway?  You have to think about it from 
the start.”  Similarly, Dion has pointed out that legalising divorce will send 
the message that love can just be “played around with.”  On premarital sex, 
Rafael, an industrial economics student, is convinced that “it’s not acceptable 
because you’re treating your partner as an object and the pleasure is for your 




consenting couple, Dion counters “if it is real love, why can’t you wait?”47.    
Along the same lines, other students have suggested that living-in plays it 
safe, allowing individuals to step out ultimately.   
The value of commitment in intimate relationships and the family 
appears to me to be a very specific moral application of the experiential 
religion of humanity that my informants are harbouring.  In Chapter 5, I have 
discussed that their reflexive spirituality places emphasis on human 
relationships per se, hence, their action-orientated relationality towards a 
generalised Other that includes fellow human beings but from a different 
class and social background and normally confined within the Filipino 
society.  The conservative moral attitudes toward divorce, premarital sex, and 
cohabitation all exhibit the human orientation of what being Catholic means 
to them, but in the very specific context of human intimacy.  Similarly, those 
who reject the Reproductive Health Bill altogether reason that providing 
access to contraceptives will merely encourage greater premarital sexual 
activity.   
Indeed, these issues all dovetail in how important marriage and 
family life are to my informants.  On the surface, the sacrament of marriage 
may be easily perceived as a religious rite that administers supernatural grace 
in the life of a couple.  For religiously involved students, however, the 
sacrament of marriage is important not so much because of its supernatural 
intervention as it is a meaningful commitment to God and partner that ought 
to be sealed.  Jello, a Charismatic student pursuing computer science, believes 
that marriage is a “promise” to both one’s partner and God.  And Imman 
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seamlessly combines his views on divorce and premarital sex in terms of 
marriage as commitment: 
 
I don’t believe in divorce.  It destroys whatever structure you 
have.  It’s an issue of marriage.  You have to make sure of that 
commitment if you’re saying you’re committing to that person 
for the rest of your life…That’s why I don’t believe in 
premarital sex, too, because people are forced to get married 
after that. 
 
An interpretation may be offered that the value of commitment 
among my informants is fundamentally drawing from conservative religious 
ideals enshrined in the sacrament of marriage and the Catholic family ideal.  
Even the Catechism for Filipino Catholics (Catholic Bishops Conference of the 
Philippines, 2008, p.468) recognises “marriage and family life” as among the 
“highest [Filipino] cultural values.”  This might be the reason why some of 
my informants would quickly assess divorce, premarital sex, and 
cohabitation as “sinful” or mali (mistake) in a normative sense.  A sense of 
moral error is thus still present in the discourse of my informants.  When 
probed deeper, however, even the notion of “mali” or wrongdoing is not so 
much a violation of the Church’s moral standards or God’s precepts 
(although it could be partly that) as it is a breach of the sanctity of intimate 
human relationships first and foremost, which the sacrament of marriage and 
the traditional family ideal effectively demonstrate.   
In their very recent work, Riis and Woodhead (2010, p.91) emphasise 
the Durkheimian role of symbols in arguing that “even before a child can 
read, and even at the periphery of rational awareness, religious images 
convey powerful emotive messages and shape sensibilities.”  Indeed, family 
life, as a value for religiously involved students, finds its symbolic resonances 




in their reflexive spirituality (see Chapter 5).  In the patriarchal society that is 
the Philippines, the father has the main role of leading and sustaining the 
family, manifested in breadwinning, for example.  The patriarchal 
assumption is that much of the family’s stability rests ultimately on the 
shoulders of the father, which explains why becoming a househusband in 
favour of a breadwinner wife remains unacceptable (Castro, Dado, and 
Tubesa, 2006).48  This is even if women are experiencing some forms of 
empowerment now, as shown by, for example, the trend that they are getting 
more educated than men.  Among 15-19 year old (university-age) Filipinos, 
enrolment has increased from 65.2% to 71.7% among females while it has 
risen from 61.3% to only 63.9% among males between 1994 and 2002 
(Philippine Commission on Population, 2003).    
Overall, because of their relational commitment’s traditional and 
family-orientated humanistic character that deemphasises notions of sin, the 
moral attitudes of my informants are best qualified as “conservatively 
liberal.”  This very well coincides with the experiential religion of humanity 
demonstrated by their reflexive spirituality (see Chapter 5).   
Bringing together this section and the previous, the socialisation into 
conservative moral views my respondents have undergone finds its 
reinforcement for subjective ownership among my informants through the 
human-valuing inclination of relational commitment.  In this specific sense, 
Woodhead and Heelas (2000, p.71) are right in saying that religions of 
humanity, for having a humanitarian outlook, are often imbued with “deeply 
ethical intent.”   
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A quick note is necessary on homosexuality and homosexual 
relations.  In view of the value of relational commitment, one may expect 
homosexual relations to be acceptable already.  The problem with 
homosexuality and homosexual relations in general is that they do not fit the 
heterosexual schema in which the sacrament of marriage and the family ideal 
are contextualised.  In the Philippines, 80% view homosexual relations as 
“always wrong”(International Social Survey Programme, 2008).  It is 
therefore expected that a conservative, even rejecting posture is maintained.  
The truth is, even if homosexuality per se is accepted in my informants’ 
selective tolerance, even the homosexual person has to be contained with 
regard to behaviour and lifestyle, which can be threatening to the assumed 
heterosexual public order.  Indeed, statistics show this to be the case across all 
religions in the Philippines (International Social Survey Programme, 2008).  
Therefore, even if reasoning offered by my informants invokes the design of 
divine creation, as discussed above, what are fundamentally threatened are 
not religious sensibilities but the general expectations of masculinity and 
femininity couched in the traditional family life yet again.  So even with 
homosexuality and homosexual relations, my informants’ moral views are 




 Apart from the underlying value, the moral views of religiously 
involved students can also be argued as liberal in terms of the location of 
their moral authority.  Drawing from D’Antonio and colleagues (2007), the 




moral views that believers are expected to heed or the self which decides 
independent of institutional religion.  The moral attitudes of my informants 
can thus be said to be conservative if they are derived from an understanding 
that the institutional Church, signified by its doctrines, encyclicals, and 
catechism, is the source of one’s moral authority.  They are liberal if 
individuals do not feel this compulsion.  Hoge and his colleagues (1994) have 
described as lay liberals those who have a relativist attitude over traditional 
truth claims.  Among my informants, I probed this by asking whether it was 
the responsibility of every Catholic to submit to the teaching of the Church on 
the moral issues dealt with.  A female engineering student involved in the 
campus ministry of her state university, Joan asserts: 
 
No…simply because each one has his own beliefs…as long as 
what you are doing is godly and you’re relating with people 
well.  Being Catholic has a big impact on me but it’s still up to 
you to balance what the Church is saying or whether to apply 
it in your life. 
 
Joan’s statement offers two dynamics at work in her moral views that 
need to be teased out: the influence of the Catholic Church and her own 
volition.   
As far as the latter is concerned, Joan believes, like many other 
informants, that it is the self that makes the final decision regarding one’s 
moral views.  In one of my focus group discussions, a student has 
commented that ultimately, choosing and acting upon one’s gender, for 
example, “is a personal choice.”   
To a great extent, the recurrence of such phrases as “for me,” “in my 
view,” “I’m just thinking out loud here,” or “it’s up to you” reflects the 




may be indicative of a feeling of uncertainty over what one ought to say.  I am 
more inclined to argue, however, that consistent with their reflexive 
spirituality (see Chapter 5), a self-authorising element is at play here.   
This is what is revealed by their insistence that the Catholic Church 
must not participate in politics, for example.  One participant from my FGD 
with students from an outreach-oriented organisation has suggested to “take 
the Reproductive Health Bill, for example.  You are an archbishop and yet 
you are using your office to meddle with politics.  Leave it for the people to 
decide if they want it.”   
The tension that arises in my informants’ subjectivity regarding 
religious authority between institutional Catholicism and the self 
demonstrates a process of “deinstitutionalisation” taking place within the 
Catholic Church in the Philippines.  It is this part that directly relates to the 
self-directed character of my informants’ reflexive spirituality as discussed in 
Chapter 5.   
And this has been observed elsewhere.  Across various generations in 
the US (pre-Vatican II, Vatican II, and post-Vatican II), an increase has been 
noticed in the percentage of those who see individual conscience as the “final 
moral authority” as opposed to church leaders (D'Antonio, et al., 2007, p.100).  
The title of McNamara’s (1992) landmark book captures the attitude of young 
Catholics very well: “conscience first, tradition second.”  According to 
Hervieu-Leger (2000a, p.173), deinstitutionalisation takes place when 
“institutional regimes of the validation of religious faith” are eroding, made 
arguably most manifest in Davie’s (1994) “believing without belonging” 
thesis.  Combining both his moral views and sense of being Catholic, Dennis, 





I don’t have to go with what the Church says.  I consult my 
conscience with everything I do.  Sometimes even the simple 
stuff, like, do we really need to go to Mass on Sundays when I 
have to prepare for my philosophy and theology oral 
examinations?  No, I don’t need to.  My spirituality is 
governed by my conscience.  But having said that, I’m in the 
process of continually educating my conscience by actively 
participating in my theology classes and knowing more about 
the Reproductive Health Bill.  With an educated conscience, 
the questions raised by the Catholic Church are not enough.  I 
don’t need to follow blindly the dictates of the Catholic 
Church.   
 
Although deinstitutionalisation is yet to take its toll on Philippine 
Catholicism, I have argued in the previous chapter that an undercurrent of 
experiential religion of humanity is taking shape where personal experience 
has come to the fore of being Catholic.  In this chapter, although their moral 
attitudes are conservative, religiously involved students have expressed a 
liberal or self-authorising posture.  This, of course, is a faint hint, as it were, of 
a process of deinstitutionalisation in the sense that they do not feel obliged to 
heed the Church’s official position on the issues dealt with.49  Chapter 8 




The immediate aim of this chapter has been to identify the attitudes of 
religiously involved Filipino students toward the highly relevant moral issues 
of premarital sex, cohabitation, divorce, homosexuality, and the Reproductive 
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Health Bill.  As I have already divulged, theirs are generally conservative 
even if their reflexive spirituality and their background as university students 
may suggest a more liberal tendency.   
Their views and the justifications offered have allowed me to decipher 
some underlying general themes explaining why even if they maintain a 
conservative position toward the issues, they are not necessarily so in 
character.  Admittedly, these are rich nuances that could not have been 
drawn by existing quantitative research on the values of the Filipino youth 
(see NFO-Trends, 2001).   
For one, more than having any sense of sin inherent to the issues, an 
underlying humanistic value of traditional family-orientated commitment is 
at play among my informants.  To be sure, they have time and again invoked 
some precepts about divine order and the supernatural grace available in the 
sacrament of matrimony (drawn from their religious socialisation), but these 
do not fundamentally buttress their objections.  What I have seen is that for 
the most part, their reasons draw from a subjective but shared understanding 
that commitments in the context of intimate relationships and the traditional 
family ideal ought to be upheld.  In other words, the moral issues are 
offensive insofar as they pose a threat to shared valuation of marriage, family 
life and, naturally, heterosexuality.  Of course, one can argue that these are 
decidedly Catholic ideals derived from their socialisation into conservative 
Catholicism in the Philippines.  Be that as it may, it must be emphasised here 
that their subjectivity accommodates less religious discourse in favour of the 
more humanistic principle of relational commitment as important in and of 




The other reason why their moral views are not necessarily 
conservative is in terms of the location of moral authority, as in who decides 
what is right and wrong.  Indeed, if institutional religion plays a less 
prominent role in the formation of their moral views, the question of moral 
authority is raised.  I have argued for a self-authorising morality among my 
informants insofar as they do not feel obligated to heed and follow Catholic 
teaching.  This suggests a process of deinstitutionalisation taking place in the 
Philippine Catholic Church.  
Drawing from Roof and McKinney (1987), I have argued at the onset 
that there exists a close relationship between moral views and religious 
identity as personal religious meaning in that the former expresses the latter 
(see also Chapter 2).  In the context of this thesis, moral views or attitudes 
clearly reflect what being Catholic means to my religiously involved 
informants.  In the previous chapter, I have discussed their action-orientated 
relationality which here crystallises in the specific context of intimate 
relationships.  The self-directed nature (towards the self and from the self) of 
their reflexive spirituality finds expression in both their relational 
commitment and self-authorising morality.   
If the liberal aspect of their conservative moral views hints at a 
process of deinstitutionalisation or distanciation from the Catholic institution, 
what resources actually inform their religious identity?  These I turn to in the 










Indwelt Individualisation and the 




One of the most insightful findings from investigating what being 
Catholic means to religiously involved students today is that their 
participation in religious organisations cannot be taken to immediately reflect 
a traditional outlook in which, for example, a gulf between divinity and 
humanity can only be bridged by the sacramental nature of the Catholic 
Church.  As pointed out in Chapter 1, these students are behind the various 
religious activities on and off their respective universities.  Because they lead 
the Mass, run catechetical instructions, facilitate retreats, and conduct 
outreach activities to depressed areas around Manila, it is easy to assume 
their traditional religiosity which is often implicated in the predominance of 
Catholicism in Filipino culture.    
The findings of this thesis portray a different picture, however.  As the 
previous chapters have progressively depicted, religiously involved students 
exhibit a religious identity that is in various ways self-defined and tacit but 
pervasive.  In Chapter 4, the emergent typology reveals that nearly all of 
them may be classified as either practical or freestyle, which both share 
subjective meanings of what it means to be Catholic for them.  Collectively, 
the overwhelming presence of these “creative Catholics” is definitely 




Chapter 5 as the key elements of their reflexive spirituality: a personal and 
experiential relationship with God, action-orientated relationality, and 
critique of their peers and the Catholic leadership.  And in Chapter 6, I have 
shown that their conservative moral attitudes towards issues in the 
Philippines today are in fact buttressed by a liberal posture in terms of the 
humanistic value of relational commitment and self-authorising morality.   
What these chapters show is that the religious identity of religiously 
involved Filipino students is largely self-defined but common among them.  
In view of the hypothesis concerning orthodox Catholicism presented in the 
introduction (Chapter 1), this thesis, on the contrary, makes a case for 
religious individualisation within Philippine Catholicism.  This proposition 
responds to Pollack’s (2003) research agenda as to whether individualisation, 
a thesis constructed out of the experience of religion in Western Europe, may 
be aptly employed to ask about the state of religion in other settings.  
Broadly, the religious individualisation thesis proposes that as the social 
significance of traditionally organised religion declines in modernity, new 
forms of highly individualised religion may be expected to arise and possibly 
replace the former (Pollack and Pickel, 2007).  Contrary to the secularisation 
thesis, religion, therefore, as a social phenomenon does not fade away.  
Neither is their religious identity showing sacralisation by intensification 
since this concept pertains to an awakening of religiosity from a state of 
indifference.  It will be remembered, indeed, that the three religious trends in 
modernity discussed in Chapter 2 that have implications on individual 
religiosity are secularisation, sacralisation, and individualisation (Woodhead 




involved students might be continuing a Church-defined traditional religious 
identity inherited perhaps from their parents.        
But instead of adopting this broad stroke of the individualisation 
thesis, I intend to offer in this chapter a much more focused understanding of 
the concept of individualisation as contextualised in an institutional religion: 
indwelt individualisation.  It is in this way that I am aligning with Brannen and 
Nilsen (2005) who question the way the generalisations of the 
individualisation thesis have been adopted without regard to specific 
contexts.50   
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 Another way to contextualise individualisation is from a historical point of view.  In 
discussing individualisation especially in the West, there is a tendency to assume a 
neat historical trajectory of a decline from a peak of religious tradition’s 
pervasiveness in society (see critical discussions in Heelas, Lash, and Morris, 1996 
and Dillon, 2007; for secularisation, see Bruce, 2002).  I would like to avoid this here 
since the presence of Catholicism in the Philippines was carried by Spanish 
colonialism and as such, did not necessarily proceed unchallenged.  A similar 
proposition have been offered by Abercrombie, Hill, and Turner (1980) who 
challenge the assumption that Christianity was the prevailing ideology among both 
dominant and subordinate classes in feudalism and early modernity. 
 
Of course, given the prevalence of Catholicism in the country today, one may point 
back to the evangelisation of the population that has effectively marginalised pre-
Hispanic worship and established Church authority.  The reduccion process in the 
17th century, initiated by Spanish friars, was meant to reorganise Filipinos from their 
sporadic hamlets into pueblos, at the centre of which is the grand church 
(Ribadeneira, 1971).  By placing locals bajo de la campana, bureaucratic 
administration and religious socialisation became efficient.  The prominence of 
basilicas in towns all over the Philippines speaks of the pervading influence of 
tradition in the everyday life of Filipinos, which undeniably lingers until today given 
their high traditional religiosity.   
 
Set against this backdrop, however, are various moments in Philippine history that 
can be taken as popular tensions with the Catholic religion (see Sturtevant, 1976).  
The entry of Spanish friars in the 17th century was met with violent resistance, for 
example, by indigenous religions in various provinces.  Later, when the religion 
became pervasive, calls were made in the 19th century for the Filipinisation of clergy 
but were controversially unheeded.  In the decades leading up to the declaration of 
Philippine independence in 1898 (Ileto, 1979, p.19), revolutionaries drew upon the 
accounts of the pasyon or the suffering of the Christ to envision liberation in the 
form of independence from “the dark, miserable, dishonorable age of Spanish rule.”  




Simply put, indwelt individualisation refers to the attitude and the 
processes governing the religious identity construction of individuals who, 
by negotiating what ought to be believed, practised, and resourced from 
within the confines of their institution and elsewhere, are adopting their 
religion in a more effective and meaningful manner.  The uniqueness of the 
indwelt individualisation thesis lies in how it articulates the way 
individualisation proceeds for religious individuals who, while questioning 
traditionally accepted elements of their religion, choose to remain in it.   
The concept of indwelt individualisation proposes that a self-defining 
attitude towards religious identity-construction buttresses two analytically 
distinct but in practice dialectically complementary processes of tradition-
maintenance and tradition-construction.  As will be explained, these are 
elements often pitted against each other in the wider literature on 
detraditionalisation and individualisation.   
In what proceeds, I recount first the various strands of thinking about 
individualisation and more specifically, religious individualisation, in the 
hope of showing their pressing limitations.  After which, I will explain how 
the indwelt individualisation thesis operates by drawing from what may be 
                                                                                                                                                       
Catholic institution for the religious socialisation of the people but had the 
unintended consequence of inspiring liberation in popular psyche.  In the 20th 
century, a turning point for the Philippines is the participation of the Catholic Church 
in the political democratisation process during and after the Marcos authoritarian 
regime.  This has seen the participation of both lay and clergy (Moreno, 2006).     
 
This admittedly quick overview proposes that there has been an ongoing 
reinterpretation of the Catholic religion in the Philippines through successive 
generations’ encounter with their social conditions.  From the point of view of 
history, therefore, the indwelt individualisation of my informants can be seen as a 
continuation of such reinterpretation, although clearly not in a revolutionary fashion 
this time.  I thank Dr Paul-Francois Tremlett (Birckbeck College), an anthropologist 





collectively called the emotional anthology of resources shaping the religious 
identity of my informants.   
The focus on resources is an important emphasis in light of, for 
example, the proposition made about my informants’ reflexive spirituality as 
an undercurrent of experiential religion of humanity in conservative 
Catholicism in the country (see Chapter 5).  Indeed, it is not easy to discern 
individualisation within Christianity in other contexts such as the Global 
South, especially if believers are taken collectively to have a conservative 




The notion of individualisation in religion must first be understood as 
a current within the wider stream of detraditionalisation brought about by 
modernity in the West, in which institutions prescribing acceptable behaviour 
appear to be losing their influence (see Greil and Davidman, 2007).  In late 
modernity, even the industrial institutions, for example, of the nuclear family, 
the political system, and gender roles are being contested by new 
arrangements in these areas (see also Giddens, 1991; Beck and Beck-
Gernsheim, 2002).  What is at stake here, as Heelas (1996, p.2) defines 
detraditionalisation in a landmark volume on the subject, is a “shift of 
authority” in which “individual subjects are themselves called upon to 
exercise authority in the face of the disorder” resulting from the “decline of 
belief in pre-given or natural orders of things.”  Individualisation, therefore, 
in terms of the transfer of authority from the outside to the self, defines the 




At one level, there is a sense of the helpless inevitability of 
individualisation because they have been installed, almost irreversibly, in the 
early stages of modernity.  The “individuation” of human beings by the state, 
as Turner (1991, p.163) puts it, lies in identifying and separating them by 
“marks, numbers, signs and codes.”  This practice, of course, became most 
heightened with the emergence of modern bureaucracy that aimed to control 
population, although it can be traced back to the monastery as Europe’s first 
total institution.  In late modernity, such bureaucratic practices as the welfare 
system, law, education, and career planning, in addition to labour mobility 
and the employment of women, have institutionalised individualism.  To 
Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2002), these structures have forged one aspect51 of 
the risk society in which collective sources of meaning found in the nuclear 
family, gender expectations, and class consciousness are breaking apart, 
throwing individuals upon themselves to confront the exigencies of 
contemporary everyday life (see also Beck, 1994).  The theme of the 
inevitability of individualisation also plays out in Giddens’s (1991, p.81) 
notion of lifestyle as a self-referring mantra given plurality of choices: “We 
have no choice but to choose.”  Such plurality is derived from the on-going 
differentiation in the various aspects of everyday life, the tentativeness of 
knowledge, and the globalisation of media that exposes audiences to 
variegated information.    
At another level, however, individualisation is not necessarily an 
inevitable choicelessness.  In Taylor’s (1989, p.369) view, modernity has seen 
an “expressivist turn” as part of the “Romantic rebellion” in which the 
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fulfilment of the self’s potential depends on discovering one’s nature within.  
While he rightly argues that there is nothing new with individual difference, 
the turn has called on each one to “an original path which we ought to tread,” 
whereby originality has become of prime importance.  Turner (1991) calls this 
the rise of individuality whose origins may be found in the mystical 
traditions of Christianity.  Its continuity with the late modern notions of the 
“‘sovereign’ consumer, the ‘enterprising’ individual, and the ‘therapeutic’ 
self” is evident (Heelas, 1996, p.5).   
 
Individualisation and Religion 
 
In the sociology of religion, the concept of individualisation has been 
broadly employed as an alternative to the secularisation thesis to account for 
the changes happening in and to religion particularly in the West (Pollack, 
2003; Pollack and Pickel, 2007; Pollack, 2008).52  In contrast to the 
secularisation narrative that stipulates the decline of religion as far as the 
society and the individual are concerned, the religious individualisation 
thesis argues that novel forms of religion, constructed and governed by the 
self such as New Age spirituality, may be expected to replace the traditional 
role of organised church.  As Pollack’s (2008, p.171) reading of religious 
individualisation puts it, “institutionalised religion and individual 
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 There are, of course, other accounts of resurgent religion in the West such as 
rational choice theory which looks at the supply side of religion and the rationality of 
human choice to understand American religious vitality (Stark and Finke, 2000).  
Explaining the vocal role of contemporary religion in public affairs, Casanova (1994) 
sees the deprivatisation of religion and Berger (1999) the desecularisation of the 
world.  It is, however, in response mainly to secularisation and not to these other 





spirituality…exhibit a reverse proportional correlation – the churches’ decline 
leads to an upswing in individual religiosity, especially in forms of extra-
church religiosity such as Zen meditation, occultism, spiritualism, esoterism, 
astrology…”53  This, of course, is being challenged by the coexistence thesis 
(Heelas, 1996), a point I return to below, and other empirical works 
concerning secularisation (see Voas and Bruce, 2007).54   
The concept of religious individualisation is first articulated by 
Luckmann (1967) in arguing that as modernisation leads to the differentiation 
of institutions and their functions within society, the role of religion 
effectively becomes compartmentalised.  The single plausibility structure that 
religion used to occupy offered a unified worldview and behaviour which in 
modernity has been challenged by the emergence of such new institutions as 
humanistic education, the bureaucracy, science, and even the influx of other 
religions.  Religion becomes a private affair that one is compelled to construct 
in a consumerist fashion.  Far from arguing the decline of religion, Luckmann 
(1967) points out that what will emerge instead is an “invisible” form of 
religion that draws from various fragmented provisions that may not 
decidedly be traditionally religious in nature: horoscope, inspirational 
literature, and the like.  Because religious ties are no longer primary to the 
person, this privatisation parallels the change in religious identity 
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 Based on their research in the Netherlands, Houtman and Mascini (2002) argue 
that individualisation leads not just to religious change (as in the rise of the New 
Age) but also to non-religiosity.  In addition, Berger (1967), of course, once saw 
religious privatisation as indicative of secularisation.   
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 Focusing on Germany, Pollack and Pickel (2007, p.603) observe that 
individualisation is “only a component of the predominant secularization process” 
since declining levels of church membership, attendance, and belief in God are not 




construction from what Hammond (1988) has called “collective-expressive” 
to “individual-expressive.”  
 Describing the condition of religion in Britain leading to the 21st 
century, Davie (1994) paints a picture of the individualised form of religion in 
terms of the catchphrase “believing without belonging.”  The phrase aptly 
describes how religious beliefs, ranging from traditional Christian 
confessions to general attitudes towards life after death and the existence of 
God, do linger even if the vast majority of the population may not be 
undergoing systematic religious socialisation in their respective churches.   
 Interestingly, even if beliefs may be fragmented in “believing without 
belonging,” there may be occasions that might disclose some underlying 
cherished values of the population.  Indeed, Davie (2007a) has argued for the 
continuing social significance of institutional religion as evident in episodes 
of personal or national crisis.  Vicarious religion refers to the on-going 
existence and practice of institutional religion by the minority that may be 
called upon and employed by the non-practising members of the population 
depending on circumstances like death, for example.  The religiosity that 
undergirds vicarious religion is clearly invisible, but becomes visible when 
everyday normalcy is disturbed.  This may be the condition of individualised 
religion across Europe, hence a systematic methodology is called for (Davie, 
2007b). 
 This theme of fragmentation of beliefs also surfaces in Hervieu-
Leger’s (2000b) discussion of religion as a broken chain of memory in 
modernity.  To her, religion, through its narratives, rituals, and practices 
orientates its followers from the past, present, and the future to a single 




modernisation, the ability of religion to narrate a traditional storyline for its 
believers weakens.  In the case of French Catholicism, the process of 
migration, the new flexibility of family arrangements, and the affirmation of 
individualism in 20th century modernisation have undermined the centrality 
of the parish, the traditional family, and the rural village in the religious 
socialisation of its next generation.  Consequently, “where authorized 
memory no longer plays a role at all,” religious individualisation takes place, 
which is “a pick-and-mix attitude to belief” (2000b, p.139).  Expectedly, these 
beliefs do not have to conform to the Church’s official teaching.   
More recently, Heelas and Woodhead (2005) propose religious 
individualisation  (or subjectivisation) as a cogent explanation for the 
considerable success of activities in the holistic milieu in Britain and in the 
US.  In contrast to the normative environment of traditional congregations, 
such activities as yoga, meditation, homeopathy, crystal healing, and 
astrology all cater for the cultivation of the subjective self or inner wellbeing.  
Whereas the previous authors have related religious individualisation to the 
pluralistic condition of modernity, Heelas and Woodhead (2005) point to the 
widespread cultural turn to the self (seen in media provisions and other 
commercial products) as the ethos in which the growth of the holistic milieu 
is nourished.  In view of this, their “subjectivisation thesis” posits that “‘the 
massive subjective turn of modern culture’ favours and reinforces those 
forms of spirituality which resource unique subjectivities and treat them as a 
primary source of significance, and undermines those forms of religion which 
do not (2005, p.78).”  Indeed, affiliation with the latter appears to be growing, 
as opposed to traditional congregations of difference which see their 




how the self is valued in terms of its uniqueness, the “authority of the 
person,” and self-expressive freedom (2005, p.82).  Earlier on, Houtman and 
Mascini (2002) point to moral individualism against authoritarianism and 
traditional family and sexual ideals as explanation for the rise of New Age 




 The theme of individualisation in religion has been well explored 
especially in the literature concerning spiritualities of life (see, for example, 
Roof, 1993; Zinnbauer, et al., 1997; Wuthnow, 1998; Roof, 1999; Mason, 
Singleton, and Webber, 2007; Pollack, 2008).  In contrast to traditional religion 
that emphasises the gulf between humanity and divinity, spiritualities 
emphasise seeking, individual authority, and the cultivation and sacralisation 
of the self.  An overview may be revisited in Chapter 5.     
It is worth noting, however, that because of this distinction between 
“spirituality” and “religion,” valid as it may be, the general direction of 
recent empirical studies has been to look for individualisation outside 
institutional religions.  Describing religious change in Central and Eastern 
Europe, Pollack (2003), for example, speaks of religiousness “inside” and 
“outside” the church.  The former is marked by the conventional indicators of 
church membership and attendance.  And among those “outside” the church, 
“new” spiritual activities such as yoga and Zen meditation are distinguished 
from the “old” ones such as faith healing and astrology.  In the Netherlands, 
“New Age” is how Houtman and Mascini (2002) collectively refer to such 




all religions, as opposed to “Christian” and “non-religiosity.”  Most likely, 
this distinction is the result of how the individualisation thesis has been read 
in its radical sense, that is, as a change in the social form of religion and not 
decline (see Heelas, 1996).      
While it is possible that this distinction is in fact empirically based, as 
Heelas and Woodhead (2005) have concluded, for example, about the clear 
division between the holistic and congregational memberships in Kendal, the 
question remains about the possibility of individualisation and how it takes 
shape inside institutional religions.55  A lead may be taken from Dillon (1999) 
who, although not looking at individualisation per se, is focusing on how 
Catholics use the very doctrines of the Church to question accepted practices 
like celibacy and in so doing remain committed to the religion (see also 
Ammerman, 1997; Miller, 1997; Besecke, 2007).  As I will return to later on, 
this exhibits what Baggett (2009) considers indwelt seeking (also introduced 
in Chapter 5).    
Another limitation concerns the processes involved in the 
individualisation of the religious self per se.  For the most part, the literature 
looks at religious individualisation as it unfolds given wider changes in 
society.  Hence, Luckmann (1967) and Hervieu-Leger (2000b) relate 
privatisation to pluralism while Heelas and Woodhead (2005) to the 
subjective turn in the late modern context.   
These conclusions beg the question as to how religious 
individualisation itself can be conceptualised – and not merely described - as 
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“choice Catholicism” in Europe.  I had a stimulating conversation with Prof. 
Hellemans (Tilburg University, Netherlands) at the 2010 BSA Sociology of Religion 




a self-directed activity.  From the Kendal Project, for example, Heelas and 
Woodhead (2005, p.73) suggest the possibility of religious individualisation in 
beliefs about the sacred from one which is “personal” to one akin to a mere 
“life force.”  What I am interested in, however, is that if religious 
individualisation can be taken as an attitude towards the self-construction of 
a religious identity, how exactly do individuals pursue this, in particular 
those who identify with institutional religion?   
The present literature appears to be limited in this area.  Indeed, 
Woodhead and Heelas (2000, p.344) define the individualisation of religion as 
the “shift from commitment to particular religions to the exercise of one’s 
own authority in constructing personal spiritualities.”  But given my research 
with Filipino Catholic youth, I take the individualisation of religion in a more 
contextualised sense, that is, as a phenomenon paradoxically taking place 
among individuals involved in and committed to an institutional religion.  To 
me, the division between traditional religiosity and alternative spirituality in 
the study of religious individualisation neglects subtle changes that may be 
taking place even among religiously involved believers56 especially in 
societies where religion is perceived to be formidably conservative (see 
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 This is especially so among young people, now being described as undergoing 
individualisation more than previous generations (Miles, 2000).  In Chapter 8 I will 
deal with the social condition of young Filipinos that potentially explains their 




Indwelt Individualisation  
 
 In discussing how individualisation takes place within institutional 
religions like Catholicism, I am first indebted to Baggett (2009, p.67) who 
reflects on indwelt seeking as believers’ commitment to a religious institution 
provided, however, that the faith “must resonate with their own experience 
and make sense to them on their own terms [italics mine].”  For the American 
Catholics he studied, making sense of their faith “on their own terms” is 
critical to owning it.   
Whereas Baggett (2009) employs “indwelt seeking” to describe his 
informants, I propose indwelt individualisation to conceptualise how believers 
negotiate their religious identity within institutional religion today.  Indwelt 
individualisation recognises the self as the main authority in the construction 
of religious identity (attitude), whose activities (processes) involve the 
coexistence of tradition-maintenance and tradition-construction, through 
which the institutional religion becomes personal, relevant, and experiential.  
Put differently, indwelt individualisation is a self-defined way of thinking 
and acting upon religious identity that allows for religion to be personally 
owned.   
Personal ownership becomes possible given the complementary 
processes-in-the-self of tradition-maintenance which involves the continuation 
of certain aspects of the institutional religion and tradition-construction which 
attempts to connect elements from outside the institution to one’s religious 
framework.  The latter is perhaps unique to indwelt individualisation since 




 My thinking about the simultaneous presence of the processes of 
tradition-maintenance and tradition-construction in the self is precipitated 
first by McGuire’s (2008) argument that lived religion is necessarily 
hybridised.  I will show later on, however, that in my view, this does not 
necessarily lead to a new religious identity but instead can substantiate and 
strengthen a person’s existing sense of affiliation with institutional religion.  
These processes’ simultaneity is also partly derived from the coexistence 
thesis concerning detraditionalisation.  In this view, individuals think, decide, 
and act at the intersection of demands between “voices of authority 
emanating from realms transcending the self” and “those voices emanating 
from the desires, expectations, and…aspirations of the individual (Heelas, 
1996, p.7).”   
What I am adopting from the coexistence thesis is that in the 
construction of contemporary religious identity, space is made available for 
both the traditional and otherwise, but always in view of the self as the main 
authority and not the religious institution.  Similar to the spirituality of non-
heterosexual Christians Yip (2003, p.136) observes, the self “seems to have the 
upper hand in this complex process of construction.”   
In indwelt individualisation, an analytical distinction is made between 
the attitude towards the construction of religious identity and the processes 
involved.  By making this distinction, observers of religious individualisation 
need not be confused by the recurrence of traditional or structural elements in 
religious identity construction.  This is apparently an issue often reasserted 
by critiques of the concept of individualisation in society (see Brannen and 
Nilsen, 2005).  As will be demonstrated from my research, individualisation is 




identity construction wherein the self authorises what is meaningful, an act 
that involves engagement with elements from institutional religion and 
outside it.  This novel way of thinking is what Taylor (1989, p.375) refers to in 
pointing out that in modernity, “the notion of individual difference is, of 
course, not new…What is new is the idea that [individualisation] really 
makes a difference to how we’re called on to live.”   
In other words, we can speak of individualisation within institutional 
religion insofar as the processes of tradition-maintenance and tradition-
construction are underpinned by the thinking that the self distinguishes and 
validates what is meaningful about the religion an individual is committed 
to.   
It is the distinction between attitude and processes and its 
situatedness in institutional religion that make indwelt individualisation a 
contribution to on-going discussions about the shift from ascription to 
achievement in religious identity construction (Hammond, 1988; Greil and 
Davidman, 2007).  Here, the fact that the religion becomes personally 
meaningful - albeit reinterpreted - challenges the assumption of the radical 
individualisation thesis which argues that the social form of religion fades 
into a very private and invisible motif as organisational affiliation and 
practices lose their influence (see Heelas, 1996).  Also, the active character of 
both the attitudes and the processes of indwelt individualisation call into 
question the claim that statements of agency and self-determination are 
merely rhetorical (see Brannen and Nilsen, 2005). 
In the context of my research, being challenged, too, are the notions of 
instrumentalism, of “á la carte,” “smorgasbord,” or “cafeteria Catholicism,” 




the condition of selective, individualising, and supposed negligent tendencies 
within Catholicism (see Bulatao, 1966; Inglis, 2007).  Invoking how Baggett 
(2009, p.69) describes his informants, mine, which I have characterised as 
creative Catholics in Chapters 4 and 5, are “dwelling firmly within the 
institutional church” even if exhibiting “an equally serious commitment 
to…seeking.”  Because they maintain an affiliation and engage with the faith 
at their own pace and on their own terms, they are making sense of it.  Their 
engagement with their religion varies in form and degree, as some can be 
theologically involved while others draw inspiration from other non-religious 
materials.  Regardless, it is through these activities that the “Catholic 
religion” becomes “my faith.”  It is in this sense that they are dwelling firmly 
in what they deem as their Catholic identity.  The proposition of indwelt 
individualisation, therefore, is for researchers to see how the self reinterprets 
the religion by looking at how the tradition is maintained and constructed.  
This, as I will show later, is a systematic way of making sense of the religious 
identity of contemporary Catholics.    
 
Indwelt Individualisation and the Emotional Anthology of Resources 
 
In principle, there are various ways to test and illustrate the attitude 
and processes of indwelt individualisation.  Quite straightforwardly, 
researchers can look at the practice of different rituals whether high 
sacramental or lay organised, for example (see McGuire, 2008).  For others, it 
is in the structure that believers’ communication with each other where 
“conversational shards” suggesting religious individualisation may be found 




stories people share to convey their religious identity in which traditional 
elements may be coexisting with others (see Ammerman, 2003).   
In the latter half of this chapter, attention is instead given to the 
resources or influences that shape and help religiously involved Filipino 
students in forming and articulating their religious identity.  While I have 
directly asked them about the various influences to their faith, some have 
been gleaned from their narratives as well.  Broadly considered, these 
resources can be people (e.g. friends, relatives, and mentors), material (e.g. 
popular culture), or even experiential.   
Probing the resources believers draw from is crucial in understanding 
contemporary religious identity construction.  The discussion offered by 
Savage and colleagues (2006) about the relationship between popular culture 
and religion is insightful.  At one level, popular culture can be used to 
enhance religion as when contemporary musical genres are used in religious 
activities.  At another, popular culture can in itself be religion-like in terms of 
the functionalist dimensions of building community and creating its own 
rituals.  Lynch (2002), for example, has explored the possibility of finding 
transcendence in clubbing.  Finally, popular culture can provide the resources 
shaping contemporary religious worldviews.  Indeed, Savage, et al. (2006) 
have found that resources like music, film, soap operas, and television 
advertisements offer the language and imagery informing English young 
people’s “happy” outlook towards life with friends and family, with whom 
obstacles are not insuperable.   
In Chapter 5, I have pointed out that the reflexive spirituality of my 
informants is an undercurrent mainly because even though they are not 




religious meanings.  At best, they are involved in their respective religious 
organisations.  An explanation for the shared nature of their religious self-
understanding possibly lies in the influences or resources shaping them.   
 In what follows, I will demonstrate how indwelt individualisation 
proceeds among religiously involved Filipino students through the various 
resources they employ.  Given the centrality of their intimate relationships 
and personal experience, they can be collectively called their emotional 
anthology of resources.  I will, however, first talk about their attitude in 
favour of a self-defined religious identity.   
 
 Individualisation as Attitude 
 
 In Chapter 5, my informants’ personal and experiential relationship 
with God and action-orientated relationality can be taken together as a 
critique of the misguidedness of their peers and the Catholic leadership in the 
Philippines.  To them, “too much religiosity” and “not taking the faith 
seriously” are two extremes of the religious condition of their peers.  And 
among other things, the Catholic leadership’s interference with politics is 
deemed problematic.   
Looking at how they view religious identity construction, it appears 
that such critiques are merely indicative of a more fundamental disposition 
towards certain elements within institutional Catholicism itself.  Krisha, 20, a 
female engineering student from an outreach-oriented organisation, believes 
that “as time goes by, it’s no longer religion that matters most.  The 




Ultimately, your character and how you relate with other people is most 
important.”   
The supposed unimportance of religion for many of my informants 
must not be confused with any hint of their Catholic identity’s insignificance.  
What Krisha’s statement signifies is that certain connotations associated with 
“religion” are problematic, one of which is its routine and the absence of 
emotions, an observation which interestingly lends itself to concerns with 
personal authenticity.  Time and again, sentiments have been lodged by my 
respondents about the seeming meaninglessness of religious routine.  
Charisma, a religious education major herself, describes her current state as 
“empty because what I do has just become repetitive.  Sometimes I don’t have 
any motivation to go to church or even pray anymore…I just don’t see myself 
growing.”  An interesting case is Shirley, 19, a female social science student 
from a catechetical organisation, who recounts her experience living with 
nuns in a convent prior to entering her present Catholic university: 
 
I was able to observe and ask them things.  I once asked them, 
‘don’t you get tired from praying very early in the morning 
everyday?’…Then one admitted to me, ‘yeah, sometimes our 
prayers are no longer from the heart, we’ve memorised them 
anyway.’  That’s why now I can say that being religious does 
not lie in what and how regular you pray – when you wake 
up, before you sleep, or when you eat.  So sometimes when I 
fail to attend Sunday Mass, even if I feel that it’s partly my 
fault, I can also tell myself that, well, God understands me.  He 
knows why I couldn’t make it today and He knows that in my 
heart, I wanted to. 
 
 Here, the meaningfulness of religious experience lies not in the 
fulfilment of such religious duties as attending Mass or joining Morning 
Prayer per se.  In fact, earlier in the interview, Charisma has shared that she 




“just obey.”  In these illustrations, such words as “empty,” “from the heart,” 
and “in my heart” point to a sacred internal disposition where the 
meaningfulness of a religious act can and must be found.  Characterised as 
their aspiration towards sincerity, such internal coherence is how they are 
appropriating authenticity in being Catholic.  In the words of Taylor (1992, 
p.29), who traces the development of authenticity in the modern period, “not 
only should I not fit my life to the demands of external conformity; I can’t 
even find the model to live by outside myself.  I can find it only within.”   
Hence, in view of this subjective turn (see Heelas and Woodhead, 
2005), it is not accidental that my informants’ view of God is personal and 
experiential.  God is to be found even in life’s mundanity.  Because God is in 
the here and now, my informants can speak to Him and immediately hear 
from Him through everyday circumstances that can easily recast a simple 
emotional reaction into one that is religious: text messages, email from a 
friend, conversations with a mentor, seemingly coincidental occurrences, and 
even crises in the family.   
I believe this is also the reason why even if they do talk about sin and 
their moral frailty, there is no pervasive discourse about the need for 
forgiveness; even the sacrament of penance is not frequently practised by 
many of them.  After all, “God will understand me.”       
Taking my cue from Riis and Woodhead’s (2010) discussion on the 
importance of symbols in inspiring religious emotion, the imagery and 
routine of Catholic rituals seem to have lost touch with the novel, personal, 
and experiential image of the divine Father, Friend, and Brother among my 
informants.  As they fail to effectively elicit religious emotions which are 




difference espoused by institutional Catholicism is deemed problematic if it is 
to be the only resource in one’s religious identity construction.  Indeed, as the 
succeeding sections will show, there are diverse resources they employ to 
craft and validate their being Catholic.     
In view of the internal disposition in which religious meaningfulness 
is to be found, the religious identity construction of my informants is largely 
self-defined.  I have demonstrated in Chapter 5 how this is in terms of being 
directed towards the self and from the self.  And in Chapter 6, I have shown 
that their conservative attitudes are paradoxically sustained by a liberal 
reasoning and attitude that reveal a very subjective posture.  What needs to 
be highlighted here is that their own understanding of religion and faith is 
deeply personal and hence necessarily depending on the self.  As Earl, a male 
nursing student from a Charismatic organisation, puts it, “It is useless to 
persuade another person to believe in your religion…Faith is decided upon 
by the person.”  Given this mindset, Earl admits to appreciating the liturgical 
styles practised by various Christian denominations in the Philippines: the 
“angelic choir of the Adventists,” the “solemnity of Iglesia ni Kristo [Church 
of Christ],” and the “noise of Protestants, you’d think they’re always in a 
concert for the Lord.”   
The diversity of Earl’s liturgical influences, as it were, is just a glimpse 
of the various resources which shape the religious identity of religiously 
involved Catholic students today.  As the succeeding sections will recount, 
for sure, they draw from the more traditional such as the Mass, the priest, and 
their family to novel ones found in popular culture.  This, of course, is not to 
argue that their religious resources are limitless.  In fact, even though they 




engagement with non-Catholic activities is often confined to those with 
Christian (Evangelical) identifications, possibly because these are the main 
ones readily accessible in the Philippines.   
But to argue that their religious identity is ultimately “structured” can 
in fact be banal.  In the context of my research, what indwelt individualisation 
proposes is that my informants employ these various resources which they 
are able to filter, validate, and relate to their religious identity and in so 
doing, reinterpret and personally uphold being Catholic in the Philippines 




Contrary to the assumptions of the radical individualisation thesis, 
individualisation does not necessarily presuppose the abandonment of 
tradition (Hellemans, 2010).  Indeed, according to Flory and Miller (2010), 
even traditional religions like Anglicanism provide the space for a re-
exploration of individual-expressive forms of contemporary spirituality.  The 
tradition-maintaining resources that I hope to recount here are considered as 
such for providing the direct connection to institutional Catholicism and 
religious socialisation: family, parish, clergy and religious mentors, their 
respective religious organisations, and the Catholic university.  Some of these 
have shown up in Chapter 6 as agents for my informants’ conservative 
socialisation.  These resources maintain a direct association with institutional 
Catholicism thus setting the perimeter or “a chain of memory” for my 




Paradoxically, as I hope to demonstrate, it is also these resources that appear 
to be providing an alternative socialisation in shaping their religious identity.   
For many of my informants, the family is looked up to as the main 
religious influence.  Indeed, according to the Episcopal Commission on Youth 
(2003, p.74), almost 80% of Filipino Catholic youth “identified their parents 
and family members as among those responsible for their religious formation 
and faith-deepening.”  The family in the Philippine context is usually 
extended, with grandparents, uncles, and aunts getting involved in the 
rearing of a person.  Catholic sacraments marking various life stages such as 
baptism, first communion, confirmation, and so on are inseparable from 
family celebrations.  Time and again, I have heard from my informants about 
how parents can actually be very religious and involved in the parish or some 
lay organisations like the Couples for Christ, thus inspiring them to be active 
in their own ways as well.  Paulyn, a nursing student, recognises her mother, 
a devotee of Our Lady of Perpetual Help, as the reason why she is prayerful 
and consistent in attending Mass.  Paulyn, however, believes in personal 
prayers and not the memorised ones, an interesting contrast to the Marian 
devotion of her mother.  This is indicative of how the family can serve as a 
tradition-maintaining resource to my informants but not in terms of the same 
religiosity.   
Clergy and the parish occupy what I would consider a precarious 
position in the religious formation of my informants mainly because they 
have, as I have explained, a critical and at times even ambivalent outlook 
towards the Catholic leadership.  They do not, for example, see the centrality 
of the Mass in their Catholic identity.  The clergy and the parish are 




been, at best, seldom mentioned.  My informants would, on occasion, explain 
the necessity of confiding to a priest during confession but they do not pursue 
it regularly.  In addition, they tend to be critical with certain religious people 
they have come across.  Imman in Chapter 4, for example, is averse to his “sin 
and hell preaching” parish priest.   
It is not, however, a completely bleak picture for the Church’s clergy.  
46.2% of Filipino Catholic youth have mentioned them as influencing their 
faith (Episcopal Commission on Youth, 2003).  But this needs qualification 
from my data.  Although it is in formal religious events like the Mass where 
religious socialisation is carried out en masse, the most effective for my 
informants tends to be in the context of one-to-one relationships.  Len, a 
journalism student from a liturgical organisation, fondly describes her priest 
in the parish where she also serves as retreat facilitator:  
 
Father Ariel uplifts us in everything we do in the parish.  Like, 
‘wow, what you’re doing is beautiful’…He praises you even in 
simple things.  He told us one time that it is through simple 
things that you discover the Lord.  And so for me, now, ‘yes, of 
course, I get to appreciate even simple things’.   
 
Interestingly, even small participation in the parish is enough to make them 
feel part of it.  A former seminarian and now the founding head of the 
Charismatic organisation in his state university, Ken feels very much part of 
his local parish simply because his youth group gathers the offering during 
Mass.     
Furthermore, philosophy and theology professors and high school 
educators surface as key agents of their religious formation.  Their 
significance lies in the fact that the educators they mention have helped them 




elucidates the problem of evil in the world from the point of view of human 
choice.  I noticed that the dynamism of choice is present in the discourse 
about their educators.  Here again, to rethink one’s beliefs is to take it upon 
the self to choose.  Rafael, for example, narrates the answer of his high school 
teacher, a former seminarian, when he asked him whether “every detail the 
Church has taught is right”: “He told me that – and I also believe in this – not 
everything is right.  But then as long as you’re doing good, pious, virtuous, 
and you don’t harm other people, it’s okay to follow.”   
From their narratives, these snippets of learning are embedded in an 
environment not just of rethinking and choice but also of trusting 
relationships.  True enough, curiously absent from their narratives are their 
religious educators from primary and secondary school who have taught 
more than problematised faith matters.   
Finally, worth mentioning, too, are my informants’ religious 
organisations where, I believe, their beliefs become more intensely shaped, 
discussed, and even practised.  Because these are Catholic organisations, the 
beliefs, values, and practices which they learn from these settings (through 
adult mentors, campus ministers, alumni, and senior officers) are effectively 
interwoven in what they would consider as their Catholic identity.  Lucie, for 
example, who majors in elementary education at a state university, has 
explained to me the tenets of Authentic Christian Humanism that is 
painstakingly rehearsed in the retreats and workshops her liturgical 
organisation conducts regularly.  And the catechist students I have 
interviewed rely on a set curriculum for the sessions they run with urban 




basis for what they call worship sessions.57  Like the Taize in Chapter 5, these 
non-liturgical religious activities, while conveying supposedly traditional 
elements of doctrine, morals, and worship, are arguably providing the space 
for reinterpretation of what it means to be Catholic today.  Nadia, a catechist 
pursuing social sciences at a private university, points out that when she 
delivers her lessons,  
 
I don’t focus on the doctrine.  I say yeah, Christ died to redeem 
us from our sins.  But we emphasise to the children the value, 
like, ‘Because Christ died for you, you have to be good, or you 
have to respect your parents’.  Or ‘Because somebody died for 
loving you, you ought to love others, too’.   
 
 Indeed, these tradition-maintaining resources are considered as such 
because of the connection they maintain with the Catholic Church.  These 
resources are links, as it were, in the long “chain of memory” that Hervieu-
Leger talks about concerning religion as the continuity of beliefs and practices 
among believers throughout history (2000b).  The maintenance of tradition 
refers to how these resources maintain my informants’ affinity with the 
Catholic Church.  In other words, because of these links, nuances about 
Catholicism reinforce my informants’ religious identity as Catholics, first and 
foremost.  This, I believe, is a compelling reason for my informants to 
maintain their religion even if some of them, as the next section explains, 
might be drawing from non-Catholic resources.58  On various occasions, too, I 
have heard that the historicity of the Catholic faith and its continued lineage 
from Christ, Peter, and the popes validate their faith.   
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As I have already suggested, however, these tradition-maintaining 
resources are not necessarily “traditional” in that they open up novelties in 
thinking about the faith.  This is perhaps natural given the communal 
authority in doctrine formation in Catholicism especially in Vatican II (see 
Dillon, 1998).  The paradox, of course, is that as Catholics are called on to 
educate and exercise their conscience, countertrends to institutional religion 
develop.  To illustrate, they may not be fully aware of Vatican II but they do 
speak its language: Church as people of God, the education of conscience, 
and social justice.  In other words, engagement with Catholic doctrines 
among my informants is not carried out in a very systematic manner as it is in 
organised movements lobbying changes in the Catholic Church (see Chapter 
5).  Instead, in light of their tradition-maintaining resources, the 
reinterpretations of what it means to be Catholic to them follow a “chain of 
memory” in which Catholic principles are recast by their religious educators 
that you only have to be good and not harm others (Rafael), the traditional 
Marian devotion of her mother becomes personal prayerfulness (Paulyn), and 
the “sin and hell preaching” priest must give way to the one who cares for 




In a stimulating work, McGuire (2008) argues that the study of lived 
religions must take into consideration how in reality people employ various 
religious resources.  The boundaries of religious membership are not 




necessarily endorse.  McGuire (2008) has pointed out, and rightly so, that 
religions are naturally adaptive to cultural contexts.   
In view of indwelt individualisation, however, what I want to 
highlight is not the hybrid nature of religious identity construction per se, but 
the fact that individuals can draw from various resources in order to reinforce 
their own understanding of their religion (see Besecke, 2007).  What will be 
spelt out in this section are resources that are not immediately associated with 
institutional Catholicism but are important references to their religious 




Among my informants, friends have been mentioned a few times as 
source of inspiration.  It is quite common to hear about friends especially 
those from their organisations as to whom they would normally confide.  
Typically, they are perceived as in themselves divine interventions.  Rafael, 
an economics student from a Catholic university, has noticed that “whenever 
I feel down, I don’t know why but somebody just offers help even if it is 
hopeless.  Not sure if it’s just a coincidence…but I feel that someone’s really 
helping and guiding me in the right path.”   
But I noticed that on many occasions, too, when friends were 
described, it was their stories that they often elaborated.  Some of these stories 
can seem petty to an outsider.  Anna, 20, a computer science major from a 
Charismatic organisation, tells about her friend who did not have enough 




the bus.  As she was taking her seat, she found a twenty peso bill.”  Based on 
this story, Anna concludes “God really loves us in every way possible.” 
Friends, who are usually their peers, too, are engaged in on-going 
interactions and discourse from which ideas about God and their religion can 
be derived.  The discourse does not have to be blatantly religious, such as 
finding a twenty peso bill.  What is important here, from the point of view of 
religious identity construction, is that life experiences are shared with friends 
with whom thoughts concerning worldviews and spirituality are interpreted, 
negotiated, tested, and validated.  In their research with young people, 
Savage, et al. (2006) have found out that they talk among themselves about 
what they see on television such as advertisements whose storyline can be 
easily converted into a metaphor for life’s lessons.   
The network of friends that a person has, therefore, provides an 
alternative space where thoughts concerning religious identity either confirm 
or challenge tradition-maintaining resources.  Founding head of the 
Charismatic organisation in his university, Carlo tells me that he began 
thinking about his life when a friend from high school confronted the way he 
handled his romantic relationships with “Are you happy with what you’re 
doing?”   
In addition, many of my informants find it more comfortable to share 
their issues with their friends than with their parents.  This, I think, is key to 
understanding how even if my informants would say they are influenced by 
the religiosity of their parents, their practices are more similar to those of 
their friends in the organisation.  I have mentioned in the previous section, 
for example, how a mother’s Marian devotion is reinterpreted in terms of 






Apart from friends, another set of tradition-constructing resources can 
be broadly called non-Catholic: inspirational popular culture and other 
Christian denominations.   
A few studies on young people and media consumption in the West 
have focused on how the latter has influenced worldview and spirituality 
(Lynch, 2002; Savage, et al., 2006).  Indeed, identifying their religious 
resources is an important question about youth in the West whose 
institutional religious socialisation is perceived to be weak (Davie, 1999).  
While I will not deny the possibility of various media elements to shape the 
religious identity of my informants (pending more research), I have noticed 
that they tend to have a selective posture as regards which aspects of popular 
culture can influence them.  Broadly speaking, these are the inspirational 
ones.  My conversation with Jello, 20, a computer science major, demonstrates 
this: 
 
 Jayeel:  How do you know it is God helping you? 
 
Jello: I guess I just ask for signs.  I remember last year, I 
joined a pageant here, Mr. History, I think.  But I was very 
busy and I did not know what to do.  I prayed, Lord, give me a 
sign, tell me what to do.  I’m pressured with my studies, my 
upcoming quiz, and I don’t have money.  I turned on the radio 
and the song was ‘Take It One Step at a Time.’ 
 
 Jayeel:  Alright… 
 
Jello:  Then I realised that, yeah, why am I hurrying myself 
when I can do things one by one?  Then I went down and I 
saw above the staircase: ‘Please watch your step’…Take it one 






 I have mentioned in Chapter 5 that part of the experiential character of 
God is that He communicates through circumstances – even through popular 
culture.  Forwarded text, email messages, and websites can be easily deemed 
as divine communications for the day.  They have also mentioned several 
books that can be found under “inspirational” and “spiritual” categories in 
the bookshop: Mitch Albom’s “Tuesdays with Morie,” Joshua Harris’s “I 
Kissed Dating Goodbye,” and Rick Warren’s “Purpose-driven Life.”  
 Some of my informants have found it appealing, too, to be visiting the 
services of other non-Catholic but Christian denominations.  Not a few times 
mentioned was the Evangelical church, Victory Christian Fellowship, for 
example.  Florence, a nursing student, contrasts their services to the liturgy of 
the Mass: “They just talk about the Gospel, they apply it in their daily lives.  
Unlike in Catholic, where it's repetitive. The next year they do it again.”  
Other students have talked about how non-Catholic Christians they come 
across seem to display a different behaviour.  Dina, an accountancy student 
from a Charismatic organisation, explains: 
 
I see that Christians like my aunt have a serious religion.  They 
read the Bible.  I’ve attended their service one time.  They are 
there to listen, unlike Catholics who go to Mass because the 
boyfriend is there…And also, even though they are only a few, 
they know each other, and they really talk about God. 
 
What makes these forms of popular culture and non-Catholic services 
inspiring to my informants is how these are in fact focused on cultivating the 
subjective life.  The trials one faces can be dealt with if I only know how I 
should proceed.  The books mentioned, in varying degrees, deal with human 
relationships and personal meaningfulness.  The Christian services they have 




potentials through small groups (see Wuthnow, 1994).  But interestingly, 
focused as they all might be on the cultivation of the inner well-being, they 
are easily transposable to their sense of being Catholic in which God is 
personal and experiential, hence, they do not just convert.  Even though she 
enjoys being at an Evangelical service, Sarah, who was founding president of 
her organisation, explains that she thinks she has to “find peace in my 
religion first.”  It is difficult to see how the cultivation of a subjective life will 
fit a religious identity that underscores the distance between God and 
humanity which orthodox Catholicism is mainly about (Woodhead and 
Heelas, 2000).   
Because these resources are located outside the institutional 
conventions but easily speak to my informants’ religious identity, these 
resources can be described as tradition-constructing.  Invoking Hervieu-
Leger’s (2000b) once again, a new “chain of memory” is being constructed 
alongside the tradition-maintaining links discussed above.  It is through this 
new chain of memory based on links of friendships, inspirational popular 
culture, and non-Catholic influences that being Catholic is reinterpreted 
today for religiously involved students.   
 
Logic of Practice 
 
If these resources are varied and may at times be divergent, what 
makes them effective in reinforcing commitment to being Catholic?  In 
discussing the dynamics of hybridity in lived religion, McGuire (2008), who 
derives from Levi-Strauss’s (1972) notion of bricolage, contends that the 




on a logic of practice different from what an outsider is used to.  In other 
words, she asserts that religious boundaries must not be assumed by default 
by the observer.  In view of the resources above, there are two ways to 
explain the logic.   
First, in a dialectic manner, both the tradition-maintaining and 
tradition-constructing resources maintain and at the same time redraw the 
boundaries of what it means to be Catholic today.  At one level, identification 
with the Catholic collective is maintained as tradition-maintaining resources 
offer a direct religious socialisation into the Catholic Church and the 
tradition-constructing resources are transposed into a Catholic 
understanding.  But at another level, being Catholic is reinterpreted as 
tradition-constructing resources help craft a cultivation of the subjective life 
while the tradition-maintaining resources that my informants find most 
significant to them are those embedded in their immediate relationships.  The 
two sets of resources are, thus, not in conflict.     
Second, when probed more closely, the resources my informants 
employ, no matter how varied, become coherent as their emotional character 
is discerned.  Their tradition-maintaining resources, for example, are limited 
to those within their immediate sphere: family, parish priests who know 
them, and mentors in the religious organisation.  Among their tradition-
constructing resources, friends are significant and inspirational materials are 
those speak to the inner being.  All these constitute what can be called the 
emotional anthology of resources that speaks to the inner authenticity of their 
religious identity that sees God in a personal and experiential way and asserts 




again, these resources sit very well with the symbols that evoke religious 
response among my informants.     
Relating these ideas back to indwelt individualisation within 
institutionally conservative Philippine Catholicism, the dialectic and the 
emotional anthology of resources are necessarily dependent on the upper 
hand that the self is in constructing and making intelligible (but not 
necessarily theologically robust) one’s religious identity.  Indeed, the use of 
the metaphor is highly appropriate since anthologies necessitate an editor, 
which in this case is the self.      
In the dialectic, how tradition-constructing resources are enfolded into 
a Catholic framework that cultivates the self is dependent on the creative 
agency of my informants.  As Dennis, a catechist student, puts it, “I consult 
my conscience in everything I do.”  Tradition-maintaining resources, on the 
other hand, are those that matter only to the self.  Noticeable, for example, is 
the absence of certain elements or figures in institutional Catholicism: the 
Vatican, doctrine, and sacraments.   
In the emotional anthology of resources, the emotional character 
speaks of the internality of their sense of being Catholic which, recalling 
Taylor (1992), only the self can fully comprehend and determine.  The latter 
half of this paper began with a discussion of my informants’ individualising 
attitudes in which I have presented that, invoking Earl once again, “faith is 
decided upon by the person.”  And those resources that can effectively speak 
to the self are those that can do so emotionally.    
As the self “edits” the emotional anthology of resources and the 




indwelt individualisation – is a sense of being Catholic that is more personal 
and relevant to my informants. 
 
Conclusion and Implications 
 
The aim of this chapter has been to provide a conceptual framework 
to make sense of the religious identity of creative Catholics.  What I have been 
pointing out even in the previous chapters is that these students, despite 
being religiously involved, cannot be assumed to be traditionally orientated.  
A new brand of religious identity seems to be surfacing and this is seen in 
terms of the dimensions of their reflexive spirituality, their moral views, and 
as this chapter has shown, their emotional anthology of resources.  Given the 
nuances of their religious identity, a case can be made for individualisation 
within Philippine Catholicism.   
To reiterate, the concept of indwelt individualisation posits that 
individualisation is first and foremost a subjective or self-defined attitude 
towards religious identity construction that buttresses the coexisting 
processes of tradition-maintenance and tradition-construction.  The process of 
tradition-maintenance attempts to directly connect believers to institutional 
religion.  Tradition-construction, on the other hand, allows for 
reinterpretations to take place but always transposed into the overall 
framework of the religion.  The result is that religion becomes more 
personally meaningful and relevant.59   
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As I have explained, the concept challenges the theoretical 
divergences assumed between these processes in the literature.  I have noted 
at the onset, too, that current discussions on individualisation and religion 
fail to conceptualise the phenomenon as it takes place within institutional 
religion.  The concept of indwelt individualisation contributes by asking how 
the process takes place among religious actors who remain to profess their 
religious identity and be involved in varying degrees within the confines of 
an institutional religion even if their views may not necessarily coincide with 
it.     
The concept has been demonstrated by recounting the various 
resources and influences that religiously involved students draw from to 
articulate their religious identity.  Because of their character, they may be 
collectively called my informants’ emotional anthology of resources.   
While it has been clearly evident in the specific scope of religiously 
involved informants within the Catholic Church, it would be interesting to 
see whether the concept of indwelt individualisation holds water across or 
between generations of Filipino Catholics.  In a previous research, I have 
argued that the rise of Charismatic Christianity in the Philippines may be 
seen in light of the waning influence of institutional religion in everyday life 
(Cornelio, 2008a).   
In addition, I believe the indwelt individualisation thesis can be 
employed to analyse how institutional religions in other contexts may also be 
evolving as far as individual religious identity is concerned.  For example, 
how do the processes of tradition-maintenance and tradition-construction 
take shape in the religious identity formation of more organised 




priesthood?  And is indwelt individualisation also discernible among young 
Catholics in other parts of the conservative Global South?  These are all 

































   Men resemble the times more than they resemble their 
fathers. 
- Arab proverb  
(quoted in Twenge, 2006, p.3) 
 
A Close Encounter of the Third Kind 
  
Having finished my last interview, I prepare to leave and see that my 
Charismatic informants are also packing up from their sales booth.  Their 
private college, known for its medical degrees, is celebrating its foundation 
week and, like their peers, they have set up the stall to attract potential 
members and raise funds from their “org shirt.”  But before I could even say 
goodbye, some of the officers have thought of inviting me anyway to the 
group’s “fellowship” at half past six.  It is a thoughtful gesture, I admit to 
myself, which has just opened an opportunity to observe their interactions.        
The gathering is a weekly activity that members of this recently 
established organisation conduct to interact with one another and pray and 
sing worship songs to God.  We go into the main building and gather at the 
college’s chapel, which is, quite frankly, merely a corner room at the end of 
the hall that resembles all the other clinically white classrooms, save for its 
makeshift altar and the images of Mary and Christ next to it.  The twenty of 
us gather in a circle as soon as the male worship leader, accompanied by a 




many of them regardless of gender embrace one another.  Physical intimacy 
seems to be rather manifest among the members, the majority of whom are 
female students.  It is obvious that I am the only adult in the group since all 
are in their white school uniforms.   
After each of the three songs, the worship leader interjects some notes 
of encouragement, which are, for the most part, based on his experience in 
the organisation.  One recurring theme in his interjections is the idea that 
nobody among them is ultimately “worthy of serving” (in his case, as 
worship leader) or even becoming part of the fellowship.  He is also being 
apologetic for it is his first time to lead such a session.  Whether it is because 
of my presence, I do not know.  Nevertheless, he resolves this by invoking his 
encounter with a senior student who has inspired him a lot to contribute his 
talents “to serve God.”  By the third song, at least five of the female students 
are already in tears even if, admittedly, the delivery of the songs has been 
somewhat off-key.  The others have their eyes closed except for one male 
member, apparently observing the others.  The session is increasingly 
emotional for many.   
Noteworthy is that the selected songs are adopted from Hillsong, a 
contemporary megachurch in Australia.  Though Catholic, and as I have 
indicated in Chapter 7, the members of this organisation are very open to 
non-Catholic, mostly Evangelical influences.  In fact, the top officers of the 
organisation have admitted to me that they are attending Evangelical services 
regularly.  They have also pointed out that their group welcomes non-
Catholic members as well. 
As the third song draws to a close, the flow gets distracted as the same 




in the fellowship.  It dawns quickly, at least to me, that this might be a form 
of what some during the interviews have mentioned in passing as 
“oppression” or even “possession.”  But of course, I did not expect this to 
take place – at least not while conducting my research.  He starts to scream 
and push people around to the point that the singing has to stop.  When he 
decides to confront me, some of the members grab and lock him down until 
his aggression subsides and he feels restored.  Around him are the leaders, 
mostly female, crying and praying over him.  One is on her knees before the 
Virgin.   
Thankfully, he is then brought out and the worship leader attempts to 
re-gather the group.  Once again he offers words of encouragement, saying 
this time that the attack is an “evident sign” that as a young organisation, 
what they are doing is good and that “Satan is attempting to terrify 
members,” most especially the new ones in attendance.  Indeed, before I get 
the impression that such occurrences are normal, he remarks that he has 
encountered much worse and that “they ought to be expected,” after all.  
Many of the members start embracing one another again but this time to give 
comfort. 
In the conversations I have with some of the leaders after the session, I 
discover that some of them in fact think that it is not a case of possession but 
rather of a psychological condition that the male member has.  They explain 
to me his background as a guy who seems perennially left out.  And he is, in 
particular, envious of another male member in the crowd, who, if my 
impression is correct, is more accomplished in academics.   
Another member reveals, too, that he is involved in some occult 




have personal issues that need to be counselled, but immediately add that 
they must inform their adult overseer about the incident, which they 
regrettably admit to not having.     
Upon realising that some members including the worship leader have 
left, I feel the need to move on as well to catch another appointment.  The 
atmosphere has become sober, anyway, I think to myself.  Upon reaching 
home that night, I receive text messages from the officers, thankful that at 
least there was an adult in their midst whose mere presence they have found 
comforting enough.  
 That short text message immediately helps me make sense of the 
entire fellowship and why it was thoroughly personal and emotional.  Such 
moments as embracing each other, the successive interjection of 
encouragement whose main point was about discovering worthiness and 
drawing the strength and tenacity from within, and the leader’s narrative 
based on personal experience with inspiring adults all, to me, suggest 
underlying feelings of isolation and longing for companionship.  In fact, even 
the rupture that was the spiritual oppression makes sense in light of this 
longing.  In their view, the “demonic attack,” whether it was such or not, had 
roots in the member’s personal issues.  The text message reveals a yearning 
for adult mentorship.       
 I wonder, therefore, whether the incidents of this fellowship can be 
treated as solely contingent on psychological conditions such as personal 
trauma and the particular lifestage they are at as late adolescents or early 
adults.  For this, Aihwa Ong’s (1987, p.173) work on spiritual possession in 
Malaysian factories is instructive.  She argues that spirit possessions among a 




in Malaysia are an unconscious but visible “idiom of protest” against 
structures of male domination and unjust labour policies that dehumanise the 
worker (1987, p.207).  The fact that such possessions have become present in 
various factories calls for an assessment of the connection between 
supposedly archaic phenomena and the modern industrial condition.  
Similarly, for my Charismatic informants, the sociological connection, I 
believe, becomes indispensable.  This is because the incidents of their 
gathering seem to reflect the highly personal and emotional facets of being 
Catholic among my other informants such as their relational view of God (see 
Chapter 5) and the self-directed spirituality of their indwelt individualisation 
(see Chapter 7).     
 In this chapter, I attempt to make sense of the religious identity of 
religiously involved students by situating it in the context of their generation.  
An explanation is necessary.  It is noteworthy that that the themes of their 
religious identity and their moral views have been found to be 
intersubjectively shared, despite differences in gender, academic discipline, 
religious organisation, university, and socioeconomic background (see 
Chapter 3).  To recall, their collective nuances have allowed me to argue for 
the main ideas of this thesis, namely, the emergence of creative (freestyle and 
practical) Catholics (Chapter 4), their reflexive spirituality being an 
undercurrent of experiential religion of humanity (Chapter 5), a 
conservatively liberal moral worldview (Chapter 6), and the concept of 
indwelt individualisation within the conservative Philippine Catholic 
institution today (Chapter 7).   
To me, the appropriateness and groundedness of these ideas among 




particularities of their respective organisations or universities and gender and 
class division.  Following Mannheim (1952), the focus instead is on the 
condition of their generation as contemporary youth that offers them a 
specific set of life chances and disposition.  It is in this way that this chapter 
addresses the second question of this thesis (see Chapter 1) concerning the 
social conditions that account for their religious identity.   
In this chapter, by looking at their own views about their own 
generation (and relating these to existing works), I would argue that the 
feeling of isolation revealed by the text message I received is in fact not just 
personal but one that is structurally embedded in the generational condition 
of the Filipino youth today.  Religiously involved students belong to an 
isolated generation marked by economic vulnerability, family restructuring, 
and political detachment.  The generation is isolated insofar as these 
aforementioned conditions lead to a form of ontological insecurity wrought 
by individualising consequences.  Because they are cognisant of discourses 
about the distinctiveness of their generation and these conditions, a form of 
collective consciousness is discernible.  Towards the end, I will argue that the 
meanings and expressions they attach to being Catholic explored in the 
previous chapters are a way of negotiating their ontological insecurity.   
  
Foregrounding Generational Analysis 
 
 When I delivered a public presentation60 in 2009, one of the most 
important comments raised concerned the contingency of my informants’ 
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religious identity on their psychological makeup as late adolescents.  
Drawing from his experience as clergy, a member of the audience explained 
that he has, time and again, received young professionals in their late 20s, 
who, after being “away from their faith” for so long, are rediscovering their 
Catholic roots once again.  While I will not discount the validity of his 
thoughts and experience (see Ludwig, 2000), it is important for me to 
question at least two assumptions underlying the comment.   
First, the statement assumes what is considered a developmentalist 
thinking about religious maturity and its ideals that go with specific life 
stages, which is present in psychological approaches to the study of religious 
identity (see Greil and Davidman, 2007).  According to Skelton (2002), the 
problem with this is that, from the point of view of youth studies, it 
presupposes adulthood as the norm to which youth transitions must aspire 
and be measured against.  This often leads to either “benevolent paternalism” 
in youth policy-making or a “moral panic” in the event that youth become a 
“’threat’ to the moral order” (Lanuza, 2004, p.361).   
Related to the idealism of adulthood, too, is the perception that with 
ageing comes greater religious involvement, a view that remains inconclusive 
since different studies tend to present different conclusions (see Wuthnow, 
1999; Dillon, 2007; Voas, 2010).  Moreover, a normative view of adulthood 
assumes its continuing stability in late modernity.  In a period of heightened 
risk and reflexivity, Kelly (1999b) points out that individuals, even adults, are 
on an on-going but always vulnerable do-it-yourself biographic strategising 
in order to maintain suitability for the labour market, for example.  This is 
already reflected in Quiñones’s (2009) recent study among Filipinos in their 




the same lines, the religious identity of Filipino adults and emerging adults 
deserves future sociological research as well.  
Second, the statement takes for granted the agency, competencies, and 
presentness (being-in-the-present) of youth, which, if not checked, leads to 
methodological and analytical negligence in fieldwork (Skelton, 2002).  It is 
true that because of their developmental condition, youth are “more likely 
than older cohorts to be influenced by particular social and cultural events 
such that they incorporate their impact into their own…identity (Dillon, 2007, 
p.527).”  However, observers (Miles, 2000, p.14) must not lose sight of that 
possibility that while youth can be “barometers of social change,…they do 
not simply reflect such change; they actively and consciously partake in it.”  
Indeed, as Chapter 7 puts it, the indwelt individualisation exhibited by 
religiously involved students shows that as they negotiate the various 
elements of their religion, even if to a certain extent it is becoming 
sacramentless (see Chapter 5), being Catholic turns out to be more 
meaningful to them.  From this point of view, therefore, any attempt at 
rediscovering their faith at a latter stage in their lives is a continuation of their 
reflexive spirituality, a point that must be investigated in the future.             
The ensuing discussion in that public presentation proceeded from 
one personal anecdote to another, which, to me, is an indication of the 
necessity for broader and interdisciplinary research on religious identity and 
change in the Philippines.  My view is that the social scientific study of 
religion in the Philippines remains embryonic especially within the discipline 
of sociology.  Indeed, what is being proposed by the two rejoinders above is 
that a different approach now be taken in the study of religious identity, one 




navigate strategically.  This is one step beyond the study of religious identity 
as personal religious meaning explored in the previous chapters.    
For this, the sociology of generations can be instructive as it argues 
that a particular habitus, disposition, or culture becomes common among 
individuals who share similar experiences as they pass through the same 
period of time (Turner, 1999).  Mannheim (1952, p.291), the key figure 
introducing the concept of generation in sociology, points out that by being 
located in a common social and historical process, members of a generation 
are limited to “a specific range of potential experience, predisposing them for 
a certain characteristic mode of thought and experience, and a characteristic 
type of historically relevant action.”  This approach has been applied in 
various studies especially with regard to youth (Turner, 1999).  In a recent 
work, for example, Twenge (2006) argues that the members of “Generation 
Me,” Americans born in the 1970s to 1990s, grew up in an environment of 
self-importance and freedom.  But they are paradoxically “more miserable” 
because to them, community and relationships are inevitably fleeting and a 
stable adulthood and career are simply elusive.   
Usually, the concept of generation is employed to refer to individuals 
of the same age (coevals) or those born in a given span of years (cohort), 
although these concepts are interchangeable (Turner, 1999; Dillon, 2007).  
However, it is also possible to construe a generation in terms of persons 
living at the same time (contemporaries), which is less constricted to a specific 
age bracket due to the more compelling weight that is a traumatic experience 
helping define the period (Edmunds and Turner, 2002).  In the context of this 




experiences of my university-age informants.  It is possible that these ideas 
can be extended to a broader age bracket, a point I will return to at the end.   
My informants’ views about being Catholic, God, and certain moral 
issues, which can be taken as their shared religious dispositions, have been 
comprehensively explored throughout this thesis.  As Chapter 4 has 
presented, almost all of my informants share similar personal and relational 
meanings and values that constitute their self-defined Catholicism, thus 
making them, using in-vivo terminology, either “freestyle” or “practical” 
Catholics.  The shared attribute of their religious identity becomes more 
striking in view of the fact that they come from different religious 
organisations, universities, academic disciplines, and class position, for 
example.  This appropriately demonstrates Mannheim’s (1952, p.293) view 
that as a new generation comes into contact “with the accumulated heritage,” 
arising, too, is the problem of the transmission of the religious ideals of the 
Catholic institution possibly defended by an older generation.  What this 
means is that a static understanding of religion is untenable and the previous 
chapters of this thesis have demonstrated this.  In view of the sociology of 
generations, what is called for here is an identification of the social conditions 
which religiously involved students (and arguably their entire cohort as well) 
are going through.  Such conditions can be then said to account for what it 
means to be Catholic to them today.   
 
Generation and Religion 
 
The employment of generational analysis in the sociology of religion 




The first is in line with religious trends and generational change.  In 
the research done by D’Antonio and his associates in the US (2007), for 
example, the centrality or salience of being Catholic tends to differ according 
to cohort (Pre-Vatican II, Vatican II, Post-Vatican II, and Millenials), with 
older Catholics feeling their religion most strongly.  Indeed, religious change 
presented according to generations is at times taken to support accounts of 
secularisation (see Bruce, 2002).  Dillon (2007), however, cautions that a 
progressive decline is not necessarily what one gathers when generational 
differences and social history across a longer period of time are taken into 
consideration.  Also, with regard to the study of youth religious involvement 
today, Voas (2010) proposes that generational difference must take into 
consideration such factors as parental transmission of religion, change in the 
characteristics and values of young people themselves, and greater social 
trends.     
The other approach, which concerns this thesis, looks at generational 
conditions that account for contemporary religious expressions.  In the US, 
Flory and Miller (2010) argue that the renewed inclination for spiritual 
communities and personal religiosity among post-Boomers (individuals born 
after 1975) reflects their “expressive communalism,” which distinguishes 
them from the individualism of their parents’ spiritual seeking.  As such, 
these post-Boomers are adopting latest cultural fads into their religious 
activities (appropriators), revisiting traditions and established liturgical forms 
as spaces of solace (reclaimers), or creating totally new forms of community 
life imbued with new religious meanings (innovators).   
Three major cultural factors arguably unique to the post-Boomer 




grown up taking for granted technological and cultural globalisation that has 
exposed them to pluralistic worldviews.  As such, they believe that “the 
world is a richer and more interesting place because of the variety of cultures 
and belief systems that surround them” (2010, p.11).  Alongside, however, is a 
generally cynical outlook towards corrupt politicians, erring clergy, and self-
seeking capitalists.  Being “spiritual, but not religious” therefore makes sense 
in light of their distrust of social institutions including religion.  Finally, post-
Boomers are in an environment of lingering fear over warfare and natural 
and economic disasters.        
Working on “soul searching” among American teenagers, Smith and 
Denton (2005) see what can be called Moralistic Therapeutic Deism (MTD), a 
spirituality present among youth across denominations.  It can be 
summarised as follows (2005, pp.162-163):61 
 
1. A God exists who created and orders the world and 
watches over human life on earth. 
2. God wants people to be good, nice, and fair to each 
other, as taught in the Bible and by most world 
religions. 
3. The central goal of life is to be happy and to feel 
good about oneself. 
4. God does not need to be particularly involved in 
one’s life except when God is needed to resolve a 
problem. 
5. Good people go to heaven when they die.          
 
The individual-expressive religious orientation of these adolescents is 
first contextualised in the therapeutic individualism characterizing late 
modern societies today, believing that the self is source of knowledge and 
self-fulfilment a noble achievement.  The result is that young people have 
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turned from traditional sources of moral authority and guidance to “a new 
authoritative class of professional and popular psychologists, psychiatrists, 
social workers, and other therapeutic counsellors, authors, talk show hosts, 
and advice givers (2005, p.173).”  This goes hand in hand with a preference 
for alternative lifestyles that relativise traditionally accepted certainties, not 
least of which is religion.  Indeed, the “very idea and language of 
‘spirituality,’ originally grounded in the self-disciplining faith practices of 
religious believers, including ascetics and monks, then becomes detached 
from its moorings in historical religious traditions and is redefined in terms of 
subjective self-fulfilment (2005, p.175).”   
 Furthermore, Smith and Denton (2005) consider mass-consumer 
capitalism whose rationality is based on a self-seeking principle which is not 
merely economic but also moral.  Mass-consumer capitalism provides the 
foundation for a consumerist morality that has repercussions even on one’s 
religious identity.  They become “spiritual consumers uniquely authorized as 
autonomous individuals to pick and choose in the religious market whatever 
products they may find satisfying or fulfilling at the moment (2005, p.176).” 
 Complementing this very well is the rise of digital communications 
technology that allows for the participation of individuals both as producers 
and consumers of information.  Beginning perhaps with television, the kind 
of information that is being passed around on new forms of communications 
technology is fast-paced and entertainment-based.  What results is a 
challenge to established forms of religious authority.    
 These efforts to make sense of the religious beliefs and practice of a 




they are embedded are insightful insofar as the structural connections are 




From the point of view of the sociology of generations, however, these 
connections warrant a critical dimension: collective memory.  If generational 
location is not merely a coincidence of being born at the same time but a 
likelihood of experiencing similar occurrences that potentially shape a “new 
generation entelechy” [italics in the original] or the dispositions of a generation, 
it is important for researchers to identify – and not just assume - those 
experiences that matter to them (Mannheim, 1952, p.309).   
It is the shared character of these experiences, often in the form of 
collective memory of traumatic events, that constitute generational 
consciousness, thus facilitating the possibility of a collective response and 
social solidarity (Edmunds and Turner, 2002).  Indeed, Schuman and Scott’s 
research (1989) has found out that the different cohorts of American adults 
refer back to their memories of political events and social changes mostly 
experienced in their adolescence and early adulthood, thus stratifying 
“generational imprinting” (at least of political events) according to age 
grouping.   
 The sociology of generations has, for the most part, maintained an 
understanding of collective memory based on political mobilisation, social 
movements, and historical rupture (see Hazlett, 1992; Turner, 1999).  It is 
solidarity and collective action, after all, that define an actualised generation 




The main limitation, therefore, is that this understanding is 
predisposed towards wider political activities.  The collective memory of a 
generation does not have to be politically shaped.  Members of a generation 
can draw from shared experiences that may be less political in nature such as 
music, technology, fashion, and even autobiographical writing (see Hazlett, 
1992).62  As Andrews (2002, p.85) points out,  
 
When people speak about their lives, and about the 
communities to which they feel they belong, they do so in 
ways which by necessity reflect an integration of biography 
and history - and it is in this intersection where expression of 
generational consciousness is most enhanced.     
    
 It is for this reason that during the interviews and focus group 
discussions with religiously involved students, I deliberately included 
questions about their views toward their own cohort.  However, during the 
data analysis, it also occurred to me that there are private experiences, say, of 
the economic conditions of the family, that are common to others as well.  
Indeed, these data have provided revealing nuances, to which I now turn. 
 
The Isolated Generation 
 
Drawing from the accounts of religiously involved students, I discuss 
what have emerged as references of intersubjectively shared thoughts about 
the condition of their generation as being isolated – but in a rather subtle 
manner.  It is this theme of isolation that makes their take on generational 
consciousness rather intriguing.  As discussed above, generational 
consciousness is often characterised by social solidarity and political action 
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triggered by a traumatic event.  Hence I asked about specific historical events, 
moments, or even leaders that they think are important in their generation, 
but no common answer has come out.  This is most likely because as 
adolescents of the 2000s, they have not undergone any specific and widely 
felt traumatic event comparable to the Marcos dictatorship in the 1970s and 
1980s that has affected Philippine society.  Granted that there have been 
political controversies in recent history local or otherwise, these, as pivotal 
events, have not left any specific imprints on them. 
Nevertheless, a case for their collective consciousness can still be 
made since they have offered considerably clear opinions about their cohort, 
usually at the level of their known peers, but taken to describe the condition 
of the youth in general.  After having expressed her disappointment about 
how Catholicism is no longer taken seriously by the youth today, Annie, a 
psychology scholar in a private Catholic university, resorts to a sigh: “Our 
generation is simply different from the previous ones.”  And how different 
might it be?  From the accounts of other informants, a feeling of 
“misguidedness,” “moral degradation,” and “delinquency” can be discerned, 
often employed to refer to a generational boundary invoking “us” and the 
“current times.”  President of his Charismatic organisation at a state 
university, Ken articulates what accounts for this pessimism: 
 
Perhaps among Filipino youth, many are lost…I see a lot who 
just drink, for example.  In my class, people just talk about 
sex…Something is really amiss with the thinking of young 
people today.  They are very much open to smoking, drinking, 
having sex, and even using marijuana.   
 
Taking my cue from Miles (2000), researchers must be careful about 




to demonstrate his point about the Filipino youth’s waywardness (see also 
Lanuza, 2004).  Widely established studies about youth subcultures in the 
West have often portrayed them to be deviant, for example, a view that is 
sometimes generalised to the entire youth population (Miles, 2002).  While 
this contention is valid, it must intrigue observers why discourses like Ken’s 
recur as they have among my informants.   
Wherever such discourses are coming from, whether the media or 
personal experiences, they nevertheless suggest to me an emic and 
intersubjectively shared understanding of the situation of the youth – what, 
indeed, may be considered their own form of generational consciousness.  As 
far as my informants are concerned, this generational consciousness appears 
to reflect some subtle but arguably felt anxieties of vulnerability.   More 
specifically, Ken’s use of “lost” to describe his peers points to a general 
condition of being socially isolated.   
As a way of characterising the generation in which my informants are 
embedded today, I put forward an admittedly provocative proposition: Ken 
and the rest of his peers belong to the isolated generation of Filipino youth 
today.  It is an isolated generation insofar as their personal but shared 
experiences of the institutions of the family, economy, Catholic Church, and 
national politics today suggest a move towards autonomisation in which an 
individual is thrown upon himself or herself to navigate everyday life.  As 
will be seen, because of these empirical resources, the proposition is not 
“simply fashionable, moral panic (Macdonald and Marsh, 2005, p.3).” 
In my data analysis, apart from gathering only those immediate 
insights about their generation like Ken’s above, I have pulled together their 




national politics because they all convey a message of being vulnerable or 
isolated.  This allows me, therefore, to have a well contextualised 
understanding of the contemporary generation without immediately 
resorting to assumed important social trends, as I have pointed out above.   
This is my take on Hoikkala, Purhonen, and Roos’s (2002) proposition that 
there are private moments that can be taken as markers of generational 
consciousness.   
In addition, even though my informants cannot be said to be 
representative of the entire youth population, their nuances relate to other 
studies in the Philippines.  Hence, personal the accounts might be, their 
macrostructural connections become evident.  Having said this, it is 
interesting to note that the family, Church, and nation-state are institutions 
important to the socialisation of young people (Philippine Commission on 
Population, 2003).  Also, these explorations address Filipino sociologist 
Batan’s (2004) call to investigate the Filipino youth’s engagement with 
various social institutions as part of the transition they are going through.               
It needs to be qualified, however, that this isolation is rather concealed 
– and this is why this chapter can be provocative - since young Filipinos are 
often touted to be active in their respective communities and involved in 
national politics (see Leung, 2009).  As I have introduced Chapter 1, for 
example, the biggest gathering of Filipino youth to welcome John Paul II in 
1995 can be easily interpreted as the vigour of traditional religiosity in the 
country.  But the chapters of this thesis have put forward that being Catholic 
is in fact reinterpreted, at least by religiously involved students.  Or as my 
observation of the Charismatic youth fellowship at the beginning of this 




anxieties of loneliness.  In the same manner, the isolated character of my 
informants’ generation lies not in how they are marginalised systematically 
by, say, the economic and political structures of society.  As will be seen in 
what follows, their isolation is seen in rather personal accounts that have 
nevertheless macrostructural connections.   
I will, towards the end, relate such experiences to the ontological 
insecurity of the Filipino youth.  I will then argue that the expressions of the 
religious identity of religiously involved students can be seen as lifestyle 




Towards the end of each interview, I asked my informants about their 
aspirations or even concerns in life.  In the hope of discerning some forms of 
collective consciousness, the question was meant to identify what the nature 
of these aspirations was and whether they were typical.  Having grown up in 
the Philippines myself, I did not find the responses surprising.  It is common, 
for example, to hear of respondents hoping “to graduate so that I can help my 
family,” as Carlo puts it, a computer science major from a private non-
sectarian institution.  For some students, the realisation can be grave.  Listen 
to Robert, a scholar in computer engineering from a Catholic university: 
 
I was somewhat rebellious in high school until my father and I 
had a heart-to-heart talk.  He told me, ‘If you don’t finish your 
education, look at me, you will be like me.  You have seen how 
much we worked hard for food, not even sure whether we’ll 
have something for tomorrow.’  But what really struck me 
most was when he said ‘If you want to have this same life, 




thing to say: It’s nicer if you can be a little better off than 
this…When the time comes, how will you raise your children?’ 
  
Responses like this, rather typical especially from students coming 
from lower-income families, demonstrate the need to “strive hard” as Joan, 
whose mother is the breadwinner, puts it in order to “finish my education, 
get a good job, earn big, and buy a house and a car.”  It may sound naively 
straightforward but my informants do realise the negotiations they are bound 
to face.  Joan’s fellow officer in the Charismatic youth organisation, Ken is 
aware that he may eventually not be able to practise what he is now learning 
from his engineering degree.  “I just want to be successful…Even if I don’t 
become an engineer – say, I don’t pass the board exam – I can still be 
successful as a welder in another country.  They still earn big anyway.”  
When asked why, he simply answers “We cannot tell if we will ever get what 
we want in life…I just want to get my family out of poverty.”   
The economic vulnerability of the Filipino youth, therefore, lies in 
how their efforts of “striving hard” are perceived to be at the mercy of what 
life has to offer.  Ken can strive hard now but still not pass the licensure 
examination.  But then again, in an act of negotiation, he can instead be a 
welder abroad and still be successful, defined in terms of his family’s 
improvement.  But that is no assurance either.  Because they view their 
economic possibilities to always be at risk, Ken, his peers, and many of the 
Filipino youth today are potentially what Bauman (1998) considers to be the 
world’s vagabonds whose mobility is perennially constrained by the 
consumer society (see also Harvey, 1989).  In contrast to tourists, vagabonds 
(Bauman, 1998, p.92) are “pushed from behind…by a force of seduction or 




limited, to be evicted anytime.  The economic vulnerability of my informants, 
however, is not about victimisation.  The ability to strategise their actions is 
evident.   
Economic vulnerability may be deemed a function of one’s class 
position but it is interesting to note that the compulsion to “be stable” and to 
“strive hard” seems to emanate from two concerns.   
At one level, this goes back to the centrality of the family in the 
Filipino everyday life (see Chapter 6), so much so that it is an automatic 
assumption to be supporting the family when able.  The graduation 
ceremony of a university student is therefore a rite of passage towards 
adulthood in which parents are expected to be freed from the burden of 
rearing responsibility.  And as Advincula-Lopez (2005) puts it, among 
Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs), the boundaries of the family are easily 
extended, with other relatives becoming dependent on them as well.  This 
expectation is, of course, in tension with what Quiñones (2009) has observed 
as the emerging adulthood among Filipinos in their 20s because they are still 
in fact dependent on parents, unstable in their careers, and realising that there 
are still adolescence-related behaviours worth changing.  Nevertheless, the 
obligation to the family appears to be a long-term reality.  Shar, an English 
major at a state university, rhetorically asks “How can I be a good mother if I 
forget to be a good daughter?”   
At another level, however, I would argue that economic vulnerability 
in the Philippines, given the unpredictability of global economic crises with 
local repercussions, is no longer predisposed to specific lower income groups.  
In a society where poverty is pervasive and economic crises deemed 




may be fully aware of their class position.  In context, the Ateneo Youth Study 
(NFO-Trends, 2001) reports that the biggest proportion of young Filipinos 
come from Class D and E households (94%), defined in terms of owning 
merely a television and a radio.  Many may have no access to running water.  
In contrast, Class AB households (1%) “own almost all facilities including air 
conditioning, piano, computer and a vehicle (2001, p.6).”  Youth from Class C 
households (5%) generally have the major facilities including radio, 
television, refrigerator, washing machine, and a telephone.  And in 2006, one 
out of four Filipino families fell below the poverty threshold (National 
Statistical Coordination Board, 2010).      
This, of course, is not to deny the power of economic class to structure 
life chances or “distinctive traits,” as argued about welfare-based risk 
societies described by Beck (1992, p.100), wherein institutionalised 
individualism has weakened traditional affiliations with class.  In the 
Philippines, class divisions remain prominent but no longer stratify 
vulnerability.  Families reliant on OFWs cannot expect their relatives to be 
forever employed abroad, for example.  And big businesses are not 
indestructible, after all, as the Asian Crisis of 1997 has proved.  Even though 
economic gap remains wide, class in the Philippines is no longer a convenient 
and protective haven to which individuals can adhere, not because class in 
itself has collapsed, but because everybody has become vulnerable, if not 
more so.63  Getting employed, for example, is a hurdle in itself.  One of every 
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five unemployed Filipinos looking for a job in 2005 considered it unlikely or 
very unlikely to find one (International Social Survey Programme, 2005).   
This is why Carlo, even if his father and mother are a lawyer and a 
marketing manager, respectively, admits that he needs to “save, so that my 
parents can already retire.”  And nowhere is this more manifest than in 
Michelle, a nursing student whose father is a general manager in the central 
business district while her mother is a consultant for the Department of 
Education: 
 
The decline in the economy has a very big impact on my 
family…It’s difficult that we now need to be exacting with our 
budget - in our groceries, for example.  Even our fuel, it used 
to be part of papa’s privileges.  It had to be removed while 
some of his staff received pay cut.  So it’s really difficult.  My 
parents don’t let us feel it in the family but I know it…I ask 
them anyway because we’d like to contribute something, too.  
Now that my allowance has been affected, I still try to save, 
say, by bringing packed meals.  My classmates are also doing 





Closely associated to economic vulnerability are changes taking place 
in the structure of the Filipino family.  Bankoff and Weekley (2002) have 
identified overseas labour as one of the strains on national identity and 
community in the Philippines, and its impact cannot be more deeply felt than 
in the family.  This is because, as pointed out in Chapter 6, the traditional 
family remains a strong ideal, which is one of the reasons for their 
conservative views concerning divorce and cohabitation, for example.  An 
emphasis on macroeconomic changes alone, however, conceals the impact of 




increasing number of youth growing up with one parent or both leaving for 
work elsewhere, and the early departure from home of young people for 
work or studies.  Quite straightforwardly, this situation is different from the 
changes in family arrangements in the West, typically brought about by shifts 
in the status of marriage itself (Beck, 1992; Taylor-Gooby and Zinn, 2006).   
According to the Young Adult Fertility Survey in 2002 (cited in 
Philippine Commission on Population, 2003, p.13), 17% of young people (15-
24) “were not raised by both parents,” an increase from 16% in 1994.  
Surveying a wider scope of Filipino youth (7-21), the Ateneo Youth Study 
(NFO-Trends, 2001) has seen that 25% grow up without one or both parents, 
fathers being away more.  Among teenagers, the McCann Pulse study reports 
that 47% are without a complete set of parents (McCann-Erickson 
Philippines, 2007).   
The 2002 survey on family in the Philippines (International Social 
Survey Programme, 2002) verifies this in that an overwhelming 91% of 
Filipinos agree or strongly agree that “both the man and the woman should 
contribute to the household income.”  Indeed, when compared to the initial 
survey done in 1994 (see International Social Survey Programme, 1994), those 
who strongly agree have increased from 16.5% to 44.3%.  Given the 
compelling necessity of both parents working, the alternative family structure 
in which children grow up without one or both parents can be expected to 
become a trend.  It is therefore possible for children to grow up with other 
people, most likely relatives (Cruz, Laguna, and Raymundo, 2002).  
Advincula-Lopez (2005, p.73) has also observed that in a manner that extends 
the family, children may in fact be left with mostly female relatives to “fill up 




Apart from this change in parental arrangements, families are also 
being restructured in terms of early nest-leaving.  Based on the Young Adult 
Fertility Survey in 1994, Cruz and her associates (2002, p.46) have shown that 
30% of adolescents have in fact left home, usually in an “urbanward 
migration pattern” especially among “young, female migrants.”  This seems 
to have increased to 44% in 2002, but still with more females (Philippine 
Commission on Population, 2003).  Possible explanations include “(1) the 
greater proportion of young women who pursue college education…in cities 
and (2) the increasing demand for young women in both local and 
international labor markets” (2003, p.14).  True enough, 10% of the 1.9 million 
OFWs in 2009 were in the 15-24 age bracket, majority of which were females.  
The biggest proportion of OFWs were in their late 20s and early 30s.  Females 
were mostly unskilled workers in such sectors as sales and services (National 
Statistics Office, 2010).            
Among my informants, the impact is discernible in the aspirations 
they have in life about mainly getting out of poverty, which have definite 
resonances with those mentioned under economic vulnerability.  Although 
there is no clear-cut ambition for many of them to work abroad, I noticed a 
considerable willingness if the need arises.  My conversation with Rose, 21, a 
female business student from a private Catholic university, exemplifies this: 
  
 Jayeel: What do see yourself doing when you  
   graduate? 
 
 Rose: Look for a job, maybe pursue Master’s. 
 
 Jayeel: What programme? 
 
 Rose: I was supposed to get a vocational degree in 




  abroad.  But I don’t want to.  I want to do a  
  Master’s in Library Science. 
  
 Jayeel: But do you see yourself working abroad one 
   day? 
 
 Rose: Partly yes, partly no.  Hopefully not. 
 
Rose, who herself grew up with her grandmother and aunt because 
her parents have separated, admits to me that she aspires for something 
better in life.  Presumably, her hesitation to leave the country to work abroad 
is in view of not desiring to leave her loved ones.  In the future though, there 
is a possibility for her to give in if conditions call for it, like pursuing a 
caregiving vocation to work abroad.  Hence, the traditional family ideal 
among Filipino youth contradicts “the individual mobility and the mobile 
individual required by the labor market (Beck, 1992, p.88).”   
In the light of the changes in the family structure brought about by 
economic urgencies, Rose’s partial willingness recreates a discourse of the 
inevitability of leaving her loved ones or future family.  After all, this has 
already been demonstrated by her aunt’s cousin who can presumably be 
called upon to assist her in finding a job abroad.  Indeed, such sacrifice has 
been seen in many OFWs (Advincula-Lopez, 2005).   
Interestingly, this narrative has been well rehearsed in hugely 
successful movies about OFWs and their tribulations with the family left 
behind like Anak [child] and Caregiver.  Working abroad, of course, remains 
to be alluring to many other young people, but just the same, it is because of 
better opportunities that can improve the life chances of the family (Kelly, 








“Politicians are just using us.”  In the course of my conversations with 
students regarding their views about their generation, a critical posture 
against the way politics unfolds in the Philippines has become evident.  This 
is seen in at least two ways.   
First, some, like psychology major Jenny, who opines above, feel that 
the youth are “being taken advantage of” especially during elections because 
they “form the majority” and “maybe because these adult politicians think we 
are easy to get.”  This perception that politicians exploit the youth for their 
gain is a possible explanation for the poor trust  in them (“very small” to 
“uncertain”) by 70% of Filipino youth (NFO-Trends, 2001).  Although she has 
referred to some senators in the previous elections, Jenny’s point may still be 
valid since in the 2010 presidential campaign, candidates were found to have 
targeted the youth (18-33), who constituted half of the 50 million registered 
Filipino voters (Bermundo, Cosme, and Francisco, 2010).   
Second, related to this is the sense of frustration and despair since 
political conditions, to them, cannot be realistically expected to change.  
Imman, a health sciences major, goes so far as to say that EDSA-2, the mass 
protest that forced President Estrada in 2001 to step down from office, “was 
useless” because “one idiot merely replaced another.”  He was also 
apparently disillusioned when he tried collaborating with an agency for an 
environmental management project “but the government is not giving them 
the money they need.”  It is therefore no wonder why others would not want 




of resignation has also been noted by the McCann Youth Study in 2000 
(McCann-Erickson Philippines, 2000).   
From the FGD I conducted at a Catholic university, Fiona suggests 
that “the youth cannot be blamed for not wanting to be politically involved 
because of what they see in politics…Why will you join something that is 
very messy?”  Indeed, almost 60% of Filipino Catholic youth have said “I 
don’t get involved in social issues (Episcopal Commission on Youth, 2003, 
p.69).”  It is possibly in view of this that some of my informants have 
suggested that there is no longer a sense of nationalism in their generation.  If 
nationalism is to be measured by one’s political involvement, then this might 
be the case.   
Drawing from his experience as a political science lecturer in the 
Philippines, Tolosa (2009) argues that the series of unresolved allegations of 
corruption against the government has “fostered a culture of impunity.”  
This, in turn, has alienated the public, especially the youth, from any effective 
engagement with national governance.  Indeed, his students think that “even 
if we get involved, it would not make any difference,” a statement echoing 
the sentiments of my own informants.  This happens to be one of the main 
reasons for the non-involvement of the majority of Filipino Catholic youth in 
social issues (Episcopal Commission on Youth, 2003).   
It must be taken note of that young people are not deliberately 
marginalised from the political sphere.  There are avenues in which the 
political participation of the youth is deliberately encouraged such as the 
local government-based Sangguniang Kabataan [Youth Council] and the much 
bigger National Youth Council.  Local political parties, too, normally have 




But as the discussion here has shown, youth detachment in the form of 
distrust of and non-participation in the system appears to be the inevitable 
response given the state of politics, which also resonates with the weak 
political interest and participation among youth in the West (Furlong and 
Cartmel, 2007).  Likewise, the alienation of their British counterparts is 
wrought by a feeling of political inefficacy and irrelevance (see Marsh, 
O'Toole, and Jones, 2007).      
In other words, my informants, and the youth-at-large by inference 
from other studies, will inevitably be detached from any political 
involvement since the political leadership is not seen to represent their needs 
and interests.  This is no more evident than in the absence of what can be 
considered generational mentors.  In the sociology of generations (Turner, 
1999, p.250), cultural or political mentors stand “in an adversarial relation to 
the dominant culture” and give “articulation to the traumatic event.”  As 
such, generational mentors act as role models defining the times and helping 
create solidarity and generational consciousness.  It is interesting that the 
lingering frustration over politics (which can be taken as a form of trauma) 
has not ushered a sustained icon since the time of President Cory Aquino, 
who was critical in overthrowing the Marcos regime in the 1980s.64  In the 
1990s, answers to the question on role models were fragmented, with none as 
the top answer (Sandoval, Mangahas, and Guerrero, 1998).  At the turn of the 
millennium, mothers (57% and fathers (52%) occupied the top female and 
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male ideals, respectively (NFO-Trends, 2001), thus indicating a highly 
privatised form of role models for today’s generation.  In my interviews I 
asked about role models and for this, the insight of Dennis, a management 
student from a Catholic university, is very instructive: 
 
Maybe the reason why I can’t think of a role model right now 
is because he or she does not exist.  For most, the people they 
look up to are those celebrities who shave their heads or those 
in Pinoy Big Brother.  It is depressing now how we couldn’t 
find this role model.   
 
For those who view this political detachment rather as a retreat from 
the activism of the youth during the Martial Law era in the 1970s, the 
situation is not necessarily dire.  In line with trends of the political 
individualisation of youth in late modern societies (Furlong and Cartmel, 
2007, p.134), my informants reflect a form  of participation selective of “single 
issue politics,” which they are aware of and can be directly effective in.  
Towards the end of our conversation, Imman reminds me of the “starfish 
story,” in which a man is found to be throwing starfish on the beach back into 
the ocean one at a time.  “If I want to make any change in this world, I might 
as well start with the people around me.  It may not matter to the big picture 
but it does to the people around me.”  Indeed, Imman has become the 
catechist that he is now, spending time with children from urban poor 
communities in Manila (revisit his story in Chapter 4).  To me, it is in their 
little involvements where their sense of nationalism is possibly being 
expressed.  Indeed, almost three of every four Filipino youth (18-25) consider 
it “very important to have a Filipino citizenship (International Social Survey 





Navigating Ontological Insecurity and Being Catholic 
 
For their salience in my informants’ subjectivity and their 
considerable pervasiveness among Filipino youth-at-large, the three 
conditions of isolation, namely, economic vulnerability, family restructuring, 
and political detachment collectively conspire to create a condition of 
ontological insecurity for the generation of my informants.  If ontological 
security can be understood as the assurance that an individual obtains from 
the trustworthiness or relative stability of existence in relation to other 
individuals, objects, and structures, then the opposite must emanate from a 
fast-changing and autonomising environment (Giddens, 1991).   
Based on these aspects of isolation, what emerges is a lingering 
anxiety over the unpredictability or the imminence of risk in everyday life.  
Indeed, as I have pointed out, the conditions of economic vulnerability, 
family restructuring, and political detachment proceed in a way that compels 
my informants to think, act, and be responsible in view of the self being 
alone.  This exemplifies what Beck (1992, p.100) considers as the 
individualisation of social risks, in which “social problems are increasingly 
perceived in terms of psychological dispositions.”   
To say, however, that the condition is merely private is misleading.  In 
the case of my informants, while the anxieties can be emanating from private 
experiences in the household, they are felt at the generational level.  I have 
suggested, too, early on, that my informants have a sense of the 
distinctiveness of their generation, as being “lost,” for example.  To describe 
their generations as isolated is, therefore, to describe both (1) the 




cognisant that they are common experiences in their generation.  It is because 
of this that they can talk about “my aspirations” and “our generation” 
simultaneously.  It is in view of this that a case can be made that my 
informants belong to an isolated generation that has a discernible collective 
consciousness albeit not in terms of being strategic or fully actualised (Turner, 
2002).   
This isolation must not be taken in its absolute sense.  If anything, the 
condition of isolation is implicit.  After all, my informants still have their 
families, relatives, and friends to return to.  Of course, as described at the 
onset, their religious organisations do very well in serving as protective 
spaces “to bring a sense of relief at being ‘oneself’ again (Shepherd, 2010, 
p.154).”  They embrace, support, and pray for each other, for example.  In the 
sociology of youth, this is how the notion of “social exclusion” is being 
contested (see Macdonald and Marsh, 2005).  The issue, however, is that their 
lived experience of the economy, family, and politics – all spaces of primary 
importance for an individual’s ontological security in terms of career, 
intimacy, and citizenship – suggests a process of autonomisation, that is, they 
are increasingly turning to the self to work out the trajectories of their 
everyday life.  When I asked them about their aspirations in life, I found it 
somewhat stirring that many see themselves as being responsible on their 
own for their personal success and the family.  Aimee, a business student 
from a private Catholic university, shares: 
 
Studies, my family, and future.  But can you consider my 
future different from my studies?  For me, my degree is make 
or break.  And then my family is also a top priority.  In the 
future, I want to be stable so I can help my family.  If I am 




Philippines.  And in the future, too, I want my children to 
grow up not struggling anymore.   
 
It is no accident that the sense of individual responsibility draws a 
parallel here with the individualisation of their religious identity inferred in 
their reflexive spirituality (Chapter 5) and moral views (Chapter 6), and fully 
explored as indwelt individualisation (Chapter 7).  Note that that their 
religious identity is better described as an undercurrent – implicit but 
intersubjectively shared – within conservative Catholicism in the Philippines.  
In the same manner, the isolation of their generation – in the form of the 
individualising consequences and (relative) consciousness of the 
distinctiveness of their generation – can be seen as an implicit condition.  But 
in the public discourse, sentiments echoing this can already be heard, as 
when David (2001, p.75), a Filipino public intellectual, suggests that  
  
We can no longer expect a new generation to automatically 
embrace or prefer Filipino traditions and customs just because 
they are Filipino.  The reason for this is that our children 
today, unlike us and our parents, are freer to choose what they 
can be.  Today’s children are no longer engaged in a voyage of 
discovery of the past.  Their project instead is one of creation 
and invention.  The self, for them, is not something you search 
for or recreate from some imagined original concept; rather it 
is something you make or piece together without any pre-
ordained design. 
 
Although I would not go so far as to say that they no longer have a 
“pre-ordained design,” the quote hints at the Filipino youth’s propensity to 
construct their identity on their own.  In the light of the discussion thus far, 
the individualisation of the Filipino youth appears to be primarily aided by 
the isolating conditions of their generation.  This creates, therefore, the space 




area of their religious identity.  As to whether there are other aspects of the 
self considered a “project” to them necessitates further investigation.65 
What is interesting here is that instead of abandoning it completely as 
a “pre-ordained design,” being Catholic among my informants demonstrates 
novel ways by which they relate with the religion.  By virtue of indwelt 
individualisation, their religion becomes more meaningful and internalised 
(see Chapter 7).   
It is here where an insightful paradox surfaces.  The autonomised 
space created by the conditions of the isolated generation has led to the 
construction of a religious identity that negotiates these very conditions.  In 
other words, their religious identity, in the form of the principles and actions 
of their reflexive spirituality and their moral views, allows for them “to keep a 
particular narrative going [italics in the original] (Giddens, 1991, p.54).”  This 
narrative, or in the context of this research, personal religious meaning and 
the expressions of “being Catholic,” is to make sense of their existence and 
how they relate to other people, objects, and circumstances in their everyday 
life that is enduringly vulnerable to dislodgement brought about by the 
ontological insecurity or the individualising consequences of their isolated 
generation.66   
There are two ways by which this navigation takes place.  On one 
hand, their respective organisations can be seen as space for religious identity 
exploration and expression.  The importance of the fellowships they 
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 Apart from religious identity construction, there are, of course, many other ways 
by which youth, especially socially excluded ones, undergo transitions (see 




encounter in their organisations has been identified as part of their emotional 
anthology of resources (see Chapter 7; see also Shepherd, 2010).  But at the 
same time, these religious organisations provide the opportunities to express 
their reflexive spirituality (Chapters 4 and 5).  Charismatic organisations are 
known for their emotional worship whereas outreach-orientated ones 
frequently engage with grassroots communities, for example.  It is no 
wonder, too, why the Taize (see Chapter 5) and the fellowship described at 
this chapter’s outset portray emotional longing for God and care for one 
another.  And an action-orientated relationality in the form of community 
service is a way of exercising socio-political efficacy albeit in a very limited 
context.  On the other hand, one can also look at how the individual herself 
does the navigation.  Having a personal and experiential view of God (see 
Chapter 5) and a moral principle upholding the traditional family ideal 
contests the estrangement brought about by economic vulnerability and 
family restructuring, for example.  Also, the importance of sincerity (as 
opposed to external forms of piety in Chapter 5) reveals how the self has 
become the authority over authentic religious experience (Taylor, 1992).   
These two ways of navigating the conditions of the isolated 
generation can be considered lifestyle choices.  Miles (2000, p.26) rightly 
argues that “youth lifestyles” (and here the expressions and activities of their 
religious identity can be seen as their lifestyle choices as religiously involved 
Catholics) are “in direct relation to their position as regards the dominant 
culture.”  By contrast, Collins’s (1997) work on young people in England has 
shown that their immediate relationships with family and friends, in a 
manner that exhibits “immanent faith,” are integral to their sense of meaning, 




And what about media and technology in which the globalising 
Filipino youth are believed to be more immersed than the previous 
generations (McCann-Erickson Philippines, 2000)?  For sure, exposure to 
television and radio, from eight to fourteen hours per week, is very high 
among 90% of Filipino youth (McCann-Erickson Philippines, 2000).  But the 
same survey (2000, p.3) has also pointed to activities involving internet use 
and text messaging as novel activities that “past generations did not have any 
access to.”  Whereas “surfing” and “chatting” were the top online activities in 
early 2000s (NFO-Trends, 2001), a recent national survey (Asian Institute of 
Journalism and Communication, 2009, p.1) among Filipino schoolchildren 
reveals that it is now “maintaining and visiting social networking sites.”  74% 
of these schoolchildren are computer literate and have access to the Internet 
either from home or an internet café.  The latter provides affordable internet 
access, thus levelling the technological field across economic classes 
(McCann-Erickson Philippines, 2000).  As regards cellular technology, the 
2010 Young Asians Survey has revealed that in Metro Manila, 67% of Filipino 
youth own a mobile phone, 26% of whom admit “they can’t live” without it 
(Isip, 2010). 
It is rather fashionable to identify (blame?) the “media” - in its abstract 
yet Western form – as a powerful institution for the formation of alternative 
(i.e. rebellious, violent, and promiscuous) values among youth (see Lanuza, 
2003).  And this is no less the case in discourses about Filipino youth (see 




Chapter 7, the role of the media67 in directly shaping my informants’ religious 
identity is rather checked by what they already believe about God, for 
example.  Instead, much of their religious identity is mainly informed by 
what I have described as their emotional anthology of resources.  This 
directly challenges Lanuza’s (2003) conclusion that “Filipino youth today, 
rightly or wrongly, are the products of mass media more than genes or 
school, or least of all, of the home.”   
Also, if this conclusion were true, how come Filipino youth-at-large, 
as discussed in Chapter 6, maintain moral views conservative to the eyes of 
their counterparts and media from the West?  This, of course, is not to deny 
discernible changes to their morality but I would like to propose that the 
influence of media and technology on the lives of Filipino youth takes a more 
subtle and potentially contested approach.  To be sure, the media can be a 
powerful arbiter of contemporary norms and taste (Lanuza, 2003).   
But instead, the impact of high consumption of media and technology 
among Filipino youth is with regard to the emergence of a habitus of 
choosing, which effectively complements the individualising condition 
discussed above.  At one level, the way Filipino youth use the internet for 
social networking and mobile technology to express themselves reveal 
identity explorations (Estuar, 2003; Asian Institute of Journalism and 
Communication, 2009).  But at another, as Flory and Miller (2010, p.9) put it, 
the “religious implication” of this digital revolution “is that people have to 
struggle with the issue of pluralism.”  The vast features of the internet, the 
media, and mobile technology open doors for the influx of overwhelming 
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information but they do not all simultaneously influence the Filipino youth.  
This explains why some songs on the radio or forwarded emails, in favour of 




This chapter has attempted to address the second question of this 
doctoral thesis: What social conditions account for the religious identity of 
religiously involved Filipino students?  I have done so by approaching the 
question from the point of view of the sociology of generations, but 
particularly emphasising the collective consciousness aspect of it.  The 
collective consciousness of my informants arises from one, a discernible 
awareness of the distinctiveness of their generation albeit less desirable to 
them compared to previous generations and two, a shared experience of 
ontological insecurity wrought by the isolating tendencies of economic 
vulnerability, family restructuring, and political detachment.  Because of the 
autonomising consequences of these conditions which have been seen to be 
shared among Filipino youth-at-large, the generation can be aptly (but also 
provocatively) described as isolated.  In doing so, the social conditions 
identified are well contextualised in the subjectivity of my informants, which 
is a deviation from less grounded assumptions about the most important 
structural changes in the society.  I have qualified, for example, the way 
media and technology influence the youth today.  In view of these social 
conditions, the elements and enactment of being Catholic among my 
informants can be seen as lifestyle choices that help them negotiate the 




And the social conditions of the isolated generation, it needs to be 
reiterated, are unique to today’s young Filipinos born at a time when the 
country has already set up its post-dictatorship democratic institutions, neo-
liberal economic development, and engagement with the global economy.  
They did not, for example, witness the traumatic political unrest during the 
Marcos dictatorship in the 1970s and 1980s (Ogena, 1999).  Instead, they are 
growing up at a time when the Philippines has a relatively stable (though not 
tension-free) democracy.  But they are definitely seeing more and more of 
their relatives and eventually peers aspiring to or already leaving for work 
abroad.  But they are very much aware, too, of how difficult it is to find a 
relevant job locally.  The youth today are also privileged to have immediately 
exercised their fingers and reflexes on, by the time they were sentient, the 
remote controls of commercial media (television and radio), the computer 
keyboard, and their mobile phones, which, people of my age (born in the 
1980s), for example, had to experience getting adjusted to.  If specific years 
are called for, the isolated generation may be most applicable to Filipino 
youth born in the 1990s.  These boundaries, of course, necessitate further 
investigation.     
On a final note, the question mark in this chapter’s title is there to 
denote the provisional character of the claim that this generation is indeed 
isolated.  For one, an argument may be made that the awareness of their 
isolation may be merely triggered by the fateful moment that is their current 
life stage as late adolescents about to enter the labour market.  Hence, 
uncertainties are naturally imminent.  This, to me, is arguably incomplete 
since fateful moments, invoking Giddens (1991), reveal the character of risks 




and political life.  If Schuman and Scott’s (1989) hypothesis is correct, my 
informants will look back to the conditions of their ontological insecurity in 
adolescence and early adulthood as a marker of their generation.   
Also, the methodological limitation is evident since the thesis has 
focused only on religiously involved students.  The subjectivity of groups of 
other young Filipinos is admittedly not included.  Whether or not they align 
with the statements of this chapter warrants new research.  Nevertheless, I 
have taken the risk of giving attention to the generation since, as I have 
argued, a nuanced generational consciousness appears present.  And at the 
same time, these nuances have evident connections to structural conditions in 
the Philippines, which is why I have tried to draw from other studies and 
statistics as well.  So apart from merely answering the second question, my 
hope, therefore, is that this chapter has stimulated thinking and interest in the 























Personal Excursus  
 
I have a confession to make.  Although this thesis so far has reflected 
an intellectual interest in religion in the Philippines, much of the 
underpinning curiosity has been more or less personal.  Right from its onset, 
the “journey” I went through - if I may use a typical metaphor for spiritual 
seeking (Wuthnow, 1998) - to investigate the religious identity of my 
informants can be somehow considered going back to my own roots.   
Pondering my research question in 2007, I could not help but be 
struck by what I thought were remarkable similarities between academic 
observations of changes to personal religiosity in the West and my own 
thoughts about my peers at school.  Admittedly, I knew I was “more 
religious” than my classmates since, even at primary school, I had mastery of 
the Holy Rosary, for example.  On Fridays, after class, my devout 
grandmother would bring me to a cockfight stadium rented for the purposes 
of the weekly gathering of Charismatic El Shaddai followers based in the 
community.  Twice, too, did I undergo training to become an acolyte but on 
both occasions, I never had the chance to officially serve our parish because 
my trainer had to be reassigned to a different part of the country.  In my 




in our covered court.  In 1995, my Christian Living teacher selected me to 
compete in the 1st Metro Manila Bible Quiz sponsored by the Philippine Bible 
Society.  My partner and I won the very first elimination round.  To top it all, 
the St. Lorenzo Ruiz Award, named after the first Filipino saint, was given to 
me when I finished primary school.  Although merely an early adolescent 
then, I was somewhat cognisant, in other words, like my informants today, 
that I was more religiously involved than my peers.   
Such early realisations could very well be my initial venture into the 
sociology of religion.  At that time though it was an unquestioned 
assumption that the religious communities I was part of were of the 
“committed” and “serious” Catholics, whereas everybody else could not care 
less about their faith.  Reading several texts in the sociology of religion (see 
Turner, 1991; Davie, 2007a) challenged this assumption and intrigued me 
with a sociological vision sensitive to the nuances of religious change such as 
secularisation and individualisation.  It was thus that the trajectory of my 
doctoral career was set in motion.          
To reiterate, the thesis has been concerned with the following 
question: What does being Catholic mean to religiously involved Filipino students 
today?  Accompanying it has been the question on sociological explanation: 
What social conditions account for the emergence of their religious identity?  In this 
final chapter, I hope to summarise the thesis by highlighting its main 
arguments and contributions relative to the hypothesis presented in Chapter 
1.  In the latter half, by recalling the empirical and theoretical contributions 
introduced in Chapter 1, too, attention is turned to the new questions and 





Revisiting the Hypothesis 
 
 As explained in the methodology (Chapter 3), the main question of 
this thesis neatly captures how religious identity is redefined in terms of 
personal religious meaning or religious self-understanding.  Indeed, the 
study of religious identity, as Chapter 2 has argued, necessitates probing first 
the personal meaningfulness of a religion to an individual.  There it has been 
argued that beginning from a checklist of beliefs, practices, experience, 
salience, and even degree of commitment common but not exclusive to 
quantitative researchers can lead to such normative categories as selective, a´ 
la carte, smorgasbord, or split-level Catholic identities (Bulatao, 1966; Inglis, 
2007).  Instead, by foregrounding personal religious meaning, religion 
observers can shed light on why and how individuals can employ some 
beliefs or practices in favour of others, whether from the traditional 
institution or elsewhere.  Admittedly, this redefinition is set against a 
backdrop of the various ways by which religious identity has been utilised in 
the literature, broadly in terms of social affiliations and personal reference.   
Although it has not been fully explored in the literature (McNamara, 
1992; Hornsby-Smith, 2004; Ecklund, 2005), asking about religious self-
understanding is increasingly important in view of everyday religion’s 
inherent hybridity, the ever-changing character of religious institutions and 
how everyday believers can take part in change, and the very condition of 
religion in modernity.   
The latter speaks of processes having impact on individual religious 
identity: secularisation, sacralisation by intensification, and individualisation 




which effectively became my working hypothesis: a continuation of 
traditional religiosity in which beliefs, practice, and experiences are in line 
with the essence of the Church as a mediating institution (or religion of 
difference) between God and Humanity.  Apart from reflecting the 
hypothesis in similar studies on involved Catholics (see, for example, Rymarz 
and Graham, 2006), this has been proposed since my informants have free 
willingly joined their respective religious organisations which are often 
tasked to carry out religious activities on and off campus.    
There is a possibility that asking what professing a religion means to 
an individual would welcome a diversity of answers.  But as this thesis has 
shown, themes are discernible and they give an idea as to what process is in 
fact in operation.  So what then is?  How does the religious identity of 
religiously involved students fare relative to the hypothesis? 
The quick answer is: it depends on which religiously involved 
students are being discussed.  In Chapter 4, an emergent typology of 
religiously involved students has surfaced based not just on religious practice 
but also on their religious self-understanding.  Two broad categories, 
enriched with biographical accounts, have been identified: orthodox Catholics 
and creative Catholics.  Each has its take on the hypothesis. 
Recalling Brad’s story, orthodox Catholics are not just heavily 
involved in the sacraments and devotion to saints.  They also see these, 
institutional Catholic life, and the mediation for sins and prayers as what 
being Catholic means to them.  They highlight the need to defend central 
doctrines concerning the Virgin Mary and the divine mandate of the 
priesthood, for example, against those who challenge them.  Interestingly, 




needs to be qualified here that their religious identity cannot simply be 
assumed to be naive, backward, or “traditional” in its pejorative sense.  
Ludwig (2000, p.2), a theologian, describes this view of Catholicism as 
“juridical consciousness” because of its sheer legalism which “inhibits one 
from taking ownership of the tradition, from facilitating one’s own spiritual 
journey, from experiencing the depths of life and mystery, and from 
becoming an active agent in the community of faith.”  Clearly, Brad and the 
three other orthodox Catholics among my informants are not “robbed.”  More 
than anything else, they have a grasp of the depths of Catholicism as a 
religion of difference.  In view of this, the hypothesis is confirmed among 
orthodox Catholics, with the necessary qualification that it is not mere 
“juridical consciousness.”  In fact, one can argue that it may also be 
sacralisation by intensification since, by going back to their narratives, many 
of them have been awakened or intensified by the challenges they 
encountered from other people, mostly non-Catholics.   
The rest of the thesis, however, does not concern orthodox Catholics.  
The typology in Chapter 4 has identified a sub-group of religiously involved 
students who arguably have not been unmasked in the literature and 
everyday discourse that usually emphasise “cafeteria Catholicism” (see 
Baggett, 2009).  And they constitute all but four of my interviewees; even the 
focus group discussions add value to their nuances.  Creative Catholics share 
a religious self-understanding that deviates from a Church-defined 
Catholicism espoused by their orthodox counterparts above.  This is in spite 
of the seeming distinction relative to religious practice.  Practical (creative) 
Catholics like Imman still go to Mass whereas freestyle (creative) Catholics like 




religious life, and even devotion to saints do not place prominently in their 
religious self-understanding.  What surface instead are the themes explored 
in detail in Chapter 5: having a personal and experiential relationship with 
God, exercising an action-orientated relationality in which right living is 
more important than right believing, and questioning the misguidedness of 
their Catholic leaders and peers.  These elements, as I will invoke one more 
time later, have helped me argue that their religious identity is best 
characterised as a reflexive spirituality or that subjective or self-defined 
disposition that engages the elements of Catholicism they find most 
meaningful relative to others.   
None of the elements of their reflexive spirituality hints at the 
continuation of a traditional religiosity or religion of difference, thereby 
rejecting the hypothesis.  Of course, for some of them especially the practical 
Catholics, sacraments like the Eucharist and penance are worth experiencing 
because of the learning and renewal they get from them.  They will not deny 
sin and sinfulness.  But I will reiterate that what is being emphasised in their 
religious identity are not these considerations.  When one turns to their moral 
views, for example, it is not the moral error of divorce or cohabitation that 
comes into play (Chapter 6).  As a matter of fact, their religious self-
understandings point to what I have considered an undercurrent of 
experiential religion of humanity in which the immanence of God and 
expression of religion in relationships have become most essential.  It is an 
undercurrent because, in contrast to collective negotiations of religious 
identity (see Yip, 1997; Dillon, 1999), the religious meanings are merely tacit 




The trend that emerges here is neither secularisation nor sacralisation.  
The unravelling of the self as moral authority and one that experiences God 
directly exposes a process of individualisation among religiously involved 
students.  These are, after all, creative Catholics.  But whereas 
individualisation typically accounts for religious change taking place outside 
religious traditions – in terms of spiritual seeking, for example (Pollack, 2003) 
– the individualisation that is becoming visible here is within the religion of 
Catholicism.  Discussed at length in Chapter 7, this is what I have called 
indwelt individualisation which refers to the two coexisting processes of 
tradition-maintenance and tradition-construction and to the self-defining 
attitude that buttresses them, discerning which beliefs, practices, and 
resources are employed.  In so doing, the self appropriates the religion more 
effectively and meaningfully.  Simply put, my informants become more 
committed to Catholicism.  It is for this reason that my informants cannot 
simply be positioned in between what can be thought of as orthodox 
Catholics and cultural or uncommitted Catholics, a continuum which 
assumes that religious identity can be assessed according to institutional 




 In view of the redefinition of religious identity as personal religious 
meaning, the themes of their reflexive spirituality have effectively answered 
the main question of the thesis – and it could end there.  But as I have pointed 
out in the introductory chapters, asking about religious self-understanding 




religious meanings is in how they are able to shed light on the different 
aspects of a person’s everyday religion or religious life – his beliefs, practices, 
experiences, and even moral attitudes.  And in Chapter 1, it has been pointed 
out that a question concerning resources accompanies asking about religious 
identity.  It is effectively a question of religious socialisation (see Hunt, 2005).  
Indeed, if my informants’ religious identity can be qualified as 
individualised, what resources inform and shape it?  Finally, as a sociological 
inquiry, it has been pertinent to ask the secondary question: What social 
conditions account for their religious identity?  Here I revisit each of these 
issues.    
 Chapters 4 and 5 have shown that religious practices concerning the 
sacraments are secondary to my informants and that doctrinal beliefs and 
their coherence are not even necessary.  This is understandable especially in 
light of their action-orientated relationality.  Dina, it will be remembered, has 
even questioned the merits of going to Mass compared to the social benefits 
of helping in the Gawad Kalinga home-building project.  Since religious beliefs 
and practices have been addressed already in these two chapters, I found it 
helpful to look towards another aspect of their religious life – moral attitudes.  
Indeed, Roof and McKinney (1987, p.224) have rightly observed that for many 
people, a moral position is effectively a “religious conviction about who they 
are and what they stand for.”  In Chapter 6, I have shown that their moral 
views towards the controversial issues of premarital sex, cohabitation, 
divorce, homosexuality, and the Reproductive Health Bill (and abortion) are 
straightforwardly conservative.  But the underpinning principles are not; and 
it is in these where the religious self-understanding resurfaces.  They are 




value of relational commitment and the moral autonomy of the self.  The 
former manifests the discourse of “not hurting other people” which 
buttresses their action-orientated relationality.  The issues raised, one way or 
another, hurt people and more often than not, they stand in the way of the 
traditional family ideal.  Moral autonomy, of course, sees the self as the 
arbiter of what is right and wrong which clearly reflects the reflexivity of 
their being Catholic.  In light of both their moral attitudes and underlying 
principles, my informants can be considered conservatively liberal.   
 If the religious identity of my informants can be effectively considered 
individualised, it is important to ask what resources have shaped them.  This 
question has somewhat been answered in accounting for the conservative 
views they have in Chapter 6.  There I talked about the conservative 
socialisation they would have received from their families, schools, and even 
the media.  This consideration, however, does not fully account for their 
moral autonomy and their reflexive spirituality.  Applying the framework of 
indwelt individualisation, Chapter 7 looks into what I have called their 
emotional anthology of resources which broadly accounts for the close human 
relationships they have: from family and friends to parish priest and lecturer.  
Even those non-Catholic resources such as books and music can be 
considered emotional in that they speak to the inner authenticity of their 
religious identity expressed in the experiential relationship with God and 
right living being more important than right believing.  The use of anthology 
as metaphor has been deliberate since it denotes the need for an editor, which 
in this case, is, of course, the self.   
Herein lies the key to effective religious socialisation: entering the 




chance to interact with some youth ministers and it seems instructive to bring 
up an issue raised by one from a Catholic university: 
 
In the retreats I have been running, we let students reflect on 
or pray over what first struck you most, what load you are 
carrying...There are times they really look into themselves.  
Usually, there are problems and what’s going on at the present 
will come out, whether you like it or not and they share it.  
And that is how I get to know what’s going on – especially in 
the family.  And they even mention that it’s not the money that 
counts.  We would like them - their parents - to be with us 
instead of being far and working and looking for money.   
 
 The thesis ends by addressing the secondary question: What social 
conditions account for my informants’ religious identity?  Given the commonality 
of their religious meanings across class, gender, academic discipline, type of 
university, and even nature of religious organisation, a generational purview 
has emerged necessary.  Mannheim (1952) has been seminal in pointing out 
that the problem of generations, as a unit of analysis beyond class, is in the 
generational transmission of knowledge and values, which in the case of my 
informants is Catholicism.  In Chapter 8, I have argued that the expressions of 
their religious identity, seen, for example, in their worship gatherings or 
outreach activities that manifest an experiential relationship with God and 
their action-orientated relationality, are effectively lifestyle choices that 
navigate the ontological security brought about by the isolating social 
conditions of their generation.  Belonging to the isolated generation, my 
informants are cognisant of the exigencies of economic vulnerability, family 
restructuring, and political detachment.  The notion of the isolated generation 
is a unique contribution to the study of religion and generations because it is 
drawn from the collective memory of my informants.  It is noteworthy, too, 




hence not the usual political trauma found in the literature - they have 
connections to wider social conditions.  The chapter is, therefore, a 
contribution to the sociology of generations as well.   
 
Conclusion: New Directions 
 
 As this thesis ends, it helps to be reminded that the main research 
question, as Chapter 1 has presented, is significant for both empirical and 
theoretical reasons.  Empirically, the focus on religiously involved Filipino 
students gives attention to a group that has never been studied even though 
they are part of the big sector of Catholic youth in religious organisations.  
This is not to mention, too, that being both religiously involved and 
university undergraduates affords them the life chances of shaping opinion in 
the public and religious spheres in the future.  Moreover, the empirical 
attention on Catholic youth in the Philippines offers insights for comparisons 
to studies on religion and youth that are becoming increasingly important in 
the West.  Theoretically, the thesis has put forward a grasp of religious 
identity in terms of personal religious meaning.  It is in light of these 




 In the introduction in Chapter 1, an overview of studies concerning 
the Filipino Catholic youth have shown that there is a discernible 
individualising trend as far as traditional religiosity is concerned – with 




religiously involved students, it intrigues me to ascertain to what extent the 
typology drawn up in Chapter 4 can be applicable to the Filipino Catholic 
youth at large.  The key question: Among these Catholic youth, how 
prevalent are orthodox and creative Catholics?  By drawing from other 
studies and statistics, an attempt has been made in the various chapters of the 
thesis to estimate the uniqueness (or prevalence) of creative Catholics among 
the wider Filipino Catholic youth population.  Their conservative views, for 
example, seem to reflect wider moral conservatism in the Philippine society 
(Chapter 4).  The main limitation of the thesis, however, is that there is simply 
not enough information to make a claim as to their uniqueness or 
pervasiveness.  For one, the typology constructed in Chapter 4 is novel (and 
hence may inform future quantitative research on the Filipino Catholic youth 
at large).  Along similar lines, I wonder, too, if it is altogether possible to 
identity cultural Catholics in the Philippines – those for whom Catholicism 
may not mean anything apart from being a “birth certificate” fixture.   
In other words, what, indeed, does being Catholic mean to the typical 
Filipino Catholic youth?  Will the qualitative nuances of reflexive spirituality, 
moral views, and emotional anthology of resources hold true for them as 
well?  For example, is having a personal and experiential relationship with 
God important to them?  How about action-orientated relationality?  Are they 
also critical of the Catholic leadership?   
In view of their answers to these questions, do they also reflect 
indwelt individualisation in which Catholicism becomes a personally 
adopted religion?  If not, is a case for secularisation in terms of the decline of 




It is worth mentioning here that I have, at the onset of my fieldwork in 
Manila in 2008, thought of changing my focus to be instead on high school 
students from both public and private schools, thus avoiding any 
predisposition towards only the religiously involved.  It was discouraged by 
the Departmental Ethics Review Committee since, for being below 16 years 
old, my informants would be considered children and would therefore need 
parental consent.   
 While there are only a few of them, the typology in Chapter 4 has 
identified at least four orthodox Catholics.  Admittedly, they have not been 
given the attention in this thesis although the propositions above about their 
unique appreciation of Catholicism as a religion of difference have been 
noted.  I am wondering, therefore, whether the same can be said about the 
religious identity of orthodox Catholics in general.  Quite reasonably, the 
point of entry is the parish – perhaps the acolytes and those involved in youth 
activities and traditional parish-based organisations.  Pending investigations, 
this may be presumptuous, as this thesis has shown about the religious 
identity of my informants.   
 Concerning the proposition that the generation of my informants is 
isolated, I need to reiterate that the question mark in the title of Chapter 8 
denotes the claim’s provisional character.  My hope is that the chapter has 
encouraged a novel way of thinking about generational consciousness.  But it 
also needs to be asked to what extent and how pervasive the isolation exists 
among young people today.  Future research must investigate a wider 
spectrum of Filipino youth and see whether the claim concerning their 





 Theoretical  
 
 Relative to the sociology of religion, there are three important 
conceptual contributions this thesis has offered: religious identity as personal 
religious meaning, reflexive spirituality, and indwelt individualisation.   
 In Chapter 2, the notion of religious identity as religious self-
understanding has been advanced as a way of simplifying and clarifying the 
various ways by which it has been employed and operationalised.  It is in 
terms of what a person means by professing a religion that beliefs, practices, 
and experiences become intelligible.  This conceptualisation has led to a 
methodological preference (Chapter 3) for asking individuals what professing 
a religion means to them.  As demonstrated throughout the thesis and in 
Chapters 4 and 5 in particular, the question has elicited remarkable nuances 
that seem to do justice to the person of my Catholic informants.  It is because 
of this that the study of religious identity can be considered emancipatory as 
well (see Flanagan, 2004).  Whether this definition and the nuances it has 
drawn out will play a role in the Catholic Church, universities, and other 
religious institutions is, of course, beyond the scope of this project.  What 
interests me, however, is the applicability of this view of religious identity in 
future research in the Philippines or elsewhere.   
While the study of religious identity has become very important in the 
West as a means to probe secularisation (Pollack, 2008), negotiations with the 
Catholic Church (Dillon, 1999), and challenges brought about by pluralism 
(Hoge, et al., 2001), in the Philippines it is because of the very taken-for-
grantedness of Catholicism inherited from the Spanish colonial period.  




Studying, therefore, the religious identity of those who have converted, too, is 
now a project worth conducting. 
 As a result of investigating my informants’ religious self-
understanding, I have made an attempt to reconfigure the notion of reflexive 
spirituality in Chapter 5 not merely focusing on self-fulfilment (Roof, 1999) or 
critique of the other (Besecke, 2007) but also factoring in the importance of 
human relationships.  To religiously involved students, though, it is not so 
much about being part of a community as it is about what they do to their 
relationships.  To reiterate, reflexive spirituality in this thesis has been 
defined as the subjective or self-defined disposition of engaging with 
Catholicism by identifying its most important elements.  In doing so, 
individuals develop a reinterpreted but definitely owned Catholic faith.  I 
believe the three elements of self-fulfilment, relationality, and critique of the 
other can shed light on how individuals – Catholics or otherwise - may be 
articulating their religious identity or religious self-understanding.  As a 
matter of fact, even young orthodox Catholics (re)discovering the 
meaningfulness of traditional religiosity – reclaimers, as Flory and Miller 
(2010) call them – may also be found to be exercising reflexive spirituality.  
This, of course, depends on whether spirituality, it must be reiterated, can be 
employed to recognise that the articulation of their religious identity has 
foregrounded the self and its experiences.   
   Finally, indwelt individualisation, presented in Chapter 8, may be seen 
as an attempt to synthesise the findings of the thesis.  The themes of reflexive 
spirituality and the liberal principles underpinning conservative moral views 
all point to the upper hand that is the self as religious authority.  Noteworthy, 




disagreements may arise, as has been demonstrated by the creative Catholics.  
In this conceptualisation, two main considerations are at hand: attitude and 
processes.  A self-defining attitude undergirds the two coexisting processes of 
tradition-maintenance and tradition-construction.  I have noted that it is 
possible to explore these ideas in operation through the various aspects of 
everyday religion – rituals employed or even narratives themselves.  This I 
have done by looking into my informants’ emotional anthology of resources.  
Again, like the two concepts of religious identity and reflexive spirituality 
above, the concept of indwelt individualisation has the potential of shedding 
light on how individuals and groups negotiate their presence within the 
Catholic institution.  Of course, the immediate application is on those on the 
“fringe” compelled to challenge and negotiate the doctrines and practices of 
the Church.  But as this thesis has demonstrated, it is possible even among 
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